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On the far side of complexity lies profound simplicity
~ Karl Weick
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Abstract
The research explored how a Dutch energy cluster embedded within a larger context of
European and global developments reflected complex dynamics due to changes in its
context. The case study explored Energy Valley of the Netherlands, a peripheral region
that meets the challenge of energy transition, regional development and national
economic interests. The research engaged complex adaptive systems approach to gain
insights into complex cluster dynamics to contribute to cluster study and policy.
The research captured insights into increased complexity of an energy cluster due to
energy transition and other developments in the cluster context, exacerbated by
differences in perceptions and responses of stakeholders to the new challenges.
Findings on cluster developments included insights into cluster context, cluster
condition, cluster dynamics and cluster transformations, and the interconnectedness of
such developments based on Energy Valley and supplementary cases of Karlstad and
Silicon Valley. The research findings led to insights into cluster systems developments
and a model capturing cluster emergence.
The research contributed to cluster theory by developing a CAS approach for cluster
study that developed a whole systems approach to understand cluster dynamics,
offering to the field of cluster study a qualitative understanding of cluster systems
developments. Insights into interconnected developments at the micro, macro and
inter-systemic levels, and into energy clusters in the context of energy transition were
results of the research. The broad scope and nature of the study meant limitations were
inherent and therefore recommendations for future research were included. EU Cluster
Policy motivated the research and hence recommendations for policy developments
were also part of the research contribution.
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Executive summary
The thesis intended to study cluster dynamics in a rapidly changing business
environment marked by globalisation, accelerated technological advances and digital

worlds that have been re-framing business and social landscapes. The financial crisis of
2008 epitomised the increased inter-connectedness and complexity of business
environments.

European Union’s decision to launch clusters as motors of innovation that would
enhance Europe’s competitive capacities was the prime motivator for the research.
Implementation of such a policy to its diverse hinterland that included peripheral and

lagging regions required insights and policy instruments that could serve as a guide. The
challenge of implementing cluster policies in diverse settings was further complicated
by rapidly changing economic, social and political landscapes of businesses. In order to

support implementation of cluster policy in the EU, and elsewhere, understanding
complexity of cluster development in their changing contexts would be desirable.

The energy sector, an enabler of other industries, is a key industry undergoing major
transition processes due to pressures of climate change and resource depletion. The

research chose to study an energy cluster as an extreme or critical case due to these

complexities, strained by significant political and social pressures. The study of an
energy cluster embedded in complex contextual developments could provide valuable

insights on cluster practice. Energy Valley, the Dutch energy cluster of Northern
Netherlands was chosen for the study. In this cluster, challenges of energy transition,

rural and peripheral regional developments and national economic priorities converged,
making it a complex cluster phenomenon.

The emergence of complex adaptive systems (CAS) in regional studies supported the

choice of this approach for the study of complex cluster developments in its changing
context. The application of complexity approaches, CAS in particular, in the fields of
economics, ecology, innovation and transition management served as inspiration and

guidance in developing a CAS approach for cluster study. A conceptual framework to

guide analysis and strategy development in cluster policy to support European cluster
policy implementations and contributions to theoretical developments in cluster studies
were the focus of the research.
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The research shows how the Dutch energy cluster was shaped by its existing and past

traditions, structures and ambitions, its ability to respond to changing contexts, and how

new patterns of collaborations and interactions resulted in systemic transformations in
the cluster due to policy initiatives and self-organized developments.

CAS offered a ‘lens’ that facilitated the study of interactions and responses across

players, levels and time. The research built on insights from evolutionary economics and

regional innovation systems as these fields offered insights into evolutionary and

systemic aspects of cluster development. Adopting CAS approaches for cluster study

resulted in an analytical conceptual framework that provided guidance in the search of

deeper insights into cluster developments. Insights into the complexity and dynamics of

the energy cluster, enhanced by two supplementary cases, resulted in insights into

cluster systems developments. The whole systems approach for cluster study based on

CAS was new and added to on-going developments in cluster studies to understand

complexity of cluster developments. Empirical study connecting micro interactions and
‘sensemaking’ of agents to macro level patterns development using complex adaptive

systems approach was scarce in cluster studies. European energy policies impact Energy

Valley’s developments, specifically on energy transition developments, and at the same

time, Energy Valley has been lobbying in the EU to advocate gas as fulfilling a systems
function in balancing renewable energy fluctuations. The interconnectedness of

interactions across systems levels and interrelated systems developments were made
explicit in the study.

The research produced insights reflecting interconnected cluster systems developments
for theory and translated these into recommendations for cluster policy and practice,

with specific recommendations for Energy Valley. The research developed a complex
adaptive approach for cluster studies, captured in the Cluster Emergence Model and
thereby contributing to future cluster studies and policy developments.
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1 Introduction
The chapter introduces the research motivation and purpose of the study and the

theories, methodology and key issues related to the study. The chapter describes the
main case study and concludes with an overview of the remaining chapters of the thesis.

1.1 Research motivation

The main motivation of the research lay in implications of European Union’s cluster

policy given the purpose and the context in which it needed to be implemented. Smart

Specialization Strategies of the Horizon 2020 programme of the EU embraced cluster
policy as a key cornerstone to promote economic competitiveness. Diversity of regions

in Europe and their particular ‘smart specialisations’ meant that successful cluster
policy needed to meet the diversity challenge in its implementation strategies. EU policy

makers were seeking ways to stimulate competitiveness of businesses, emerging
industries and regeneration of existing industries and regions.

Existing policies and policy instruments did not provide the framework conditions for

emerging industries to develop at the scales and speeds that were required to maintain
and advance Europe as a region of innovation, jobs and wealth (European Forum for

Clusters in Emerging Industries, 2013). Globalization, inter-connected social and
business networks, user-led innovations, resource depletion, climate change agendas,
emerging markets and shifting political powers were challenging traditional business

and economic models and newer models able to deal with these complex landscapes

were needed (Pralahad and Krishnan, 2008; Pecqueuer, 2008; Lorentzen, 2008; Wixted,
2006).

A systemic study of the increased complexity of business and cluster contexts would
support cluster developments and enhance policy interventions. New approaches to

understand new complexities and new strategies for cluster developments would

contribute to both cluster theory and practice. An exploration of literature on cluster
and related fields including complexity sciences would be carried out to understand

current thinking and practice in cluster developments. An empirical study would be

carried out to gain insights into complex developments of clusters in their changing
contexts to gain insights into current practice. The use of complexity approaches in the

research follows recent developments in regional studies (Martin & Sunley, 2003;
Carbonara et al, 2010; Cooke, 2012; He et al, 2011). An extensive and exploratory study
23

of cluster developments would offer insights into clusters dynamics and new

approaches for cluster study and policy.

1.2 Introduction to cluster studies
Clusters are defined as ‘geographically proximate group of interconnected companies,

suppliers, service providers and associated institutions in a particular field, linked by
externalities of various types’ (Porter, 2003, p. 562). Cluster studies is an area of research
characterised by diversity in focus, approaches and methodologies that in turn, reflected

the diversity of the underlying theoretical disciplines. Henry et al (2006) indicated that
whilst Martin and Sunley (2003) were right in their criticism of the lack of coherence

and ambiguities that abounded in cluster studies, there was cause to value diversity of

cluster studies. Their contention was that the discourse, namely, the ‘theoretical
conversations’ in cluster research, and the existence of multiple theoretical bases of

cluster research offered deeper understanding of cluster practice. Cluster theory was in
their view ‘emergent’ and ‘work in progress’ (also, Cortright, 2006).

The broad range of fields supporting cluster study meant that there was a rich base of

knowledge that could be combined to gain deeper and pluralistic insights into clusters

that served the diversity of clusters. Emergence of new studies focusing on the

increasing complexity of clusters was also acknowledged in the literature and is
discussed in Chapter 2. Innovation systems studies and evolutionary economic
geography are theoretical fields offering support to cluster policy developments.

Innovation studies and innovation policies embraced a ‘systems of innovation’

perspective, which rested on the assumption that innovation was an interactive process.
Accordingly, this approach focused on the importance of linkages but acknowledged that

effective links could not be a ‘panacea’ for all problems. European innovation policy
embraced regional innovation perspectives. From the 2000s, industry and science

linkages that focussed on interactions between the private and public sectors, creating
networks of innovation in which transfer of knowledge was pivotal were prominent and
there was a focus on ‘more complex instruments such as cluster policies’ (Izsák et al,

2013, p. 17). Izsák et al described a shift in focus to non-technological and systemic

aspects, including more demand side public procurement of innovation as well as more
traditional supply side policies. Cluster policy was recognized as a ‘complex instrument’

in innovation policy. Cooke (2012) also identified the need for facilitating transversality
in complex adaptive innovation systems where policy interventions were needed next to
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more autonomous behaviours of firms and other stakeholders. He addressed emergent
and adaptive nature of innovation systems, of which clusters were a part.

The research intended to explore clusters and their landscapes to understand how
clusters develop. Existing fields of knowledge included evolutionary economic

geography, regional innovation systems and complexity theories. These theories could

support understanding emergent cluster dynamics in changing contexts as shown by

Cooke in his exploration of complex adaptive innovation systems (2012).

In the tradition of using ‘multiple theoretical bases’ and multiple perspectives,

evolutionary pathways, adaptive interactionists’ perspectives and systemic studies

would be embraced in investigating cluster developments. The research set out to

explore broad questions related to cluster developments in order to determine the need
for new approaches and new agenda in cluster study.

1.3 Important issues in cluster study

Initial characterizations of innovative and competitive industrial districts are key

features of current day cluster studies, and such studies included effects of
agglomeration, value of proximity, specialized labour pool, networks and linkages,
interactive knowledge flows, governance and organization of clusters, etc. (see Asheim

et al, 2006; Belussi, 2006; Marlberg & Power, 2006). However, new developments
showed that cluster theory was in need of enhancement and is described in this section.

The rise of internationalization and digitalization gave rise to questions on the

significance of location and proximity in the literature (Langedijk & Boekema, 2008;

Gertler & Wolfe, 2006). Developments resulting from globalization have included global
production chains, global value chains and more recently, global innovation chains, and

a need for new models that could support and transform current regional innovation
systems (and clusters) to become globally more competitive (Viitanen et al, 2012).

A Canadian study of 26 clusters, across a wide of range of sectors, indicated ‘that the key
factors and processes which hold the elements of an individual cluster together are

highly variable’ (Wolfe, 2009, p. 182). Such variability in clusters reinforced the need for
analytical frameworks that offered policy makers context specific analyses of cluster

developments. Their research also indicated the significance of civic capital in cluster
development. They explained that local leaders bridged the gap between local
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community and local government by leveraging solidarity and creating collaborative

opportunities and development of goals amongst stakeholder groups who were not
always included in formal strategy dialogues.

The need to modernize triple-helix model (policy, academia, industry linkages) was

central to regional innovation systems and clusters (Etzkowitz, 2012; Etzkowitz et al,

2007; Farinha & Ferreira, 2013; Storper, 1997). Trends of changing business and
consumer behaviours and relationships due to the rise of Internet and new technologies,

and more empowered consumers in part due to an integrated European Union

supported the need. These changing relationships and players in regional and cluster

innovation systems meant new strategy and governance challenges prevailed. Ebbekink
et al (2015) addressed the growth of ‘associative governance’ and the influence of civic

society in cluster developments, resonating the findings of the Canadian study where

civic leadership and civil associations were identified as being significant (Wolfe, 2009;
Wolfe & Gertler, 2004).

Changes in cluster context were therefore a key concern in cluster developments and

insights into broader issues of contextual changes and their implications for cluster
practice would provide support in the design and execution of successful cluster policy.
The research would therefore embark on understanding interconnected developments

of clusters in their contexts. In order to do this, the research would turn to existing
literature to explore theories and models that supported understanding of broader
contextual and cluster developments.

1.4 Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) and cluster study
The financial crisis of 2008 reflected the interconnectedness of economic systems where
financial sectors and disproportionate processes impacted global economics
(Beinhocker, 2012, 2014; Chia, 2011). New complexities related to governance of

economic structures beyond national borders resulted in increased interest in

complexity studies. Complexity economics is one such development. CAS approaches

have been applied to life sciences, ecology, management, economics, education, health
care, etc.

A key characteristic of complex systems is the semi-autonomous behaviour of agents

responding to changes to their environment, leading to changes of the system as a whole

(Dooley, 1997).
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A growing recognition amongst cluster scholars reflected the need to address

complexity in regional studies and the potential value of complexity theories (Martin &
Sunley 2007; Carbonara et al, 2010; He et al, 2011; Cooke, 2012) given that clusters

were also affected by global and economic crises and developments.

Increasingly, CAS theories were applied to cluster study and some aspects of complex
systems were explored. These included self-organisation and emergence (He et al, 2011),

and strange attractor, path dependency and emergence (Cooke, 2012). Management

studies focussed on firms, explored concepts of variety, agents, attractor, and selforganization, (Axelrod & Cohen, 2001), as well as container, fitness to landscape,
significant differences, transforming interactions, and emergence (Olson & Eoyang, 2001).

Broadening the use of CAS in new fields of study as was the case in international aid and
development studies (Ramalingen et al, 2008; Jones, 2011) guided and inspired the

research to explore broader issues and design a CAS approach for cluster study. The CAS

application to aid and development studies explored broad questions that included

understanding eco-systems of natural and human environments, emergence of short

and long -term cycles of developments, interaction patterns across levels, diversity, and
connectedness of agents and institutions.

The application of CAS to cluster study was still in its infancy and additional research
could support new approaches for policy and extend theoretical developments. The

attractiveness of CAS lay in its whole systems approach and is increasingly applied to
new fields of studies, including the social sciences.

1.5 Important issues related to CAS-driven research
Existing cluster studies on complexity in clusters employed CAS and complexity
approaches but were limited in their scope, often focussing on generic macro

(emergent) developments, or, on specific aspects of cluster systems as described in the
previous section. A comprehensive CAS model to support policy developments was

lacking. A flexible and generic model capturing whole systems developments of clusters

in their context using CAS principles would also serve theoretical developments.
Nevertheless, a number of issues pertinent to CAS needed to be addressed.

The first issue is the epistemological issue associated with the transfer of complexity

sciences rooted in life sciences to study of human systems. The differences between
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natural and human systems, specifically, intent and conscious behaviour in human
systems are addressed in the literature. Clusters as complex adaptive systems would

also be subject to these epistemological challenges. Different scholars in the social

sciences, including Stacey and Eoyang, chose to address human dynamics and human

responsiveness in their works in an attempt to make explicit the conscious decision
making processes attributed to humans, which are absent in other living systems. These

issues are discussed in the Methodology Chapter, but as indicated, CAS has been

incorporated in social sciences and examples are provided to support the research in its
epistemological stance.

A second issue in investigating deeper systemic interconnections, and a whole systems
study of complex systems, is the interpretivist and subjective nature of the findings.

‘Abduction’ as postulated by Van de Ven (2007) in the study of complex phenomena,

dominated the research for the same reason. Part of understanding abductive leaps in
knowledge development could be understood by the notion of ‘sensemaking’ (Weick,

2001; Dervin, 1999). The concept of ‘sensemaking’ is significant to both the research

process and in understanding behaviours of agents in complex systems. Agents respond
semi-autonomously to local contextual changes by sensemaking processes. This process

of sensemaking is addressed in CAS studies, although not always explicitly, and plays a

central role in the research.

A third issue in CAS is the centrality of agents and agent perceptions as described above.

This means that stakeholder perceptions would be leading in understanding cluster

dynamics and developments. The convergence of multiple inputs would help create
insights into cluster systems developments. Given that complex systems are never static

and difficult to grasp due to the non-linearity and partiality of knowing, multiple
analyses and inputs would help build a more complete picture of cluster developments
rather than distinct analyses (see Chapter 3).

A fourth issue in CAS studies is that it provides a way of seeing the world, often

compared to a ‘lens’ (Mitleton-Kelly, 2003). The use of metaphors to capture qualitative
descriptions of complex systems developments is common in CAS studies. As such, the

research uses the metaphor of the ‘landscape’ to describe contextual changes, including
changes in energy landscapes. Complexity studies also use models as analytical and
organizational tools to study evolutionary systems developments (Maguire et al, 2011).

The research intends to develop a CAS framework to guide the exploration, analyses and
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description of cluster systems developments, and as such contribute to future cluster
research and policy developments. The guidance feature of complexity theory to
understand phenomena is in itself subject to evolution as ‘neither the modeller nor the

model are outside the system modelled’ (Maguire et al, 2011, p. 3).

Finally, CAS theories embrace limitations of ‘knowing’ and therefore issues related to
validity and generalizability arises. In addition, the principal of uniqueness of each

system also meant that any study of cluster developments builds on the notion of

plausibility rather than certainty. Nevertheless, a CAS framework could support

exploration of unique features and potential developmental pathways of cluster
systems. Any notion of ‘managing’ in the traditional sense needs to be adapted, in which

interventions that could influence or support new path developments in cluster policy
are sought.

1.6 CAS and the cluster study
The research intended to explore whole systems development of a complex cluster
through an extended case study. This would involve understanding agent behaviour

responding to changes in the environments and discovering deeper insights into

interconnected aspects of cluster systems. Complexity approaches building on systems

thinking could map processes and patterns of interactions and feedback loops in

interactions. A conceptual framework would be developed based on an extensive study
of CAS and regional studies.

The research chose to investigate in depth a case study to gain insights into its specific

system developments, contexts and their interrelatedness. Lessons from such a case

study could provide understanding of cluster developments and responses at both the

micro and the macro systems levels. These general patterns of interactions and system

developments could offer insights that could contribute to theoretical discourse on

clusters. In addition, policy implications could be captured as practical lessons. Complex
Adaptive Systems (CAS) approaches and the conceptual framework to be developed
would guide the research in its data collection, analysis and development of

propositions and insights related to cluster systems developments.

1.7 Case study – energy cluster

The energy sector had been facing unprecedented challenges due to resource depletion,
explosive energy demands, sustainability, ecological challenges and social complexities
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(Rifkin, 2004; Cherp et al, 2011; World Energy Council, 2013; IPPC; World Bank; Energy
Environment Agency, 2013). A shift from a fossil-based to more sustainable energy
systems is the energy transition. ‘No one knows what the future of energy transition will

be, and the consequences of collective decisions may have a big impact on the future and
yet we need to act now as technology developments for energy transitions are expensive,
long term strategies’ according to van Gemert, Professor of energy transition (interview,

15 July 2013). The transition meant that energy and energy sectors need to deal with

determining, realizing and balancing different types of producers with different types of

technologies (Kaloudis & Pedersen, 2008). The energy landscape is complex wherein
interacting policy measures implemented in different sectors and government levels are

needed to realize more energy efficient and low carbon economies. The Energy
Environment Agency (2013, p. 13) emphasizes the significance of policy measures:

National policy frameworks are evolving across Europe. Debates on a national and
European level are currently taking place about how to achieve the transition
towards a low-carbon and energy-efficient future. Achieving optimal coherence
between the various policy domains is crucial to maximise the co-benefits across
sectors.

Local energy sectors were therefore faced with complex challenges that included

depletion of energy resources, emergence of renewable and other energy sources, need
for more flexible infrastructure and need for new skills and knowledge for energy

transition developments which were sensitive to global markets and developments.

Clusters included inter-firm dynamics that were both relational as well as spatial coming

together to address common needs or issues through collaboration through iterative
and dynamic processes of multiple self-organizing and unpredictable collaborative

activities (Atherton and Johnston, 2008). According to Cherp et al (2011, p. 75), energy

clusters faced ‘multiple interconnected challenges’ that demanded urgent and

simultaneous strategies that drive collaborative processes. They also indicated that

reductionists’ approaches were failing, and that current policy was often fragmented,

and that trust in institutions was weakening as they were part of ‘complex and

historically rooted ‘arenas’ co-evolving with the energy issues they address’ (p. 75). The

complexity of energy clusters was therefore tremendous and made them particularly
suitable for a study of complex cluster developments faced with significant contextual
changes.

Energy Valley, the energy cluster of the Netherlands, was chosen as the main case study
for several reasons. The Dutch energy cluster was a local cluster that had an important
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position in European and global energy markets due the size of its gas resources (largest

in Europe). In addition, the gas industry was critical to both the local and national

economies. Energy Valley as a region had two major developmental strands. The first
strand was the energy transition moving from a gas driven energy sector to a more

sustainable and diverse energy market, and the second was the economic development
of a peripheral region. The convergence of these developments in the energy cluster

offered a case study that could provide deeper insights into cluster development where

complexity was dominant. The cluster, situated in the region of the researcher, meant
that direct observation and access to stakeholders and experts as well as added
advantages of affinity and proximity were present.

The research would investigate additional supplementary cases of Karlstad and Silicon

Valley to enhance the findings.

1.8 Research design

The research intended to seek insights into cluster dynamics and developments to
provide support to cluster policy and further theoretical discourse. Karlsson (2008a,
2008b) indicated that the case study method was ideal to understand internal dynamics

of clusters and their future developments. He expressed that any exploration of clusters

and clustering, and often only in retrospect, needed to be guided by theoretical analysis
within such case study methodology. The outputs of case studies would add to the

increasing wealth of knowledge. The research steps into the tradition of adding deeper

insights into cluster development through case study guided by CAS and regional

sciences.

The case study methodology also provided the study of phenomena in context, offered a
robust but flexible approach (Eisenhardt, 1989; Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Sanders

et al, 2009; Yin, 2014) that suited the exploration of complex interactions of clusters

with their environment within a whole systems approach of CAS. The research intended

to use exploratory and revelatory case study methods to gain close-up view of a contextbased study of Energy Valley cluster. In addition, exploring ‘big’ issues in practice of

complex phenomena ‘relies on a holistic understanding, obtained from engaging

multiple stakeholders, of the problem itself, its history, the intentions of actors, and their

evolving relationships in changing contexts’ (Van de Ven, 2007, p. 287). The engaged
scholarship practice advocated by Van de Ven overlaps the sensemaking essence of CAS

approaches. The research would set out a qualitative research to gain richer
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perspectives through interactions with experts and stakeholders, with the core of the
input from diverse agents related to Energy Valley cluster.

Related to the exploration of complex phenomena, Van de Ven (2007) advocated the

need for ‘variations’ in thinking, drawing upon Karl Weick’s notion of ‘thought trails’, to

explore phenomena from different categories to get better understanding, and
eventually to build better theory. He also indicated that paradoxes, uncertainty and

abductive leaps were part of this process. The research would engage multiple analyses

and perspectives (categories) in the research, including micro - macro level perspectives

and interactions; inputs from agents in different places in the cluster; multiple analyses

to capture systems developments and interactions; and empirical and archival inputs on
both past and current practice. The research consequently acknowledges the key role of

sensemaking and interpretive ‘lenses’ of primary sources and analytical models as part
the study (elaborated in Chapter 3). In investigating complex systemic developments,
the research acknowledges the presence of paradoxes, uncertainty and abductive leaps

but balances these subjective aspects with systematic mapping and analyses processes.

The research also includes two supplementary cases to verify and enhance findings of
the main case study. Karlstad’s Paper Province and Silicon Valley are investigated and
therefore strengthening outcomes of the research.
Research Objectives

The research intended to explore clusters in their changing contexts to gain insights into

changes in the cluster environment, and how these affected cluster dynamics and cluster
development through complexity approaches.

The main research question and its sub-questions described below would be answered
to support the purpose of the research.
Research Question
What drivers of change and cluster dynamics, in particular for energy clusters, are
significant to cluster developments, and what revisions might be needed for cluster theory?
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Research sub-questions
1. What is changing in the context of clusters and influencing cluster development?
2. How are stakeholders and other factors at the micro-level influencing cluster
development?
3. Can CAS approach be incorporated into cluster theory to support the future of cluster
development?

1.9 Key concepts of the research

Main concepts related to the research used in the research are described below.
Clusters
Clusters consist of interconnected companies, associated institutions and economic

actors, in a geographical area and sharing a common field, that provide and share

specialized expertise, services, suppliers and skills (adapted from European
Communities, 2008 and Porter, 2003).

Complex adaptive systems
Complex adaptive systems are multi-agent systems in which agents constantly adapt to

local challenges contributing to emergent, adaptive systems (adapted from Dooley,
1997; Heylighen et al, 2007).

1.10 Overview of chapters
The thesis consists of five chapters including the present. This section provides an
overview of the chapters.

Chapter 1 introduces the context and scope of study and addresses related theoretical
and research challenges. The chapter describes issues in cluster practice and theories

and the emergence of CAS approaches in cluster study. The chapter also addresses

epistemological and ontological issues related to CAS approaches. The choice of case
study and that of energy clusters to capture complex adaptive systems behaviour of

clusters is explained. Finally, the research design, including considerations related to
studying complex phenomena and complex adaptive systems studies, is linked to the
research objectives and research questions.

Chapter 2, the literature review and policy chapter, is divided into two parts. Part 1
discusses literature related to cluster theory and related theories of agglomeration and
regional studies in addition to complexity sciences and CAS approaches. Part 2 discusses
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EU policy and reviews research focussed on cluster practice and innovation systems that

are relevant to the research. The historical roots of cluster theory in agglomeration and

regional innovation systems theories provide the context of cluster theory. More recent
developments in regional studies, particularly, Regional Innovation Systems (RIS) and
Evolutionary Economic Geography (ECG) fields are explored to understand key issues

and approaches in these studies and their relevance to cluster policy given that recent
developments included more systemic and, or evolutionary approaches. Next,
complexity sciences and CAS are introduced to understand and define features of
complex problems and the context of increased complexity in economic domains. This is

followed by an extensive review of complexity and CAS approaches and their key
concepts. At the end of the literature review, gaps and issues in cluster study are

identified and a possible role for CAS in cluster theory acknowledged. Part 2 of the

chapter introduces EU 2020 strategy, EU cluster policy, followed by models and

approaches relevant to cluster developments and policy. These studies focussed on
issues of complexity in clusters and innovation systems and, or encompassed holistic

and systems approaches. The chapter affirms the need to understand new complexities

in cluster developments, whilst EU’s complex landscape of internal diversity and

fragmentation and new challenges also acknowledge a need for new approaches in
cluster policy.

Chapter 3 addresses methodological considerations in the research in Part 1 and

describes the research carried out in Part 2. Part 1 describes the type, purpose and

underlying philosophies framing the research, particularly those of complexity
approaches. Next, the research strategy, which includes implications of the single case

study method, is discussed. Details of the empirical study’s research design, including
inputs from the literature, field study procedure, ethical considerations and clearance,

data analyses and presentation of the findings are described. This is followed by an
explanation of how the design of the empirical study answers the research questions.

Part 2 includes the research scope and an overview of the research, followed by a
description of the CAS framework developments. The research design, including details
of the Energy Valley case study and the supplementary cases, is also provided.

Chapter 4, the Research Findings and Discussion Chapter, is divided into two parts. Part
1 describes the research findings of Energy Valley as ‘Lessons’ of which Lesson 1 offers

an overview of Energy Valley’s ‘Shifting Landscape’. Lessons 2 – 7 on different aspects of

cluster developments, including those related to energy transition and related
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developments at the national and EU levels. The research findings are captured as

‘insights into cluster developments’ and a model that captures these insights. Part 3

discusses the research findings in the light of the literature review of Chapter 2.

Chapter 5 describes conclusions of the research in terms of the research questions and

sub-questions, and thereby addressing the place of CAS approaches for cluster study.

The second part of the chapter offers recommendations for cluster studies whereby
recommendations for future research is included, as well as recommendations for EU

Cluster Policy, cluster practice and Energy Valley. The chapter ends with a short
personal reflection and topics for future cluster research.

1.11 Summary

The chapter described the background and motivation of the research that set out to
explore cluster systems developments in a changing landscape through the use of

complexity approaches. The chapter introduced literature on clusters and complex
adaptive systems to highlight key considerations and relevant issues related to the
research. The study of energy cases and in particular, Energy Valley was introduced to

explain main challenges present in energy clusters and its value as an illustrative case

study. The chapter explained the research design, objectives and questions to be
investigated.

The next chapter describes literature and policy developments, and key concerns in
their respective domains in relation to cluster developments.
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2 Literature Review
The chapter is divided into two parts: Part 1 focusses on cluster literature and Part 2
on EU cluster policy and cluster practice.

2.1 Part 1: Cluster theories
2.2 Introduction

Cluster study is not a clearly defined area of study. Often, cluster studies are part of

larger areas of study, such as innovation systems, industrial and sectoral dynamics,
competitiveness and production networks, urbanization and regional economies,

evolutionary geography, etc. At times, clusters are the main focus of studies
especially when policy needs are to be met. This rich arena of literature allows for
selection of theories and insights that can support further development of clusters.

A common denominator of cluster studies is that of ‘agglomeration’ whereby
geographical space determines a cluster and therefore ‘space’ is often one of the key

aspects of clusters. In addition, it has been acknowledged that ‘clustering

phenomena are intrinsically complex, uncertain and very diversified regarding the

emergence and evolution patterns they may display’ (Hamdouch, 2011, p. 271). The

literature review would help understand challenges facing cluster practice and

identify gaps in cluster theories. The review provides a broad understanding of
regional studies in relation to agglomeration literature and later, more specifically,

clusters. This is followed by a review of complexity theories and specifically,

Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS). The literature review helps understand
theoretical discourse related to clusters and regional studies, the research context.

The review of complexity literature helps identify principles and elements of CAS
approaches to support development of a CAS framework for cluster study.

An overview of Part 1 follows. Section 2.3, a preface to cluster literature, explains the

relationship between strategy development and cluster studies, and how success of

clusters is tied to strategic policy development and implementation. The role of new
approaches from complexity sciences to support such policy developments is also
addressed.

Section 2.4 describes the ‘cluster concept’ and its roots in agglomeration studies that

preceded cluster theory and practice. The consensus on what constitutes clusters,
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the success and types of agglomerations and studies on agglomerations are also

discussed.

Section 2.5 explores Regional Innovation Systems (RIS) studies. RIS approaches,
popular amongst policy makers, captures systemic and institutional roles

supporting innovation processes. Key features and application of RIS, including

limitations, are described.

Section 2.6 examines Evolutionary Economic Geography (ECG) including the place of

EEG in regional studies and differences between evolutionary approaches and
traditional economics.

Section 2.7 compares RIS and ECG and the convergence in regional studies in

acknowledging increased complexity and the need to embrace complexity
approaches.

Section 2.8 explores complexity theories more generally, including insights into the
nature of ‘wicked problems’, differences in traditional and complexity approaches in
economic realms, and key features of complexity approaches.

Section 2.9 focusses on Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) and provides an overview
of theoretical constructs used in applying CAS approaches. Differences and nuances

in concepts are addressed to show the diversity amongst scholars and in

applications of CAS.

Section 2.10 comprises concluding remarks on the literature review and of the
possible exploration of CAS for cluster study.

2.3 Preface to Clusters and Strategy
Lindqvist (2009) reviewed key strategy journals to ascertain the place of clusters in
the study of strategy and found that in the period between 1990 and 2008 there
were only eight references to ‘the Porterian sense’ of clusters. The significance of

‘1990’ was the introduction of the cluster concept by Porter in his seminal work The

Comparative Advantage of Nations. Although Paul Krugman brought geography back
into economic studies as new economic geography and new trade theory, the study

of clusters has remained primarily a focus of regional studies and economic
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geography. One of the reasons for this ‘disinterest of strategy' was explained by the

rise of the resource-based view and focus on dynamic capabilities of firms. However,

the emergence of network and relational studies of firms encompassed in the
tradition of social network theories initiated interests in inter-firm relationships and
their implications for strategy (Lindqvist, 2009).

Rehfeld and Terstriep (2013) explained how these trends, both in academia and

practice, could be seen as new trends of the global economy that was coupled by

shifts in political systems. These political shifts included those in Europe (due to EU

structural policies) that saw the rise of decentralization, new public-private
partnerships, all part of new policy strategies to deal with shifting contexts. The

diagram below captures the economic and policy context within which clusters

operate and how they are at the centre of meso-economic and spatial changes.

Cluster policy was therefore at the heart of regional economic policy.

Figure 1 Economic and political background of the cluster approach (adapted, Rehfeld &
Terstriep, 2013, p. 280)

The role of cluster policy and different cluster approaches are further examined in

the second part of the chapter. First, theories on the cluster concept and its defining
features in the literature are discussed.
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2.4
2.4.1

Cluster concept and theoretical diversity
Cluster definitions

A cluster is a ‘geographically proximate group of interconnected companies,

suppliers, service providers and associated institutions in a particular field, linked
by externalities of various types’ (Porter, 2003, p. 562). In comparison, RIS defines
clusters as ‘geographically defined, administratively supported arrangement of

innovative networks and institutions that interact regularly and strongly enhance

the innovative outputs of firms in the region’ (Cooke & Schienstock, 2000, pp. 273274).

Cluster success lay in interactions and interdependencies of actors supported by

local social conventions and institutions (Edquist, 1997, Storper, 1997). This view, in
turn, has been underlined by claims that innovation processes were intangible, not

captured in patents or tangible processes, but resulting from tacit knowledge

exchanges across interactions and linkages (Asheim et al, 2006; Cooke, 2012;
Cortright, 2006; Malmberg & Power, 2006; McCann, 2008).

According to these definitions, the core concept of clusters centred around close

interactions of actors in a physical location sharing knowledge, norms and social
institutions that often led to increased trust and collaborations that offered

opportunities for greater specialization, innovation and flexibility to compete in
global markets (Atherton & Johnston, 2008). The business and social environments

feeding business interactions in clusters are therefore central to enhanced

innovativeness of firms in clusters. Recent developments in practice have seen the

emergence of ‘hubs’ particularly ‘knowledge hubs’ (Evers, 2008) and of ‘innovation

hubs’ (Cisco, 2010) which can be attributed to the need for industrial transformation

from production centres to ‘hubs for knowledge creation and learning’ (Tan & Thai,
2015, p. 131).
2.4.2

Historical roots and re-launch of clusters

‘Clusters’ and its predecessor ‘industrial districts’ as a concept capturing localization
of industries and agglomeration effects can be traced back to academic research

related to the industrial era of the nineteenth century and included scholars such as

Thünen, Marshall, Weber, Ohlin, Hoover, Christaller, Palander, Lösch, Isard and
Beckmann (Karlsson, 2008) and the later Italian industrial economic scholars such

as Becattini, Brusco and Bagnasco (Asheim et al, 2006; Belussi, 2006). Empirical
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studies of small firms aggregated industries in Italy (Third Italy) by these scholars

reflected the high degree of specialization of interdependent firms of related

industries that shared strong social, cultural ties that underpinned their economic

relations, and this resonated with Piore and Sabel’s ‘fusion’ of society and economy
(1984). The need to collaborate to reduce risks through cooperation based on

mutual trust and social rules of governance underlined localization of industrial
districts and spinoffs of externalities (Asheim, 2000; Asheim et al, 2006).

Rhefield and Terstriep (2013, pp. 274-294) offered an analysis of the economic and
political backgrounds that saw the rise of clusters in the nineteenth century as

described above and their return in the twentieth century when ‘spatial divisions of
labour’ were prominent with the demise of mass standardization. They indicated
how new developments of ‘differentiated patterns of spatial developments’ were

responsible for the emergence of clusters as well as the rise of more flexible

production systems through regional networking. Concurrently, the focus of
regional studies on successful innovation systems, including the ‘holy trinity’ of
Third Italy, Silicon Valley and Baden-Württemberg added to the revival of clusters

and cluster studies. Rehfeld and Terstriep also concurred that the role of Porter in
re-launching clusters to the forefront of policy and regional economic studies

through his seminal work, Comparative Advantage of Nations in 1990, remained
unchallenged. Agreement of Porter’s role is resonated in cluster studies even as
criticisms prevail and these issues are addressed in the next section that describes
the ‘core of clusters’ and cluster studies.
2.4.3

Determining the core of clusters

The diffused nature of cluster studies meant that different approaches and defining
features of clusters prevailed. This section explores cluster conceptualizations and

approaches. Critical notes on various studies and methodologies are also included to
reflect theoretical discourses on cluster study.

Porter’s defining successful re-launch of clusters however also saw criticisms on his
concept of clusters and clustering in particular in his aim to create a synthetic
generalizable concept of clusters that was deemed to be static in comparison to

works on industrial districts that explored social and cultural localization
interdependencies (Asheim et al, 2006, p. 13). Similarly, Porter’s methodology on
cluster effects was also seen as being ‘operational’ since ‘location quotients data and
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other aggregate measures of geographical localization and inferred inter-industry
linkages’ offered little more than generalizations about increased industrial

agglomeration and (labour) market effects. Their critique also included Porter’s
assumption that clusters were always market driven and countered this with

biotechnology clusters as example of research driven clusters. Porter’s

simplification of cluster formation and development processes did not do justice to

cluster developments since, according to them, clusters were often framed by
complex and long histories, and social and cultural processes of co-location. This

simplification of cluster theory reduced to competitive advantage, claiming to
explain cluster phenomenon in all their different dynamics and life-cycle phases

remained a criticism in the literature (Asheim et al, 2006; Martin & Sunley, 2003).

The consensus in the literature about clusters as being an umbrella concept and as
‘work in progress’ underlines the criticism that there can be no ‘one size fits all’

theory or concept of clusters (Hamdouch et al, 2009; Maskell & Kebir; 2006,
McCann, 2008).

Another critic echoing the choice of cluster researchers and policy planners to use
secondary macro and micro economic data to draw inferences on the relative

success of clusters for benchmarking is Cortright (2006). He asserts that secondary
data sets from established ‘industrial, occupational or knowledge taxonomies’ are

used to determine proximity of firms, and also that ‘indirect measures of affinity,
such as inferences of connection from buyer-supplier relationships computed from
national level input-output data’ are used to determine proximity at regional levels

(pp. 15-16). He acknowledges that there is value in specific quantitative cluster
studies based on narrow structure and performance indicators but that these do not

capture holistic cluster dynamics. The other practice in cluster studies, including
case studies, offer context specific information that provides narratives that could
generate insights into emerging patterns and processes specific to the case at hand.
Capturing the cluster dynamics as a universal phenomenon, according to Cortright,

may need more rigorous approaches. His conclusion on the study of clusters is that
attempts made at ‘characterizing the dimensions’ or ‘defining clusters’ were ‘not an

exact science’ and that this will still be the case till other correlations and insights

into cluster dynamics that offer more powerful generation of outcomes are available
(p. 5). He does concede that the diversity of theoretical bases in terms of

perspectives, disciplines and use of data add rich insights into key cluster
dimensions as being spatiality, life cycles, linkages and geographical scales.
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McCann (2008) also raises the inherent challenges in measuring effects of
agglomeration due to the fact that externalities often result from untraded inputs,

pool and mobility of labour and knowledge sharing. Measurements of economic

growth based on labour and sectoral aggregated data may not accurately capture

externalities of agglomeration due to urbanization economies distortion;
discrepancy in sectoral aggregation figures due to nature of sectors (example,
service industry); the micro-level nature of agglomeration effects; and finally, the
phenomenon of declining clusters (see McCann, 2008 for overview and details).

In another attempt to distil the core of clusters, Malmberg and Power (2006, pp. 5657) in their analysis of ‘true clusters’, indicated that there were four criteria

prevalent in determining clusters in the literature. The first criterion has to do with
geography and related economic activity often leading to ‘functional inter-linkage’.

The second criterion was that clusters operated as ‘functionally defined industrial
systems’ with diverse ‘actors, resources and activities’. This criterion pre-empts the

problem of defining the system border since, ‘the spatial extension of most
functional systems is much larger than what we normally think of as functional

regions’. The third criterion has to do with policy and institutional aspects. This

involved ‘identity’; commonly, a cluster is explicitly named and has some policy
programme attached to it. In the literature, it is also referred to as a ‘policy
construct’ (Solvell et al, 2003). The fourth criterion relates to the ‘competiveness’
aspect ascribed to Porter. Malmberg and Power recommend that there be less focus
on puritanical definitions of what ‘true clusters’ ought to be and instead, more focus

on seeking ways to understanding knowledge creation and innovation. They
assumed that this supports policy to create more supportive environments building
on existing competitive strengths and leveraging local (and non-local) networks.
Their advocacy for a more flexible approach towards defining clusters with a re-

focus on knowledge creation, innovation and learning in local economies has struck

a chord in more current studies where the focus has been to support policy
understand cluster behaviour.
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Table 1 Adaptation of Malmberg and Power’s ‘true cluster’ analysis (pp. 56-57)

To categorize cluster literature, Karlsson claimed that there were two traditional

research perspectives relevant to regional economic development studies, namely,

the resource-based and the scale-based functions of market potential. He indicated

that newer traditions like evolutionary economic geography focussed on knowledge

advances as a resource and skilled labour kept the study of spatial issues alive in
economic development. The relevance of evolutionary economic geography to the
study of regional economic developments was also addressed in terms of its

contribution of temporal and contextual-sensitive aspects whereby agent behaviour
could be understood as being tempered by historical path dependent contextual
factors (Boschma, 2004). The focus on regional economic developmental studies

was broached by different traditions of scholarship and each of these contributed
specific insights into clusters and agglomeration effects that put localization at the
core of their studies.

Asheim et al (2006) described five theoretical perspectives, namely, Neo-

Marshallian Industrial Economics, New Trade Theory and Marshallian Localization
Economics, New Endogenous Growth Theory, Economics of Firm Strategy and
Marshallian

Localization

Economics,

Neo-Schumpeterian

and

Evolutionary

Economics, and how they captured changing socio-economic circumstances whilst
describing convergence of returns of agglomeration and localization of businesses.
They also described how localization and specialization contributed to

entrepreneurial growth through inter-dependencies and collaborations whilst
divergence and diversity were part of such developments.

In the evolutionary economic literature the notion of ‘related variety’ explains this

phenomenon well and is included in the description of evolutionary economic
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traditions later in this chapter. The proximity of businesses and industrials to each

other is a physical dimension that encompasses social and cultural proximities as
addressed earlier. These different theoretical perspectives described in the table
above also include proximities of a different kind, namely, technological,

occupational and market proximity next to the physical and social (Cortright, 2006).
The table below reflects proximities at the firm level.
Spatial

Technological

Physical distance
between firms

Similarities in
technologies
employed by
firms

Skill/
Occupational

Market

Social

Similarities of
workers in their
skills

Similar or
connected sets of
customers

Levels and kinds
of interactions
between
managers and
workers

Table 2 Cortright’s dimensions of proximity (tabulation by author)

At the core of cluster and agglomeration literature, ‘proximity’ dominates and it has

been shown that there are more dimensions to proximity beyond the physical and

that these are linked to shared social and cultural ties embedded in institutions,
conventions and governance structures (Boschma, 2004; Curry, 2006; Edquist,
1997; Storper, 1997) as well as related to businesses and trading as in markets,
professions, technologies, and labour relations (Cortright, 2006; McCann, 2008), and

as shown in the table above, the firm level manifestations.

On the industrial level, McCann (2008) captures the differences between pure

agglomeration, industrial complexes and social networks. The first two types of
agglomeration are often units of economic productivity and input-output analyses
respectively. And whilst the first, pure agglomeration, captures transitory inter-firm

relations that are co-located in the same space and often strongly competitive of
market opportunities and found in urban spaces, the second captures the more

traditional industrial production complexes such as those in the chemical and
pharmaceutical industries where long-term relationships and oligopolistic positions

are common. Production inter-dependencies are often part of the relationships that
are secured in long-term partnerships and are therefore stable. And finally, the
social network agglomerations based on Granovetter’s work has a strong element of
mutual trust often embedded in shared histories and experiences of players

involved in decision-making whereby spatial proximity is not a necessary feature
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but often supports trust in relations (see McCann, 2008). The advantages of direct
face to face contact where tacit knowledge is shared swiftly, known as knowledge

spill-overs and untraded inputs due to the access to specialized knowledge and
labour mobility of a local skilled labour pool represent the effect of agglomeration

(see table below). In addition, co-located production saves transport costs, as do
untraded inputs and knowledge diffusions.

Table 3 Industrial clusters (McCann, 2008, p. 31)

McCann (2008, p. 26) indicated that industrial cluster studies bring together

‘location specific economies of scale’ to innovation processes (knowledge generation
and diffusion) and firm creation. Discussions of the polarity of growth theories

dominated by key firms and the dependence of supply-buyer relationships in hub
and spoke networked clusters, ‘industrial complex’, including those described
through Porter’s competitiveness model, are now being superseded by discussions

that throw back to the Italian industrial districts dominated by small innovative and
specialized firms accruing benefits from the social and cultural environments, also
reflected in the innovative milieu school (for a description and overview of cluster
literature, see also Bathelt, 2008).

In an attempt to understand how these different elements come together, the

description of the evolutionary path of clusters by Belussi (2006) has been included
below. The evolutionary path of industrial districts and clusters described by Belussi
captures the localized formation, evolution and maturation of such phenomena. This
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model captures the significance of initial localized factors that explain the presence
of firms in the local area and the possible emergence of clusters due to presence of

externalities, technological developments and supportive institutional systems and
the further ‘cluster’ developments emerging from collaborative production,

marketing and knowledge development ventures that in turn initiate new
infrastructure to support diffusion of knowledge as key resource. The final stage

described in this evolution is the shifts to other locations due to cost benefits or

proximity to market. The visualization of this process reflects how antecedents of
localized economies could emerge depending on the socioeconomic and cultural
frameworks present and the presence of external inputs such as technology, labour
and knowledge inputs. Evolutionary economic regional studies offer more insights

into the evolutionary processes involved in regional and cluster developments

whilst innovation systems theories offer insights into the systemic interactions of
clusters in terms of innovative processes and these are described later in the
chapter.
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Figure 2 Belussi’s Evolution of industrial districts or clusters (2006, p. 83)

To end the first part of the literature review, conclusions from Delgardo, Porter and

Stern (2013) reflected the dilemmas of bringing together industrial specialization
and the diversity of regions leaning on local socioeconomic and cultural strengths.
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They concluded that the value of clusters is in its ability to facilitate ‘complementary

activities’; these activities span across different economic activities (innovation,
production, marketing, finance, etc.), different knowledge boundaries (scientific and
tacit knowledge, innovation and entrepreneurship), and different regional and
political boundaries (judiciary and regulatory differences, access to talent and

knowledge pools, etc.). The horizontal and boundary spanning nature of clusters

described as ‘transversality’ by Cooke (2012) is discussed in more detail in section
2.6.5. Similarly, Delgado et al (2014, p. 1797) concluded, ‘the presence of clusters,

which foster multiple types of complementarities, seems to be a key driver of the
emergence and growth of industries for all industry types’, and also, ‘that the growth

and emergence of regional industries relate to the cluster composition in nearby

regions’. They also indicated that future research needed to understand ‘drivers of

the evolution of clusters’. They clearly advocated the need for understanding cluster

developments and the broader contexts in which they operate. They also suggested
that understanding roles of localized institutions was necessary as there was little
theoretical and empirical research on these aspects.

Cluster theory therefore acknowledges the value and effects of agglomeration and

proximity of firms supported by their specific shared socioeconomic and cultural

contexts, accessibility to knowledge and markets, prevailing inter-dependencies in
reaching global markets, and (risk sharing) innovations and production. The

presence of complementary skills, resources, knowledge, etc. both within the region
and outside available to firms in the clusters were also identified. These aspects of

the literature review are also reflected in the table below, which summarizes issues
related to cluster and agglomeration studies.
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Table 4 Key aspects addressed in agglomeration and cluster literature

The literature review shifts to Regional Innovation Systems and Evolutionary

Economic Geography theories as these fields of research provide insights into more
dynamic aspects of cluster and regional developments (Martin, 2013; Martin &
Sunley, 2007; Uyarra, 2010). The next section describes Regional Innovation studies

with the focus on innovation systems whilst section 2.6 describes Evolutionary
Economic Geography studies.
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2.5 Regional Innovation Systems
National (NIS) and regional (RIS) innovation systems studies emerged in the 1980s

as inter- and multidisciplinary areas of study, an offshoot of innovation studies

(Fagerberg et al, 2012). The NIS and RIS studies support and inform policy practice,
including the European Union, to the extent of becoming almost ‘a normative

concept’ of policy makers (Uyarra & Flanagan, 2013). Sector and regional based

studies support interventions designed to strengthen innovation capacities. The
literature review focuses on regional innovation systems studies as being relevant to

clusters and cluster developments. Related studies of national innovation systems

(NIS), sectoral innovation systems (SIS) and technological innovation systems (TIS)
share the systems approach of RIS but differ in their focus, the country level for NIS,

industrial sectors for SIS and technology for TIS. The innovation studies literature
explores how innovation processes are influenced by the interplay of institutions

and actors in a system. Comprehensive overviews of the evolution of innovation
systems studies and related policy developments are found in the literature
(Fagerberg et al, 2012; Martin, 2013 & Uyarra and Flanagan, 2013) whilst this
section focusses on RIS in relation to understanding innovation and systemic
processes in cluster developments.

The study of Regional Innovation Systems also aims to capture differences in
patterns of innovation in regions reflecting a region’s own diversity. The region is

seen as a complete system and interactions in the system are studied to identify
possible causalities and related patterns (Lundvall, 2007). At the core of such

regional innovation systems are interactive processes by its actors and these could

be firms, universities, research institutions, organizations, governmental agencies,
etc. (Andersson & Karlsson, 2004). Distinct system differences related to

geographical proximity and tacit knowledge diffusion, due to local interaction
processes, contribute to regional differences. RIS typologies depict such differences

and are discussed in detail by Navarro and Gibaja (2012). Despite such differences,
the literature describes ‘an ideal-type’ RIS (OECD, 2008) in which technology needs
are key, captured in the illustration below.
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Figure 3 An Ideal-type Regional Innovation System (OECD, 2008, p. 92)

The RIS depicted above consists of a network of players in an inter-connected
system where demand and transfer of knowledge and innovation take place
between businesses (knowledge explorers and exploiters) and universities
(knowledge generators). Knowledge creation and utilization amongst different

actors is at the core of RIS. The diagram also illustrates how RIS is embedded in
regional culture and governance sub-systems, and how RIS is connected to external

linkages, activities and players. The simplification of businesses as utilizers of
knowledge that all knowledge needs are necessarily technological is a limitation of

the ‘ideal type’ RIS. These limitations are addressed below in the discussion of
features of RIS and knowledge generation.

Andersson and Karlsson (2004) identified features of RIS that were necessary for
successful regional innovation systems. In this overview, the significance of agents

in RIS as opposed to institutions is highlighted, and it is not specific to technology
driven innovation systems. The table below summarizes RIS features and conditions
for their success.
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Table 5 RIS features and conditions for successful RIS (adaptation based on Andersson &
Karlsson, 2004, pp. 14-15)

The table above shows that the role of agents and their interactions in producing
and sharing knowledge is important to RIS and that formal knowledge-providers are
not a necessary condition, but there is a pre-requisite that sufficient knowledge is

produced and shared in the system. Regions endowed by innovating firms produce
new knowledge and qualify as RIS if the generated knowledge is shared through

interactions and collaborations. This view differs from the ‘ideal-type RIS’ where
technology needs are assumed to be produced by research institutions. Differences

in RIS are explained through types and ways of knowledge generation, organization
of interactions and boundaries of the systems (Andersson & Karlsson, 2004). This

differs from more traditional approaches whereby R&D spending and outputs are
used as indicators of knowledge generation, reflected in the ‘ideal-type RIS’ where
universities are central.

Asheim and Parrilli (2012) described the shift from traditional notions of R&D as
indicators of innovation to new understanding of different knowledge bases

supportive of different industries. They identified ‘analytical (science-based),

synthetic (engineering-based) and symbolic (arts-based)’ knowledge bases (also,

Asheim, 2007; Asheim et al, 2007) and described innovation as ‘interactive learning’
where different forms of innovation are combined. Lorenz and Lundvall (2006) first
introduced the Doing-Using-Interacting (DUI) modes of innovation that expanded

the discourse on what constituted knowledge, thereby acknowledging that
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innovation in some industries are less explicit and were part of continuous

improvements in production processes. The shift in discourse offered a broader
view of what constitutes knowledge and innovations in RIS and the co-existence of
different types of innovation.

In addition, innovation policy needed to be wary of a narrow view of what
constituted innovation as the success of such policies needed to acknowledge the

significance of the societal context in which innovations took place, as captured in
the quotation below.

‘One of the most important issues of innovation policies in Europe is to connect the
results of research carried out in universities and other research organizations
with application-oriented activities of enterprises, whether these are SMEs or
large, global corporations. This not only involves improving the functioning of the
market mechanism but also a society-wide restructuring of laws and cultural
attitudes. It is short-sighted to see innovation as only a matter of markets and
firms.’ (Lambooy, 2005, p. 1150)

Given that innovation policies build on insights into innovation systems, there have
been shifts in previous policy programme of EU and its member states from a

dominance of Science and Technology (S&T) and Research and Development (R&D)
focus to a ‘broader and more comprehensive view of innovation has been applied to

retain and develop competitiveness in the heterogeneity of Europe’s regions’
(Asheim & Parrilli, 2012, p. 2). According to Izsák et al (2013), ‘A broader view
emerged in the thinking about innovation with increasing attention being given to

its non-technological aspects and its systemic nature being highlighted’ (p. 17).

Therefore RIS and innovation policies based on RIS saw a broadening in their scope
and understanding of the mechanisms, constituents and realms of innovation.

Before moving onto discussing clusters as part of RIS, a brief note on methodology
and RIS studies. A key point raised in typology and measurements of RIS studies is

that whilst they generate a broad range of features to identify RIS typologies, they
are limited to statistical and case studies RIS typologies (Navarro & Gibaja, 2012).

Navarro and Gibaja (2012) also indicated that statistical analyses provide more
comprehensive

quantification

of

economic

and

innovation

performance

comparisons of EU regions whilst case studies provide deeper understanding of
innovation processes related to governance structures, knowledge bases and
interactions between actors in RIS. The popularity of statistical analysis and need for
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statistical data is clearly seen in the European Cluster Observatory, which provides

fine-grained statistical information on EU regions to enable benchmarking. Policy
makers can compare the relative performance of their region to other regions. At the

same time, case studies and qualitative studies provide different typologies and
insights. Both approaches are valid and offer complementary information in RIS
scholarship.
2.5.1

Innovation clusters in RIS

In order to understand the overlap between cluster studies and innovation studies,

Hamdouch (2007) reviewed clusters and clustering literature and described three
main strands. These being,

- Studies with a geographical focus where scale-based studies included institutional
roles and embedding of actors specific to geographical spaces;
- Studies on social and economic factors on network linkages and strength of ties;
- Studies on knowledge generation and diffusion, and learning processes where
resources brought together in networks allow ‘innovation as collective process’.

His attempt to build on these different strands has been captured on a renewed
definition of innovation clusters (driven by technology and specialized knowledge).

‘An innovation cluster comprises an ensemble of various organizations and
institutions (a) that are defined by respective geographic localizations occurring
at variable spatial scales and within specific institutional environments, (b) that
interact formally and/or informally through inter-organizational and/or
interpersonal regular or more occasional relationships and networks, (c) and that
contribute collectively to the achievement of all kind of innovations within a given
industry or domain of activity, i.e. within a domain defined by specific fields of
knowledge, competences and technologies.’ (Hamdouch, 2007, p. 18)

This definition of innovation cluster captures the essence of RIS studies that brings

into the systemic study of innovation processes and institutional arrangements of
the related knowledge, social and geographical aspects of such systems contributing
to successful innovation and competitiveness advantages for the firms and region.

Arikan (2009, p. 659) also advocated that clusters be recognized for their ‘enhanced
knowledge creation’ capability tempered by antecedents such as geographical and
industrial structures, degree and type of industrial knowledge base, cultural

attitudes (towards co-operation), degree of codification of knowledge (tacit or

codified), and firms’ capabilities and strategic choices in knowledge exploration and
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exploitation. The role of the firms in knowledge exploration and exploitation was
emphasized.

The emphasis on cross-fertilization of ideas and diffusion of learning as an

important component of innovation system in successful clusters were captured by
case studies, of which Silicon Valley and Route 128 were exemplary (Saxenian,

1994). Audretsch and Aldridge (2008, p. 75) similarly identified that high-tech
innovative clusters like Silicon Valley and Route 128 were more important for
innovative activity than ‘footloose multinational corporations’ in which the basin of

innovativeness is embedded in geographical spaces and such that ‘entrepreneurial

activity is greater in locations with a greater investment in knowledge and new
ideas’. The generation of entrepreneurship in a context of high knowledge

investments were explained by the spin-off effect of knowledge workers seeking

greater economic value for their knowledge products but remain in close proximity
to the original knowledge sources to gain access to new knowledge and facilities.

Location therefore was seen as the underlying organizational context of

entrepreneurship and that entrepreneurship is an ‘important conduit by which

knowledge spills over’ (p. 76) and that these two converge in entrepreneurial
clusters. In addition, they argued that innovation was moved from being an

endogenous resource to the regional level as innovation systems and innovative
milieu. In the case of Silicon Valley, a culture of openness, flexibility of
entrepreneurs, the mobility and intense interaction between agents contributed to

an escalation of innovation and success that could be described as systemic.
However, Hamdouch (2007) warned that knowledge diffusion could be burdened by

‘structural holes’ in their networks or, benefit from ‘strength of weak ties’ (pp. 22-

24).

Further to the study of clusters as innovation systems is the role of businesses,

universities and government. These three, initially described as the ‘holy trinity’
(Storper, 1997) and later as the ‘triple-helix’, contribute to innovation processes and

play important roles in the formation and development of cluster. Triple helix

studies focus on the role of universities and industries to generate and transfer
knowledge and skills to entrepreneurial activities, and the supportive role of
government.
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Etzkowitz et al (2007, p. 15) describe changes needed in the triple-helix:

‘A stable regulatory framework for knowledge-based societies is a necessary but
not sufficient condition for organizational innovation. The transformation of the
university, whether through internal or external impetuses from a teaching to a
research and then to an entrepreneurial university is a key element in creating a
viable triple helix.’

This transformation of university needed to be part of effective policy as part of

triple helix collaborations to support technology innovations (also, Martin, 2012).
This in turn strengthens the high-tech and science-based notion of innovation and
competitive growth of ‘traditional’ RIS and cluster studies.

An expansion of the initial concept of the ‘triple-helix’ to capture the increasing

complexity of interactive processes and actors involved in innovation processes and
of the influence of broader context in which innovation and clusters are embedded

was needed to reflect diversity in triple helix developments (Etzkowitz et al, 2007;
Farinha & Ferreira, 2013; Triple Helix Association’s website). To this end, Farinha

and Ferreira (2013, p. 21) developed a framework that ‘reflects the interaction of
relationships ongoing between three institutional spheres (university – industry –
government) designed to secure regional competitive advantage within the

framework of actions interrelated across a multi-level scenario’. Their framework
captures deeper inter-connectedness of innovation actors and the contextual

environment in which they operate. This shift in understanding triple helix

interactions as being embedded in contextual factors and framing is also reflected in
changing cluster studies and policy (diagram and discussion in section 2.7). In

addition, they reflected how new social, environmental and economic framing and

local economic, sociocultural, political and technology contexts influence the three

spheres of academia, industry and government in supporting innovation and

regional developments. Their framework also captures interdependencies of
economic and regional developments in the local context.

The overlap between innovation clusters and RIS reflected the importance of high

technology and research driven innovation clusters, strengthened by triple-helix
models of collaborations as foundation for cluster and regional innovation systems.
This supports the traditional R&D driven ‘ideal-type RIS’ described in the previous

section. The acknowledgement of non-technology and distributed knowledge bases

beyond universities contributing to successful RIS meant that the triple-helix model

needed to be re-visited.
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The next sub-section discusses limitations of RIS approaches.
2.5.2

Limitations of RIS

Criticisms on regional innovation studies resonate earlier acknowledgements on
limitation in agglomeration and regional studies but there are specific issues
concerning RIS and these are described in this section.

RIS approaches, as with NIS, SIS and TIS approaches, regard innovation systems as

closed systems where firms and institutions are seen as actors in the system. This
meant that individuals were not the focus of innovation processes whereas

individual agents are part of the ‘micro foundation’ that partakes in innovation and
learning processes (Bathelt, 2008).

The closed system assumption of RIS acknowledges but is not focussed on external

networks in its system analysis, and as such, the ‘global pipelines’ (Bathelt, 2008;
Langedijk, 2002) and clusters as ‘local nodes in global networks’ (Gertler, 2005;
Wixted, 2006) are not at the core of RIS. With increasing developments of global

value chains and global innovation chains, a closed system analysis implies insights

into cross-border linkages are limited or missing whilst knowledge bases and
knowledge diffusion cross borders (Cooke, 2012; Pecqueur, 2008; Smith, 2008). The
Canadian NRC study clearly identified the need to include non- local linkages to

better explain the success and dynamics of clusters in ‘open’ economies such as

theirs (Gertler & Wolf, 2006), reinforcing the need to redefine RIS boundaries. In
addition, cross-industrial opportunities also evident in Canadian clusters (Wolf,

2013) and in the health and energy clusters leveraging ‘transversality’ for
innovation supported the need to extend RIS approaches (Cooke, 2012; Cooke,

2013). Furthermore, RIS studied the role of institutions and formal institutional

contexts in understanding innovation systems, ignoring the role of civic leaders and
associations in leading cluster formation and developments, whilst the shift to

acknowledge the role of civic and associative governance was growing (Wolf &
Jelles, 2008; Ebbekink et al, 2015).

Similarly, dismissing or not acknowledging distributed knowledge bases and a
tendency to focus on technology driven innovation, the ‘ideal type RIS’, and a focus

on narrow views of knowledge as being scientific, as discussed in previous section,
are also limitations of RIS studies where these practices prevail. In addition, this
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connects to the triple-helix model that forms the basis of RIS studies and its
assumptions as discussed in the last section.

The dependence on statistical analyses in quantitative RIS studies is related to
definition and measurement of knowledge when categorizing and defining economic

and innovation success. In addition, limitations of data sets available to explore
interactions at the regional level remain an issue in statistical analyses of RIS at the

EU level, as discussed in the previous section. Despite these issues, policy and
scholarship continue to rely on such statistical analyses (Cortright, 2006).

Another criticism of RIS was its inability to study multi-level and dynamic processes

in innovation systems as well as agency, which made RIS approaches inadequate in

explaining cluster developments, and as such evolutionary and complexity
approaches were preferred even as limitations in these fields were also
acknowledged (Martin, 2012; Martin & Sunley, 2006; Uyarra, 2010).

RIS’ focus on establishing comparative advantage was critiqued in preference of

building on existing local socioeconomic advantages in the face of globalization
(Pecquer, 2008). EU policies on Regional Smart Specialisation Strategies reflected
also the focus on building on regional strengths (EU Horizon 2020 programme).

RIS assumes that clusters as innovation systems, were responsible for innovation
successes as opposed to the possibility that innovation processes were responsible
for the success of RIS and clusters (Simmie, 2006). Simmie acknowledges
connectivity as key in local innovation systems but warns that connectivity and

linkages are not necessarily guarantees of successful clusters (RIS). He also took
issue with assumptions of co-locations as being evidence of inter-linkages, which is

often the case in studies of innovation systems as well. Simmie also addressed

criticisms of defining boundaries of RIS and clusters, which made comparative study
difficult and therefore benchmarking RIS and innovation clusters would be
questionable if no clear delineation exists.

RIS studies’ limitations addressed in this section included issues related to the role

of agency in innovation processes, external and other linkages in innovation
processes, the primacy of institutions and policy support, types and sources of

knowledge within RIS, reliance on statistical and limited data sets, multi-layered and

dynamic processes, focus of RIS on competitive advantages as opposed to building
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on strengths, and causality of innovation and innovation systems as well as

assumptions of co-location and linkages. These criticisms reinforced the need for
complementary or extended approaches in cluster study.
2.5.3

Summary of RIS in relation to cluster study

The table below captures key aspects of RIS and innovation clusters as presented in
the preceding sections.

RIS

Knowledge
in RIS

Types of RIS

Clusters and
Innovation

Methodology
– different
approaches
Criticisms

System boundary, networks, nodes and interactions in system
Knowledge, cultural and governance sub-systems
Institutional conventions in relation to knowledge/innovation capabilities
Understanding causality and related patterns
Competitiveness goal
Knowledge generation and diffusion (research institutes not only actor)
Traditional view vs. broader view:
R&D, S&T vs. distributed knowledge base
Types of knowledge and innovation modes
Analytical, synthetic, symbolic/ DUI modes
Knowledge beyond markets and firms
Also laws and cultural attitudes

System differences related to spatial proximity and knowledge diffusion
Clusters as innovation system – enhanced knowledge generation capacity
inherent
Underlying geographical and industrial structures and knowledge bases
Strategic knowledge exploration and exploitation, and collaboration
behaviours
Institutional environments, role of universities, and technology
developments
Triple-helix parties operating in three different spheres
Variable scales and multiple levels; individual and firm levels
Collective nature of innovation

Case studies – innovation processes and governance structures, knowledge
bases, interactions between actors
Statistical analysis – economic and innovation performance

‘Closed systems’ focussed on ‘local linkages’
Extended ‘triple helix’ concept – civic society and leaders
Causality and effect between clusters and innovation processes unclear
Multi-level dynamism not included
Missing analysis of ‘adjacent possible’ (of related industries) in innovation
Narrow knowledge base definitions (broader distributed knowledge base
suggested)
Micro-learning processes not included

Table 6 Key aspects of RIS and innovation clusters

Criticisms of regional policies and innovation systems is summarized in the
following extract:
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‘.… ﬁrst, the lack of adequate understanding of meso or even micro speciﬁc
conﬁgurations characterizing RSIs [regional systems of innovation] and
differentiating them from National Systems of innovation. This ‘Listian’ view often
leads to regional policies being national policies writ small. Second, there is a lack
of understanding of the multi-level dynamics of the governance of innovation (of
markets, knowledge, and policy decision-making), thus leading regions to act as
‘islands’ in their policy articulation and focus on internal connectivity, ignoring the
multiple geographies of knowledge networks. Third, a neglect of the diversity and
context speciﬁcity of regions translates into a tendency to draw policy advice from
ex-post generalizations of a limited catalogue of successful cases. Fourth, a static
bias present in most analyses prevents a proper understanding of the dynamics of
change and adaptation of regions, and the need to adapt policies accordingly.’
(Uyarra, 2010, pp. 132-133)
RIS approaches, whilst offering systemic analyses were also limited in capturing the

complexity and dynamics of innovation systems. The focus on network formation
and role of institutions, ‘static’ approaches, with limited institutional focus and

scope could not cater for regional diversity and cluster types, inter-connectivity

across institutional arena and levels and agency as described by Uyarra above but it

also meant that ‘spatial evolution of innovation networks’ was not explained

satisfactorily (Balland et al, 2013). The next section on evolutionary approaches
describes how this approach captures spatial evolution.

2.6 Evolutionary Approaches in Regional Studies
This section explores how evolutionary approaches offer additional facets to the

study of clusters that supports understanding cluster developments. Evolutionary
economic geography has its roots in evolutionary approaches from economics,

sociology and a wide range of other disciplines although originally from Darwin and
life sciences (see Martin, 2013 for an overview). Comparison between RIS and

innovation systems and that of evolutionary economic approaches in regional
studies is prevalent due to the overlap and continuing development of these
approaches (Cruz & Teixeira, 2009; Uyarra, 2010).

The next sub-section highlights key aspects of evolutionary economic geography.

2.6.1

Evolutionary Economic Geography (EEG)

‘…. the value of an evolutionary perspective is as a way of thinking, in our case
about the unfolding and transformation of economic landscapes over time.’
(Martin & Sunley, 2015, pp. 716-717)
Through evolutionary principles with its spatial and temporal dimensions, regional
studies have been able to understand how transformations in the economic
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landscapes take place (Martin & Sunley, 2015). EEG offers ‘a broad, yet evolving

framework that has at its core the production and destruction of novelty in space
and the links between novelty and regional economic fortunes’ and this includes

‘creation of technology, its movement and recombination within different regional

ensembles of economic agents and institutions’ (Kogler, 2015, p. 705). EEG offers a

framework to understand evolution of regions in their ability to leverage innovative
technology and knowledge developments.
2.6.2

Evolutionary economics

Key features of evolutionary economics are based on Neo-Darwinism principles,

namely, that of ‘variety’, ‘selection’ and ‘retention’ (Martin & Sunley, 2015).

Darwinism, embedded in life sciences, developed into evolutionary approaches

applied to economics, sociology and other disciplines, and it is from these disciplines

that regional studies gained their roots of evolutionary approaches (Martin, 2013).

The works of Nelson, Winter and Freeman were important in establishing
evolutionary economics within mainstream economics whilst scholars such as

Metcalfe, Boschma and Frenken, Martin and Sunley were important for their

contribution to EEG (see Boschma, 2004 for historical developments; Martin &

Sunley, 2015). The significance of evolutionary approaches in economics are
captured in the comparison with traditional economics in the table below.

Evolutionary economics approaches differ from traditional economics in various

ways. The assumptions of equilibrium and market optimization through rational
behaviour

marks

traditional

economy.

Evolutionary

economics

embraces

assumptions of non-equilibrium, need for variety and related diversity to support
adaptability to market and technology, but understanding the influence of
institutional environments. The evolutionary process is significant to the latter’s

approach as opposed to traditional economics where history is not considered. The
table below summarizes the key differences of these two approaches with more

details.
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(Neo) Classical economics

Evolutionary economics

Equilibrium

Non-equilibrium

Costs and factors of production as
comparative advantage – market
optimization focus

Innovation as competitive advantage – creativity and
adaptation to market and technology (disruptive and
cumulative change)

Optimality

Unbounded rationality – ability to
maximise production with no historical
constraints
History not considered

Reductionist – rational individual

Variety and (related) diversity

Bounded rationality – routine behaviour embedded in
institutional environment; influences on innovation
and collaboration behaviour
History matters – process approach to change

Interactionist – actor–structure interactions including
layers of institutional environments (sub-systems); and
‘holistic’

Table 7 Traditional versus evolutionary economics (compilation based on Van der Steen, 1999;
Steiner, 2006; Boschma, 2004; Cooke, 2013)

Another difference in evolutionary studies lies in its methodologies. Krugman

(1991) introduced into mainstream economics the notion of an evolutionary
economic landscape that brought geography back into economics, also known as

new economic geography. However, Martin and Sunley (2006), prominent in the

discourse of evolutionary approaches in geography, were critical of scholars,

Krugman included, who utilized abstract modelling and scientific analyses to
understand human interactions and economic developments.

However, it is our view that a formal (mathematical) modelling methodology is
neither necessary nor of itself sufficient for understanding the complex behaviour
of economic landscape; evolutionary processes in the social-economic sphere are
not easily reduced to, nor rarely can be adequately represented by, formal models.
(Martin & Sunley, 2007, p. 4)

Alternative schools of evolutionary economics focus on qualitative variation in
economic development rather than quantitative growth and these studies attempt to

capture dynamic processes whereby processes of selection and evolution of
innovative agents (firms) and the embedded nature of decision-making are

explained (Atzema et al, 1997). Concepts of path dependency (explained in next subsection) and bounded rationality in evolutionary approaches support more

qualitative understanding of institutional roles in regional differences. Differences in
evolutionary traditions within regional studies reflect developments in the
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scholarship fed by different theoretical fields. Section 2.7 describes developments in
regional studies. The research focusses on evolutionary approaches in regional
studies, EEG. The next sub-section thus describes key features of EEG.
2.6.3

Key features and concepts of EEG

In EEG ‘related variety’, also referred to as ‘relatedness’ (of industries) explains how

related industries in a region could support economic growth due to innovation and
new economic activities through transfer of knowledge between firms. The

innovation framing of EEG is reflected in its understanding of relatedness in terms of

knowledge exploration and exploitation activities. The notion of relatedness also

overlaps the concept of agglomeration and proximity, addressed in earlier sections.
However, relatedness and related variety in EEG include not only industrial or
sectoral variety but also technological relatedness. The relatedness concept explains

shifts and adaptations in industrial evolution linked to localization and urbanization
externalities, where localization is connected to specialization and urbanization to
diversification, whereby both these externalities have different dynamics of
development.

Cooke (2013) states that EEG moved away from static understandings of

externalities and instead turned to more dynamic notions of path creation where

relatedness between industries could result in new industrial pathways. The notion
of path creation as a result of relatedness brought with it issues regarding (radical)
innovation and the process of new path developments. Cooke also points to the

short and long term effects of new path creation due to relatedness and claims that
major shifts in regional developments were often subject to ‘multi level interactions’
influenced by existing ‘industrial legacy’ of that region. Such a legacy could include

‘entrepreneurship, merger and acquisitions, and exploitation of industrial density’
that shape path developments. In the more traditional view of agglomeration of

industrial districts, there was ‘a notion of an industrial ecosystem, which means

complementarities foster growth while unrelatedness destroys it’ based on the
assumption that complementary specialization offered flexibility and risk mitigation,
and therefore enhanced economic growth potential (p. 103).

However, a ‘closely tied core in the local network’ has both the advantages of
efficiency and flexible complementarity (localization effect) and the disadvantages

of hindering innovation (urbanization effect). The controlling and coordinated
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behaviours in such networks suffer from a lack of recombination possibilities in
favour of control and efficiency and lower risks of opportunistic behaviour at the
expense of adaptability. This makes them vulnerable to shocks (Boschma, 2015, p.
739).

Similarly, ‘path dependency’ is a concept that captures how regions’ adaptation and
change of pathways are constrained by their history (Cooke, 2013). Studying path

dependency helps understand how regional and cluster developments occur.

Exploring industrial antecedents could illustrate how these could influence future
technological changes, which also includes the risk of a ‘lock-in’. ‘Lock-in’ is a term

that describes how institutional and spatial factors and existing knowledge
capabilities can act as constraints in knowledge diffusion and generation (Cooke,

2013; Kogler, 2015).

The prevalence of conventions and their effect on behaviour in terms of ‘rules’ is an
important feature of EEG. Rules and conventions govern behaviour and interactions

at different levels, and impact innovation developments. The ‘rule-based’ behaviour

of regional and agglomeration actors in EEG is acted out at different levels. At the
meso level, rules are generated, diffused, adapted, retained and replicated; on a

micro level, individual’s uses of rules are enacted; and at the macro level, deep
structures of meso-rules determine how rules interplay and work together (Martin
& Sunley, 2004). The notion of governance rules in transition processes (Geels,

2004, 2010) also reflects EEG’s perspectives to include multi-level segmentations to
understand regional and technological transitions (see Cooke, 2012, 2013 for a

discussion of EEG and transition management scholarship). The interaction of
governance ‘rules’ at the different levels in a region is also reflecting institutional

evolution of governance.

Another feature related to multi-level perspectives in EEG is that of ‘agency’. The

rule-based approach of EEG is tempered by individual agency (Martin & Sunley,
2007). This development, reflecting complexity approaches, is also explained below:

‘An evolutionary economic geography approach aims to understand actions of
economic actors and paths of change in a context of time and space. It explains
how the behaviour of agents is situated and conditioned, but not determined, by
structures accumulated at the level of the organization (e.g. routines) and the
environment (e.g. social networks, institutions). In other words, these surrounding
structures enable and constrain, but do not determine actions of agents: chance
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events and human agency, often in combination with increasing returns, may
result in unforeseeable changes.’ (Boschma, 2004, p. 1002)
Agency in EEG approaches therefore reflects interactionists’ perspectives whilst

acknowledging influences of institutional (sub-) systems. In order to appreciate how
evolutionary economic geography adds to extant cluster studies, comparison to
innovation studies is included in the next sub-section.
2.6.4

RIS and EEG

Innovation studies focus on how institutional settings influence actors and networks

engaged in innovation processes in a region, whilst evolutionary approaches take as

units of analysis networks and sectors and explore what specific features and
evolutions are involved in their developments. The focus of evolutionary
approaches, therefore, is on evolution of the broader sectoral context. This includes

‘the coevolution of economic, institutional, and technological forces, and this in turn
will shape knowledge sharing processes (whether in geographical proximity or at a
distance), industrial dynamics and supporting structures’ (Uyarra, 2010, p. 119).

Another criticism of innovation studies is that it focuses on top-down and structural
elements supporting innovation in regional systems rather than insights into micro-

level activities of firms. Moreover, innovation systems approach is deemed to be

more a conceptual than an operational approach that makes application difficult

(Uyarra, 2010; see also sub-section 2.5.2), whilst evolutionary approaches help
understand regional differences based on micro-level firm histories and spatial
specific evolution of industries and networks at the regional level, offering both topdown and bottom-up aspects and therefore a more holistic approach.

Another dimension of evolutionary approaches in regional developments is the
attraction and selection of economic activities through ‘connectivity, receptivity and
variety’ processes tempered by institutional preferences of intensity and nature of

relations, which result in interactive learning (Boschma, 2004, pg. 1005). Boschma

stressed that regions were subject to changes depending on their ability to ‘upgrade,

transform or restructure specific organizations and institutions required for the
development of new economic activities’ (p. 1008).

Evolutionary economic geography is multi-layered and holistic in its approach and

includes the historical and socio-technical context to explain the changes in regions
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and clusters. The firm level decisions in seeking competitive advantage are also

starting points of study. Innovation studies’ focus on innovation process with policy
and knowledge developments at centre stage brings different insights to

understanding economic growth in spatial dynamics. There is overlap in their
approaches but more importantly, there is a trend of convergence in regional
studies and this is described in the next sub-section.
2.6.5

EEG and developments in regional studies

Regional studies from the evolutionary perspectives focused on understanding path
developments and path creations, the evolution of regions, and how existing

structures shape a region’s future developments. Recent discussions in the literature

focus on adaptation and adaptability capacities of regions in their search for how

regions respond to external shocks. These more recent developments focus on
understanding the ‘resilience’ of regions and the ability to absorb shocks and adapt
to changes in the environments (Boschma, 2014; Cooke, 2012, 2013; Martin, 2012;
Martin & Sunley, 2012).

The shift in focus on effects of ‘shocks’ to regions and the ability to adapt to such
contextual changes reflects recognition of the unpredictable nature of changes that

regions have to face. Martin and Sunley (2007) acknowledged the value of

complexity sciences in understanding regional evolutions in its increasing

contextual complexity and this led to an increased discussion and introduction of
such concepts in the EEG scholarship and to some extent also in RIS (Cooke, 2012,
2013; Martin & Sunley, 2013).

Martin and Sunley explored complex adaptive systems approach for understanding

regional and cluster evolutionary processes by re-visiting Krugman and his

emphasis on emergent properties and structures and self-organizing principles of
geographical space.

Similarly, Cooke (2012) introduced the notion of ‘transversality’ to understand

‘complex innovative adaptive systems’ to gain insights into more horizontal
‘knowledge-flow dynamics’ and ‘platform policies’ that could offer interventions to

support knowledge asymmetries. Knowledge initiatives such as ‘living labs’ to

support learning and knowledge diffusion were part of his exploration of embracing

more horizontal linkages beyond ‘ideal type’ RIS, reflecting the parallel
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developments to regional studies as a whole that was dealing with the need to

extend extant theories to deal with the need for resilience (see Regional Studies,
Resilience Re-visited (2016)).

Martin and Sunley (2015) explained that EEG included increasingly complex
adaptive systems concepts to explain evolution of regions in search of more ‘more
holistic and deeply contextualized accounts’ (p. 728) that recognize interrelatedness
of evolutionary pathways have resulted in including concepts of ‘self-organization

and emergence’ as well as ‘robustness, plasticity, niche construction and

evolvability’ (p. 712). Complexity economics therefore was informing EEG and these
developments are captured in the overview of EEG’s features in the next sub-section.

2.6.6

Evolution of EEG and key features

To conclude, the field of evolutionary economic geography extended its initial
Darwinist roots applied to technology and spatial economic developments to include

inputs from resilience theory and complex adaptive systems theory, and in doing so

strengthened the contextual and systems perspectives in regional studies on
evolutionary developments.

‘Evolutionary economic geographers have tended to adopt the same strategy: in
their work, too, the notions of variety (and more recently ‘related variety’),
selection and retention have been used to construct an evolutionary perspective on
the spatial economy, including studies of how industries emerge and develop
across space, how regional economies function as ‘selection’ environments, how far
and in what ways various ‘retention’ mechanisms lead to the ‘lock-in’ of particular
regional patterns of economic activity, and how spatial networks of economic
relations and forms of spatial economic agglomeration (from clusters to cities)
evolve through time, to name but some of the topics of interest.’ (Martin & Sunley,
2015, p. 713)

The description of evolutionary economics above reflects how parallel
developments in this field were evolving to deal with broader developments using

principles of evolutionary approaches. The descriptions of complexity economics
informing EEG addressed earlier reflect the evolution of EEG to deal with changing

contexts of spatial developments be it regions, cities or clusters (Martin and Sunley,
2015). The table below captures features of EEG summarizing the literature review.
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-

Core of EEG

Rule-based
and bounded rationality
Evolution
ways

Approach

of

Resilience focus

Complexity focus

path -

Evolution over time and space
Emergence through variety, selection and retention
Potential for adaptation

Micro- level – firm and enactment of rules
Meso-level – rule generation, diffusion, adaptation
Macro-level – deep structures that determine rules interplay
Interrelated structures and pathways
Related variety and path dependence

Holistic and multi-layered
Assumes top-down and bottom-up developments
Adaptation and adaptability to external shocks

Assumes emergence and self-organization in systems

Table 8 Key features of Evolutionary Economic Geography

The next section brings the review on regional studies to a closure by highlighting

the diversity of the scholarship, the embedded nature of cluster studies in regional
studies, and challenges of clusters.

2.7 Regional studies and clusters
The discussions on EEG above and in the earlier sections on RIS and predecessors to
cluster studies have shown how regional studies, as a field, is diverse and still

emerging to deal with the growing complexities of regional development. These
approaches from different theoretical traditions offer rich ground to support policy

strategies and interventions from industrial districts and agglomerations studies, to
RIS and EEG whereby parallel developments were seen in regional studies. Porter’s

re-launch of clusters despite critique has been lauded for bringing clusters into the
foreground. His later works with colleagues broadened the scope of cluster studies

to include understanding industrial sectors and their evolutions through macro data
to foresee emergence of new cluster and industrial formations.

The cluster challenge can be best viewed as being embedded in a broader regional

challenge whereby a culture of ‘competitive innovation’ thrives in a localized system
of interdependencies and interactions as captured below by the analysis of the Bay
Area’s economic success.

‘The larger economic lesson to be learned from the success of the Bay Area
experience is that the ability to innovate is a competitive advantage not just for
companies but for entire nations. Nurturing and developing innovative companies
is a product not just of proximity to excellent universities and government research
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facilities, modern physical infrastructure, or access to capital, as important as they
may be. Just as we have seen in private companies, it stems from a culture that
values openness to new ideas, and a networked environment in which ideas and
people can flow back and forth, interacting fluidly. And it stems from finding and
developing people who themselves understand the value of low barriers to the
open exchange of technology and people between universities, government, and
business, a premium on entrepreneurship, openness to talent from any source, and
rewards commensurate with people’s willingness to assume risk. While any one
element in isolation can produce positive results in terms of growth and economic
development, it is their combination and interaction that is critical to truly
competitive innovation and a self-sustaining cycle of economic success.’ (Jaruzelski
et al, 2012, p. 25)
The example of the Bay Area reflects the broadening of regional studies literature

from understanding fragmented slices of economic and innovation successes to
more integrated and holistic approaches of interconnected developments, path

inter-dependencies (Martin & Sunley, 2006), notion of transversality (Cooke, 2012),

resilient regions (Martin, 2012; Wolfe, 2013), and, complex adaptive (innovation)
systems (Cooke, 2012; Martin & Sunley, 2007, 2012). There is recognition that
regional studies, RIS and EEG, are emergent studies. EEG has been acknowledged as

being in its infancy; these fields of studies encompass concepts and approaches from

various relevant disciplines. The overlap and convergence of multiple disciplines in
regional studies contribute to the emergent nature of the scholarship. The study of
clusters, in turn, also reflects similar developments and is described in the next subsection.
2.7.1

Cluster studies as ‘work in progress’

Cluster studies as an area of research is characterized by the diversity in focus,
approaches and methodologies approaches reflecting the diversity of the underlying

theoretical disciplines. Henry et al (2006) expressed that whilst Martin and Sunley

were right in their criticism of the lack of coherence and ambiguities that abound in
cluster studies but also indicated that cluster studies have value and need to be

assumed as ‘work in progress’ (also, Cortright, 2010). They found that ‘theoretical

conversations’ in cluster research and the existence of multiple theoretical bases of
cluster research offered a potential for deeper understanding of cluster practice.

In addition, the nature of clusters, multi-facetted, diverse in its manifest given its

varying geographical and socio-economic scale and locations; target of political,

industrial and increasingly academic construct as a means to an end, whereby these
goals may not always coincide, attracts and offers room in cluster study for new
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insights and developments. This reinforcing relationship between an evolving field
of study rich in theoretical foundations, and a phenomenon complex and subject to

demands and changes in policy and in its context as described earlier, allows room

for further exploration of complexity approaches in support of understanding
cluster practice.

The diagram below captures key features of RIS, EEG and clusters in support of
policy needs as a summary of the literature on regional studies.

Figure 4 Key features and focus in literature and policy

The next section describes complexity theory and approaches.

2.8 Complexity Theory

The emergence of complexity approaches in regional studies supported exploration
of complexities approaches, and in particular that of complex adaptive systems, to

understand how these approaches could provide better understanding of cluster

developments. The literature review begins with understanding how complex
problems and phenomena can be identified. The concept of ‘wicked problems’ and
the application of this concept are described in first part of the review.
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The section begins with ‘wicked problems’ as a concept to understand and define
complex phenomenon before proceeding to the theoretical framework of complexity
approaches for managing cluster developments.
2.8.1

Wicked Problems

Urban planners, Rittel and Webber, introduced the concept ‘wicked problems’ to
describe complex social processes that needed a different approach compared to

normal ‘tame’ problems (1973). They stressed that complex processes cannot be
solved by linear, traditional analytical approaches. They distinguished ‘wicked’ from

‘tame’ problems and defined the nature and scope of ‘wicked’ problems: complex,

unpredictable in solution outcomes, messy in definition, divergent interests and
perceptions of the problems and solutions by stakeholders, and each case is unique

with no definite measure of success. The identification (diagnosis) of complex
situations through the concept of ‘wicked’ helps policy makers and others involved

in social and economic change to engage in different solution paradigms as opposed
to dealing with more ‘tame’ or normal challenges. Ritchey (2005) indicated that

Rittel and Weber’s ten characteristics defining wicked problems (see table below)
was more than a diagnostic tool but that these should be treated as ten heuristic

perspectives that offered deeper understanding of the nature of complex social
planning challenges.
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Table 9 Properties of ‘wicked’ problems (adapted from Rittel and Webber, 1973)

Batie (2008) discussed ‘wicked problems’ in seeking new non-linear approaches to

social and economic challenges in her review of applied economics. She advocated
the need for new ‘postnormal science’ in the light of ‘wicked problems’ that included

engagement and dialogue with stakeholders. She indicated that ‘normal science

assumptions and approaches were inadequate for addressing the complexities of

wicked problems in a policy context’ (p. 1176). She identified ecological economics,

complexity economics and sustainability science as examples of ‘postnormal science’
that attempted to analyse and understand inter-connected behaviours at different

scales in systems. She also recognized the need for multi-disciplinary, integrated

scientific approaches that included different worldviews, knowledge (including tacit
knowledge), conflicting values and participation of stakeholders. Batie suggested

that adaptive management approaches were an example of dealing with wicked
problems where experiments were part of policy development processes. Batie
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(2008) provided a categorization of types of problems and approaches to
understanding them and seeking solutions, see the illustration below.

Figure 5 Wicked versus tame problems (Batie, 2008, p. 1185)

The diagram shows the role of uncertainty and value conflict in problems in
identifying ‘tame’ and ‘wicked’ problems and roles of ‘normal’ and alternative

science. Complex approaches that include stakeholder participation and adaptive or
flexible management practices are cited as examples for wicked problems in this
diagram.

Adaptive management in systems development processes is at the core of
complexity approaches. Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) approach, a branch of

complexity sciences, applied to organizational and management studies, embraces

‘non-linearity, edge of chaos, self organization, emergence and co-evolution’
(Ramalingam et al, 2008, p. vii).

Batie’s model is similar to the Ralph Stacey’s matrix commonly used in management
sciences (in Zimmerman, 2001; Cooke, 2012).
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Figure 6 Stacey’s Matrix (adapted from Zimmerman, 2001 & Cooke, 2012)

Stacey’s matrix offered appropriate strategies for organizations for the different
categories identified. (See section 3.4 on Stacey’s later stance on complexity theories
and management sciences).

In policy implementation, the Australian government embraced Rittel and Webber’s

concept of ‘wicked problems’ to develop a policy perspective that has its roots in
academic discourse and policy studies and developments (Commonwealth of
Australia, 2007). They described a need for more ‘adaptability in the public sector’

(p. 14) that allowed convergence and connection across boundaries in policy, public
service agencies and users. The underlying need for innovative, adaptive approaches

based on reiterative models to tackle complex problems is a shift from traditional

policy studies that focused on more linear and mechanistic models to solve social
economic challenges.

Ramalingam et al (2008) in their exploration of complexity science for development
and humanitarian efforts concluded that ‘the concepts of complexity science provide

a basis for understanding different aspects of ‘messy realities’ – aspects which may
not otherwise be well understood or systematically investigated’ (p. 62). The search

for answers for ‘wicked’ or complex phenomena in the realm of complexity sciences

and the advocacy for more non-linear, non-traditional approaches to investigating

these ‘messy’ or ‘wicked’ challenges underlies the choice of the complexity approach

for this research.
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Developments in EEG and RIS incorporating CAS approaches confirm the initial

choice of the research to base its cluster study on CAS’s value to cluster
developments. Martin and Sunley (2007) addressed the growing attraction and

emergence of complexity theory in economics as being ‘a novel and powerful
framework of thought capable of challenging the fundamental principles of the

mainstream economic canon’ (p. 8), and shared Batie’s concern of challenges in

applied economics. As mentioned earlier, their discourse on complexity approach
launched theoretical discourse within economic geography scholarships.

In order to understand and identify when ‘normal’ science or linear approaches

were suitable and when complexity approaches were needed, a classification of
phenomena is needed.

Table 10 Classifications of Problems (from Venton, 2011, p. 3)

Venton (2011) expanded Rittel and Webber’s ‘tame’ and ‘wicked’ problems by
including classifications from Grint and Snowden and Boone. The categories

included ‘simple’, ‘complicated’, ‘critical’, ‘chaotic’ and ‘complex’. Venton indicated
that ‘wicked’ excluded simple, complicated and chaotic as phenomena that

demanded complexity approaches. He explained that non-wicked problems would

be for the domain of ‘normal’ science investigations.

In the next sub-section, distinctions between wicked and non-wicked problems, and
the need for appropriate types of investigations are explored in terms of traditional

economics and complexity approaches in economics. This exploration has been

included to further appreciate perspectives and methods adopted by complexity
sciences as opposed to more traditional economic and scientific theories.
2.8.2

Complexity and traditional economic approaches

Traditional notions of the economy being ‘mechanistic’, efficient and self-regulating

meant that policy interventions were justified in the case of market failures, and
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policy measures were evaluated ‘through the lens of cost-benefit analysis’

(Beinhocker, 2014). However, there is a ‘turn’ in economic thinking that is reflected
in the quote below.

A capitalist economy is best understood as an evolutionary system, constantly
creating and trying out new solutions to problems in a similar way to how
evolution works in nature. Some solutions are “fitter” than others. The fittest
survive and propagate. The unfit die. The great economist Joseph Schumpeter
called this evolutionary process “creative destruction.” And he highlighted the
importance of risk-taking entrepreneurs to make it work.

Thus, the entrepreneur’s principal contribution to the prosperity of a society is an
idea that solves a problem. These ideas are then turned into the products and
services that we consume, and the sum of those solutions ultimately represents the
prosperity of that society” (Hanauer and Beinhocker, 2014, para. 26 & 27)
The shift in economic thinking is captured in ‘complexity economics’ that expresses

the ‘streams of theoretical and empirical work that can be directly or indirectly

linked to ‘complexity thinking’ where five key dimensions distinguish ‘complexity
economics’ from traditional economics (Beinhocker, 2006, 2012). The move away

from the ‘rational’ behaviour of individuals and efficiency notions of markets to
include networks and innovations where problem-solving entrepreneurial and

knowledge developments take place in dynamic, unpredictable markets, are shaping
macro-level economic patterns of development. The table below captures key
differences.
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Table 11 Traditional economics and new complexity economics (adapted from Beinhocker,
2006, 2012)

The ‘shift in paradigm’ (Beinhocker, 2014) that acknowledged the need for more

dynamic approaches in economics supports exploration of complexity approaches
for cluster study. Complexity approaches in economics conveyed the role of agency,

significance of networks and local social capital, the non-linearity of systems, role of
technology and social innovation and the interactions of micro and macro level
activities

supporting

a

whole

systems

approach

to

understand

the

interconnectedness of systems developments. The next sub-section offers insights
into these defining features in complexity approaches.

2.8.3

Defining features and value of Complexity Approaches

Complexity science is distinguished in its ‘unified focus, it is to be found in its way of
thinking, which is intrinsically different from the one of traditional science’

(Heylighen et al 2007, p. 2) whilst Maguire et al (2011, p. 2) claimed that ‘complexity

science challenges not only the foundations of our knowledge – our philosophy and
our science – but also the economic, political and social institutions we build upon
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that knowledge’. The significance of complexity in challenging traditional science

and notions of knowledge makes any study of complex systems, including cluster
systems, different from traditional approaches.

To understand how complexity approaches differ, this sub-section describes their

defining features, including assumptions about complex adaptive systems and about
‘knowing’.

Complex adaptive systems are ‘composed of a diversity of agents that interact with
each other, mutually affect each other, and in so doing generate novel behaviour for

the systems as a whole…when a system’s environment changes, so does the
behaviour of its agents, and, as a result, so does the behaviour of the system as a
whole’ (Lewin & Regine, 1999, p. 6).

In the following quotation, the centrality of agency in the evolution of complex
adaptive systems and the interconnected nature of micro and macro processes,

express how such features are inherent to both natural and human systems.

The study of complex adaptive systems, from cells to societies, is a study of the
interplay among processes operating at diverse scales of space, time and
organizational complexity. The key to such a study is an understanding of the
interrelationships between microscopic processes and macroscopic patterns, and
the evolutionary forces that shape systems. In particular, for ecosystems and
socioeconomic systems, much interest is focused on broad scale features such as
diversity and resiliency, while evolution operates most powerfully at the level of
individual agents. Understanding the evolution and development of complex
adaptive systems thus involves understanding how cooperation, coalitions and
networks of interaction emerge from individual behaviors and feedback to
influence those behaviors. (Levin, 2002, p. 3)
Another feature of complex adaptive systems is the presence of ‘deep rules’ or

mechanisms that govern emergent order in complex systems and interactions of

these mechanisms result in new emergent systems (Lewin & Regine, 1999). They
explained how Brian Goodwin (deep rules) and John Holland (interacting

mechanisms) contributed to such insights, and that complexity study focussed on
uncovering features of what they called ‘the emergent whole’. In addition, they also

explained how new emergent systems could be part of mechanisms of the next level

of emergence.
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The concept of multi-layered, interacting systems in complexity science makes
complexity theory also a powerful tool of analysis. There is a growing body of

research bringing complexity approaches to understand interconnected, multi-level
social challenges (Ramalingam et al, 2008). The need for new policy approaches

with such prowess is reflected in the fact that policy makers ‘increasingly encounter

a daunting class of problems that involve systems composed of very large numbers

of diverse interacting parts. These systems are prone to surprising, large-scale,

seemingly uncontrollable, behaviours. These traits are the hallmarks of what
scientists call complex systems’, and such systems display ‘non-linearities and

discontinuities; aggregate macroscopic patterns rather than causal microscopic

events; probabilistic rather than deterministic outcomes and prediction; change

rather than statis’ (OECD 2009, p. 2). Mitleton-Kelly (2003, p. 4)) explains that

‘theories of complexity provide a conceptual framework, a way of thinking, and a
way of seeing the world’ such that these theories offer methodologies and tools to
gain a deeper understanding of ‘the nature of the world – and the organizations – we

live in’.

Complexity theories are not one field of theory but rather encompassing different

strands with different approaches and assumptions. Dominant strands include those

with more objectivist perspective that emphasizes modular and computational
approaches from the ‘outside’; and those with interpretivist perspectives
emphasizing perceptions of agents from within the system ‘through meanings’, and

often though not always, through metaphors (Maguire, 2011). Another
manifestation of different strands is seen in the European School focussed on self-

organization, assumptions of ‘far from equilibrium’ conditions in which order
emerges from disorder through small deviations, with or without mathematical
models, exploring interactions of systems with their environment; and the North

American School using computational approaches drawing on life sciences to
generate agent-based modelling to simulate pattern formation and causality,
focussing more on intra-system processes (Maguire, 2011).

Limits to knowing, central to complexity approaches, also saw pluralistic
epistemological positions (Maguire, 2011; Maguire et al, 2011). Advocacy for a

‘scientific realist epistemology’ (McKelvey, 2011), for ‘complex realism’ (Byrne,

2011), post structuralism (Cilliers, 2011) existed but collectively, complexity
sciences question assumptions of causality and what constitutes ‘explanation’ in
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scientific scholarship (Juarrero, 2011; Maguire et al, 2011). The relevance of

determining causality in the Aristotelian tradition was seen less important. Chia
(2011) summarizes how ‘complexity thinking’ supports the need to ‘appreciate and

discern the seemingly inconspicuous, the peripheral and the as-yet disclosed’ and

that ‘managing complexity entails the art of seeking out the obscured, the hidden

and the implicit and dealing with them before they manifest themselves explicitly’
(p. 197). In addition, Chia indicated that studies of complex systems needed to be

understood through ‘oblique’ or indirect means. The focus on creating more resilient

organizations and systems able to deal with changes in the environment was seen to
be more important in policy and therefore, in scholarship.

The table below provides an overview of key concepts and developments in
complexity sciences in management. More details of complexity sciences, its
developments, different streams, methodologies, application and scholarship are
documented in the literature (Allen, et al, 2011).
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Table 12 Summary of key complexity features and developments in management sciences since
the 80’s (adapted from Maguire et al, 2011)

Complexity science offers dynamic whole systems investigations, to explore less
defined behaviour and phenomena at multiple levels that are constantly changing.
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Within this field, Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) approach has been applied in
social sciences, ecology, organizations, policy studies, health care, education, etc.,

also referred to as ‘interface’ studies (Axelrod & Cohen, 2001; Mitlteton-Kelly, 2003;
Olson & Eoyang, 2001; Ramalingam et al, 2008; The Health Foundation, 2010; Van
der Steen et al, 2013). CAS has also been incorporated into regional studies and in

particular cluster studies as clusters exhibit many of the traits of multi-scalar, multi-

agent systems that are hard to predict and understand and qualify as complex
adaptive systems (Carbonara et al, 2010; Cooke, 2012, 2013; He et al, 2011; Martin

& Sunley, 2007, 2015).

The application of CAS to cluster (case) studies is still limited: in numbers, in

addressing whole systems analyses, in theoretical and policy developments, and is

also still ‘work in progress’ offering room for new investigations. The table above

offers signposts for such a study: focus on qualitative systems changes; focus on

‘open systems’ interacting with the environments acting as ‘interpretation systems’;
use of ‘soft science’ concepts of sensemaking; identify self-organizing behaviours of

agents dealing with uncertainty; explore agent perceptions and interactions and
reinforcing patterns of behaviour and system shifts; use of complexity as analytical

tool to organize investigations as well as to explore metaphorical applications; and
finally, understand the limitations of knowing. The search for ‘deep rules’ and
interrelated mechanisms of embedded systems, by focussing on peripheral, hidden

and insignificant aspects in complex systems developments, key features and
guidelines for understanding complex systems are also inputs for the research.

The initial introduction of complexity sciences has set the stage for a more specific

focus on CAS. The next section describes and explores key features and concepts

with the view of developing a CAS approach for cluster study.
Complex Adaptive Systems

John Holland (1992, p. 18) introduced the concept complex adaptive systems (CAS)
and he describes that systems ‘change and reorganize their component parts to
adapt themselves to the problems posed by their surroundings. This is the main
reason the systems are difficult to understand and control - they constitute a
"moving target." We are learning, however, that the mechanisms that mediate these

systems are much more alike than surface observations would suggest. These
mechanisms and the deeper similarities are important enough that the systems are
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now grouped under a common name, complex adaptive systems’. Holland also
identified that CAS ‘represents the kernel of some of our most difficult problems,
ranging from trade balances to control of the AIDS epidemic’ (p. 29). The ubiquitous

nature of complex adaptive systems across disciplines and situations is reflected in
the application of CAS to diverse settings and knowledge fields. An overview of
characteristics of complex systems is provided in the table below.

Complex Systems

Comments/Qualifications

Open

-

Multiple components (agents)

-

Non-equilibrium conditions
Output
(agents)

of

State of system

components

Interactions

-

System
(emergence)

System structure

behaviour

-

System changes

-

System description

-

Boundaries vary, often vague, but ‘known’ to
agents
Constantly changing and adapting
Can be simple or regarded as simple

Function of inputs
Some outputs are non-linear (unpredictable)
Determined by values of inputs and outputs
Determined by actual inputs-outputs relations
and dynamic, and, they usually change over time
Multiple interactions by each component (agent)
Multiple routes possible for interaction choice
and behaviour
Feedback loops may prevail to affect further
interaction behaviour, may be immediate or
delayed feedback loops
Determined by interaction of components rather
than inherent properties of components
Is asymmetrical and is developed, maintained
and adapted through internal dynamics of
system
Structure is maintained even as components
change
System changes are diverse and occur over range
of time scales
Dynamics of change in different parts of the
systems are often different
Some parts respond rapidly to environmental
changes but this is only possible when other
parts of the system changes slowly - important to
sustain the system
Divergent descriptions of a complex system is
possible
No description will be complete
Different description capture different degrees of
complexity

Table 13 Nature of Complex Systems (adapted from Cilliers, 2005)
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CAS as a ‘multi-agent system’ that involves autonomous agents that interact locally

to produce a ‘global order’ in which agents are ‘intrinsically subjective and uncertain
about the consequences of their actions, yet they generally manage to self-organize

into an emergent, adaptive system’ (Heylighen et al, 2007, p. 19) reflects the
significance of local interactions leading to systems changes. The local-systems

paradigm of CAS provides a means of studying local interactions in response to

contextual changes and the influence of such interactions on systems developments.
Key concepts in CAS are described next to understand and afterwards select
relevant concepts for cluster study.

2.8.4

Concepts in CAS

This sub-section provides highlights of key concepts of CAS. Appendix 4 provides

more details (with overlaps). Concepts and features of CAS are categorized into

three parts: micro systems, systems features and systems responses.

2.8.4.1

Micro systems

The main concept of CAS is ‘agents’ (Axelrod and Cohen, 2001). Agents are ‘semi-

autonomous’ and ‘seek to maximize some measure of goodness, or fitness, by
evolving over time’ (Dooley, 1997, p. 85). The notion of ‘fitness with the

environment’ diverts from traditional notions of strategy where the aim is fitness to
the objectives and goals set out by the individual agent or organization.

Micro systems include ‘bounded rationality’, ‘sensemaking’ and ‘schema’ that

influence behaviour of agents responsible for micro level dynamics.

Bounded rationality

Bounded rationality expresses the fact that agents have limited information,

assumptions, expectation, values and habits that form their perception of the
context and that in turn, determine their actions. This concept is also used in

evolutionary economics.

Sensemaking and complexity
Agents’ behaviours are determined by ‘sensemaking’ of changes in the environments

to be able make ‘meanings’ to ‘inform and constrain identity and action’ (Weick et al,
2005, p. 409) as seen in the illustration below.
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Figure 7 Weick’s notion of sensemaking (adapted from Weick, 1979, p. 132-134)

‘Sensemaking is about the interplay of action and interpretation rather than the
influence of evaluation on choice’ (Weick et al, 2005, p. 409). Sensemaking is

context-bound, always in retrospect and in connection to others. In addition,
sensemaking facilitates ‘common language and conceptual categories, define group

boundaries and criteria for inclusion and exclusion, distribute power and status’
(Dooley, 1997, p. 86). Strategies used by agents (and influenced by their

understanding of their environment) can influence future strategies (Axelrod &

Cohen, 2001). In addition, sensemaking processes can facilitate consensus on

strategy, resources, vision, goals and how to reach these, indicators of success, etc.
(Axelrod & Cohen, 2001).

Sensemaking is assumed in CAS, but not identified as a key concept. ‘Schema’ in CAS

has overlaps with ‘sensemaking’.
Schema

Schein (1992, in Dooley, 1997) described that shared schema defined culture in
organizations that could support shared schema among stakeholders, be it in

organizations or in collective initiatives (clusters). This concept is similar to
institutional contexts of regional studies.

2.8.4.1.1 Summary of micro systems
The sub-section on micro systems described how agents with their bounded
rationality, sensemaking strategies and shared schema form the system and how

their actions and strategies influence the system. The additional concept of
‘sensemaking’ helps understand more precisely how agents ‘understand’, namely,

through shared discourse, values, and vision of future.
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2.8.4.2

Systems features

Complex adaptive systems display systems patterns and have interacting
mechanisms across systems, and micro level interactions are connecting to systems

developments. These features include systems patterns, boundary and identity

(container), context (sensitive to initial context), shape (phase space) and underlying

constraints (attractors).
Systems patterns

Complex systems display patterns that occur across various levels and events

occurring in one part of the system can also have an effect in a different part of the
system.

- Self-Similarity
Simple rules (similar to Goodwin’s ‘deep rules’) present in complex adaptive

systems create similar patterns within the system at different levels, known as self-

similarity in systems. Patterns of behaviour and interactions in multi-level systems

(such as clusters) could reveal underlying self-similarity in systems at different
levels. (See simple rules and self-organizations below).

- Embedded and overlapping systems
The nature of complex systems is such that they are often embedded in another

(higher) level of systems. The behaviour of one system is often input for the next
level system. In complexity, there is a notion of upward and downward causality
(Maguire, 2011).

- Local behaviour and macro-level effects
Systems display changing and unpredictable behaviour due to agents’ behaviour and

decisions to seek ‘fitness’ with their environment are based on their local situation,
their goals, etc. They are often unaware of the effects of their behaviour in remote
parts of the system. This is known as the ‘principle of locality’ (Heylighen et al,
2007). Local behaviours of agents will cumulatively and spontaneously affect the
global level of a system in non-linear ways.

Systems boundary and identity – ‘container’
Systems are demarcated from their environment and this demarcation allows a

system to have an identity [Eoyang & Olsen, 2001]. System boundaries or containers
can be geographical, organizational, behavioural, conceptual or institutional.
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The notion of container differs from traditional notions of systems as in economics
and geography, where such systems do not cross boundaries or levels but operates

in distinct levels or areas. Changing system boundaries changes the dynamics of
system (Olson & Eoyang, 2001).

Sensitivity to initial conditions
Another salient feature of complex systems, according to Prigogine (1985) is that
they tend to be sensitive to local environments in which the interaction takes place,

the notion of ‘sensitive to initial conditions’. The notion of sensitivity to initial
condition overlaps with concepts of history (in sensemaking) and path dependence
(in evolutionary economics).

In the literature, sensitivity to initial conditions is often linked to the notion of
amplifying effects and therefore explaining non-linearity in systems, whilst path

dependency is more often associated with the risk of lock-in. Both these concepts

point to the effects of actions in the system, underlining the need to explore history
and contexts of local (initial) conditions for both ex ante and ex post systems studies.
Phase space
The possibility spaces of a complex system, due to interactions of its agents and

critical values present in the system, have a maximum space within which a systems’

patterns of emergence can be found (see attractor for constraining forces) even as

there is no way of knowing where patterns of emergence will be found within this

phase space.

In order to identify this ‘space of the possible’ (Cohen and Stewart, 1995, in
Ramalingam et al, 2008), critical values of the key dimensions are mapped to
identify possible spaces.

Attractor

The concept of attractor refers to the underlying pattern of order originating from

mathematics (nonlinear dynamical system theory) where different phases with

corresponding attractors determine behaviours (patterns) in the system. Strange

attractors have patterns of trajectories that can result in system change when
critical values exceed certain thresholds:
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‘This strange attractor shows that complexity – although seemingly completely
disordered, actually displays order at the level of its trajectory, and that although
it may be unpredictable in its detail, it always moves around the same attractor
shape. This ‘narrowness of repertoire’ is at the heart of the order hidden in
complexity.’ (Ramalingam et al, 2008, p. 38)
According to Goldstein (2008), when critical threshold levels are crossed, a system
transformation takes place, known as ‘bifurcation’:

‘A system may undergo a much more significant type of change, a phase transition
into a new phase dominated by different attractors. This kind of system
transformation….is termed “bifurcation”….Bifurcations result when there is a
change in certain critical parameter values toward a threshold.’ (Goldstein, 2008,
p. 12)

Understanding that complex systems have internal attractors constraining and

shaping possible behaviour of its constituents including bifurcations that transform
systems could support new discoveries about cluster developments and possibilities
for new policy interventions.

2.8.4.2.1 Summary of systems features
Understanding that complex systems offered new ways of understanding cluster
systems and their developments. Such developments are underpinned by dynamics

of interactions; constrained by ‘simple rules’ or mechanisms; reflected self-similarity

of underlying patterns of developments; but displayed interacting and overlapping

systems of interconnected developments of micro-macro levels; were sensitive to

initial conditions, in which history matters; and where boundaries and identities of
systems influence their developments even as their ‘phase space’ is constrained by

attractors, and where strange attractors are capable of systems transformations

when critical thresholds are reached. Mapping clusters to uncover systems features
could provide useful inputs for policy and cluster study.
2.8.4.3

Systems responses

Complex adaptive systems respond to changes to their environments and these
changes can be described in terms of strategies or goal matching (fitness and

adaptation), the ability to deal with complexity, often reflected in variety (significant

differences), the ‘rules’, dynamics and results of interactions and the resulting
emergent system.
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Fitness and adaptation
There are two notions relevant to adaptation in complexity, one of fitness and fitness
landscape. Both concepts are present in complexity approaches.

- Fitness and fitness landscape
The notion of ‘fitness’ in complexity theories reflects the need to deal with
complexity resonant of evolutionary theory’s ‘survival of the fittest’, dealing with
changing, complex environments. Complexity of its environment needs to be

matched by the systems internal variety (McKelvey, 1999; Merali & Allen, 2011),

and in organizations, variety is recommended (Axelrood & Cohen, 2001). This is
further discussed in describing the concept of significant differences.

The concept fitness landscape advocated by Kaufman is explained by Cooke (2012)

as the landscape of complex systems as ‘topography of hills and valleys’ in which
interactions and recombination of knowledge may be hindered or unobstructed and

that diversity is important to economic growth. The popularity of fitness landscape
in complexity sciences has its limitations when applied to social sciences

(Ramalinam et al, 2008). Ramalingam et al suggest that a broader concept of ‘fitness’

could support understanding co-evolutionary nature of agents in interaction with

the environment by adopting the notion of ‘optimal trade-offs’ instead of Kaufman’s
fitness ‘peaks’.

The ‘fitness’ seeking behaviour of agents and interdependent adaptations of local
agents could help understand systems developments in cluster studies.

Significant differences

Significant difference is a concept that is approached differently by various scholars

in complexity science.

- Variation and diversity
Axelrod and Cohen (2001) address variation as a key concept essential to innovation
and a source of potential success for existing problems.

Diversity is recognized as an important element of renewal in urban studies and

innovation in general (Johnson, 2012). Evolutionary economic geography also

addresses diversity in the literature related to regional and urban development
(Boschma, 2004) and the term ‘related variety’ is used (sub-section 2.6.3).
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- Significant differences and transformation
In CAS, Olson and Eoyang (2001) explained that significant differences may be

physical, mental, ideological, perceptual, experiential, social, political, etc. depending
on the system. Goldstein (2008) explains that a significant difference is ‘a difference

that makes a difference’ (Bateson, 2000, in Goldstein, 2008, p. 7)

Identifying ‘significant differences’ in complex systems offer insights into innovation

potential, similar to the ‘adjacent possible’ in Kaufmann’s terms (Cooke, 2012),

which could perhaps support new path creations in cluster developments.
Interactions

Dynamic interactions of agent behaviours as part of systems responses are

described through feedback loops, transforming interactions and simple rules.
- Feedback loops
Adaptive behaviour of agents is triggered where mismatch occurs between agent

and environment to seek fitness to the local environments. Unlike normal scientific

paradigms, connections in CAS are often non-linear and tend to have amplifying

effects (positive feedback) or regulating effects (negative feedback (see Merali &

Allen, 2011; Ramalingam et al, 2008).

- Transforming interactions
Olson and Eoyang (2001) described how significant differences could transform
interactions. They used the term transformational exchanges to capture this effect.

Recognizing opportunities for transforming interactions and identifying significant
differences to facilitate and broaden potential path creations can be important
inputs for cluster policy.

- Simple rules
Complex systems are often governed by simple rules as illustrated by flocking birds
or ant colonies, or military strategy in unpredictable, complex combat settings and

the term ‘semi-autonomous agents’ is used to describe local rule governance and
freedom of action.
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To manage complex systems and problems, understanding local dynamics of actors

and their environment is necessary in order to enhance and, or enable adaptability

of local actors in their local contexts, also relevant to cluster policy.
Emergent systems

To understand how patterns emerge in systems, concepts of self-organization and
emergence are described.

- Self-organization
Self-organization captures how ‘new emergent structures, patterns, and properties

arise without being externally imposed on the system’ (Goldstein, 2008, p. 9). The

behaviour of diverse agents, locally tapping into creative and novel behaviour, to

adapt themselves to seek ‘fitness’ (Kaufman’s ‘fitness landscape’) and maintain

system structures without external design refers to the self organization property of
complex systems (Heylighen, 2002; Heylighen et al, 2007). Change in CAS emerges

from interactions of agents in the system whereby diversity and autonomy exists

(see transforming interactions) with the understanding that self-organization in
itself is not a sufficient condition to initiate emergence. ‘Constraining’ (attractors)

and ‘constructional operations’ (systems boundaries and identities, diversity of
fitness strategies, interactions leveraging diversity, etc.) are often needed to support
emergent systems (Goldstein, 2008; Maguire, 2011).

- Emergence
The concept of ‘emergence’ is critical to CAS. Holland (1992, p. 20) explains how

‘individual parts of a complex adaptive system are continually revising their
(‘conditioned’) rules for interaction, each part is embedded in perpetually novel

surroundings (the changing behaviour of the other parts)’.

‘the arising of new, unexpected structure, patterns or processes in a complex
system…Emergent phenomena are understood on a “macro”-level which is
considered a “higher” level in respect to the “lower” or “micro”-level components
from which the emergent emerge’
and,

‘Emergent phenomena seem to have a “life of their own” with their own rules, laws,
and possibilities which are radically novel with respect to the lower level
components’. (Goldstein, 2008, p. 9)
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Emergence is how ‘properties of a complex system emerge from interconnections

and interaction’ with no clear relationship between the emergent properties and the
contributing factors (Ramalingam et al, 2008, p. 21).

Focus on interconnections and interactions, and mapping the resulting changes in
structures, processes, visions, creativity, meaning, forms of collaborations, etc.

would capture emergent behaviour of cluster systems as qualitative shifts in
systems.

2.8.4.3.1 Summary of systems responses
Systems responses to changes in context as interconnected and distributed
responses of agents can be understood through exploration of fitness and

adaptation behaviours, significant differences potential, interaction patterns, and

emergent systems behaviours, and their respective concepts. The emphasis on

relevance and need for diversity to deal with complex changes, significance of focus
on interactions and interconnections in systems developments were essential to CAS

approaches. The emergent changes also reflect qualitative systems changes in its

structures, visions, meaning, behaviours, responses as seen in interactions and
collaborations.
2.8.5

Overview of CAS concepts

The table below offers an overview of the CAS concepts.
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Table 14 Overview of key concepts of CAS

In order to support the choice of concepts relevant for cluster study, applications of
CAS in other fields were explored and are presented in the next sub-section.
2.8.6

Complexity studies and choice of concepts

Insights from other complexity studies are presented to understand choice of

concepts used to capture key elements. The table below captures studies in the
areas of organizations, health care, international aid, management and peacebuilding studies. The main complexity concepts are shown.
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Organizations

Health Care

Miltleton-Kelly
(2003)

The Health
Ramalingam et al,
Foundation (2010) (2008)
Zimmerman
(2011)
Emergence
Emergence

Emergence

Self-organization Self- organizing
Simple rules

Space of
possibilities

Distributed
control

Far from
equilibrium
Feedback

Feedback

Historicity &
time

Sensitivity to
initial conditions

Pathdependence
Connectivity

Edge of chaos

Connectivity

Interdependence Iteration

Embedded/Nested
systems

Creation of new
order

International Aid

Self-organization

Requisite variety

Peace building

Richardson
(2011)

Walter C.
Clemens, Jr,
(2002)

Emergence

Emergence

Selforganization

Adaptive agents

Adaptation

Non-linear

Non-linear
feedback

Learning

Feedback processes
Chaos/edge of
chaos
Sensitivity to initial Local memory
conditions
Limits to
knowledge
Interconnected and
interdependent
elements and
dimensions

Fractals

Co-evolution of
meaning
Sub-optimal

Management

Self-organized
criticality
Fitness

Fitness
landscapes
Agent-based
(feedback)
systems

Microscopic
behaviour –
macroscopic
effects
Sub-systems
CASs
Downward
causation

Phase space

Selforganization

Coevolution
Punctuated
equilibrium

Table 15 Application of CAS concepts in different fields of studies

The table shows that there are broad overlaps in key concepts but that choices

varied. To account for this, one could turn to Mitleton-Kelly (2003, p. 23) who
claimed that ‘there is no single unified Theory of Complexity’ and that this led to

differences in what constitutes ‘key concepts’ and features of complex adaptive
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systems. Some overlap in the studies included concepts of emergence, self-

organization, feedback processes and adaptive agency, non-linearity and sensitivity
to initial conditions and, or path dependence, interconnectedness, co-evaluation of

order, and space of possibilities. Other aspects featured in the studies included
embedded systems, assumptions of limited knowledge, variety, learning, edge of
chaos, and fractals. There was room for variation and the next sub-section explores
CAS approaches and view on its applications.
2.8.7

CAS approach – differing views

The attractiveness of CAS approach lies in its ability to analyse complex systems as a

whole system through different concepts, features and related processes that offer
deeper insights into self-organizing and emergent behaviours of their agents and

systems. The previous sub-sections explained key concepts, features, approach and

processes that commonly recur in the literature. The range of disciplines and
phenomena to which it has been applied reflects both its versatility and robustness
(Maguire, 2011). Below is a diagram that captures the whole systems approach of
CAS.

WHOLE SYSTEMS APPROACH

Emergent
patterns

CONTEXT

Agent
Agent

Sensemaking and
transformative
interactions

ANIZATION
ORG

GROUP

Agent

Agent

IVIDUAL
IND

Significant differences
of agents and strategy

Agent

Dynamics of complex adaptive systems
(unpublished, van Berkel and Manickam, 2012)

Figure 8 CAS as whole systems approach (unpublished, van Berkel & Manickam, 2012)

The diagram shows embedded systems with distributed agents interacting within
and across systems, engaged in sensemaking and transformative interaction
processes resulting in emergent macro-level patterns. The primacy of agency and
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interactions with local and broader contexts and other agents capture the dynamics
of emergent systems:

‘Complex adaptive systems (CAS) are a basic unit of analysis in complexity science.
CAS are networks of interacting, interdependent agents who are bonded in a
coöperative dynamic by common goal, outlook, need, etc. They are changeable
structures with multiple, overlapping hierarchies, and like the individuals that
comprise them, CAS are linked with one another in a dynamic, interactive
network.’ (Uhl-Bien et al, 2007, p. 299)

Important criticisms on complexity approaches were that the theory uses concepts

that are not really new. However, Ramalingam et al (2008) explained that although

(systems) concepts were used in other fields, specifically systems theory, when

incorporated in complexity these had different or broader features focussing on the

centrality of interconnectedness, interdependence, non-linearity, role of agency and
emergence. Therefore, complexity approaches offer new insights and ideas that
allow more holistic and realistic views of complex and ‘messy’ problems that help to

understand interconnected nature of systems that cross boundaries and levels. CAS
approaches provide such insights through a common ‘lens’ and that ‘its nature as a
meta-theory of change’ offered investigations that were trans-disciplinary and able

to cover multi arena issues (p. 61). In addition, CAS supports both ex ante and ex
post analyses. CAS can be used as an analytical tool to design programmes or
strategies for complex systems, and it can be used to understand change processes

of such systems retrospectively.

Another criticism is that complexity approaches is not a solid theory but ‘more like a

loose network of interconnected and interdependent ideas’ that display ‘conceptual

linkages and interconnections between the different ideas’ (Ramalingam et al, 2008,

p. 59) but this too is refuted by explaining that there are different strands within
complexity sciences with different approaches in methodologies, epistemologies,
choice of concepts and focus, but with shared epistemology of limitations of

knowing, definition of CAS, key concepts like agency, interconnectivity, non-

linearity, emergence and self-organization (sub-section 2.8.3 and fig. 10 earlier).

There are therefore varying perceptions to complexity approaches amongst
scholars, captured in the table below.
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Table 16 Perspectives towards complexity (Ramalingam et al, 2008, p. 64)

Complexity approaches are contested and criticized by different scholars, but there

is also a growing acknowledgement of the need to deal with complex challenges and
recognition that complex systems have advantages that make them attractive:

‘….open systems that interact with their environment exhibiting the highest
degree of resilience…. the more diverse the component types and the greater
the variety and number of internal couplings the higher a system’s resilience
will be’ (Juarrero, 2011, p. 163).

CAS offers a different way of thinking in policy and management to deal with

complexity challenges that seek to strengthen resilience rather than seek stability
and optimization and therefore offer new approaches for resilient clusters in the

face of complex global business contexts.

2.9

Conclusion of Part 1

The literature review explored cluster theory and developments to understand key

issues and approaches in regional and cluster studies. Cluster theories offered

insights and support to clusters but were limited in their approaches and
acknowledged the increasing complexity and interconnectedness of cluster
developments to their contextual developments. Developments in RIS but more so in
EEG acknowledged and incorporated CAS concepts and approaches in their fields.
The gap in the literature indicates that an operational and comprehensive CAS
approach for cluster study need to be developed.
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The ability of CAS approaches to help understand systems dynamics and their
complex

contexts,

role

of

agency,

self-organization,

micro

and

macro

interconnections, interrelations across embedded systems, and emergence of
systems, could possibly contribute to cluster study. A CAS-based conceptual

framework for cluster studies could support on-going theoretical developments.

A review of applying complexity approaches in ‘interface studies’, reflected diversity

and flexibility with no rigid template. The rich palette of concepts and metaphors

and examples from other fields support adaptation of CAS approaches for cluster
study.

Part 2 of the chapter describes European policy and approaches to understand the

context of clusters, and to explore studies supporting cluster policy implementation.

Part 2: EU Cluster Policy and Approaches

2.10 Introduction

The second part of the literature review covers four aspects. The first aspect is on

European strategies, the second on EU cluster policy, the third on EU policy trends

and the fourth on cluster approaches. This review helps understand EU cluster

policy and the challenges it faces and the various studies supporting implementation

of effective cluster policy.

2.11 European Strategy
European Union’s strategy for the future, Europe 2020, forms the context within
which EU cluster policy takes place and the essence of the strategy is captured
below:

‘In a changing world, we want the EU to become a smart, sustainable and inclusive
economy. These three mutually reinforcing priorities should help the EU and the
Member States deliver high levels of employment, productivity and social
cohesion…. the Union has set five ambitious objectives - on employment,
innovation, education, social inclusion and climate/energy - to be reached by 2020.
Each Member State has adopted its own national targets in each of these areas.’
(Website Europe 2020)

The need to meet economic, social and ecological goals was underlined by

challenges of structural weaknesses exacerbated by the financial crisis that had
wiped out economic progress and the well being of its people (EC, 2010b). The need
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to re-structure its industries and strengthen its internal markets through

coordinated efforts was at the core of these strategies in order to maintain EU global

leadership and to ensure the well being of its population. This meant a further
integration of its internal market, consolidating resources and capabilities across

nations and regions, focussing on knowledge-driven innovation and competitiveness

strategies to solve ‘grand social challenges’. Europe’s vision and strategy for the 21st

Century, ‘a strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth’ (EC, 2010b, p. 5)

takes place in a complex landscape of structural weaknesses and great diversity

amongst member states.

The regions in turn focussed on regional Research and Innovation Strategies for
Smart Specializations (RIS3) and clusters were important in realizing this. The RIS3

policies were place-based innovation strategies that embraced broader innovation
approaches and stakeholder engagement to include more demand-side perspectives

to stimulate open and user-driven innovation and self-organized collaborative
practices in an effort to create new ‘connections and conversations’ (EU, 2012a, p.

40). More details on the EU context, Europe 2020 and RIS3 have been included in
Appendix 5.

The next section looks at EU Cluster Policy, its developments and role in supporting
Europe 2020 Strategy.

2.12 EU Cluster Policy
Clusters have been part of EU’s landscape and focus of policy since the 1980s and
were identified as part of a broad-based innovation strategy in 2006 and 2008 by

the Commission (EC, 2008). There was a consolidated programme of policy

development to leverage the potential of clusters in recognition of clusters’ role in
facilitating innovative firms and the ambition to develop ‘world class clusters’ by the
Commission.

In the Europe 2020 Strategy, cluster policy was identified as one of the horizontal
policy approaches that could support ‘industrial competitiveness and innovation by

bringing together resources and expertise, and promoting cooperation among
businesses, public authorities and universities…’ and, together with regional and

national policies, EU cluster policy was expected to ‘overcome existing market
failures and funding gaps, and especially to supply the bridge between companies
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and research institutions’ (EC 2010, p. 14). There was a shift from a national and

regional policy to a more coordinated EU level policy approach for cluster
development, reflecting the growing significance of clusters.

2.13 Cluster policy - nature and role

EU policy defines clusters as ‘a group of firms, related economic actors, and

institutions that are located near each other and have reached a sufficient scale to

develop specialised expertise, services resources, suppliers, and skills’ (European
Communities, 2008, p. 10) and cluster policies as ‘specific government efforts to

support clusters’ (p. 73). Similarly, the significance of clusters as key drivers of

‘competitiveness, economic growth, productivity, innovation and employment’
(European Communities, p. 21) is also captured in the following excerpts from the
EU’s Cluster Portal:

‘Clusters operate together in regional markets. 38% of European jobs are based in
such regional strongholds and SME participation in clusters leads to more
innovation and growth.
There are about 2000 statistical clusters in Europe, of which 150 are considered to
be world-class in terms of employment, size, focus and specialisation.
According to the European Cluster Excellence Scoreboard, for a number of selected
emerging industries and regions in the period 2010-2013, 33.3 % of firms in
clusters showed employment growth superior to 10%, as opposed to only 18.2% of
firms outside clusters.
The Commission Communication For a European Industrial Renaissance (COM
(2014) 14) highlighted clusters as being able to facilitate cross-sectoral and crossborder collaboration, helping SMEs to grow and internationalise.’ (EU Cluster
Portal)
Clusters therefore held promise of enhanced innovation and growth when they
excelled as ‘world-class’ and were successful in supporting cross-sectoral and cross-

border collaborations, often in emerging industries. However, the European
Commission acknowledged the difficulty of designing and implementing effective

cluster policy due to challenges faced in finding a good ‘policy mix’ and in dealing
with the different framework conditions present in different regions, the lack of
advanced evaluation measures and tools, and the need to align and integrate

priorities of different funding sources present with the need to improve sustainable
economic performance of the region (EC, 2013).
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2.14 Cluster policy strategies
EU cluster policy focussed on three aspects, namely, ‘cluster excellence’,

‘internationalization’ and ‘emerging industries’. Cluster excellence refers to the

quality of clusters with ‘world-class’ clusters as being the gold standard. The need of

firms, especially SMEs to participate in European (and global) value chains through

‘cross-sectoral and cross-border collaborations’ (EC, 2014, p. 18) meant that cluster

policy promoted ‘internationalization’ of clusters and their firms. The focus on
‘emerging industries’ is related to Europe 2020 Strategy in which emerging
industries showed a higher than average growth numbers (see Appendix 5).

The implementation of EU cluster policy included establishment of the Cluster
Observatory and the European Cluster Collaboration Platform, which have been

merged into the Cluster Portal. These initiatives aimed to provide benchmarking

information for regions (similar to Cluster Mapping initiative in US) and to foster
collaborations between businesses and clusters. The EU facilitated research

projects, training activities (for cluster managers), conferences, matchmaking
initiatives, etc. and these were communicated through the websites. More

information on these websites is included in Appendix 5. In addition, information
and interactions on EU policies and funding opportunities were spread via groups

on social media platforms like LinkedIn. Interestingly, self-organized groups were

also participating in such platforms on social media (also described in Appendix 5).

In addition, more recent developments in EU cluster policy included formation of

European strategic cluster partnerships to support joint internationalization
strategies (also in Appendix 5).

An initiative of EU cluster policy is its annual conferences where new developments

in policy, academia and cluster practice are discussed. At the 4th European Cluster

Conference, 300 participants (national and regional policy makers, cluster

managers, academics and industrial and SME participants) collectively identified

challenges, issues and recommendations for cluster future through Open Space
Technology methodology. This resulted in a declaration captured in the table below.
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Table 17 Key Challenges, issues and recommendations for Cluster Policy (adapted from Fourth
European Cluster Conference 2014 Declaration, 2014)

The 2014 Declaration resonated issues and challenges addressed in EU policy and

strategies and recommendations focussed on expanding current cluster policy
thinking. These included enlarging the scope of clusters to support RIS3
developments and making new connections with different regions including lagging

regions, with bottom-up approaches, with new financial sources, with new

perceptions like ‘meta-clusters’ and ‘European strategic clusters’ and with a focus on
competence building as policy intervention instead of only benchmarking. The

declaration also embraced current policy thinking focussed on creating new value
chains crossing sectors and borders, improving business environments and creating

‘world-class clusters’. The move away from more traditional notions of place-based,
sector-based clusters focussed on local network linkages was emphasized. EU

cluster policy was in evolution in an attempt to keep pace with the changing context
of clusters.

2.15 Summary and discussion of EU Cluster Policy
Extant EU Cluster Policy emphasises
-

-

Creating ‘world class clusters’ and cluster excellence

Cluster internationalization for firms and clusters
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-

Emerging industries for new growth areas

RIS3 priorities, opportunities for collaborations, development of niche

markets and supporting RIS3 developments

Providing information, mapping, tools and analysis of EU clusters
(through the European Cluster Observatory)

Also, the official website, The Cluster Portal, provides information, tools and web
links for EU policy and related areas, including those mentioned above.

The description of EU Cluster Policy showed how clusters have grown from a

regional and national policy instrument to one that is coordinated and facilitated by
the Commission and its agencies. The significance of clusters is not disputed but

policy implementation (at the local and EU levels) and optimizing cluster
performance is. In the 2014 EU Cluster conference declaration, concern for lagging

regions was signalled due to neglect or absence of developments in these regions

and in EU cluster policy. The discussion on the significance of lagging regions for
cluster policy reflected that issues such as critical mass, fragmentation, out-dated

industrial and knowledge bases, diversity of values and interests at all levels, etc.

converged in lagging regions and posed multiple challenges in implementing and re-

generating regional growth (Conference discussions, 4th European Cluster

Conference). The challenge remained for EU cluster policy to cater for different
types of cluster developments and the need to develop policy instruments that
provide insights into context-specificities and support interventions.

The next section describes cluster context and trends, and selected models and
approaches supportive of cluster practice and related policy.

2.16 EU Policy Trends
2.16.1 Policy perspectives

The roadmap from the European Forum for Clusters in Emerging Industries (EFCEI,

2013) provides insights into developments in cluster practice as input for policy. It

identified challenges facing EU clusters and most importantly indicated that ‘old
growth paths’ like investments in knowledge were not sufficient and that new

thinking and solutions were needed. A key recommendation was supporting

development of ‘emerging industries’ whereby ‘new industrial value chain’ where

deemed necessary which included the need for ‘radical reconfiguration of existing
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one’ whereby ‘disruptive’ ideas or ‘convergence of ideas’ were seen to be the

purveying higher value added products and services (p. 4). Their main criticism of

existing policy was that existing framework conditions were sectoral and

fragmented and hampered new developments for new value chains and
transforming existing ones. They indicated that clusters could play an important role

in support of emerging industries and economic transformations, and that

interaction between sophisticated demand, cross-cutting technologies and service

innovation and innovation processes were needed to create new industrial
pathways (diagram below).

Figure 9 Key drivers behind emerging industries (EFCEI, 2013, p. 11)

Issue-driven value chains that leverage innovative capacities from different
industries and knowledge bases are deemed important foci for cluster policy.

Hence new competences and framework conditions were needed with policy being

alert to shifts in value chains. There was a plea to move towards cross-sectoral
cluster initiatives focussed on ‘thematic strategy, market or concept’ (EFCEI, 2013, p.

16) with government facilitating new value chain creation, new skills developments

including entrepreneurial skills, internationalization and future-oriented strategies.
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Clusters in turn needed to deal with more complex and broader scope of activities to
support new value chain creations.

In order to explore alignment of cluster policy implementation to that of practice,
the EU commissioned study, ‘Where the cluster winds are blowing in Europe?’

(Tactics, 2012). The table below captures the key findings.

Table 18 Trends in the use of clusters as a policy tool (Tactics, 2012, pp. 11-19)

In EU 2020 strategies resolution of ‘grand social challenges’ was a key focus. In
cluster policy a focus on new value chain creations, cross-sectoral developments,
internationalization and emerging industries is present reflecting alignment to the

Roadmap recommendations. However, the resolution of ‘grand social challenges’ is

not explicit.

This section looked at policy perspectives on cluster developments and in the use of

cluster policies to understand trends in cluster practice. More details on EU Cluster

Policy, developments and context are given in Appendix 5. The next section looks at
cluster models and approaches supporting policy development.
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2.17 Cluster Approaches
This section explores models, frameworks and approaches that are relevant to

cluster and policy developments. The selection reflects studies exploring
interconnected systems developments related to clusters and economic transitions

to understand existing tools available for study of interconnected systems
developments in clusters.

2.17.1 The Principal Dynamic Loops – Scottish enterprise

The Scottish Enterprise developed a cluster model using a systems approach and it

illustrates key feedback loops in cluster systems. The feedback loops included

processes of inter-firm co-operation and rivalry, responses to external influences

such as global competition and markets, common collaboration incentives and

threats, influence of the cultural contexts, attractiveness of capital and investments
in knowledge. The systemic analysis is shown below.

Figure 10 Principal dynamic loops from the Scottish Enterprise (in Smith and Brown, 2009, p.
290)

This model captures interconnections of clusters and the external and internal

factors affecting cluster dynamics. The mapping captures cluster dynamics based on
centrality of firms and their interactions and takes into account contextual factors.

The systems approach illustrates its ability to capture dynamic interactions in

clusters.
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2.17.2 Building the Cluster Commons
The EU Cluster Observatory acknowledged the seven innovation gaps faced by firms

and the role of clusters to bridge these gaps through the notion of Building the

Cluster Commons (Sölvell & Williams, 2013). Potential ‘gaps’ or weak interactions in

clusters include triple-helix linkages between firms, academia and policy but in the
‘commons’ they are extended to include linkages between firms and educational and

financial institutions, inter-firm linkages, inter-cluster linkages and linkages to

global markets.

The diagram below shows various stages of building the cluster commons whereby

a dynamic cluster with strong interactions is seen as a successful cluster. Details of

the seven gaps and distinctions of weak and strong interactions are also identified in
this approach.

Figure 11 Dynamic Clusters Commons (own tabulation based on C, Sölvell & Williams, 2013;
author presentations; Ketels et al, 2012)
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‘The commons’ focusses on interactions and linkages beyond traditional notions of

clusters (financial institutions, educational institutions, global markets and intercluster) and therefore reflects shifts in cluster practice. This approach is also

focussed on supporting policy interventions. EU cluster policy emphasis on ‘world-

class’ clusters, cross-cluster and international linkages are reflected in this

approach. Centrality of businesses and clusters is also prominent in this ‘model’ in

supporting policy actions even as it resonates innovation systems approaches with
its focus on linkages and systems archetypes in building the ‘commons’.
2.17.3 The NRC cluster framework

National Research Council (NRC) of Canada commissioned the development of a

model to allow policy to support successful cluster developments. The framework

was built on Porter’s work and empirical research on Canadian clusters carried out

by the Innovation Systems Research Networks (ISRN), which was extensive covering

twenty-six clusters. In order to support technology based cluster initiatives and
development, NRC designed the NRC cluster framework that had six constructs and
thirty-four indicators that included quantitative firm-based surveys and qualitative

interviews and sessions with stakeholders and experts. The expert and stakeholder
inputs validated outputs of the quantitative data and added insights into qualitative
developments. They also distinguished four stages in cluster developments, namely,

latent, developing, established and transformational to acknowledge life cycle of

clusters. The literature review discussed this study (sub-section 2.5.2). It is also

included here as one of the models supporting cluster practice. The NRC cluster
framework is shown here.
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Figure 12 NRC cluster framework (Arthurs et al, 2009, p. 269)

The NRC framework distinguishes ‘current conditions’ as ‘inputs’ and ‘current

performance’ as ‘outputs’. These in turn are divided into indicators describing
cluster characteristics and its environment. The approach held firms central to

cluster conditions and acknowledged the systemic and evolutionary nature of

cluster developments: ‘current conditions impact future performance, and current
performance is the result of past conditions’ (Arthurs et al, 2009, p. 269).

Key lessons from the study are highlighted in the table below for cluster study and
policy developments.
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Table 19 Lessons from NRC Canadian cluster research (adapted from Arthurs et al, 2009)

The NRC framework captures cluster developments that extend to social capital and
contextual factors, and demonstrate the significance of non-local interactions. The

cluster framework offers insights into different aspects of cluster developments and
is relatively comprehensive in its scope but limitations lie in the centrality of firms

and exclusion of broader developments, which limits its ability to explain complex
systems developments.

2.17.4 Triple-helix triangulation ‘model’
Cluster developments focus on ‘triple-helix’ linkages and the triangulated triple-

helix was already discussed in the literature review (section 2.5.1) but is included

here as one of the cluster practice supportive models.

Figure 13 Triangulating the Triple-Helix (Farinha & Ferreira, 2013, p. 20)
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The illustration shows that interaction between academia-industry-government in
facilitating innovative and competitive capacities and resources are subject to

ethical norms and behaviour of cooperation networks. The overarching governance
practices impact in turn social accountability and environmental and economic

sustainability. Triple-helix linkages, at the core of cluster approaches, were

broadened to include contextual dynamics and constraints. This meant that
competitiveness and regional developments needed to be understood as being part

of ecosystems. This approach emphasized the interconnectedness of systems and

the significance of ‘ecosystems’ thinking in regional and cluster developments. Focus

on local interconnectedness and that from an institutional perspective meant that
the extend triple-helix model brings the local complexity into to the forefront but

how the interconnectedness evolves and how global developments and interactions
influence the local dynamics have not been explicitly addressed.
2.17.5 Associative governance in cluster practice

Cluster governance and practice exposes gaps in policy development and

implementation from an ‘associative governance’ perspective. The assigned roles of
government and cluster stakeholders support or deter such practice. This

perspective sheds light on the significance of personal and collaborative cluster
practices based on Dutch clusters. The associative governance perspective and key

lessons from the report Cluster Governance, Lessen voor clusters in Nederland
(Ebbekink el al, 2015) have been translated and summarized in the following tables.
Cluster policy
Ownership/accountability
Policy development
Policy review

Role of government

‘Associative governance’

The practice

Sum of individual and
collective policy actions of
all cluster stakeholders –
co-creation

Policy actions of government
combined with organized
cluster input – consultancy

Ramified co-evolutionary
process in continuous
development

Centrally led and programme
design – policy circle model

Everyone – public, private,
all levels

Collective learning
throughout
Partner

Not specified

Based on evaluations
Facilitator

Table 20 Cluster Policy development based on associative governance principles (translated,
Ebbekink et al, 2015, p. 20)
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The following table contains ‘seven lessons’ as key aspects of cluster developments

aimed at Dutch policy makers.
‘Civic entrepreneurs’

Personal proximity and
(non-) ‘clicks’
Cluster identity
Strategic intelligence

Institutional entrepreneurship
Policy leverages
Strategic connections

Recognized, accepted, with influence, collective leadership
Impact of proximity and social processes

Alliance formation – personal motivations, shared identity
and goals
Personal radar, market trends, local buzz and global
pipelines, etc.

Institutional playing field as dynamic anchors, subject to
tinkering, moulding, system changes (by collective/civic
entrepreneurs)

Eco-system facilitation – conducive start-up climate, short
and long-term regulation/administration and public
procurement measures, R&I subsidies

Focus on knowledge exchanges – within niche
specializations connecting globally and in global value
chains, transparent and shared strategies, cluster branding,

Table 21 Key aspects of Clusters (adapted from Ebbekink et al, 2015)

The associative governance perspective used by the Dutch Research group resonate

findings from the Canadian study and NRC framework that was reviewed in subsections 2.5.2 and 2.19.3 respectively, in particular, the role of civic leaders and civil

society.

The associative governance, role of civic society and eco-systems also resonated the

research’s choice of developing whole systems approach and extending the scope of

cluster developments. The associative governance approach offered insights into

more complex cluster development processes and the principles of associative

governance signposted the relevant developments often ‘hidden’ or not recognized

as relevant in traditional cluster analyses. It seemed unlikely that the principles of
associative governance were sufficient to support complex cluster developments,
although they added valuable insights and aspects to cluster study.

2.17.6 Transition Management Model

This model was developed by Dutch scholars and is the Transition Management
model:

‘Transition Management (TM) aims to deal with persistent societal problems by
exploring and furthering more sustainable systems. It is an innovative governance
concept based on complexity theory, social theories and insights from the field of
governance. TM is a process-oriented and participatory steering philosophy that
enables social learning through iterations between collective problem structuring,
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vision development, coalition building, experimenting and monitoring.’ (Website
Drift)
The reiterative learning process is captured in their model below:

Figure 14 The Transition Model (Transition Management, website Drift)

Transition management approaches were discussed in the review of EEG and RIS

studies as these latter studies also built on transition management perspectives. The

transition model supports policy development and includes co-evolutionary
developments addressing social and economic transitions. The approach overlaps

that of the research in its focus on transitions as part of local economic
developments and the interconnectedness of these processes. However, the

transition management model being a broad process-oriented policy instrument
translated complexity approaches into a plan-check-do-evaluate model common to

policy instruments. Potential interventions in systems developments have not been
made visible or explicit due to the choice of the transition management as a

‘governance concept’ that supported ‘participatory steering’ and learning at its core.

However, transition management theories are relatively new and evolving (see sub-

section 2.6.3) and are not specific to cluster developments.
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2.17.7 Complex Adaptive Innovation Systems Model
The need for policies that support ‘transversality’ and leverage ‘related variety’ in

terms of the ‘adjacent possible’ form the basis of Cooke’s (2012) model of Complex

Adaptive Innovation Systems (CAIS). He addressed path-interdependencies through
the example of intersecting path dependencies of the elderly healthcare and housing

pathways resulting in a new provision of services and design of elderly housing and
health care based on a case study from Cardiff University’s Centre for Advanced

Studies (2012, pp. 229-231). The landscape of complex adaptive systems, based on

Kaufman’s fitness landscape, was used in the example and served as a model for
extending insights into regional systems developments as shown below.

Figure 15 Path interdependence in societal innovation - system optimisation in health care
(Cooke, 2013, p. 110; also Cooke, 2013, p. 229)

In addition, Cooke (2012, 2013) uses Stacey’s Matrix to explain how policy design
needs to be appropriate to the types of challenges faced. Problems and challenges
with high degree of disagreements and uncertainties found in the zone closest to the

edge of chaos (6) needed policies that explore and describe system patterns, as
these are often complex systems. Other zones with lesser degrees of disagreement

and uncertainty need policy to either direct and, or convene and intervene as these
types of problems are relatively simple to address (see sub-section 2.8.1).
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Figure 16 Policy design using the Stacey Matrix (Cooke, 2013, p. 109; also, Cooke, 2012, p. 228)

The CAIS model by Cooke served to confirm the value of Complex Adaptive Systems

approach in understanding regional and cluster developments, and served to affirm

the direction and developments of the research undertaken, including its conceptual

model. CAIS offered a translation of CAS to regional innovation systems at a higher

level of analysis resonating RIS approaches. The institutional and sectoral levels are
in the foreground even as firms are central to the RIS approach (see section 2.5).

Policy interventions at the systems development levels are described but

operationalization is limited to general policy directions.
2.17.8 The systems innovator

Systems are part of modern life and Leadbeater contends that ‘systems innovation

will become the most important focus for companies and government, cities and
entire societies’ (Leadbeater, 2013, p. 28). Leadbeater explains how systems are
focussed on achieving ‘a purpose’ through collaboration and how orchestration is
necessary:

‘Systems innovation is a highly–collaborative endeavour. It involves bringing
together many actors to make complementary investments. Orchestrating this is
necessarily a highly–political process to determine how revenues and risks are
shared between different players in the system, how standards are established and
who controls knowledge and intellectual property.’ (Leadbeater, 2013, p. 36)
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The ‘New Rules of Innovation’ in the table below offers insights into supporting
systems innovations.

Innovation and
systems

−

Systems
approaches

−

Systems
innovation

−

Value creation

−

Interventions
in systems

−

New and old
systems

−

Supporting and enabling systems crucial – great product alone is no
guarantee of success
Different systems need different approaches

Systems innovation needs
- Alliances as co-innovators of systems
- Needs behaviour change - new consumer behaviours, etc.
- A mix of leadership styles – more interactive and distributed leadership
- Right timing is vital
No value will be created unless shared – social contracts, economic and
technical
Intervene at the right point (from Donella Meadows)
- Parameters of a system (buffers and stock as critical parameters)
- Physical features (difficult to change but does not deal with behaviour
change)
- Information flows (feedback loops can affect behaviour but limited)
- Rules and goals of governance (potential impact is huge)
- Framework and purpose (most impact on behaviour)
New systems develop out of old systems
- All new systems incorporate parts of old systems
- Learning to leapfrog instead of reforming old systems

Table 22 New Rules of Innovation (adapted, Leadbeater, 2013, pp. 49-53)

The new rules of innovation and systems innovator approach emphasized the need

to innovate whole systems and to understand the interconnected nature of complex
systems developments. This approach supported the research in its choice of ‘whole
systems’ approach for clusters.

2.18 Summary of Part 2

This part of the chapter reviewed European Strategies, EU cluster policy, and cluster

approaches. The first three aspects gave insights into EU policies and therefore the

policy context of cluster developments. The fourth aspect provided insights into
cluster approaches that supported understanding systemic developments and
acknowledged the complexity of clusters due to contextual interconnectedness.

The goals and perspectives of EU policy were important as the research intended to

support cluster policy implementation. In addition, reviewing existing cluster
approaches helped understand developments in cluster study. The selected
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approaches revealed features that included systems thinking focus on innovation
and contextual factors, governance issues and social processes and transitions.

Furthermore, CAIS model demonstrates how CAS approach is relevant to

understanding regional innovation systems development. The need to focus on
‘grand social challenges’, acknowledgement of various aspects being relevant, such

as history, stakeholders interactions, governance, context, etc., and the significance

of systemic interconnectedness were made explicit. The necessity of systems

innovation and a whole systems approach for understanding complexity of social
and economic developments were evident. The approaches reviewed addressed one

or more of these aspects or offered higher-level perspectives that made

operationalizing policy interventions difficult or unclear. The direction of cluster
approaches and policy developments reflected the need for more systemic and
broader scopes.

Part 3 offers a summary of the chapter and implications for the research.

2.19 Part 3: Summary of literature review and implications
Part 1 of the chapter, the literature review on theory discussed how agglomeration
literature was diverse and emerging, but that there was consensus on the value of

spatial agglomerations. There was also consensus on the need for more integrated

approaches that could study regions and clusters in their interconnected
developments. Complex Adaptive Systems approaches were reviewed and deemed
to be a ‘holistic and realistic’ meta theory of change able to support understanding of
complex systems in which ‘neural-like networks of interacting, interdependent

agents’ were united to achieve common goals through collaborations (Uhl-Bien et al,

2007, p. 299). CAS offered a ‘lens’ to uncover underlying patterns of order in
otherwise ‘messy’ or ‘wicked’ phenomena. CAS connected micro dynamics to

emergent macro-level systems developments and recognized interconnectedness of

contextual and embedded systems developments. CAS therefore offered whole
systems approaches that could enhance cluster theory.

Part 2 of the chapter reviewed EU policy and cluster approaches. EU strategies

emphasized the need for integrating policy initiatives to deal with ‘grand social
challenges’ and structural economic weaknesses. EU cluster policy focussed on

excellence, internationalization and emerging industries through EU coordinated

cluster support. However, it was seen that cluster policy was focussed on innovation
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and economic developments rather than dealing with ‘grand social developments’
and societal transitions. The review of cluster approaches supporting policy
implementation offered understanding of systemic and complexity aspects but were
limited to specific aspects or were of a higher level making policy interventions

difficult. Therefore, there was a need for comprehensive approaches in cluster study
that was suitable for clusters of diverse nature but transferable into actionable
policy interventions. The cluster approaches contributed and validated choices

made in the research and in turn, the research could contribute to furthering these
developments.

The review of cluster literature, policy and cluster approaches highlighted the gaps

and issues present in understanding and supporting cluster developments in its
changing context. The key features in EU policy, RIS and EEG disciplines, and CAS,

the focus of their intervention strategies and gaps and issues in cluster
developments are captured in the diagram below. Similarly, key features and

interventions of CAS are included with a question mark to indicate a possible
contribution to meet gaps and issues of cluster study and practice. The research sets

out to explore complex adaptive systems developments of clusters and the
contribution of CAS towards this end in order to support both cluster study and
policy developments.
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Figure 17 Overview of cluster literature, EU policy and cluster approaches and gaps in cluster
developments

Strategy development and implementation of cluster policy in diverse and complex
landscapes of the EU meant that sound, holistic approaches with cluster specific
insights drawn from local knowledge of unique factors and agent behaviours

embedded in local contexts were needed. In addition, insights into interconnected

contextual factors driving change and multi-level interactions and governance

practice as systems developments stemming from diversity of stakeholders,
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interests, capabilities, resources, etc. were also essential. CAS offered robust whole
systems approaches for application in interface studies including cluster study albeit

in its infancy. This research builds on these emergent developments to design a
comprehensive CAS approach to gain deeper insights into cluster developments
faced with complex challenges.

In conclusion, the research intends to address the gaps and issues identified above
in the illustration by developing a CAS approach for cluster study.
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3 Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter has 2 parts. Part 1 describes the research method and methodological
issues related to the choices made in setting up the research. Mode 2-type research
that frames the study is explained, followed by reiterating the purpose of the
research. The philosophical position underlining the research including that of CAS

approaches are addressed Afterwards, the research strategy and methodological

issues related to the chosen case study strategy are described. The research design

with details of the field study and ethical issues are also addressed. Finally, data

analyses justifications and linkages between the empirical study and research sub-

questions are provided.

Part 2 describes the research and includes scope, process (including development of
CAS framework), design and implementation details.

3.2 Part 1 Research Methodology
3.3 Mode 2 type research

In the previous chapter, the complexity of EU clusters policy implementation and
limitations of extant cluster literature to understand and support clusters were
addressed. The complexity of clusters and the need in policy to deal with this was

the starting point of the research in the tradition of Mode 2-type research (MacLean

et al, 2002).

Development of a cluster approach supporting complexity in clusters and policy
implementations and gaining insights from a close study of complex cluster
developments would in addition contribute to theoretical discourses on clusters.

The European Union’s cluster policy initiative, in its effort to strengthen European
competitiveness due to global competition and structural weaknesses (Appendix 5)
was therefore the impetus for the study. More details follow in the next section.

3.4 Purpose of the study

The research aimed to explore how clusters developed in the rapidly changing

economic and social contexts in which they operated and to draw lessons for policy,
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particularly, EU’s cluster policy. Increasing complexity of clusters was addressed in

cluster theory and complexity approaches and was acknowledged as being valuable

for studying such phenomena. The research therefore intends to develop a complex
adaptive systems (CAS) approach to explore cluster developments in their changing

contexts. This includes examining micro-level stakeholder perceptions and

behaviours and how these connect to cluster systems developments. The implication

of using CAS approaches for the chosen research strategy and design, including
qualitative research methodology are discussed in more detail below.

The need for an exploratory orientation was underpinned by the limited empirical

evidence and theoretical developments on cluster theory based on complexity
approaches for a whole systems approach as described in the earlier chapter on
literature. Eisenhardt (1989) found exploratory case studies ‘well suited to new
research areas or research areas for which existing theory seems inadequate’ and

‘when a fresh perspective is needed’ (pp. 548-549). Additionally, the exploratory
case study allows for in-depth and flexible investigation with multiple data inputs.

The nature of the research required such a flexible and in-depth approach to

uncover the underlying, deeper aspects of cluster dynamics and to capture the
diversity of agent interactions in clusters.

The research therefore intended to support emergent theory on cluster dynamics in
complex contexts by providing insights from practice. Complexity approach
informed by selected cluster theories would underpin the research.

The following section explains firstly the underlying philosophical assumptions
framing the research, and secondly, what factors were considered in the research
strategy, design and implementation.

3.5 Underlying philosophy of research
The research had chosen complexity approaches and specifically CAS. Therefore, the
first part of the chapter explains assumptions made about ‘reality’ and knowledge
development in these areas of study.

‘Complexity thinking is about limits and, specifically, about limits to what we can
know about our organizations and the environment in which they operate.’
(Richardson, 2011, p. 366)
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‘The new vision afforded by the development of complexity science forces us to
confront the idea that managerial and organizational knowledge pertaining to
actions and policies in evolved - and evolving - social systems is necessarily limited
and incomplete instead of being based on objective truth about eternal natural
laws governing unchanging systems. We may be able to describe and analyse
organizational dynamics within natural and social systems, but this description
will have to reflect the facts that part of the experience of any agent is the
interaction with others and that these agents will in general have different
perspectives and views on reality.’ (Maguire et al, 2011, p. 2)
The two quotations above reflect the nature of ‘complexity thinking’ with an

emphasis on limits to knowing, the nature of agency, interactions and pluralism in
emerging systems and therefore limitations to knowledge of social systems.

Relativism and interpretive aspects of knowing as described above formed the basis

of this research. Although the quotations above refer to organizations, the
underlying assumption in complexity approaches was the ‘agent-based model-

centred epistemology’ (McKelvey, 2011). The socially embedded nature of systems

meant that meaning was subjective and that agents in the system created meanings
through their interactions. Agents were key to ‘knowing’ the system and differences

in perceptions of different agents were part of the meaning creation process.

Interactionism contributing to non-linear dynamics is characteristic of complex
adaptive systems. Nevertheless, even as pathways were not predictable, potential

developmental pathways could be captured. Ciliers (2011) reinforced the notion
that complexity cannot be known completely and that interpretation and judgement
were part of any attempt to study complex systems, which in turn, demanded

reflexive and critical attitudes. He stressed the need to understand the temporal and
spatial aspects of knowledge of complex phenomenon.

The research embraced the limitations to knowledge, the role of agents in creating
meaning in interactions, the changing spatial and temporal meanings that reflected

the nature of complex systems and their structures that are constantly transforming.

The research therefore assumed that investigation into complex cluster
developments could reveal plausible patterns of developments through convergence
and mapping of stakeholder perspectives. The research expected that the findings
could be ‘messy’ and partial but that insights into cluster developments would be

useful even with these limitations. The research intended to develop a framework

that would help capture insights through systematic mapping of cluster
development aspects using stakeholder inputs based on an in-depth exploration of
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clusters through a single case study, with supplementary cases to enhance the
findings.

Another philosophical aspect relevant to CAS was explained by Ramalingam et al

(2008) who indicated that complexity approaches appealed to pragmatists who
were intent on exploring its relevance to social systems and organizations in the

search of practical benefits. The pragmatic stance was described as one that
accepted the ‘work in progress’ nature of complexity theories’ developments in its

application to social sciences and other human based systems. The value of
complexity was seen to lie at a meta-level where complexity approaches offered a

way of looking at reality, a ‘lens’ that helped to understand how things were being
viewed, ‘new ways to think about problems and new questions that should be posed

and answered, rather than specific concrete steps that should be taken as a result’
(p. 65). The approach of complexity anchored phenomena in context and highlighted

the interconnectedness of phenomena. This interconnectedness of things and
systems demanded a different approach to knowing. The research therefore

embraced a pragmatic position and acknowledged the need for deepening
theoretical developments in cluster research in order to capture interconnections
and systemic developments.

Differences in underlying assumptions about systems between complexity and first
and second order systems theory were present. One such difference was that the

latter assumed rule based developments of systems and existence of clear

delineation of system boundaries (Heylighen et al, 2007). Complex systems as
applied to social systems (non natural systems) assumed interconnectedness of

agents, systems and boundaries between system and environment and that these

were not clearly defined as opposed to natural systems (first and second order
systems theory). The notion of intentionality of agents in systems that was at the

core of complex adaptive systems, ‘multi-agent based systems’ (Holland, 1996),

meant that agents in the system responded to environmental changes in order to

increase their ‘fitness’ based on limited perceptions of the immediate environment
(and other agents). And that co-evolution through agent interactions led to

adaptation of the larger system. The non-linear development of systems due to this

notion of multi-agency interactions described as self-organization processes in
complex systems underlined the philosophical position that no pre-determined
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order nor rational, linear developments were inherent. Intrinsic uncertainty and
emergence were thus assumptions of complex adaptive systems.

Related to the notion of emergence and non-linearity, is the notion of systems in

systems, or ‘supersystems’ (Heylighen et al, 2007). Heylighen et al explained the

existence of hierarchy of systems that are interconnected and interacting to emerge

as complex adaptive supersystems indicated that the nature of complexity whether

explored locally or as part of larger supersystems remained the same, that of nonlinearity, adaptation and emergence. CAS therefore embraces a broader definition of
systems than the first and second-order systems theories in this respect.

Heylighen et al (2007) also made a distinction between ‘hard’ complexity sciences as

represented by the Sante Fe school and ‘soft’ complexity sciences as applied to social

sciences: the former were modernist and the latter post-modernist (p. 16). In the

‘softer’ version of complexity, individual perceptions and ‘framing’ became relevant
and philosophical issues related to relativism and incomplete knowledge underlined
the challenges faced by complexity approaches in social sciences. The research

acknowledged these philosophical challenges are being unresolved but also

acknowledged that more work and application of complexity sciences to realms
beyond natural systems would add knowledge to help develop deeper insights into
the nature and evolution of complex adaptive systems. The research hoped to

contribute to this end indirectly as it was beyond the scope of the research to do so
directly.

Important to the discussion on human intentionality was Stacey (2007) who

rejected the application of natural science systems theories to human systems. He
did however acknowledge the need to understand the value and contribution of

complexity sciences and particularly complex adaptive systems approaches for
organizational strategic management issues that grappled with complexity. He

acknowledged that there were realists’ positions as well as interactionists’ positions

within systems theory that focused on interactions and learning as part of the coevolutionary pathways within systems. Notions of intentionality and emergence

were significant to human systems as opposed to natural systems. Stacey underlined

the notion of human responsiveness in systemic interactions where intentionality
was an explicit part of the interactions. Systems theory assumed more rational

behaviour and natural selection as the basis of emergence as described in the
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discussion earlier. Stacey was focused on organization level strategy approaches and

the application of complexity sciences to these issues. Stacey indicated that
complexity theories

offered more comprehensive

and coherent strategy

development perspectives than traditional ones (Stacey, 1995, p. 480).

Moving on to ontologies and epistemologies directly concerned with regions and
clusters, Cooke (2012) described clusters and regions as complex adaptive

innovation systems building on ‘relatedness and transversality’ that take place in
collective spaces. Cooke acknowledged that the ‘lens’ of complexity allowed studying

changes in innovation and regional systems as emergent processes triggered by selforganization and used the metaphor of ‘landscape’ to describe how ‘attractors’ and

‘strange attractors’ influenced path interdependencies towards emergence and
novelty. Cooke also stressed the non-predictability of path developments of systems

and that any knowledge of such developments could only be ex post.

The ‘knowing’ (sensemaking) in complex adaptive systems through individual
agents making sense of in response to changes in the environment is aligned to

social constructionist’s notion of sensemaking. Similarly, the centrality of
sensemaking with its social constructionist position was adopted in the study of
clusters. Stakeholder perspectives were central to ‘knowing’ how clusters
developed.

In line with complex adaptive systems approach, the research therefore embraced

relativist and social constructionist traditions, which assume that knowledge about
reality was subjective and that meanings were socially constructed, and

interactionists and interpretivist positions explain distributed and culminating
systems developments. The interpretivist paradigm of complexity (Maguire et al,

2006) overlaps the relativist and social constructionists traditions. The

interpretivist tradition assumes that actors and their institutions are interpretive,
sensemaking systems.

Beyond the epistemological and ontological traditions of complexity sciences, the

research also embraced reflexive methodologies, hermeneutical traditions, critical
theories and pragmatist stands that supported investigating complex social

phenomena. These approaches are described in the following four paragraphs.
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Data and insight driven approaches allowed deeper search for meaning that was

coupled with wider critical reflection of the social institutions and ideologies related
to the research context of which the research was a part. Alvesson and Sköldberg

(2009) described reflexive methodology as data, insight and critical emancipation
driven. This methodology assumed the uncovering of deeper meanings of

phenomena through ‘construction of empirical conditions’ rather than collection of

raw data, and leaned on interpretivism to assess meaning that included a wider

critical interpretation of the social context in which it takes place. Critical reflection
of emancipatory issues is included in the critical theory discussion below.

The research drew on hermeneutical traditions (also critical to reflexive
methodology). This tradition acknowledged that the researcher was a participant in

the discovery of ‘real-world phenomenon’ through engagement, learning and
acceptance of multiple viewpoints and representations that existed as postulated by
Hendrickx’s as the ‘participant frame of reference’ (1999, in Van de Ven, 2007). The

research chose an exploratory study that engaged hermeneutical discovery as part

of the investigation on cluster development through collecting information (various
viewpoints) from stakeholders and experts. The knowledge gained in the process of

the research, beginning with orientation in literature and practice, followed by desk

research, and finally with field research, was constantly reflected upon and built on
in the successive steps. And often, earlier knowledge was revisited with new

understanding and this process was on-going throughout the research.

The warning of critical theorists of the dangers of power relations impinging on the
‘purity’ of the research and the need for awareness of interests, biases and values
both of the researcher and those contributing to the research as advocated by

postmodernists (Van de Ven, 2007) were important inputs for the research, and
reflexivity formed an important part of the research process. The research chose to

include a variety of inputs and methods, also for purposes of convergence of
evidence, to help increase validity of outputs. The inclusion of research literature

and perspectives from different areas of study and the broad orientation to clusters

as a phenomenon was part of the effort to include multiple views and potential

models for analyses. Collaboration in the research was sought where possible by
engaging others from practice and scholars from different backgrounds to increase
multiple perspectives and analyses. The engagement of different scholars and

practioners was important to the research to ensure that no ‘lock-in’ effect took
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place in knowledge development whilst self-reflection and being open to feedback
were important to limit researcher bias.

The research also embraced a pragmatist approach in accepting that knowledge

could be useful to serve as guidance for action through better understanding of
reality through models and constructs. The mode two-type research paradigm, the

starting point of this research, assumed that some gap in knowledge in practice
could be addressed by research and that recommendations based on such practice-

oriented research could clarify and offer wisdom for action. These insights could
serve policy and other stakeholders and contribute to existing knowledge. The
research leaned on the principles of ‘engaged scholarship’, ‘a participative form of
research for obtaining the different perspectives of key stakeholders (researchers,

users, clients, sponsors, and participants) in studying complex problems’ (Van de

Ven, 2007,) evident in the discourse above, in order to be aligned to practice. Input

from stakeholders meant that distributed knowledge of the system informed the

research, reflecting CAS’ agent-based model-centred approach. Moreover, an

engaged scholarship approach of including multiple perspectives offered a more
robust view of reality in capturing complex social phenomena and a better
grounding of the problem definition, and therefore the research design.

Another aspect of the research is the place of ‘abduction’ and ‘plausibility’ in seeking

answers to anomalies. Through abduction, the creative leap in formulating a
conjecture is considered the first step in creating a theory that advances a new but

not yet tested explanation (Yin, 2014; Van de Ven, 2007). In creating theory about

complex social phenomena, ‘abduction’ and the notion of ‘plausibility rather than
validity’ were important in framing conjectures to help solve an anomaly (Weick,

1989, p. 525; Van de Ven, 2007, p. 110). The research developed a conceptual

framework to gain deeper insights into cluster systems development through

abduction. Study of complex systems lends itself to appreciate and conceptualize

complexity with the understanding that knowledge cannot by completely captured
and is ‘provisional and contingent’ (Maguire, 2011). The research therefore explores

underlying interconnected patterns of developments rather than fixed truths about

clusters and their developments. Metaphors and systems mapping are examples of
conceptualizations used in the research.

This section described epistemological and ontological positions and related issues

that framed the research.
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The next section describes the research strategy adopted for the research.

3.6 Research strategy

The research stance described above includes interpretive, sensemaking traditions

and the need to uncover deeper processes and patterns of interactions and systems

developments. The research strategy therefore adopted exploratory case study
methods and a single case study. The rest of the section addresses these choices as
well as issues of validity, generalizability, rigour and relevance.
3.6.1

Exploratory case study method

The research intended to seek insights into cluster dynamics and drivers of change

to provide knowledge that could help policy makers and practitioners to implement
cluster theory in practice. Exploring complex interaction of clusters with their

environment and influence of internal interactions on the environment as whole

systems needed research strategies that would provide flexibility and close-up view
of context-based study. Van de Ven explained that engagement of different

stakeholders and using ‘arbitrage as a strategy of explaining differences by seeing
interdependencies and webs of entanglements between different and divergent
dimensions of a problem, its boundaries, and context’ would support investigations

of complex phenomena (2007, p. 15). Similarly, exploratory case study method

offered the flexibility, study in context, multiple data collection and analyses that
were needed (Yin, 2014).

In addition, Van de Ven discussed Weick’s notion of ‘thought trails’ and the need for
variations in these thought trails by exploring phenomena from different categories

to have better understanding and eventually build better theory (Van de Ven, 2007,
pp. 107-109). Engaging different stakeholders involved in cluster development from

their different perspectives, exploring clusters at both the micro and macro levels

and, using literature and field study and therefore reflecting past and current
practice, were all attempts by this research to explore cluster dynamics and its
context as a phenomenon from a variety of perspectives. This included the
understanding that paradoxes, uncertainty and shifting realities were part of the
nature of clusters and their natural landscapes in the spirit of abductive

investigation. An extended exploratory case study in this case serves as a ‘revelatory

case study’ in that theoretical inference and construct validity are sought. A detailed
case study also helps ground development of theory.
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The research therefore chose an exploratory, revelatory single case study to allow
deeper investigations and illustration of cluster development in its context. Such a
case study also allowed closer examination of systems dynamics at different levels,

and the different agents, and their perceptions and responses of changes in the

environment as part of developing a CAS approach for cluster study. The selection
and justification of the main case study is described in the next sub-section.

3.6.2

Single case study – choice and methodological issues

The research pioneered in capturing whole systems developments in clusters

through CAS approach in the case study of Energy Valley cluster. It also embraced
the inherent flexibility of exploratory case study methods and determined what

further analyses were needed, including additional minor case studies to validate

and enhance the findings of the main case study. More details of these additional
analyses and extended cases are provided in section 3.16.

The research chose Energy Valley, energy cluster of Northern Netherlands, as its

main case study. Energy Valley was chosen because of the complexity of issues

facing the cluster due to contextual changes, and these conditions were ideal for a

revelatory case study. In addition, proximity and accessibility to the cluster were

also pragmatic considerations. The next sub-section offers insights into the
complexity of Energy Valley cluster. The sub-sections that follow address validity,
generalizability, rigour and relevance issues related to a single case study strategy.

3.6.2.1

Choice of Energy Valley case study

Energy clusters are faced with transitions in the energy landscape, moving from

fossil based energy sources and infrastructure to decentralized renewable energy
sources. Energy Valley is interesting due to its scope and scale of operations (one

third of the Netherlands, covering 3 ½ provinces in the northern parts of the
country). It bears with it the paradox of rich gas resources and relative poverty of a

lagged region. The discovery of gas and its dominance in the cluster, region and the
country is typical of clusters with dominant industries or sectors.

Energy Valley cluster and region faced complex challenges that included the
significant contribution of gas revenues to the Dutch economy (12% GDP in 2013),

depletion of its gas resources, European liberalization and internal energy market
developments, security of supply issues both at the Dutch and EU levels, climate
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change agenda and growth of renewable energy markets, etc. (details in Appendix
1).

In addition, Energy Valley was a peripheral region beset with regional economic

growth issues, the ‘lagged regions’ challenges (Cluster Conference, 2014). More
general changes facing all businesses and clusters, globalization, Internet, new

technologies and changing business models were also part of the complexity of the

Dutch energy cluster.

Energy Valley, which faced multiple challenges due to contextual changes, was a
suitable candidate for the case study on complex cluster developments.
3.6.2.2

Issues of validity and generalizability

The meta-level ‘lens’ of complexity offered new ways of looking at existing

phenomena. The main objective was re-thinking current approaches to cluster
study. Whilst there had been studies on clusters using complexity sciences, a whole
system approach using CAS for clusters was absent. The research initiated the

developing of theory to redress this imbalance.

The single case study of Energy Valley offered scope for exploring ‘big’ issues related
to cluster dynamics and system adaptations to its changing environments,
characteristic of revelatory cases. The complexity of energy cluster may not be

necessarily replicated elsewhere but the workings of such a cluster could provide
useful lessons for other clusters.

The research acknowledges that complex systems are unique in their development

but underlying cluster systems developments of interconnected patterns may be

relevant for other clusters. Propositions based on the findings of Energy Valley will
be formulated, and then verified and enhanced through supplementary cases. Hence,

external validity of the findings is included through the supplementary cases.

Underlying patterns of cluster developments captured in the study, guided by the

initial conceptual framework, would be presented. This input could support

development of a model of cluster systems developments. Using an extremely
complex energy cluster to gain insights into complex cluster systems developments
would warrant adequate dimensions of complexity supporting development of a
CAS approach able to investigate complex cluster systems.
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Transferability of insights and conceptualization of systems developments and the

CAS approach to other cluster studies were the aim of the research as opposed to

generalizability. The uniqueness of each cluster systems supports notions of
plausibility (Van de Ven, 2007) rather than generalization. Conceptualizations of

cluster systems developments contribute to emergent theories on clusters for
further study (sub-section 5.5.1).

3.6.2.3

Issues of relevance and rigour

The research was led by the EU cluster policy initiatives to support competitiveness

in its regions. The research intended to study cluster practice to inform cluster
policy developments. The relevance of the study of cluster dynamics and

developments in its changing business contexts is directly related to the desire to
gain insights from practice for policy. The research intended to develop a framework

to guide exploring cluster developments using CAS and this instrument could be a
viable policy instrument to analyse clusters for their specific context and dynamics,
and thereby support policy interventions and developments.

The rigour of the study lay in the research design, specifically dealing with data

collection, data integrity, and analysis, which were guided by the case study
protocol, and through reiterative processes with inputs from practice and theory.

Rigour in the study, captured in systematic collection and analysis of the data and

limiting bias, are addressed in more detail in the research process (section 3.14).

Research that is interpretive, subjective and partial in knowledge capture, demands

rigorous norms that are in part captured in critical and reflexive attitudes. As
mentioned earlier, the research was data, insight and emancipatory driven that

meant that a balance between flexibility and rigour was observed through informed

and critical reflection, ethical considerations and engaged scholarship.

Rigour is taken in its broadest sense due to the meta-level systems approach

focussed on agent-based model-centred nature of complexity theory supporting the

research that acknowledged the limits of knowing (Ciliers, 2011; McKelvey, 2011;

Ramalingam et al, 2008).

The next section addresses the research design that includes tactical choices to
ensure validity and rigour.
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3.7 Research design
The research design describes what inputs and choices were made in realizing the

research objectives. This is described in terms of inputs from theory and practice;
inputs for development of the conceptual framework; field study procedures and

related issues; and how data collection relates to answering the research sub-

questions.
3.7.1

Guidance from theory and practice

The literature review on clusters supported identifying theories included more

dynamic approaches to clusters and regional development. Insights from
evolutionary economics and regional innovation systems approaches were chosen

for their approaches to spatial and innovation systems. The review of complexity
and complex adaptive systems theories in support of developing a whole systems

approach for clusters included exploring applications of CAS to ecology and
organizational sciences (Carbonara et al, 2010; Cooke, 2012; He et al 2011; Jones,

2011; Ramalingam et al, 2008). In addition, EU policy was explored to understand

theoretical and practical considerations framing cluster policy. Also, consultations

with energy and cluster experts and a complexity consultant and review of cluster

case studies informed the research. These various inputs supported development of
a conceptual framework that also guided the research in data collection, analysis

and reporting. The next sub-section describes the conceptual framework and steps

taken to support and justify its developments.
3.7.2

The conceptual framework for cluster study

The research was grounded and supported by inputs from literature to capture
various aspects of cluster developments. The Canadian cluster study from NRC was
particularly relevant and as such is described in the next sub-section for its

contribution to the research. Details of the conceptual framework in terms of

concept construct and inputs for these are provided in the research process (section
3.13).

The conceptual framework and the interview schedule were then ‘tested’ in pilot
studies to ensure that concepts and related questions in the interview were well

formulated. The first pilot was a new cluster initiative within Energy Valley.

EnTranCe was an ideal choice for the pilot as collaborations between energy

businesses, researchers and local policy initiated an open innovation facility for
energy transition challenges. This overlapped cluster stakeholders involved and
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issues facing Energy Valley. The second pilot on Paper Province supported review of
the research and the conceptual framework since it was a mature cluster with a

dominant industry and facing challenges of peripheral regions, similar to Energy
Valley.

The conceptual framework was therefore grounded in theory and practice and

refined through pilot studies. The next sub-section describes inputs from the
Canadian study in support of the research methodology.
3.7.2.1

Learning from NRC Canadian study

A key cluster study relevant to the research was the Canadian study commissioned

by the National Research Council (Arthurs et al, 2009; ISRN, 2002; Wolfe, 2009;

Wolfe & Gertler, 2004; Wolfe & Lucas, 2005). The study provided various inputs for
the research. Description of the study is found in sub-section 2.19.3.

The Canadian study supported the initial thinking and development of the

conceptual framework. The research was inspired and supported by the Canadian
study by its conceptual model, design and approach.

Firstly, the Canadian model categorized various elements of cluster development

into a simplified model with inputs as current conditions and outputs as current

performance and each of these aspects were sub-divided into relevant elements.

Secondly, the Canadian study used evolutionary approaches, which included
contextual and historical aspects in the study of cluster developments.

Thirdly, the Canadian economy was similar to the open economy of the Netherlands

and therefore, global linkages were included as part of cluster systems.

Fourthly, the study had interviews with experts and stakeholders to understand

contextual factors and cluster developments. The Canadian study however included
extensive quantitative data on the 26 clusters.

Departing from the Canadian study, the research limited itself to qualitative
research methods and an in-depth case study constrained by considerations of time
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and resources. The research also differs in its use of CAS to develop the conceptual

framework that also guided data collection, analysis and reporting.

On a broader note, the research design was informed and inspired by existing

knowledge in cluster and complexity theories and cluster case studies in a search for

solutions for policy development. The research area spanned different areas of

knowledge and policy fields to synergize learning from these different but related
fields of studies. The almost opportunistic endeavour to gather useful knowledge to

construct a viable research framework for the study of clusters in changing contexts

could be criticized by more conservative traditions of scholarship. The research
explored these various fields of study even as complexity remained at the core of the

research developments reflecting the nature of clusters, both in practice and fields

of study.

The next and following sub-sections describe field study issues including ethical
considerations.
3.7.3

Field study procedures

This sub-section elaborates the field study and related issues of data integrity and
ethics.

The conceptual framework guided data collection, analysis, and provided structure

and coherence to the research whilst the case study protocol provided an overview
of key aspects of the research procedure.
3.7.3.1

Case study protocol

The case study methodology required a case study protocol (Appendix 6) to increase

reliability and guide the research (Yin, 2014). The exploratory nature of the research
meant that flexibility was important and this was incorporated in the protocol.
The protocol included:
•

Background and design including scope, research question, cases and

•

themes

•

planning and storage of data

Data collection procedures including number and type of interviewees,
Data capture including interview schedule, data overview and verification
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•
•

Guidance of report including guidance, convergence and expansion of
findings and alternative explanations
Limitations

The research included a second researcher whose main role was to assist in the

administration of the research, specifically to ensure data integrity in the research
since the original data was in Dutch and steeped in Dutch cultural perspectives.
3.7.3.2

Data integrity

At the level of data collection, measures to ensure data integrity were included in

collecting stakeholder and expert inputs as main sources of information. The main

measure to ensure data integrity was through engaging a Dutch researcher as part
of a two-researcher team. This ensured that interviewer bias was minimized;

proximity to Dutch informants was maximized; mistakes in translation, errors in

data processing and analyses reduced. In addition, transcriptions by student
assistants would be revisited if needed during the research for accuracy. The

reiterative nature of the research processes would include re-visiting data and
initial analyses in subsequent analyses.

A parallel project, ‘The Big Picture’ on the future of energy transition, made this

possible. The overlap in energy transition issues and the use of the framework to
uncover energy systems developments offered convergence of findings that went
beyond the cluster study. A copy of the report is included in Appendix 10.
3.7.3.3

Proximity to energy cluster

A close understanding of energy transitions and the energy cluster was needed to
enhance the investigation given the on-going nature of the cluster’s developments.

The research team lived and worked in the region and were witness to, and

sometimes party to, many of the developments of the energy cluster through work,
personal networks, participation in energy transition debates and events, including

Energy Valley’s network events, and media coverage and analyses. Proximity to the

networks and accessibility to new developments through these networks enhanced
understanding of interconnected challenges and developments in Energy Valley.
This in turn, enhanced the abductive and interpretivist foundations of the study.
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3.7.3.4

Additional information and convergence of inputs

The research explored relevant policy documents and reports to corroborate and
supplement the findings even as the main source of information were experts and
stakeholders. Study of the national and EU policies depended on both interviews and
secondary sources.

The extensive data collected from different stakeholder groups, from different

regions and levels in the cluster meant that the convergence of these inputs

strengthened the reliability of the data on the cluster system as a whole. This in turn,

supported the research’s aim to understand and identify system patterns and
systems developments. Overview of research process shows the convergence of
inputs (section 3.17)

The next sub-section looks at the ethical aspects.

3.7.3.5

Ethics – relevance, support and access to data

The grounding of the field study in the cluster included ethical and legitimacy
grounding and this was sought through proper governance and support from the
stakeholders involved.

One of the first steps taken was to ensure that the object of the study, cluster
development of Energy Valley was relevant and supported policy development. The
consent and support of the cluster organization, Energy Valley Foundation, as well
as key academics in energy transition involved in Energy Valley developments
contributed to this end.

The next part of ensuring relevance and grounding the research in practice was the
degree of stakeholder involvement and inputs for the research. Interviewees were
selected mainly through references (snowball method). References were requested

with considerations of representation of different regions and levels of the cluster in
mind. Interviews of key stakeholder meant that the findings of the research would

be directly available to those responsible for the cluster developments through a

planned expert panel session on the initial findings of the research and the cluster

organization.
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At the level of data collection, ethical guidelines were followed in accordance with
the university’s requirements. The research provided information to interviewees

including explanations on the relevance of the research, right of withdrawal from

the study and details for more information or complaints, and adhered to rules of
consent and participation based on the Social Research Association’s Ethics

Guidelines and the University’s Guidelines for Ethical and Research Governance

Clearance. Ethical clearance was obtained in March 2011 from the University

Research Ethics Committee prior to the field study in accordance with University
regulations.

Explicit consent from interviewees was also requested for additional investigations
into Energy Valley in the parallel project, ‘The Big Picture’ focussed on energy

transition developments. Similarly, interviewees from Karlstad were also informed
that the investigations covered both the ‘Opening Up’ Project and the main research
and consent was obtained.

3.7.4

Data Analyses

CAS and evolutionary theories would frame the conceptual constructs of the

framework that would guide the search within these constructs in understanding
the data. This would be carried out by means of systematic study of data to identify
key points and themes within and across different stakeholder groups, and from
related secondary data. This process of distilling key themes and points on each of

cluster development aspects would be mapped to identify patterns. These patterns

would be identified based on the conceptual framework and this would include
patterns related to path dependent factors, cluster identities, definitions, vision and

strategies, stakeholder participation, interests, roles, motives, identification of
urgent challenges and solution resolution, interactions and collaborations, and of

changes envisaged and identified due to changing contexts, etc. The initial data

analysis would be verified and enhanced by an expert panel session and other
experts.

In the second phase of data analysis, reiterative processes of additional analyses

would be carried out, including systems level mapping of findings. Given the data
driven nature of the investigation, analyses would ‘follow’ leads arising from data
and initial findings. In order to capture whole systems development, multiple

analyses and different perspectives may be added in keeping with the exploratory
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nature of the research. These analyses would undergo various levels of abstractions

and result in cumulative findings. Sections 3.14-3.17 and Appendix 7 describe these
processes.
3.7.4.1

Insights into cluster developments for future study and practice

The research would develop insights into cluster systems developments. The
insights into patterns of cluster developments based on Energy Valley reflect CAS

assumptions of unique systems developments. Underlying patterns of developments
captured in propositions would be compared to supplementary cases to strengthen

the validity of these insights. Chapter 5 addresses implications of such insights for
theory and policy.
3.7.4.2

Case study report: format for narrative

The case study of Energy Valley would be captured as a narrative (Yin, 2014;

Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007) structured by the conceptual framework. Aspects of

cluster developments would be described individually and as part of interrelated

systems analyses in this narrative.

The case study description would offer deeper insights into the story of Energy
Valley’s cluster dynamics and contextual changes, to be verified and enhanced by

analyses of supplementary cases.

3.8 Linking research questions to field study
The research and its data collection were set up to answer the main research
question and sub-questions. The main research question was
-

What drivers of change and cluster dynamics, in particular for energy
clusters, are significant to cluster development and what revision might be
needed for cluster theory?
In order to answer this, three sub-questions were formulated. The first two sub-

questions would be answered through the data collected on Energy Valley.
The first sub-question to be answered by stakeholders would be:
-

What is changing in the context of clusters and influencing cluster
development?

Stakeholder perceptions and understanding of changing contexts and their

expectations of impacts of such changes was sought rather than ‘facts’ due to the
CAS approach underpinning the research. The contextual setting of the cluster
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would be defined and framed by stakeholder and expert inputs. Similarly, the

second sub-question would also be answered through information from experts and
stakeholders.
The

second sub-question

developments:
-

focussed on

‘micro-level’

activities

of

cluster

How are stakeholders and other factors at the micro-level influencing cluster
development?

The case study protocol and interview schedules would guide the data collection to
gain insights into these micro-level developments. The information sought would

include perceptions and actions of stakeholders in response to contextual changes
including policy and other agents; to underlying forces and processes affecting

cluster change including historical, geographical and cultural aspects; and examples
of new solutions, initiatives, competence and knowledge developments, changing

interactions and collaboration patterns, changes in scope and scale of activities,
trust issues, etc. Inputs from stakeholders and experts would be mapped, analysed

and verified and further analyses carried out as described in the previous sections.
Details of the interview schedule and the protocol are provided in Appendix 7 and
also in sub-sections 3.14-3.16.

The third research sub-question was not directly linked to the field study but was

linked to the development of a CAS approach for cluster study, which frames and
supports the field study. The third sub-question was:
-

Can CAS approach be incorporated into cluster theory to support the future
of cluster development?

The development of the conceptual framework, the resulting findings and the

conceptualization of cluster systems developments would collectively provide

insights that would answer the question. The discussions of the findings in section

4.15 and the conclusions in sub-section 5.2.3 focus on this question.

3.9 Conclusion of Part 1

Part 1 described the methodological considerations and position taken by the

research, namely, to explore cluster development with the aid of Complex Adaptive
Systems approach through the case study of Energy Valley cluster. The research

intended to exploit the scope of exploratory research whilst using a framework
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based on CAS literature to structure the research. The chapter also described how

information from different stakeholders (agents) in the system would offer
collective perceived meanings and insights into cluster developments in line with

CAS principles. The role of agency responding to changes in the environment and

the resulting macro level system changes meant that stakeholder interviews and

data were central to the chosen research methods and analysis. Significance of

proximity to the cluster including immersion in the cluster environment to support
deeper understanding of whole systems developments was also discussed. The
attention to ethical issues, integrity of data and on field studies procedures as part of
the overarching case study protocol was described.

The exploratory nature of the research and limitations of ‘knowing’ of complex
systems were balanced with systematic analysis and a two-team research set-up to

strengthen the collection of empirical evidence.

3.10 Part 2 The Research
3.11 Research scope

Cluster and agglomeration theories were explored to establish the direction and
scope of the research. Strategy development and implementation of cluster policy in

a changing and globalized world within the complex landscape of the European
Union was the impetus for initiating the research. The research intended to
understand broader issues and management implications for cluster developments.

The research sought to incorporate complex adaptive systems approach in cluster
analysis and strategy development.

The field research on the main case of Energy Valley took place in 2013 and 2014.

Preliminary research, including pilots and development of the conceptual
framework preceded this. Research analyses, supplementary case studies, further

improvements to the conceptual framework, and subsequently, design of the cluster
model, and development of theoretical and policy insights continued into 2016.

3.12 Research overview

The research developed a conceptual framework based on inputs from literature

and cluster policy and practice. The research had two pilot studies, an emerging

cluster initiative, EnTranCe, and a mature cluster, Paper Province. The first pilot
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served to refine the conceptual framework and interview schedule, whilst the
second offered insights into developments in cluster practice and policy, and

strengthened the research approach. The second pilot was re-visited later in the

research to broaden the research findings of the main case study. An additional case
study was also included to this end, the case of Silicon Valley.

The main case study of Energy Valley included interviews with stakeholders and

experts on the cluster, energy transition and policy. The interviewees (25) were

recommended (snowball-method) and were selected from different levels of the
cluster and policy. Policy documents and reports recommended by experts and

stakeholders as well as literature research were important inputs on energy

transition and policy. Media coverage, websites and newsletters from government

and energy agencies, sessions with experts, and other energy related events in the

region also provided valuable insights. The cluster organization, Energy Valley

Foundation, and Hanze University’s energy research centre were important sources
of information and access to stakeholders.

Expert meetings and conferences on EU cluster development and policy were visited

on average twice a year from 2009 till 2014 and these provided information on
latest developments and lessons on EU cluster policy developments, practice and
studies. High-level policy makers, academics, cluster consultants, researchers and

managers from across EU and the Commission were present. These events were an

important part of understanding the scope and complexity of cluster challenges and
of cluster policy in the EU. Two experts, one from DG Enterprise and Industry and
the other from the Cluster Observatory, were interviewed as part of the field study
on EU policy and developments of clusters and were used as background
information inputs.

To reiterate, the research was set-up as an exploratory study based on complex
adaptive systems approaches to understand broader issues related to cluster
developments, cluster context and dynamics, and the implications of such findings

for policy. Details of the research process are described in the next sections.

Development of a CAS approach for cluster study was the first step in the research
process.
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3.13 CAS approach for cluster study
The research incorporated insights and inputs from the literature to develop a

complex adaptive systems (CAS) approach for the study and development of
clusters.

Scholars from Evolutionary Economic Geography (EEG) and Regional Innovation
Systems (RIS) discussed the value of CAS approaches (see Chapter 2). EEG

incorporated CAS in its approach whereas RIS explored transition and complexity
approaches. CAS applications to other realms, and the extensive literature study of

regional and cluster developments were instrumental in guiding design of the

framework. Inputs from theory, policy studies and practice led to identifying

different aspects of cluster development and the related concepts.

Four diagrams are included to illustrate linkages between theories and inputs for
the framework, CAS conceptualizations of cluster systems interactions with context,
aspects of cluster developments and the CAS conceptualization of cluster
developments in context. Each of these diagrams are discussed below.

The first diagram illustrates how concepts from CAS, RIS and EEG led to a selection
of concepts for the conceptual framework. These being, path dependency, container,

stakeholders, attractor, fitness to landscape, significant differences, transforming

interactions, emerging patterns, self-organizing, drivers of change and complex
problems.
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Figure 18 Theories, concepts and conceptual framework

To appreciate the relation of the selected concepts (in italics) to complex adaptive
systems developments, a brief description follows.

A key understanding in complex adaptive systems is the self-organizing process of

agents at the micro-level and systems dynamics. Agents (stakeholders) act and react
to changes in the environment (complex problems, drivers of change) such that

behavioural changes and interaction patterns (transforming interactions) are visible

and change the macro level systems patterns (emerging patterns). The systems

dynamics can be understood as changes in systems definition and boundaries
(container) steered by underlying factors (path dependency) of patterns, responses

and capacity for new developments (attractors, fitness to landscape, significant
differences).

The next diagram illustrates changing contexts affecting cluster dynamics and

developments in complex systems.
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Figure 19 Drivers of change, cluster dynamics and emergence

The diagram above shows how external drivers of change influence agents and their
interaction patterns. Over time, transforms are visible in the cluster.
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Key aspects of cluster systems were identified that helped categorize the selected
concepts. The next two paragraphs and the next diagram describe this aspect of the
framework.

CAS identified micro-level interactions, system dynamics, as responses to contextual
changes. Therefore, ‘cluster dynamics’ and ‘cluster context’ were included in the

conceptual framework. In addition, CAS regarded sensitivity to initial conditions as

important to systems development. Therefore ‘cluster conditions’ was included to
the framework. Emergent interactions and macro-level shifts in patterns were

captured as ‘cluster performance’. The Canadian National Research Council’s (NRC)
study identified ‘current conditions’ and ‘current performance’ in their model of
cluster developments. These two categories overlap the research framework’s

‘cluster condition’ and ‘cluster performance’ whilst the other categories reflected
additional CAS features.

The diagram below captures these interrelated aspects of cluster developments. It

reflected how cluster context acts on the cluster framed by its cluster condition of

path dependent factors and stakeholders, and how cluster dynamics, the
responses, then lead to cluster performance of emergent interactions and systems

developments.
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Figure 20 Four aspects of cluster developments

The next diagram, developed early in the research, reflects cluster developments
with the selected concepts incorporated into the conceptual framework. The four

aspects are not captured in the framework but help structure the framework in
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narratives on cluster developments. The CAS approach for cluster study was
therefore conceptualized as follows.

Figure 21 Visualization of cluster dynamics and developments based on CAS approach

The first circle captures ‘existing landscape’ where complex problems arise due to
drivers of change. ‘Existing landscape’ resonates geographical as well as

metaphorical landscapes, such as, social, political, economical, technological, and

ecological landscapes.

The middle circle captures ‘cluster dynamics’, responses of the cluster and the

resulting changes. The third circle captures the ‘new landscape’ in which the cluster,
emerging from its own dynamics, has a new context where new solutions (to
previous complex problems) contribute to new problems and drivers of change.

This third circle captures how ‘wicked problems’ are never solved but create new

problems in need of new solutions, and generate new dynamics of change. Central to

the cluster dynamics and developments are ‘self-organizing processes’ captured by

the arrow.

The next sub-section provides detailed description of the conceptual framework that
guided the research.

3.13.1 Conceptual framework and concept definitions
The framework and its four aspects of cluster context, condition, dynamics and

transformations (replaces performance), and related concepts, are described in
terms of their relevance and use in supporting cluster study and developments.
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Cluster context
Urgent challenges faced by clusters (energy transition in energy clusters) were often

perceived and identified differently by stakeholders; problem definition and

resolution often reflected diversity of stakeholders and complexity of issues in
clusters. Chapter 2 addressed changing contexts of clusters that included
globalization, digitalization, consumer demands, climate change, and economic

crises as drivers of change. Identifying ‘wicked’ problems (Rittel and Weber, 1973),

characterized by high levels of uncertainty and disagreements amongst
stakeholders, and factors exacerbating them, the drivers of change, would make

explicit any diversity in stakeholders perceptions and behaviour towards such
challenges.

‘Cluster context’ maps stakeholder perspectives of complex problems and drivers of

change.

Cluster condition
‘Cluster condition’ captures initial conditions in terms of ‘path dependency’,

‘stakeholders’ and ‘container’.

The concept of ‘path dependency’ is important to CAS and evolutionary scholarship.
In the framework, it captures historical, geographical and socio-economic aspects
significant to a cluster’s formation and later developments. Path dependent factors

influence cluster developments and include lock-in risks.

The second concept of cluster condition is ‘stakeholders’. The concept of ‘agents’ in

CAS is captured as ‘stakeholders’ to reflect cluster policy and management terms.
‘Stakeholders’ could be both individuals as well as categories of stakeholders
(policy, industry, etc.). Dooley (1997, p. 85) explains that ‘agents are semi-

autonomous units which seek to maximize some measure of goodness, or fitness, by
evolving over time’. Experts and key stakeholders in the cluster would be asked to

identify significant stakeholders including gatekeepers and ‘missing stakeholders’.
The latter are often not part of strategic dialogues and considerations but important
to cluster developments. The NRC study showed that civil leadership needed to be

included in cluster studies whilst Ebbekink et al (2015) stressed the significance of

‘civic entrepreneurs’ on Dutch cluster developments.
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The third concept of cluster condition is ‘container’ which identifies defining

features of complex systems. This includes physical space (geographical territory),
organizational structures (cluster or platforms) and conceptual boundaries

(identity, purpose, boundaries, governance). This notion of ‘container’ has been
adapted from Olsen and Eoyang (2001). They also describe the ‘container’ as the
playing field and ‘rules of the game’ of complex systems (pp. 11-12). Understanding

a cluster’s container offers insights into stakeholder perceptions of its boundaries,
identity and purpose, features, rules of engagement and interaction and vision of its
future. These insights would reflect coherence or divergence in clusters.

Collectively, path dependency, stakeholders and container reflect a cluster’s initial
conditions. These three aspects are interrelated since clusters’ stakeholders often

assign or assume its vision, identity, governance and norms; at the same time

defining features of clusters determine choice of stakeholders; and, path dependent
factors of history, geography and other relevant social and economic factors define

the cluster, its identity and scope, and its stakeholders. The interconnected nature of

a cluster’s initial condition and later conditions has been acknowledged in
agglomeration and cluster literatures on the path dependent nature of regional and

cluster developments although CAS literature acknowledges that not only ‘history
matters’ but makes explicit and studies the interconnectedness of systems.

‘Cluster condition’ maps path dependent factors, stakeholders and container and
through this helps understand cluster dynamics.
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Cluster dynamics
‘Cluster dynamics’ captures responses of cluster systems to contextual changes. The

concepts of ‘attractor’, ‘fitness to landscape’ and ‘significant differences’ help

understand how clusters could respond to contextual changes.

Attractors are significant as they are constraining and shaping forces in systems
(sub-section 2.9.1.2). In complex and unpredictable systems, strange attractors hold

together a ‘narrowness of repertoire’ (Ramalingam et al, 2008) that provide the

hidden order in complexity. Attractors and strange attractors are systems’
constraints displaying discernible patterns of ‘possible landing’ points in systems
development. When critical values or thresholds are exceeded, a transformation

takes place, bifurcation, resulting in transformed systems with new attractors. Not
all attractors lead to bifurcations nor are all attractors necessarily strange attractors.

Consequently, ‘attractors’ was the preferred concept for the cluster study
framework. In addition, this concept could help uncover ‘attractiveness’ or

‘stickiness’ of locations, which is at the core of spatial geography studies (Asheim &
Parrilli, 2012). By identifying and understanding attractors, underlying patterns of

attraction, development and constraints at the systems level, future cluster
developments could be anticipated and policy interventions developed.

‘Fitness to landscape’ is the second concept of cluster dynamics. Fitness to landscape

captures cluster capabilities needed to deal with changing environments, the fit to
changing landscapes. The notion of fitness has been preferred to Kaufman’s concept
of ‘fitness landscape’. Co-evolutionary change of mutual adaptations in interactions

with other agents and the environment described by Ramalingam et al (2008; sub-

section 2.9.1.3) resonates with Dooley’s notion of ‘fitness’ to ‘landscape’ whereby

agents seek to achieve their goals in interaction with their environments (Dooley,
1997, sub-section 2.9.1.1).

The fitness to landscape concept identifies future capabilities of clusters
(competences, knowledge base, behaviour and interactions) needed to transform

them in the face of changing contexts. Stakeholders could be asked to identify what
was needed to ‘fit’ changing contexts, that is, strategies in terms of new competences
and capabilities needed to be resilient to changing contexts.
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In addition, exploring stakeholders’ perceptions of what is needed to make the

cluster ‘future proof’, capable of facing complex problems, gives insights into
stakeholders’ future vision, scope, scale and identity of the cluster, and re-affirming

insights into these aspects. In addition, insights into shared notions of current

developments and a sense of urgency in the cluster could offer insights into common

grounds for change and intervention opportunities.

The third concept in understanding cluster dynamics is ‘significant differences’. This

concept captures ‘differences that make a difference’ that offer potential system
transformations if leveraged (Olson and Eoyang, 2001; sub-section 2.9.1.3).

Significant differences could be different at different levels in systems and could be
physical, mental, ideological, perceptual, social, political, etc. Significant differences

could offer new interactions that lead to transformations needed to enhance

‘fitness’. In a cluster analysis, identifying significant differences offer opportunities
for new path creation.

Different stakeholders in the cluster, including ‘missing’ and new stakeholders, have

different interests, resources, strategies, capabilities, etc. Focussing and making

explicit differences, recognizing the need for ‘differences that matter’ and their

potential value for new value creation is at the core of the concept of ‘significant
differences’.

Cluster transformations
‘Cluster transformations’ captures insights into new connections, collaborations and

cluster level patterns through the concepts of ‘transforming interactions’ and

‘emerging patterns’.

‘Transforming interactions’ is a variation of the term coined by Olson and Eoyang

(2001) and Eoyang and Yellowthunder (2011). They used the term ‘transforming
exchanges’ to explain connections between system agents where exchange of

resources (information, physical resources, etc.) take place. These exchanges result

in some ‘transformation’, filter into the system, evoke responses from neighbouring
agents and thereby set off changes in the local environment (sub-section 2.9.1.3).

The exchanges take place in interactions and hence the term, ‘transforming
interactions’ in the framework. Such transformations are visible changes in the
system at the micro-level and display ‘new’ or ‘innovative’ features.
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In addition, transforming interactions often reflect connections of significant
differences that cause transformations or changes in agents, and subsequently in the

system. This was illustrated in the Kosovo study. The study showed how
understanding significant differences and transforming interactions offered insights

into possible intervention points to influence macro-level systems patterns (Eoyang

& Yellowthunder, 2011; sub-section 2.9.1.3). In cluster study, stakeholders and
analyses could identify transforming interactions in different parts of the cluster,

which in turn, could help identify emerging macro-level systems patterns.

The second concept in cluster transformations is ‘emerging patterns’ (sub-section
2.9.1.3). Micro-level components and dynamics, including interaction patterns and

feedback loops, collectively generate ‘new, unexpected structure, patterns or
processes in a complex system’, the emerging patterns, ‘with a life of their own’ that

are ‘radically novel with respect to the lower level components’ (Goldstein, 2008, p.
9). ‘Emerging patterns’ and ‘emergence’ are concepts used to show how ‘properties

of a complex system emerge from interconnectedness and interaction’, and,

emerging properties can be in the form of ‘structure, processes, functions, memory,
measurement, creativity, novelty and meaning’ (Ramalingam et al, 2008, p. 21). The
emergence process is subject to ‘rules’ that are local and different in different parts

of the systems. There is no single overarching systems rule. Hence, unpredictability
and non-linearity prevails in systems developments.

The concept of ‘emerging patterns’ in cluster developments captures shifting

systems patterns, structure, processes, etc., by focussing on novel interactions and

collaborations and related issues of trust and commitment, new partnerships and

collaborations, scope, new communications, new knowledge sources, new ways of

sharing, innovation processes, solutions orientations, etc. ‘Trust’ is key to cluster
developments and needs prominence in any study of clusters (see Chapter 2 on
agglomeration and cluster literature).

Related to emergence and cluster developments are self-organizing processes that
capture local agent behaviours that are central to all processes in complex adaptive
systems. Agents in systems ‘seek to make sense of their environment including the

behaviour of other agents’ that reflect self-organized interactions (sub-section
2.9.1.1). Sensemaking and seeking novel responses to meet challenges in local

environment as ‘fitness-seeking’ without any ‘external design’ (Heylighen, 2002;
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Heylighen et al, 2007; sub-section 2.9.1.3) describe motivation and behaviour of
agents. The space to behave ‘autonomously’ is however constrained by other factors
including container (system boundaries), attractors and other agents.

Therefore, the concept of self-organizing processes was included in the framework
to capture insights into autonomous stakeholder behaviours in the cluster. Insights
into ‘bottom-up’ as opposed to policy or ‘top-down’ initiatives capture reflect degree

and visibility of self-organizing processes in clusters, therefore their potential
adaptation capacities (sub-section 2.9.1.3).

To recapitulate, the proposed framework for cluster study was designed to explore

cluster context, cluster condition, cluster dynamics and cluster transformations with
related concepts as described in this sub-section. An overview of the concepts is

included in the next sub-section. The proposed framework guides the research in its

exploration of cluster developments in its changing contexts from a whole systems,
CAS based ‘meta theory of change’. In keeping with this approach, stakeholders,
their perceptions and behaviours, are central to the study.

Insights into cluster study using the framework will help answer the third research

sub-question, ‘Can CAS approach be incorporated into cluster theory to support the
future of cluster development?’

The next sub-section provides an overview of concepts and aspects used in the
framework that guided the empirical study.
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3.13.1.1 Overview of concepts of CAS framework
The table below captures the concepts used in the CAS framework.

Table 23 Definitions of concepts in CAS approach

This sub-section described the CAS approach to clusters and the development of the
framework and the concepts. Details of the conceptual framework and different
evolutions of it have been included in Appendix 8.

The next section describes research design and process.

3.14 Research design and process

The research design was guided by Yin’s case study methodology (2014) supported
by the theoretical and conceptual framework and models as described in the

preceding sections. The following sub-sections describe case study protocol,
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interviewee selection and questions and the pilot study to test the design of the field
study. The guiding principles of ‘close to practice’ as advocated by an ‘engaged
scholarship’ approach is briefly described before details of the fieldwork of Energy

Valley and the analysis phase is described. The case study of Energy Valley also
explored the context in which it operated to understand what ‘frames’ the cluster’s

development and this is covered in the sub-section 3.15.1.3, ‘Energy Valley – framing
the context’.

3.14.1.1 Case study protocol and interview schedules
The research developed a case study protocol according to the principles of case
study research as prescribed by Yin (2009, 2014) and as described in the

Methodology Chapter. The protocol described the scope, process and developments
of the case study to be carried out (Appendix 6). The nature of the case study was

exploratory and guidelines were set up to ensure validity and reliability even as

flexibility was inherent to the research. The CAS approach was an overarching

influence in the design of the case study protocol, the framework and interview
schedules. The exploratory nature of the research allowed customization of the

interviews whilst adhering to the framework. For example, adaptations of interview

schedules served the three key stakeholder groups whilst key aspects of cluster
developments of the framework were always addressed in order to gain inputs from

all interviewees to have reliable mapping of cluster systems developments

(interview schedules in Appendix 6). Questions of the interview schedule were

‘open’ to accommodate room for deeper exploration if needed, and also to build on
knowledge gained as the interviews progressed. The need for exploration and
‘rigidity’ of inputs were carefully balanced.

3.14.1.2 Data collection and research sub-questions
The insights derived from the CAS approach and framework in the research would
answer the third sub-question (sub-section 3.13.1). The other two sub-questions
would be answered through data collection.

The interview schedule was guided by the remaining sub-questions of the research:
-

What is changing in the context of clusters and influencing cluster
development?
- How are stakeholders and other factors at the micro-level influencing cluster
development?
The concepts of drivers of change and complex problems of the framework helped

gain insights that could answer the first sub-question. Individual stakeholders and
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experts were asked to identify ‘what is driving change’ and ‘how this is influencing
cluster development’. They were also asked what ‘urgent challenges are faced by the

cluster’ in order to identify the complex problems needed to be addressed that
reflected contextual changes. Inputs from the various stakeholders and experts

offered insights into contextual changes that in turn, were mapped; supplementary

documentation was included to verify or validate information particularly on policy
matters where needed. The contextual changes and challenges faced by clusters and
regional economic developments had been addressed in the literature and

particularly with regard to policy and practice. Outcomes of the research are
discussed in the light of this literature at the end of the chapter.

The second question on ‘micro-level’ activities has been explored through

information on cluster conditions, cluster dynamics and cluster transformations that

were addressed in the interviews. The questions addressed different aspects of

stakeholder interactions that included their perceptions and reactions in relation to:
changes in the cluster including policy, other agents’ behaviours and challenges

faced; drivers of change; underlying forces and processes; influence of historical,

geographical, socio-economic and cultural aspects; search for solutions and need for

new competences; changing interactions, and emergent patterns; scope and

management of such processes, etc. These aspects reflect concepts in the framework
and guided the field study in an effort to explore the second sub-question of the

research.

A copy of the case study protocol and a sample copy of interview schedules have
been included in Appendix 6. Interview schedules were adapted for different

stakeholder groups.

3.14.1.3 Interview selection and overview
There were three stakeholder groups identified in the literature on clusters and
industrial districts, also known as the ‘triple-helix’ (Etzkowitz, 2012). These

included policy, industry and research institutions and universities. The research
adopted the triple helix stakeholder groups and added consumers and civil

associations as ‘civil society’ in the research. The inclusion of civil associations in
cluster studies reflected outcomes of the Canadian studies (sub-sections 2.5.2 and
2.19.3).
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In this research a number of adaptations to the original triple-helix categories of
stakeholders were made. In the category ‘industry’ all private enterprise was

included. However, a distinction between large industrial stakeholders and Small
and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME) was made since large energy corporations

dominated the energy sectors whilst newcomers to the cluster were often SME. Such

a distinction allowed the research to understand particularly what ‘urgent issues’ in
energy clusters were from the perspectives of large and small corporations.

Similarly, in the category ‘policy’ stakeholders a distinction was made between
regional and local (city council) policy stakeholders and regional development
agency (RDA) that included the cluster organization. The latter category had a
different role as they served the energy cluster as a whole whilst the regional and

local policy stakeholders represented only their respective geographical territories.
A note on Energy Valley Foundation, the cluster organization, as it was an atypical of

cluster organizations in that it had a double mandate; it served its cluster members

(platform members) and also served the ‘energy cluster’, which was a policy entity,
extending across the Northern Netherlands. The inclusion of ‘civil society’ as a

stakeholder group has been mentioned and therefore the research interviewed

organized consumer co-operatives and non-governmental organizations (NGOs).
Inputs from Energy Valley experts reinforced the growing significance of this

stakeholder group in energy transition. To summarize, ‘civil society’, ‘’regional
development agency’ and ‘SME’ as separate groups were added to triple-helix’s
‘policy’, ‘industry’ and ‘academia’ stakeholder groups in the research. These groups

were particularly relevant in understanding complex, urgent issues faced by the
energy cluster and the implications for cluster developments.

The research used the ‘snowball method’ to identify relevant stakeholders for

interviews as well as information provided during the interviews. This second
source of information helped identify ‘missing’ stakeholders, specifically the ‘civil

society’ group. Another consideration in interview selection was the geographical
spread to cover all four Provinces of the cluster. Finally, interviews of experts from

national and EU levels were included in order to gain insights into the broader
context and drivers of change from outside of the cluster. The table below gives an
overview of the stakeholder groups and sub-groups used for the case study of
Energy Valley.
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Energy Valley interviews
Stakeholders
Policy
Industry

Academia

Civil Society

Additional interviews

Sub-groups

Regional and local policy

Regional development agency and cluster organization
Large (energy) corporations

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
Universities and research centres

Organized Consumer initiatives and NGOs

Policy

Netherlands and EU levels

Academia

Consultant/Researcher on EU clusters

Industry

EU lobbyist

Table 24 Stakeholder categories in cluster analysis

The stakeholder categories identified above were also used for the pilot studies

although in the first pilot only industry and academia were involved in the cluster
initiative. In the second pilot, all groups of the triple-helix were represented. ‘Civil
society’ was not relevant to the pilot studies and therefore omitted.
3.14.1.4 Pilot studies

A pilot study was carried out on EnTranCe, a cluster that was being formed at that

moment. The purpose of the pilot was to finalize the interview schedule for the main
study and to explore use of the CAS framework for cluster study.

EnTranCe was accessible to the researchers, its initial formation stage allowed

exploration of commonality in stakeholder’s expectations and mission, and the
limited scale of the cluster made it possible to do a comprehensive study with four
interviews covering all key stakeholders. Findings of the pilot were presented to two

members of the committee who indicated that the findings were surprising and

contributed to their work supporting the cluster development. Specifically,

differences in expectations, a lack of clarity on the exact mission of the cluster for
some partners resulted in an increased urgency to address these issues. The findings
offered input for their next steps.
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The pilot contributed to finalizing the interview schedule for the research as

planned, strengthened the research in its chosen direction, and offered insights into
mapping and presenting the data to stakeholders. In addition, feedbacks on the

interviews were positive and respondents indicated that they had not considered

some of the aspects included pointing to the potential value of CAS in cluster studies
(similar responses in the study of Energy Valley).

The second pilot took place in Karlstad, Sweden where an interview was scheduled
on European cluster policy and the work of the (European) Cluster Observatory.
This included the opportunity to study Paper Province, the paper and pulp cluster of
Karlstad. This is a mature cluster and interviews with key stakeholders from the

cluster organization, city council and the university were organized. This pilot

served to understand issues facing older industrial based cluster developments and

the direction of cluster policy and practice in Sweden. Sweden has a long history of

cluster practice and policy and has been important to European cluster policy

developments.

Paper Province is a cluster dominated by the paper industry in Karlstad and the

Region Värmland. The pilot was focused on understanding issues of cluster
developments and the ‘new phase’ of cluster policy that the Swedish clusters were

moving into. The pilot had a more open interview structure given the aim of the
study. There were four interviews and they provided extensive information such

that these findings were re-visited later in the research and a more detailed analysis

was carried out. The findings were presented to and validated by one of the
stakeholders who had a long history in the cluster’s development. The Karlstad pilot
therefore served the research in two ways: initially to gain deeper insights into
cluster developments, and helped consolidate the interview schedule and research

focus; and secondly, the extended analysis of the study helped broaden the findings
of the Energy Valley case.

3.14.1.5 Proximity to ‘Practice’
In order to ensure that practice and developments in practice are followed closely,

the research was informed through continual engagement with experts (particularly
on energy transition and local developments). In addition, inclusion of a local

consultant in the field study increased understanding of local practice and bridged
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cultural and language gaps, and immersion in the region allowed close rapport with
developments in the cluster.

The need for proximity to practice was necessitated by the speed of change and

developments in the local energy cluster, which in turn, reflected challenges and
responses in the energy sector as a result of climate change agenda, EU policy,
economic crisis, etc. (see Literature Chapter). In addition, challenges of being a

‘lagged’ region exacerbated by the economic crisis, and new developments resulting
from gas exploration were specific to the region and necessitated inputs and

engagement with key stakeholders in Energy Valley. The support of the following
partners offered such inputs:
-

-

Cluster organization – Energy Valley

-

Groningen

-

Centre of Expertise – Energy, Hanze University of Applied Sciences

EU Cluster policy experts

Local consultant in research team

Engagement with these stakeholders offered insights into deeper issues related to
cluster and regional developments and helped frame the research and supported
more informed analyses of clusters and their changing contexts.

3.15 Energy Valley field study

The research focused on the energy cluster, Energy Valley, of the Netherlands that

covered all of northern Netherlands (general map on cover of Appendices;
background information in Appendix 1). The cluster was initiated in 2003 and was

in its tenth year when the field research took place in 2013.

3.15.1.1 Interviews – considerations and overview

The field study of Energy Valley involved 25 interviewees across stakeholder groups

of policy, academia (knowledge and research institutions), businesses and civil
society. These stakeholders were spread across the four provinces that the cluster
spanned. The range and choice of stakeholders for the field study were based both

on literature review, including case studies on cluster, and the snowball method. In
addition, experts and stakeholders outside of Energy Valley were interviewed at the

national and European levels to gain insights into the broader context of Energy
Valley.
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The research intended to carry out a ‘whole systems’ approach and therefore sought

to have stakeholders in different parts of the cluster system. The cluster

organization, Energy Valley Foundation, was a focal point in the cluster and
therefore information on key participants, stakeholders and recommendations for
interviewees were derived from their management. The list of recommendations
was then compared to that from an expert in the field of energy transition in Energy

Valley. Both lists served as starting points and these names were checked for their
geographical and stakeholder group representation. Interviewees were also asked
for recommendations (snowball method), and decisions were based on the

relevance and considerations of spread in cluster and quality (strategic level) of

input. ‘Missing stakeholders’ were also included based on recommendations of
interviewees. The spread across provinces and stakeholder groups of those
interviewed is captured below.

Details of interviewees have not been included beyond generic description of

stakeholder type to ensure confidentiality. The Director of Study was provided
details of interviewees to ensure transparency.
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Stakeholder type

Provinces

Total
EV

NL
energy
rep.

EU Dutch
energy
rep.

Total

Policy

Dr (1) Fr (1) Gr (1) NHN (1)

4 (1)

1

1

6

Academia/Research

Gr (4), NHN (1)

5

Industry

Gr (3)

3

Civil Society

Dr (2)

2

Regional Development
Agency (RDA)/Cluster
Organization
Centres
SME

Total

Gr (2)

Dr (2), Fr (1), Gr (1)

2 (1)

5

4
20

2

1

1

3

2

2

4
22

Table 25 Overview of stakeholder interviews on Energy Valley

There were twenty-two interviews included for the study of Energy Valley, of which
twenty were inputs on Energy Valley cluster, and two on the broader context. The

latter interviews focused on energy transition and energy policy at national and EU
levels. Both interviewees were Dutch officials with energy dossiers at their

respective levels. As with all interviewees, these officials were recommended by
Energy Valley stakeholders. Two interviews (indicated with parenthesis in the table)

were not included in the analysis as they offered operational and general

information rather than strategic insights, which did not serve to understand Energy
Valley’s developments.

In addition, in order to understand Energy Valley’s context, information was gained
not only through interviews at national and EU levels, but also through policy
documents, reports and relevant websites. Recommendations for information
sources were provided by experts and interviewees and sourced from official EU

and national government’s websites. The main purpose of the additional sources of
information was to validate and, or broaden the empirical findings. Similarly, Energy

Valley studies, reports, policy documents and information from relevant websites
validated the research findings on cluster developments.

The installation ceremony of new professorships (chairs) in October 2013 at what is

now the Centre of Expertise - Energy provided further understanding of energy
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transition challenges faced by Energy Valley. The team of Professors were from

different fields of scholarship and therefore a multidisciplinary view of the
challenges was provided. Key insights into energy transition in Energy Valley was

analysed and validated by two of the aforementioned professors. This and other
inputs from the Expertise Centre, policy documents and energy related reports
provided additional information that extended the findings from the field study on

Energy Valley. On-going discussions and events on energy transition in the region

increased knowledge and understanding of key issues in energy transition
throughout the research period that supported informed analyses on the energy
sector and energy cluster. A separate section, Lesson 7, addresses insights into
energy transition in Energy Valley.

To summarize, the main source of data for the research was from stakeholders. As

explained in the Literature and Methodology Chapters, in Complex Adaptive

Systems, agents at the micro-level perceive, make sense and respond to changes in

their environment and therefore stakeholders’ inputs were primary in
understanding changing systems. Convergence of information from different

stakeholders and experts in the cluster formed the main validation of insights into

systems developments in accordance with the interactionists’ philosophy of CAS.

Other sources of information provided background information and served to

validate research findings; these included information from media, special reports
and government publications.

Data collected from the field study of Energy Valley generated extensive information
on different aspects of cluster development as designed by the framework. Data was

collated, analysed and presented to different stakeholders in two separate sessions

whereby inputs from the first session were included in the second presentation.

Both these sessions served to validate the information gained from the field study
and the initial analysis. The steps and details of research activities are described in
the table below. More details and discussion of the research follow in the next

session on data analysis.
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Activities

Energy Valley – analysis process

Additional information

Raw data recovery

Transcripts

Interviews in Dutch

Verification,
categorization &
summary of raw
data using
framework
Verification of
summary

-

Data placed into analysis format
Verifying transcripts
Summary of key points

Verification of key points

Database creation

Key points into database tagged for
relevant details

Summaries of key
points &
recognition of
patterns

-

Validation &
enhancement of
analysis

Revision &
enhanced analyses
for further
validation and
additional input

Final analyses of
processes &
patterns - feedback
loops, context &
systems analyses

-

Analysis of cluster development
patterns
Summaries by stakeholders
Summaries by framework cluster
aspects
Search for patterns in responses of
stakeholders
Search for patterns in changing
processes
Initial findings presentation
Expert meeting
Stakeholder consultations
Expert engagement/input

Revised findings presentation
Summary of key points per cluster
development aspect
Overview ‘Energy Valley Cluster
Development – Shifting Landscapes’

Revised Energy Valley analyses
(Lessons learnt)
‘Shifting landscapes of Energy
Valley’
Energy Valley’s feedback loops in
cluster elements and developments
Systems view of cluster
development
Energy transition & Energy Valley
cluster development
Comparison of national and EU
level systems dynamics
Karlstad and Silicon Valley analyses

Dutch inputs retained; summaries
of key points into English
Appendix 6 – Formats; Sample 2

Dutch researcher verifies
translations; validates key points
extracted
Data inputs (summaries) tagged to
interviewee, region, stakeholder
group, framework cluster aspects
Appendix 6 – Sample 7
CAS theory and framework
support analyses

Appendix 6 – Sample 1, 2, 3, 4, 7
Validation and enhancement by
experts and stakeholders
Appendix 6 – Sample 6

Cluster organization validation
and enhancement
Appendix 6 – Sample 7
Lesson 1

Reiterative processes through
various analyses:
Contextual analysis of cluster
changes ‘Shifting Landscapes’
Complexity – mapping of
issues by stakeholders and
regions
Systems dynamics and
developments in cluster
Energy transition analysis as
systems developments
Systems-in-systems analysis
Re-visiting Karlstad case using
CAS framework
Exploration of Silicon Valley
case using CAS framework
Analyses of all cases
Lessons 1- 7
Appendix 6 – Sample 5
Appendix 11, 12, 13, 14

Table 26 Research process of Energy Valley case study analysis
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3.15.1.2 Data analysis – considerations and overview
There were three steps involved from transcript data to summary of key insights.

The first was placing the interview data into a template that categorized the

transcripts based on the conceptual framework and summarizing key points of the

interviews (in English). The second step was placing the summaries in a format on
cluster development based on the framework. The summaries were placed in a
database (tagged to interviewee number, stakeholder type and region) to facilitate
analyses and searching through the data. The third step involved analysing and

synthesizing the information to generate insights into the different aspects of cluster
development. Systematically summarizing themes and identifying underlying
patterns were repeated with each of the stakeholders, and convergence of themes

and patterns were identified in the various analyses described below. Appendix 6
provides samples of the various formats and summaries as described in this
paragraph.

Measures taken to ensure data integrity and to minimise bias in extracting and

analysing key insights from the interviews included engagement of a second
researcher. Additional measures included validations from expert/stakeholder

panel session, extra input from panel members after the session, and consultation
and feedback from Energy Valley Foundation. Corroboration from policy documents

and other reports also provided convergent evidence as part of the case study
approach (Yin, 2014).

Insights into Energy Valley’s cluster context were categorized and analysed in terms

of the different stakeholder groups. The aspects complex issues and drivers of
change formed cluster context and as such answers from the different stakeholder
groups were mapped to explore the degree of coherence in the cluster. All other
aspects of cluster development were analysed based on information collected from

all stakeholders. The need to understand stakeholder’s perspectives on cluster
context relates to Complex Adaptive Systems’ focus on agency. Problem definition,

solution resolution and perceptions of drivers of change of urgent issues by
stakeholders groups were therefore mapped and analysed. These insights on cluster

context supported understanding and analysis of cluster dynamics and cluster
transformations. The next stage of analysis was therefore focussed on these aspects
and the initial cluster condition of Energy Valley.
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The research conducted various reiterations of analyses of the data collected to
recognize and ‘make sense’ of the information. These included exercises to capture

feedback loops in the system, seeking interconnections between cluster aspects,
feedback loops of systems and its context, etc. Inputs from the national and EU level
interviews,

and that of

energy transition developments contributed to

understanding the various interlocking and nested systems in the Energy Valley
cluster. The study of Energy Valley cluster was therefore extended to include the

energy transition system dimension and the larger national and EU level systems

developments against that of Energy Valley’s systems development (see next subsection).

In the analyses, underlying feedback processes and interconnectedness were sought,

through abductive processes, building on knowledge, insights and reflection gained
in the research process and professional discretion. The analysis phase therefore

included reiterative processes as described by the Engaged Scholarship method

(Van de Ven, 2007); a journey of discovery similar to Weick’s notion of ‘thought

trails’ (1989; also, Van de Ven, 2007); and, sensemaking (Weick, 2001; Dervin, 1999)
processes culminated in inference and abductive leaps resulting in pattern

recognition, including interconnections and system processes, and systems-insystems relations (see Methodology Chapter). Discussions with the expert panel,

with individual experts and stakeholders, reflection and synthesis of developments

that continued after the field study, commentary by journalists and experts in the

field in the media, and own reflection contributed to and reinforced the process of
discerning interconnected patterns and whole systems developments.

The next sub-section describes the research inputs and considerations in the study
focussed on Energy Valley’s larger context in an exploration of related
developments.

3.15.1.3 Energy Valley – framing the context
The cluster context of Energy Valley was framed by national, European Union and
global developments. The national and EU developments were most important as

they determined the framework conditions of Energy Valley and therefore the

spatial, juridical and innovative aspects of its development. The research explored
policy related to energy and cluster developments for this purpose. In addition, EU

structural and cohesion policy frameworks, the general backdrop to all EU member
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state context, were included where it supported describing Energy Valley’s context.

The second part of the Literature Chapter on EU Policy discussed the relationship

between clusters, member states and global developments supporting the search for
interconnectedness in cluster development and its larger context. This analysis has
also been described as a ‘systems-in-systems’ analysis.

3.15.1.4 Data used in systems-in-systems analysis

Global drivers of change and globalization as a general context were included as part

of national and European policy considerations. OECD, UN agencies, EU documents,

commissioned reports from consultancy firms and independent research appraisals
were studied to frame general drivers of change in energy and economic
developments. Convergence of data and trends analysis was the aim rather than a
systematic search.

Specific energy contexts from a global perspective were included from data from

energy and global trends institutions, in particular the International Energy Agency
and World Energy Council. For the Dutch context, specifically the technology and

forecasting report from ECN, the main Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands,
and DNVGL (was KEMA), a key player in gas related research, provided information
on technology trends for 2020.

(http://issuu.com/dnv.com/docs/technology_outlook_2020_lowres).
European and Dutch energy policy inputs were also included for relevant policy

directives and frameworks. The findings of this aspect of the research are found in
Lesson 6.

3.16 Extended Studies
The research included two supplementary cases to enhance the findings of the

Energy Valley cluster study. The next section explains the motives and choice of
these cases.

3.16.1 Value of extended research
The research’s objectives were to explore deeper understanding of cluster

developments engaging more holistic approaches and particularly embracing

complexity approaches. The main case study on the energy cluster of the
Netherlands offered an opportunity to explore deeper patterns of interactions and

emergence from a systems perspective. The main study offered an in-depth study
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into cluster developments whilst the additional cases, although limited in scope,
added to cluster development insights by broadening the findings to more mature

clusters, and to clusters in different regions and sectors. The additional value of the
extended studies was included even as the opportunity presented itself for such
investigations in the case of Karlstad. A planned case study of an energy cluster in
Malaysia did not take place due to an unexpected turn in the national elections at the
time of the field study. The case of Silicon Valley was instead included as it offered

detailed contextual and historical developments of the cluster. The two different

sectors and countries made it possible to broaden the findings and validate the
initial findings.

3.16.1.1 Extended study 1 – Karlstad, Sweden
The research also chose to further its investigations by re-visiting the pilot study of
Paper Province, Karlstad to explore of a mature European cluster. The analysis and

findings of this case was written up and sent to one of the interviewees, an expert on
cluster policy, cluster practice and Paper Province (previously known as ‘The Paper
Province’ up to 2014). The analysis of this case was validated for insights and

details. The case is described in the light of Energy Valley’s findings and
qualifications on propositions on cluster developments were made (Appendix 13).

In addition, the Karlstad case was written up as a Policy Brief (Appendix 11) for a
European Project that overlapped the research using the CAS framework.
Background information is found in Appendix 2.
3.16.1.2 Extended study 2 – Silicon Valley, USA

A second case of Silicon Valley cluster as described by Ekzkowitz (2012) was

analysed using the CAS framework. The iconic status and the long history on cluster
developments provided by this case supported the choice of the case. The analysis of

Silicon Valley offered insights that verified and qualified propositions on cluster

developments through its different phases. Details on Silicon Valley are provided in
Appendices 3 (background), CAS analysis notes (12) and verification and
enhancement of propositions (13).

3.17 Overview of research process
The exploratory nature of the research with its case study design using qualitative

research methods based on interpretative principles and interactionists approach

demanded multiple sources of inputs and convergence of findings and validation.
The figure below captures the research process.
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Figure 22 Research process of Energy Valley and extended studies

3.18 Conclusion of Part 2
Part 2 described the research process and issues related to various steps of the
research. To summarize, the research set out to explore and understand systemic

developments in clusters through stakeholder perceptions and behaviours in

accordance with CAS approaches. A conceptual framework based on CAS and

regional studies literature was designed tempered by insights from pilot studies and

current developments. The framework structured data collection and presentation

of the outcomes. Close interaction with practice, developments in cluster practice

and regional and policy studies related to clusters, and further analyses of related
clusters provided the research with a broad and engaged perspective. The research,

inspired by the principles of ‘engaged scholarship’ (Van de Ven, 2007), built on
abduction processes through close proximity and involvement of practice and
professional discretion. Stakeholder and expert information as main inputs to

capture deeper interconnections of systems also contributed to the close proximity
to practice. In addition, an investigation of clusters in context in both Energy Valley
and Karlstad cases offered a systems-in-systems view of cluster developments
through expert and policy inputs. Validation of the outcomes were described and
explained within the perspective of complexity’s notion of partial knowledge and
specificity of each context and phases of systems development.

The next chapter describes and discusses the research findings and its implications
for cluster theory and policy developments.
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4 Research Findings and Discussion
4.1 Introduction
This chapter has two parts. Part 1 describes the research findings whilst Part 2 is a
discussion of ‘lessons learnt’ in the light of the theoretical and policy developments
discussed in Chapter 2.

4.2 Part 1 Research Findings
This part of the chapter describes the main findings of Energy Valley, initial

propositions, ‘insights into cluster developments’ and the resulting model capturing
the insights.

4.3

Energy Valley cluster

The Energy Valley case study findings form the main part of the findings that

answers the research question, ‘What drivers of change and cluster dynamics, in

particular for energy clusters, are significant to cluster developments and what
revisions might be needed for cluster theory and practice?’

The research findings show how Energy Valley cluster responds to drivers of change
and contextual change through its dynamics, and what the effect of such responses

are in terms of the cluster’s systems developments. The insights are presented as

Lessons. Lesson 1 provides an overview of the contextual changes of Energy Valley
and includes comprehensive quotations from the interviews to illustrate insights
gained into different aspects changes in the cluster that overlaps with other Lessons
and therefore references to Lesson 1 occur.

Lessons 2-5 provide details of specific aspects of initial cluster condition, changes in

the context, cluster dynamics and cluster transformations whilst Lessons 6-7
describe broader interrelated systems developments.

4.4

Lesson 1: ‘Shifting Landscape’ of Energy Valley – overview
contextual changes

The interviewees reported that there were major changes in the context of Energy

Valley and that they needed to reconcile with many more factors in their strategy
development and decision-making processes. Different aspects of contextual
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changes in the landscape of Energy Valley are described below with relevant
quotations.

Firstly, Energy Valley was a region that was dominated by the largest natural gas
reserves of Europe that was discovered in the 1950s and developing the gas
industry for the Netherlands and Europe was a primary goal. The concerted effort to

build up this industry meant that there were a few players, including the national
government, who were dominant in these developments.

4.4.1

Energy Valley’s gas dominated landscape illustrated by quotations

‘The gas region, and to a lesser extent also oil which is on the rise again, but we
have been a gas region for years in the first place.’ [RDA Stakeholder, EV11]
‘The discovery of Groningen gas fields meant that there would have been no
GasTerra and NAM would have been doing a little work in the North Sea… how can
you say that the Netherlands is not a gas country. But I believe that the leading
position that the Netherlands has taken in the out roll of gas grids, in introducing
the HR boiler (high capacity boiler) which had not been deemed plausible, and
with the start of developments of the micro Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
boilers, and now with the smart grids….’ [Industry Stakeholder, EV10]
‘The Netherlands is unique in the world with 97% of buildings connected to the gas
grid.’ [Industry Stakeholder, EV16]
.…the big pitfall is that we are very focussed on the role of gas…. Groningen has
evidently interest in the role the larger [energy] corporations and the harbour for
their position in Europe and the hub function in the European system.
[RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
The historical position is that of a gas position and before that perhaps a harbour
position…but for now we are talking about the gas position and the core expertise
that we have in the region is due to the fact that we developed the gas
infrastructure for Europe and this may be our only expertise we have that
distinguishes us from the rest of Europe. And that this expertise includes dealing
with decentralized balancing close to consumers, matching the difference between
supply and demand, and this expertise of balancing, often not recognized, has
always been the most important function of natural gas. [Academic Stakeholder,
EV24]
One of the most important changes mentioned by the interviewees was the shift

from a dominant gas driven context to one of multi-energy and more complex
context.

‘Everyone is calling for sustainable, and I understand this, but this can only be
achieved when there is sufficient conventional [energy] offered to offset this, whilst
I see that conventional is being increasingly dismantled and sustainable [energy] is
being increasingly employed, and there is no balance between the two and a risk of
security of supply in the Netherlands will continue to increase.
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I think that sustainability will become the norm in the Netherlands…. Technology is
the game changer, look at Shale gas, which happened because we could suddenly
drill vertically which was not possible before. Also, solar panels broke through
[markets] because of lower production costs, partly because of China but also
[technology] happened…Also in upstream technology, we can now exploit gas from
deep waters because new technology can take the pressure…. electricity storage
will happen and that will be a game changer…fuel cells bring a whole different
[energy] market in the near future.…’ [Industry Stakeholder, EV10]
‘It is difficult to see what exactly it [the trend] is and that is why we choose
different directions. What we do see is that fortunately some aspects of
sustainability are maintained due to a EU push. What we also see is that some
technology is becoming cheaper…. but also allowing [decentralization], smaller
scales’
[SME Stakeholder, EV23]
The quotations above reflect the changing energy landscape and the unpredictability
of change and particularly change coming from ‘outside’. Examples mentioned were

technology and the related developments in different energy sources and sectors,
often in the global context. The switch from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources

cited in the first quotation point to the challenge of ‘balancing’ arising from this new
context. Many renewable sources such as solar and wind energy are intermittent
and unpredictable and require alternative solutions to meet energy demands, also
referred to as the ‘security of supply’ challenge or issue.

The second aspect of this changing energy landscape, and in particular in Energy
Valley, brings with it new challenges that involve the physical landscape, the social

constraints, technological developments, and policy planning. Implicit in the new
energy landscape are issues of energy security and sustainability coupled with a

diversity of stakeholders and interests. The quotations below capture some of these
facets of a changing energy ‘landscape’ in Energy Valley.

‘Look at the Veen colonies, why do they look the way they do…. that is energy
driven. And the same is also for gas.… and we find it difficult, as energy in the
future needs more space than fossil energy. It is an advantage that we have a
tradition, a tradition of energy shaping our landscape. Energy is landscape. And
the chance that this will happen again in the future is considerable…. and that is
tough.’
[Policy Stakeholder, EV8]

‘There was a study on wind energy earlier and everyone wants wind energy but not
[in my backyard]…. the plans for [a wind park] are constrained by the Province, as
this is not a designated area although we have ensured that it is in the
infrastructure vision [strategic infrastructure of the city council]. And that it is
clear that we should choose to be energy neutral that wind energy needs to take a
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prominent role and that it is financially viable at this moment. [Policy Stakeholder,
EV20]
[On citizens’ acceptance of wind energy]
‘There needs to be good communication strategy and that is what we want, to
bring wind energy here and so citizens need to have ownership…. not just a few
shareholders....’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV20]
‘There is a difference…. fossil versus not fossil; large-scale versus small-scale or
decentralized if you wish…gas versus electricity…. national versus Europe, and
then there is national versus regional versus Europe…..’ [RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
‘Therefore the more important themes [in Energy Valley] are the gas roundabout
and the greening of, bio-based energy in a broader sense of the word, decentralized
energy systems particularly Smart Grids, and small-scale initiatives and local
renewable energy businesses and such, and of course the main story as far as we
are concerned is large scale production and balancing, the balancing issue.’ [Policy
Stakeholder, EV8]
‘On natural gas, our vision is that natural gas is not a transition fuel but it is a
destination fuel because natural gas offers the flexibility needed for the
implementation of sustainability.’ [Industry Stakeholder, EV10]
‘For us it’s all set out – what is important for everyone is also important to us.
Looking at the Frisians, they say that they have no interest nor connection to the
Gas roundabout., but they are keen on ‘greening’ gas. They are not interested in the
large-scale production and balancing, it’s ‘Gronings feestje’ [Groningen’s party].
Bio-based energy they are naturally interested in and decentralization is
completely up their street. So they identify themselves in this quarter [of the
strategy vision] and for them this quarter is the Frisian vision. Research and
education, ‘Gronings feestje’… of course we have Hanze University… ECN is
important and that is North Holland…for Drenthe its bio-based energy…and the
energy transition park at Wijster is very important for them, as well as Avebe with
Potato Power, a big project. But they have difficulties with wind on land…but these
are not on a scale that we are talking about in Groningen. So there are issues, but
they [Drenthe] are including production of geothermal energy in their vision on
infrastructure and therefore further than where Friesland and we [Groningen]
are.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
‘Bio-LNG can be produced locally and therefore avoiding transport costs and fuel
loss, which makes it easier to compete, compared to LNG…. also, you can mix bioLNG with LNG…. because of EU requirements to include biofuels…. both biogas and
bio-LNG…. are cheaper than bio-ethanol and bio-diesel.
If I look at national and international scenes, you can see that there is much more
[effort] aiming towards small-scale. Perhaps the Netherlands is not the best
example but even here you see the trends in other countries, the less populated the
region, the more attractive it is, plus that the more southern you go, the more likely
decentralization through use of certain technologies.’ [SME Stakeholder, EV23]
‘It requires a whole lot of mental flexibility in the situation that in The Hague they
are advocating top sector policy and that in Europe, it is the stimulation
[facilitation] of lagging regions and these are opposing developments’ [RDA
Stakeholder, EV11]
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‘What I find difficult is that there are a few players, the State, the traditional/fossil
producers…. and the sustainability movement and then a few international parties
in this area…. that is how it ought to be and these are important opinion leaders’
[Policy Stakeholder, EV14]
The quotations above illustrate how cluster stakeholders were faced with a new
energy cluster landscape whereby there were more sources of energy, more
stakeholders, more open borders that included a more European and global focus,

and there was a need for new infrastructure to meet the new energy landscape. The
key points raised in this first change in the landscape can be summarized as follows:

Initially, the landscape was relatively ‘simple and complicated’ and included
technology, economics and policy that
-

Focussed on gas
Had few stakeholders
Had a regional and national scope
Had mainly centralized grid and power

This landscape changed to become more complex and included ‘many’, reflecting
distributed agency that had
-

Many energy sources
Many new stakeholders
Global and EU interests and focus
Centralized and decentralized grid and power structures and therefore a
need for new infrastructure

The second shift in the landscape was in paradigms, power structures and
influences, arising from the shift of a few gatekeepers and stakeholders to many and

diverse stakeholders that included a change from centralized organization and
strategy structures to one that was more diffuse as described in the paragraphs
above. The presence and increase of grassroots movements and developments at the

local level was also paralleled by the increased significance and impact of EU and its

policies. The shift therefore was seen in the dominant frames in Energy Valley. The

following stakeholder quotations reflect these shifts in both stakeholder and policy
perceptions and developments in Energy Valley.

‘In the Netherlands, and in whole Europe, due to Napoleon’s instigation, everything
below 100 meters in the ground belongs to the State. Therefore, all resources are
owned by the State and all profits also go to the State unlike in the US…here we
have NIMBY when it comes to gas exploitation, shale gas exploitation, there they
have CIMBY…. and so you have different dynamics….’ [Industry Stakeholder, EV16]
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‘We have enough [gas] till 2025 in any case for our own use and the discussion now
is if we should develop exploration of Shale gas, we do not know how much there
is…. I am not sure but the question is whether we can afford the luxury not to?
The gas price in America is one third of that here and that is why the coal is priced
as it is and a declining price and this is why all the old coal power plants in Europe
are running and the more modern gas-powered plants are almost at a standstill,
and all that CO2….’ [Industry Stakeholder, EV9]
‘Look, Europe is important in terms of making obligatory or determining
percentage of renewable energy production, and then at some point we have to
meet those demands, regardless of what you think about it. The State
operationalizes this; it has its own instruments.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV14]
‘Energy Valley is different things to different people… on the one hand you have the
[local] governments that are focussed on keeping employment in the region. The
same for the Hanze and the university as well and other higher education
institutions and that is to attract students and to keep the students in the region….’
[Academic Stakeholder, EV6]
‘You have Grunneger Power and there are a whole lot of [local] initiatives like this
and from this it is evident that people want to have control of their lives again. The
same applies to the food chain to name another example - you see it everywhere.
People want to know what is on their plate, we had the recent meat scandal, the
bank [financial crisis]. I am convinced that there will be a turning point that
involves a different way of organizing things.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV20]
‘We attach great value to our social environment…. whilst there are many
organizations in Energy Valley that are only interested in profits…. and the
question is, on the longer term whether we need those giant power plants that are
being built, particularly the coal power plants, no one is waiting for them to
come…. we were naïve about a new solar park initiative that seemed to be a good
idea, but someone made it clear to us that there were different interests: the
interest of energy corporations are purely profits and shareholders and that our
interest is one of ideology, how you want it for yourself and your children, to make
it up to them [for damages of the past].’ [Civil Society Stakeholder, EV21]
I have a feeling that things are shifting, for example in Energy Academy…. there
are attempts to ‘shake up’ discussions by bringing in good speakers and connecting
them to young people…. But this does not mean that everyone is leading the
discussions, you see that the big energy corporations are busy with this discussion
[energy transition] and this is logical as it is their core business. But you also see
that local provinces and city councils are also getting involved. It would be good to
have citizens get into the discussions….’ [SME Stakeholder, EV4]
‘Of course in a number of other dossiers you see also resistance because of the large
economic interests and you have there is the status quo that has views on topics
such as green gas…. it is all difficult and it all takes a lot of time and money…it is
the changing the mind-set that takes time….’ [RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
‘In politics we have seen in Drenthe, that the energy savings is on top of the list on
paper but when it comes to action, it is more about the realization of large scale
production, or about investigating a hydro-powered plants in the main waterways
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of Drenthe of 1 megawatt or investigating solar panels or biomass or this or that.
It was too little focussed on behaviour, on savings by industry, [energy] savings and
really not concerned about these important issues…also, there are differences in
emphasis on how you define sustainability and sustainable energy provisions, and
that is defined by big corporations and also by the government as burning biomass
in coal-fired power plants… thus the local concept of sustainability, thinking in
terms of re-cycling that is where the differences in emphasis is and that idea of
local sustainable production cycles is more logical. Large corporations also think
that global production cycles will become smaller. I think that this is a logical
development and we think in terms of regional scaled cycles.’ [Civil Society
Stakeholder, EV19]
‘Energy Valley, is within the Netherlands and our lobby, our region has succeeded
fairly in gaining recognition as an energy region. Although not quite in important
dossiers in The Hague always…. often not quite the same financial significance as
Brainport, Mainport.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
‘On the other hand, I feel that also with sustainable energy that, as with other
developments, at some point we have to do something. We can in the Netherlands
make a whole ‘soup-bath’ of procedures and zoning policies and more…at some
point we need to realize this [renewable energy targets] and then we have to just
push it through.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV20]
‘I do not know if there is a big divergence but in the end everyone has more or less
the same point in the horizon, we want to move towards sustainable energy
provisions in two thousand something, even as that date moves every year.’
[Civil Society Stakeholder, EV19]
The quotations above are a selection to illustrate the second shift in Energy Valley,
from a few dominant ‘frames’ namely, the national and economic interests and to a

lesser extent the regional growth, to include the energy transition and sustainability
agenda influenced by global developments and political pressure both locally and at

EU/global levels, and partly due to the growth of grassroots movements and

consumer demands. The rise of new agendas and new stakeholders and the urgent

need to meet challenges of the energy transition meant that there was a search for
meaning and new strategies.

To reiterate, initially, one or two frames of reference were driving policy and
strategy in the energy landscape; these being
-

Economic interests including gas and energy politics
Dominant national policy rather than EU dominance

Changes in Energy Valley included
-

Multiple frames: Economics, energy transition and regional politics frames
Climate change and sustainability agenda dominant in policy
Increase in consumer and grassroots movements
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-

EU policy dominance in energy and its focus on regions
Increased decentralization agenda in policy and energy transition trends

The increased number of stakeholders, the resulting diversity and uncertainty of
energy transition meant that an increasing need for dialogues and sensemaking’.

Another aspect of the shift in Energy Valley’s landscape was a shift in the nature of
future scenarios for the region and energy transition. The previous scenario was one

that was more ‘homogeneous’ and of relatively slow change where there was a
centralized planned strategy with the role of large corporations and national

government being prominent and there seemed to be more convergence amongst
these stakeholders in terms of future strategies and scenarios. The increased
numbers of stakeholders and their divergence in interests, scope, competences and

resources meant that the landscape of the future was more diffuse and
unpredictable in its nature. Below are quotations to capture changes and the nature
of change itself in Energy Valley.

‘The national government demands a lot more from provincial, regional,
governments than they can realize. At the same time it is more efficient, as
proximity to citizens means that their sentiments are felt immediately here in the
region, much more than in The Hague…. windmills, CO2 storage, drilling in the
Wadden Sea and such issues.’ [RDA Stakeholder, EV11]
‘Too much from the ‘top’, too little from below…yes, it is still too much steering
from above, not that there should be less incentives as this could be more but more
the feeling that there is help available when needed. But perhaps the ‘bottom’ also
needs to be more competent and take more initiative….
‘I think that the sector, referring to the gas industry, earned its money quite easily
in the past, it did not need to do much for it, of course it has made decisions and
only afterwards were the effects of such decisions felt, and often long after it
vacated its position of making decisions. I think that the cycles are becoming
shorter, and thus the impact will come sooner. One has to look beyond one’s own
borders and not only decide what is good on their own which was common to
monopolies in the past. They determined what was good for the market whilst now
they have to listen to what the market wants and think about what is needed and
how do go about this and therefore the risks are higher for corporations. Thus you
need to have people that dare to have a broader orientation, and people who have
a vision and who can connect to others and this connection to others is really
critical…also, management needs to be open, transparent, show authentic
leadership, no longer top-down but bottom-up is just as important….
I think that we need to have a [energy] mix and I think that we should not choose
one or two but that there a mix exists and that in the end the market determines in
which proportions the mix will takes on.
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There is also the diversity of supply [needed], should the Russian gas not
materialize, than it needs to come from LNG [liquefied natural gas] or from
underground storage and through the existence of such diversity we will be less
vulnerable.’
[Industry Stakeholder, EV10]
‘Yes the thinking is pretty much top-down. But it is well supplemented by input. We
wrote up the story [of Energy Valley] but we did not do this from behind our desks
as provinces. There were round table discussions with all stakeholders in the
platform as well as the big stakeholders such as institutions of higher education in
Energy Valley. We got the city councils and provinces organized and that is once
more taken through the workings of SER north [coalition of social partners] where
social organizations, employers, employees, etc. are represented. That is the
foundation of our story. It is not only top-down. In projects, for example, the Green
Gas story, there is contact with farmers, with LTO [Association for agriculture and
horticulture] but in these initiatives we have challenges resulting from inconsistent
[national] policy… the current SDE [subsidy programme] is better than the older
MEP…. however, we had very successful projects where digesters were running
based on the MEP. But because the MEP ends these digesters will also fall and the
State does not do anything [to intervene]. Talking about consistent policy… “They
never miss a chance to miss a chance.”’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
‘What I see mostly is that it [energy transition shifts] is coming from below…I do
not see much stimulation from above and there is a need for more [stimulation
from above] to make it easier… It is possible but it costs money and the Dutch
government is restricted in its budget and if you do implement a package with less
energy tax then it will become difficult [budget-wise]. One possibility with the
energy tax is, heavy users pay almost nothing, less than one cent in tax and private
users including VAT pay thirteen cents. If you shift this tax structure than you will
come far. However, there will be protests that the Dutch industry will leave the
Netherlands because energy becomes too expensive. In an ideal situation, there can
be more top-down initiatives, for example, to make alternatives more expensive
compared to renewable energy instead of subsidizing renewables. In this way, the
gap between the two will be less but to achieve this you need regulations….we were
asked by the city council of Tynaarlo to convert an empty industrial lot into a
sustainable [energy] project. This was a large field and this was technically not a
problem, various alternatives could have been developed. However, regulations got
in the way such that it was financially not viable to do this.’ [SME Stakeholder,
EV15]
‘What I see now is that there is knowledge [expertise] but that it is not used and I
see that this is now becoming diluted, that the whole market for green gas is slowly
diminishing… that it is cumbersome, difficult, it is easier to produce electricity than
to facilitate [green gas into gas grid] as you need to meet strict requirements and
that producers begin to add impurities such that everything needs to be
documented and that is to be expected and because of this the grid companies
become more concerned…. if we do not intercede then all of this will be stopped
and then there will be no green gas afterwards whilst the sector has such a good
reputation…. I do not see a platform or entity says that we need to discuss these
issues.’
[Industry Stakeholder, EV10]
‘The whole earthquake issue, you cannot ignore it. Something has to be done about
it. Yes there are the historical developments, the exploitation of gas, but it can also
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become an stimulus [for the region]…the gas exploitation here of course means…
how do we compensate the people [for the earthquake damage and loss]…. There
needs to be an end to the idiotic frugality.’ [Academic Stakeholder, EV3]
‘I have the impression that the pressure from below will be big and that this has to
be acknowledged and that things will have to be done, like balancing [energy
usage and production], but these are minimal steps…. I cannot judge whether it is
the balance of power related to economic interests, given the gas and with Shell
that has large investments here or the lobby, but perhaps they all play a role,
economic powers and the gas grids here… what I do see is that there is a difference,
you have businesses, you have city councils and before it was [separate] and now,
and that is really good about the crisis, what you see now is that everyone is
connecting with each other, because they need each other….
At one point, there was a decision about how to go about this [energy transition
process] and it was clear to everyone. But it is one big pot of frogs, jumping in
different directions and then once in a while something interesting comes out of
it…. the development of electric mobility which is already on the way, but the
question is will be hydrogen driven or will there be a completely different system
that will come….
Yes it is clear that it can take another ten, twenty years, thirty years and that is
what is special about this period. What will emerge and what will not, what
structures and what and how will Europe be on a global level, will we have the
Euro, what is going to happen….? In this sense, it is a time of innovation…. And
developments will be known when it has arrived and not before….’ [Policy
Stakeholder, EV20]
The various viewpoints of interviewees above illustrate different aspects of change

in the landscape of Energy Valley and these different viewpoints also highlight how

dominant frames in Energy Valley, from the ‘old’ landscape, that of the gas industry
still prevails and how they are grappling with the need to adapt to changes, both
locally and globally. The changing roles and nature of collaboration and strategy

developments, the uncertainty about the future, the different new players have all

been illustrated in the different quotations. The next paragraphs offer a summary of
the third aspect of change in Energy Valley’s landscape.

There was originally, a more ‘homogeneous’ future scenarios shared by different

stakeholders who dominated the energy sector, energy corporations and national

government, and this way of organization and strategy development saw a

predominance of ‘top-down’ approach. This landscape could be described as one

that projected slow change and convergent future scenarios in a relatively stable
context:
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-

More top-down than bottom-up
Change through blue-print strategy
Focus on large corporation and national government linkage
Convergent future scenarios
Slow change and stability

The developments in Energy Valley described unpredictable future scenarios

involving the changing landscape. The increased bottom-up movements and
pressure from citizens and the complexity of energy transition meant that there was

a mix of both top-down and bottom-up strategies and organization. There were

more interactions and connections between the increasing number of stakeholders
and the need to seek and facilitate more collective change processes in energy

transition. The process of change became more complex due to these new
stakeholder groups given their diversity that included their perceptions of the

future. A key aspect of the change was the degree of unpredictability and impact of
events from outside the region as summarized:
-

Both top-down and bottom-up
Change through interactions
Presence of multiple and new players and linkages
Divergent and unpredictable future scenarios
Change characterized by uncertainty, and turbulence – earthquake, geopolitics, shale, etc.

The fourth aspect of the ‘Shifting Landscape’ of Energy Valley was related to notions

of ‘trust’. There is an overlap of this aspect of the shift in landscape with those
aspects mentioned above. This has to do with the acceptance of top-down structures

and decision-making in the region and an assumption that national government and
energy corporations guaranteed the safety and interest of the general public. There

was in the past deference to authority and specialists inherent in this ‘trust’. The
interviewees mentioned a change in what was a relatively ‘harmonious’ landscape of

goodwill and trust. Trust was no longer carte blanche; stakeholders differed in their
acceptance of government and specialists in their decisions and plans related to the
energy transition and related dossiers. There was a shift in the ‘trust’ facet of the

landscape. Quotations below illustrate varying levels of acceptance and distrust in

policies and developments in Energy Valley (some repetition due to overlap
elsewhere).

‘In this region there is, in my view, and it may sound cynical but the earthquake
problem is also an opportunity…. The director of NAM has been visiting residents in
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the area and you could say that he should have been doing this for years now…. But
the point is that this has been done in the past. Look at the sport halls, swimming
pools and other facilities in the Netherlands where the NAM has contributed in the
past. We will set up [drilling] installations in your village but we will also do
something for the community. There was always a dialogue, agreements about the
plans….both NAM and Gasunie managed to gain local support for their activities in
Groningen. Now you see how fast this [relationships] is changing…. now with the
earthquakes it is clear that this [relationships] needs to be much stronger…. they
[residents] still want to live there, but they want to be acknowledged, they want
these risks of building collapse acknowledged….’ [Industry Stakeholder, EV16]
‘We think that there is some degree of dissatisfaction, let us say that the fact is
there is a latent distrust of the government, as it is not fulfilling its role. The
government is no longer the sustainability partner…. That used to be the domain of
the government. You went to the government, and it sets out a law [regulation],
provided subsidies and it was purely a domain of government. Businesses were not
in the picture as they were the enemy, but the government did everything to ensure
sustainability. This role is now completely gone.... it is not clear where the money
[environment tax, energy tax] is going to and what you are getting for it. It’s going
to Vattenval, to RWE…. its all getting more international and ‘bigger’.
….energy is essential for living and people see rising prices, people get uneasy, and
all of this comes together in the drive from below creating energy groups,
sustainability groups…and it is more than only energy….communal care,
neighbourhood services and neighbourliness ‘noaberschappen’….’ [Civil Society
Stakeholder, EV19]
‘Now if there is one thing that everyone is calling for is, that consistent policy is
important, thus not switching between subsidies and no subsidies for solar panels,
stop adapting your subsidy instrument and your tax laws [incentives]. We are
doing this way and like Germany then go full speed ahead…. I am curious about the
developments now that the energy accord is coming, whether it will provide
guidelines sufficient for a number of cabinets [periods]….’ [Policy Stakeholder
EV14]
‘The trust in the national government has decreased in the last years because of
the changing policies, because of less money made available for these
[sustainability] issues. Civil servants do not get time, tasks, the notion that the
government knows where we need to go, that notion is not prevalent with many
people I think. I hear in any case more often that people do not have much trust in
how things are going and therefore the trust in government is waning. For us, trust
is depending on the role we take, we used to be, like the government, custodians of
knowledge and expertise and this is how we were seen. In the last years, through
the internet democracy, that is disappearing. We are not the only supplier of
knowledge….’
[Civil Society Stakeholder, EV19]
‘I can explain the frustration. This has to do with policy that is framed in terms of
targets and not in terms of creating support. We are constantly victims of our own
desire to demonstrate results and to gain credit. And this is why in the new
cabinet’s accord a new approach sets out high levels….’ [Industry Stakeholder,
EV16]
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‘…There are different interests, and these interests need to find each other in
Energy Valley. And it is true that there are people who would rather have more
invested in traditional energy and others who say that if you need to curtail CO2
levels then nuclear energy is the choice. The discussion about CO2 storage in empty
gas caverns, there are those who are only for off-shore wind energy and another
for both on- and off-shore…so there are differences but there are no conflicts that
stop discussions…. I mean, there are a lot of people who are very critical about new
coal plants being built still…. and yes, you can be critical about this and about it
being located here…but without this [coal power plant] there was no critical mass,
and we would have been not visible…. so you need to be a bit pragmatic in this and
realize that if the market wants this plant…. and if it is built here then I have
control of it and perhaps I can try to do something positive with it…. current
developments show that there are different pathways in the [energy] transition,
sustainable but also traditional.’
[Academic Stakeholder, EV3]
‘There was resistance especially against windmills…. you come across these groups,
mostly emerging from dissatisfaction…. We are different; we wanted to offer a
positive signal and started to think about energy production…. to make it more
amiable to live… a better world begins here in…. we thought about it, we can point
to others but we can also take action ourselves….there [village climate feast] it
became clear that if we do not do something, and the world around us is going to
change any way, we may end up not being able to do anything about it because
farmers disappear because they are not able financially which means that our
landscape will change….and so you can think of different solutions and about the
whole energy challenge….
It seemed that the energy issue was relevant for more people and so we took
organized a brainstorm session where 45 families from this village took part, 116
residents, 5 working groups…. wood from pruning to wood fired heaters, LED
public lighting…. the aim was not even energy savings but more that things can be
changed…. we showed that we had influence on our environment and that was
really important for our sustainable village initiative.’ [Civil Society Stakeholder,
EV21]
‘There has been research and everyone wants wind energy but without [negative
effects]…. there are examples of how to do it [social acceptance]. That means a very
good communication strategy needs to be developed…. want to bring the energy
here and therefore the energy needs to be also from the citizens and not how it
generally is that yes we bring the wind turbines here and that the money goes to a
few shareholders…. I know of a Frisian village, one that is shrinking, there, the
wind turbines are secured for the whole community. There is a committee that
determines how the money is spent, be it for the community centre or…. You see
how this is a different experience and this too, is a solution.’ [Policy Stakeholder,
EV20]
‘I think that the trust in businesses is growing because there have been successes in
other businesses and there has been evidence that if you want to be leading, you
need to invest [in sustainability]…. I think that the one accelerating the transition
is in general are the large corporations, DSM for example….they have an economic
perspective….but they have a vision about how to deal with resources and energy
and are designing charters such that this dictates that their suppliers will have to
comply with this vision …. and these are substantial forces to be reckoned
with….these leading players are part of networks that have reasonable impact….it
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is good that these corporations even as they are not consistent, are more consistent
than the Dutch government.’ [Civil Society Stakeholder, EV19]
To summarize, Energy Valley was previously a landscape of ‘trust’ reflected in the

acceptance of authority and specialists:
-

Top-down approaches in energy policies and solutions;
Gas exploration for 50 years.

The shift in this landscape was that trust became more conditional; there was more

criticism of national and corporate policies and approaches. The degree of trust in
decision-making and futures then varied from tolerance and engagement to parties

that felt alienated and there were more initiatives to seek own solutions. The
reliance on government for energy solutions saw different movements and these
included:
-

-

Protests from citizens regarding wind farms, carbon capture and storage,
shale gas and gas exploitation;
Increase in local energy co-operations, shares in wind farms, solar panels on
roofs, demand for green energy, etc.;
Corporations pushing for sustainable production and energy.

The next aspect of the changing landscape lay in the nature of knowledge

development. Previously, energy knowledge development was left to specialists and
experts and often within institutions and university departments and very
fragmented and focussed on internal needs and policies. The shift towards more

‘open’ forms of learning and knowledge development was a result of the urgent and
complex challenges brought about by the energy transition. The interview excerpts
below illustrate some of these changes.

‘We have a lot of knowledge available, for example at Zernike, we have knowledge
but is labelled differently which results in not directly being visible to the energy
world…. In North Netherlands, here in Zernike, all the knowledge needed for this
development is available here. All faculties, chemical, physical, technical….
everything is available here but it is not visible as ‘energy’. If you gave me the
space in a green open space, and I can do what I want, I would bring all this
available expertise and put them in a row and than I could have put a signature on
a new MIT.’
[Academic Stakeholder, EV24]
‘Energy Academy is to us an instrument to bring about structural knowledge
sharing between the knowledge and business pillars…and that will be translated
and focussed into lessons, in education and in research programmes…. but an
instrument like EnTranCe is naturally an ideal instrument to bring more industrial
knowledge and academic knowledge together.’ [RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
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‘….Besides the level of knowledge, in applied sciences university, there is more of
the transverse [horizontal] part of ‘T’ whilst in fundamental knowledge
development is per definition in the vertical part and this is why there is in terms of
contents divided segments and you cannot blame people…. the Hanze has a
different role in the game and they should take on this role but you can say, for
example, when a new director is chosen for Energy Academy, that is the precise
moment to choose someone who is above all parties, and all interests….you can in
any case say that Hanze has an important task…. to ensure that the various
disciplines of knowledge is channelled to create value….you need to do two things,
you need to bring the different segments together and get people to work together
and Hanze needs to be made accountable for its responsibility to make this
happen.’ [Academic Stakeholder, EV24]
‘It is about systems both local with houses and of larger systems regarding
cohesion between gas and electricity, developments on LNG, wind, it is the totality
of the system in terms of underground positions, knowledge that is present here
but also of the physical characteristic of projects present here, and we achieved
this thus far.’
[RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
‘Previously, we were considered the stakeholder who was an authority on
environmental and landscape issues…. but this is changing and we have become a
stakeholder focussed on being a process manager. We steer, we help people come
into contact, that processes are taking shape, and that we try to keep the process
going. I think that our role and others too take on this role; the government takes
such a role; it is more a coordinating role as it is called. Energy Valley has this role
for years now, not executing but more facilitating and there is so much energy in
businesses and business alliances, and in local working groups of businesses,
foundations, in villages…and that is a good role. It is good that Energy Valley
focuses on the ‘big’ corporations….’ [Civil Society Stakeholder, EV19]
The domain of knowledge and how this has been developed and organized has

already been addressed in earlier aspects of ‘Shifting Landscape’ [on gas dominant
landscape, trust, etc.] where it was shown how reliance on experts and institutional

research was commonplace previously and that in Energy Valley more traditional
knowledge development patterns were present. The types of knowledge
development included:
-

Specialists, experts, disciplines, institutions, specific energy types, public and
private research, fundamental and applied research, sector-based, etc. and
often in ‘silos’.

The quotations above show a shift in the landscape of knowledge development that

included more experimental and knowledge sharing practices where new players

and combinations of players were brought together. This was motivated by a need
to meet challenges of energy transition at different levels. To summarize, ‘learning'

and 'being open’ were becoming the norm as was being more inclusive and more
space for experimentation:
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-

Shifts in Energy Valley towards ‘open innovation’ and connected research
development, both horizontal and vertical integration and public-private
collaborations. Examples were EnTranCe, Energy Academy Europe and
Energy Valley Foundation.

Another aspect of the changing landscape in Energy Valley relates to types and

nature of collaborations. There was a strong gas-centric landscape as described in
the earlier parts of this section that meant that a few players were dominant and

authorities had their say. There was a certain ‘in-crowd’, the ‘happy few’, as

mentioned by one of the stakeholders and there was acceptance of the status quo as

also described in the first part of this section on ‘gas dominance’. This landscape
therefore was also characterized by fragmentation and segmentation where
knowledge development elsewhere in higher institutions of education for example,
were not connected to energy developments and therefore fragmented and faculties

were focussed on their own disciplines and organizations were also mono-sector in
their orientation and focus. The key driver of businesses was competition rather
than collaboration in this previous landscape. The provinces too had their share of
differences as reflected below.

‘Here in the North, there is willingness to collaborate, there is an amicable
atmosphere, people wish others well…. maybe Energy Valley has something to do
with this, since the ambition is to make the North the centre of energy.’
[SME Stakeholder, EV15]
‘What we are seeing is that especially since the funds in the Netherlands, we were
always dependent on State and Provincial subsidy funding, is drying up at a fast
rate we are particularly focussing on European subsidies….this means you need to
have a broader scope, provincial or larger, as you need this scope to get the money
and thus, you have to work together….’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV20]
‘The provinces acknowledge the need [to collaborate] and that is what we need to
do this….but we know that there is a lot to be done. It is not easy, collaborations, it
is about getting to know each other, on getting misunderstandings out of the way,
try to organize projects together which makes these collaborations complicated
already in the Netherlands…. it take a lot of effort and time….’ [Policy Stakeholder,
EV8]
‘We try to bring stress that it is about optimization of production and utilization
and not about the cheapest possible capacity system, which seems to be more the
inclination of the minister. This is really a substantial approach, optimization of
production and utilization is also about influencing demand and thus also about
energy efficiency/savings but it is also about behaviour of businesses…. this is why
the Power Matching City in Hoogkerk is so important.
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The project that we are doing with Niedersachsen….Dass hätte kein Niederlande
kein Deutschland….one example of one this is in Oldenburg focussed on cold stores,
which are well insulated… and they are only cooled when price is low of when
power is abundant and not when it is expensive. Thus, not a standard electricity
flow but a management system designed for this purpose. This is the way to go for
all of us. It is also, besides being a good project, it is a metaphor for the whole
[transition] on which direction we all need to go with this.’ [Policy Stakeholder,
EV8]
‘There are examples of cross-overs….for example, between sustainable energy and
the agro sector where they are exploring how you can deal with residue heat, solar,
heat and cold storage, those types of issues, and yes, collaborations are sought…it
is not always easy [to find the partners] and it has been difficult to form clusters….
Another cross-over…. is sustainable energy and the Marine…. Maritime and Offshore sector. That is a cluster to be found around Den Helder…. exploring testing
location and facilities….’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV14]
‘The first five, six years of its existence [Energy Valley Foundation] it was explicitly
forbidden to have activities internationally….that has changed and as we have it
now, it is as one of the key themes. In particular, we have built up relations with
Niedersachsen, and actually in the larger North Sea region, as this is a relevant
playing field for us. Only Niedersachsen is too limited, partly because of Brussels’
norms…. The key coalition agreement with Niedersachsen that has just been
realized…. has two key words with regards to energy….they find it important to
collaborate with the Netherlands for storage and [systems] integration, these are
the key words…. this is the story.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
‘The Energy Academy…. is a good example and Energy College….the whole ‘column’
[of education] MBO, HBO, WO, research and applied research….Grunneger Power is
another nice development….this is the new energy users.’ [Academic Stakeholder,
EV3]
[on solar panels] ‘Because you of course will have competition where they look at
you and say if you can do it then I can too and, cheaper…. Yes, and the price, and
particularly in China, they have gone large scale and they are at almost half the
cost price of German producers…. you also have the US where they are good at
product development and improving the efficiency so that the cost price is
reduced…. that is technology development and that is important and we are also
very good in this in the Netherlands. If you look back 15 to 20 years ago, the
Netherlands was leading in Europe in solar energy…. but this is changed, there is
little government support via subsidies at present.’ [SME Stakeholder, EV15]
‘I agree with the initiative of Energy Academy…. to ensure that we have an
advantage above Eindhoven, they have only a university, but we also have a
university of applied sciences and therefore we have applied research and also we
have a lot more disciplines, we have psychologists, economists, lawyers,
sociologists…. what our ambition is, to have what they in Stanford call the Tshaped education where our students are have a specialisation in certain areas but
that they also have a connection to the broader energy theme. Because energy is
not only technical but also politics, economics, law, power….it is something that
changes the world.
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It is really important to connect the economic activities to universities and
universities of applied sciences so that you can take it to what for me is an
excellent example, how Wageningen is organized around food. You have a
university and a research centre and all of that is in one organization with one
board, a lot of businesses aligned to it, a lot of patents being registered there and
that is the opportunity that Groningen also has. Not only Groningen, but also with
collaborations with ECN as a minimum, but also Delft and Eindhoven. The
Netherlands is too small…. Energy Academy Europe it is called but we are also
talking to the Russians, the Saudis, the English…. it is our intention to make it an
international hotspot for this type of education and research.
The nexus energy and water…. there are [opportunities] there are tremendous
overlap and synergies and therefore these need to be connected and we will do this.
But it is challenging in the phase where we are now and where we do not have
much success yet to share. There needs to be good things happening at some point
so that also the people in Drenthe and North-Holland will also be saying, yes that is
also ours….’ [Industry Stakeholder, EV16]
‘A quarterly newsletter, that has more ‘popular’ content but we have abundance of
sessions where you can go deeper [into topics] with experts and this is one way to
stimulate knowledge sharing…. and we are busy with on-line community
developments. We are relentless about developing knowledge content that we
sometimes forget to communicate….’ [RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
To summarize, Energy Valley moved from a fragmented landscape where
collaborations were segmented due to the nature of the landscape itself. Previously,
collaborations were limited to specific domains due to:
-

‘Silos’ dominating scientific disciplines and the mono-sectoral organization
Competition as main driver of companies rather than collaborations
‘Authority’ of government, big companies and experts
‘In-crowd’ dominance being common and accepted

Most of these points have already been addressed in earlier parts of this section as

well in the quotations presented. Similarly, new contexts in Energy Valley, the

energy transition being an important one, meant that sharing, connecting and

crossing borders were part of the changing nature of collaborations. To summarize,
changes in collaborations included:
-

-
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Cross sector value chain creation
Multi disciplinary approach that went beyond technology
Cross regional and international collaborations
Open innovation platforms and partnerships such as in EnTranCe and
Energy Academy Europe
Self-organization and on-line communities
New impetus such as sustainability and autonomy as drivers pushing
collaborations

A number of these points have been mentioned in quotations in earlier sections and

in the quotations above. This overlap is inevitable as many of the aspects described
in the ‘Shifting Landscape’ are interrelated and overlapping.

The next aspect of change in the landscape of Energy Valley is the shift from more

centralized decision-making structures to more diffused structures of governance

that included new stakeholders and norms; this shift also reflects the new diversity
and complexity of the changing cluster. There is also recognition of the need for both
the top-down and bottom-up approaches as well as more horizontal structures.

‘It is an interaction and I hope that it is not only centrally steered, as this will not
work but also not …[only decentralized]…. we shall see…. as this too will not
work…. but you need the interaction of both [approaches].’ [Academic Stakeholder,
EV3]
‘We have our opinions about these [wind farms in the North Sea], but our role as
province is not very significant because we do not have a say about things in the
sea and we have limited say on coastal areas but of course you can offer input, but
it is limited. And you can react to plans presented but legal and regulatory aspects
are anchored in these, but of course you can offer incentives to stimulate such
developments. In our case, in NHN we have construction capacity at Den Helder
and Ijmuiden, and also good access to these wind farms, there is a lot of knowledge
and developers and research institutes that are available in NHN…yes, ECN
naturally…We have chosen for North Holland, through the coalition’s programme
and accepted by the Provincial Executives, that there will be wind at sea, biomass,
solar and energy efficiency in built environments. These are our strategic focal
points. And wind at sea is very important for us and we need to see how much say
we have in this, and the State’s say.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV14]
‘But we have an excellent position when it comes to offshore construction, we are
the only sustainable energy sector in the top three in the world…but where we
have an issue in that we need to have a good domestic market, and that is not yet
realized. We also have excellent positioning for the North Sea with the locations of
Eems Harbour, Den Helder, and Harlingen to some extent…. more so than most
German harbours. And there is a lot of jobs, a lot more than in on-shore and also a
lot more than in the power plants…. and if we want to maintain our position as an
innovative region where new developments are taking shape, we can only do this if
we have a very strong knowledge base and otherwise we will loose it… it can be
better…. there is a lot – Edgar, Flexi-programmes, RenQi, EDI…. collaborations in
EnTranCe obviously. All of this is good….but it needs to be more coherent and there
needs to be more… more researchers with global fame in the energy transition
field. And not only hard core technic…. we have these in Delft, Eindhoven and
Twente, better than us…. but we have organic solar panels here…. we need system
integration, social acceptance, business economy, legal aspects, etc.’ [Policy
Stakeholder, EV8]
‘There is a different and more simpler and more horizontal [role]…. What can a
club like Energy Valley do for the ‘big boys’ in their regular work….? These ‘big
boys’, the NAM, GasTerra, the Gasunie, TAQA…. they do not need Energy Valley
Foundation for their core business…. But there are however issues between these
businesses, interfaces that need to be developed and designed and this role of
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bringing parties together and the different ideas together, this is where Energy
Valley could play a significant role.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
‘We are not able to make a business case [for sustainable energy]. In the Spring
Accord in the Netherlands, we had a coal tax implemented as a sympathetic
gesture but it was a completely wrong instrument. You do not need a coal tax but a
CO2 pricing [instrument] and that at the EU level and although even this scale is
[too] small….but we work on an EU scale….when we are working with these
[sustainable energy] projects and want it launch it, we need to have a good
business case in which case, the CO2 pricing mechanism is needed….the EU needs to
be more fanatic in this. And they know this.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
‘We all set agendas [on sustainable energy]…. who doesn’t? Everyone….and in The
Hague, every decision is a plausible story but the total picture is dramatic…. that is
the problem…..Yes we have to have 9% in 2010 and when we finally seem to be
reaching our target, it is suddenly stopped…what? What will happen to the world
after 2010…. these investment decisions are about long term [plans]? …. My take
on Europe, my feeling is, that they…. at some time in the future… will make big
progress on energy efficiency, although, there could be more pressure in this….but I
think that the car lobby and other lobbies are preventing this. The CO2 pricing
mechanism has been the biggest failure of policy, let us be clear about this…. the
ETS theory is faulty….’
[Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
‘You can see how also in energy, the large-scale nature is something that people do
not feel connected to, like the banks…. I see a trend and we need to be smarter
about how we do this…. also with industry. Look at wood [waste] for wood-fired
heaters, being exported to Germany in the past…. we could use it here too….there is
a shift in the thinking….there are initiatives, neighbourhood teams, for example in
Eems delta I believe, where cooperatives emerged and you see these
developments….’
[Policy Stakeholder, EV20]
‘Harbour and location, and the presence of power plants, that is a nice picture we
have made…. seen in the energy atlas. This is a logical place. In fact, we are similar
to Niedersachsen, they also have a similar role, production and a throughput
station for sustainable energy for southern Germany, where they need it. We are
the same…. it is not a coincidence that Google is located here with the power plants
next door. But the gross of it goes to the ‘Randstad’ [metropolitan area of the
Netherlands] or to the Ruhr region.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
‘Historically, we were a rich region and had much influence 100 years ago but this
[standing] has dramatically fallen within the Netherlands. It has to do with the fact
that we are far away from The Hague and we are thinly populated with only 10%
of the total population. But the biggest problem is that this is an agricultural
region, and agriculture has become less important due to its value creation
capacity…. so we had become a quiet ‘suburb of the Netherlands’ but this is
changing.’
[Academic Stakeholder, EV7]
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The changing landscape of Energy Valley saw that the previously centralized
decision-making structures of national policy, government and large corporations
were being challenged. The ‘old’ landscape was characterized therefore by:
-

National dominance, top-down, planned and large scale dominance;
Centre-periphery relations.

The new landscape of Energy Valley included ‘multi’ governance structures that

were not necessarily formalized but with the growing collaborations across sectors,
levels and borders, new governance norms were needed whereby new players and
new ways of organizing were emerging. This new landscape of decision-making was
characterized by
-

Multi-layered and multi-scale structures;
Top-down and bottom-up approaches;
Planned and self-organized groups;
Nodes and networks.

The landscape of the energy cluster and the region of Energy Valley moved from one
that was linear in its approach, using more traditional ways to plan the future, to one

that was more systems-oriented and context-sensitive in its approaches. This shift in
approaches was due to the shifts in its landscape. Most of the past approaches have
already been addressed in the descriptions earlier on centralized and dominant

governance and organization structures where top-down approaches were

prevalent. In the shift, there is an awareness and change in behaviour to more
collaborative strategies and an expansion of scope whereby learning and knowledge

development became more important. The notion of clustering and specialization
were also part of this new landscape. The quotations below and those cited
previously illustrate these shifts in strategic approaches and the role of the changing
contexts in this.

‘If I look back at 10 years of energy in North Netherlands…. when Energy Valley
was set-up….in our organization, there were 2 energy boys and ‘half’ of someone in
Spatial Planning and someone from economy. In the first years we did projects,
later we implemented themes be set in 4-year programmes. At some point, these
themes needed to be justified and where the Provincial role could add value. This is
around 2007 when the first big energy accord North Netherlands was realized,
with thanks to Ed Nijpels for a large part, the former Queens’s Commissioner from
Friesland. This brought a lot of connectedness. We began working
programmatically and this phase is now two and half years…and this was outside
of Energy Valley [Foundation]…. but since about two and a half years now, we
decided that we need to bring this to a higher level and we need to have more focus
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and this is when the ‘vizier’ [energy programme] emerged.’ [Policy Stakeholder,
EV8]
‘The metaphor of a pie, and it is not about dividing the pie but it is about making
the pie bigger, and this is what they want in energy, in general terms, and of which
sustainable energy is a part of, but also in terms of employment,
investments….economic targets, but also in terms of energy, traditional and
sustainable.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV14]
‘You have in north Netherlands…. a whole lot of local initiatives in municipalities,
neighbourhoods, cooperatives and such…. important and ideologically driven.
These decentralized systems are important…. these local initiatives are
everywhere, in the Netherlands, North West Europe…. it is the prevailing spirit. It is
a movement…. but the problem is that there is no back-up if there is no wind or the
sun does not shine…. and it is cold and we need heat….but you cannot say that the
power plants are closed as there is no business. That is the problem.’ [Academic
Stakeholder, EV7]
‘We have tried together with Niedersachsen and a number of partners from
around the North Sea as core region in Europe to position ourselves in energy and
energy developments in a number of subjects, including production thanks to offshore wind and this will become big and where we are now involved in is gas and
the balancing [of energy] for Northwest Europe.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
‘In the last three years in North Holland North (NHN), we have made a conscious
strategic choice for the cluster approach…. driven by Europe of course to allow
regions to focus on your key areas and to bundle your resources in what you are
good in [smart specializations]. Running through these clusters are a number of
goals, education and labour market is one such, sustainability and spatial quality
[is another]…. these clusters are steered by a Board….The NHN Energy Board
clustered all sustainable energy initiatives in the region of NHN; and Energy Valley
does the same for the whole region [of Energy Valley].’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV14]
‘Government is concerned with the supply side of things whereas governments
should be focussed on the demand side. We are good in demand-side modelling, but
then we need to have the opportunity to do it. And in fact, smart grids are
manifestations of demand-side modelling.’ [Academic Stakeholder, EV6]
‘It is not only to keep the university and university of applied sciences here but also
need to bring a few substantial research institutes here. ECN could play a
significant role in this but with teleworking and Internet and so…but with technic
it is different. EnTranCe can become something like this but is still small in
scope….that we have a few large scale, regionally anchored [programmes], that go
beyond regional interests [compare to ‘Lifelines’ for Healthy Aging]. Philips [in
Drachten] is intensely involved in robotics but you do not hear their names in
Energy Valley… get them involved…have a huge private stake…. cluster them….the
region is large, it is one quarter of the Netherlands. This needs to be a buzzing hub
where everyone can walk into each other’s place….’ [Academic Stakeholder, EV6]
‘We have a Drents Energy and Climate Consultation where the Province is
developing a new policy and I think that this needs to at the provincial level and
that decisions are made about the focal points and that in three years all
municipalities have to realize them…. it offers scale advantages and perhaps
advantages for European subsidies, and to avoid duplication…. and also not to
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have to deal with internal objections at the local municipalities where there are
often a lot of resistance…it is better to determine our goals and to move
ahead….yes there are inter-municipality consultations on energy and energy
transition…the province has its inter-provincial consultations, IPO. And Energy
Valley Foundation and the Province have consultations about what needs to be
realized in The Hague, that is another [consultation].’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV20]
‘If you develop knowledge to capture CO2, get industrial about it, then we can
continue to burn fossil fuels without large-scale environmental effects and then
you can build the chemical industry with this. You can make polymers and offer
carbon dioxide to glasshouses instead of letting it escape which is the case now.
The Eems harbour power plant will produce three million tonnes per year…. if you
can capture it and do useful things with it then you have double
advantages….continue with the coal fuelled plants that generate more CO2 and in
more concentrated form than gas powered plants. If you can capture CO2 and do
useful things….’ [Academic Stakeholder, EV6]
To summarize, Energy Valley saw a shift from more traditional problem and
solution approaches (linear thinking, modelling and scenarios) whereby they were
-

Non-contextualized, cause-effect analysis and problem solving strategies

The shift saw that the focus on systems and context included what was labelled by
the cluster organization as ‘ecosystems thinking’. This included
-

-

Shifts to more ecosystems approach by linking learning and innovation,
production and consumption, consumer and local citizens’ initiatives,
regional and cross-border, local and global
Creating cross sector visions and approach such as bio-based economy,
systems integration, smart grids, water-energy-agro programmes
Enlarging the system included examples such as the North Sea connections,
(ENSEA), NW German linkages (HEC) and EU linkages
Cluster as geographic and intellectual concept and challenge

This documentation illustrated in detail how the context of Energy Valley cluster
changed and how this influenced its landscape. Various quotations from

stakeholders were included to show different aspects of the change. The table below
is an overview of the ‘Shifting Landscape’ of Energy Valley that summarizes insights
into changing contexts of energy clusters, a summary of Lesson 1.
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Table 27 ‘Shifting Landscape’ of Energy Valley
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The landscape of Energy Valley and its context became more complex due to energy

transition and related developments. In order to better understand the increased
complexity, details of Energy Valley’s cluster condition, context, dynamics and
performance and their interrelated nature are described in Lessons 2-5.

4.5

Lesson 2: Cluster condition – interrelatedness of local
conditions

Stakeholders identified Energy Valley’s path dependency, stakeholders and

container that formed its cluster condition. The next sub-section describes how the
dominance of gas in Energy Valley cluster condition’s path dependency also affects

who its key stakeholders are and how the container is shaped by both these factors.
The key outcome of this lesson is the interconnectedness of cluster conditions.

The discovery of gas in the late 1950s in the Northern part of the Netherlands
resulted in a strong gas related economy and expertise. Gas exploration and the

resulting revenues were important contributions to Dutch national development
and to the treasury. Gas earnings contributed between 5-10% of the GDP and with

an accumulated total of 265 billion euros since its discovery. In 2013, earnings of 15
billion euros were recorded and the gas (80 BCM) served domestic energy needs

and exports including long term contracts (http://aardgas-in-nederland.nl, retrieved
April 2014). The following quotation from Energy Valley Foundation’s brochure also

describes the significance of gas.

‘The Netherlands is a true gas country. The country sits on top of the largest gas
field in North-Western Europe, has a central position in the European gas grid and
benefits from a wealth of business and knowledge regarding gas. The Netherlands
forms the logistical hub – or gas roundabout – for the extraction, transport,
storage and trade in gas throughout Europe. Energy Valley is focussed on utilising
this unique gas position in the transition towards a sustainable energy supply. Gas
is the cleanest fossil fuel, easy to store and can be used as a back-up if there isn’t
enough wind or sun to produce sufficient energy. It is also possible to produce
green gas from biomass. The North of the Netherlands is the Dutch principal green
gas region; a region that has made considerable investments into Green Gas Hubs,
infrastructure, fermentation installations and the acquisition of knowledge.’
(Digital brochure Energy Valley Works, 2014 Edition)

The gas history shaped the formation and development of the cluster. In defining the

cluster, retaining gas in the energy mix was important to uphold the gas industry.
Requirements of the European Commission to split national energy companies into

trading and infrastructure entities triggered the formation of Energy Valley. The
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Dutch government set up separate companies for exploration and trading of gas, and
one for managing the gas infrastructure. These gas corporations and the Dutch

government were in turn, its key stakeholders. Some of these aspects are captured

below:

‘Energy Valley was created because of opportunities but also because of threats.
The threat was the enforced splitting of energy companies which meant that a
possible departure of the gas headquarters and therefore a huge loss of jobs. This
was 60% of the reason to initiate Energy Valley Foundation; 40% was to develop
our region as an energy region and sustainability was a key theme from the start, 1
of the 3 pillars, a sustainable energy transition.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV8]

‘In the first place, in the history of Energy Valley that the gas reserves are under
the ground here provides a strong base…. then there is the European [policy]…. the
[splitting] of energy companies, thus transport and trade were divided which
brought about a huge change in the market, privatization…regions being more
focussed on asset management, and not only physical [assets] but also human
capital…. the third success factor…. if I may say so is the increasing focus on not so
much on sustainable energy, as on phasing out of fossil energy…. again, an
important success factor from the point of view of our regional interests.’ [Policy
Stakeholder, EV1]
‘Of course in a number of dossiers there is resistance as you are dealing with huge
economic interests and you have the vested order to deal with in subjects as green
gas…. it is difficult and it costs a lot of time and money…. changing mind-set costs
time…’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV1]
[On stakeholders]
‘Energy [industry] is an important group, politics and education, I think. But too
little of businesses – even as energy is about businesses…. [SME Stakeholder, EV4]
.... actually, the province of Groningen is among the regional [governments] I guess
leading in the theme…. [also] Gasunie and GasTerra’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV1]
The deep concerns that the region would lose its key sector, jobs and its distinct
comparative advantage as a gas region due to EU driven energy developments were

important factors such that Energy Valley Foundation, the cluster organization, was

set up to support economic growth and job creation whilst pursing sustainable
energy transition goals. Energy transition was an important part of the cluster’s

focus. Regional (provincial) governments, responsible for economic growth, were

therefore also key stakeholders in Energy Valley. However, the resistance of vested

interests and the need for change have also been raised in these quotations. Whilst
research centres and educational institutes were also identified, other stakeholders
were deemed to be more important.
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The need to protect economic interests, jobs and income, by focusing on gas, both at
the national and regional levels was evident. The focus on economics and regional

development in the cluster was dominant and has been translated as ‘economic’ and

‘regional development’ frames. The third dominant frame in Energy Valley was that
of ‘energy transition’. In Energy Valley, this meant the focus on moving from natural

gas dominated energy systems to one that was more diverse including renewable or
sustainable energy sources as described in Lesson 1 (pp. 172-175).

The illustration below captures interrelatedness of Energy Valley ‘s cluster
conditions based on its gas history, which shows how this path dependent factor
influenced its initial stakeholders and container (also discussed in Lesson 1).

Figure 23 Energy Valley’s gas history, stakeholders and container
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Lesson 1 described the increase in sustainable and renewal energy developments,

and that of increased and diverse stakeholders where previously it was a few gas

related stakeholders (pp. 172-175). Stakeholders focussed on sustainable energy

had different interests and therefore affected the cluster’s container. The following

quotations reflect conflicts of interests and shifts in energy developments and the
added complexity:

‘A major criticism of the State [national government] is also that when it comes to
subsidies for energy, money going to the fossil industry is billions more than money
for the sustainable industry…. I do also understand that a lot of income is
generated for the State as well.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV13]

‘In the past, it was relatively simple but large power plants at the outer borders of
the country, near the sea for cooling water and with a fine grid network and it was
not visible but it was well organized. There is a whole complex system emerging
with solar-panelled houses and wind turbines and bio-digesters and what else you
can add to the list, this complexity of course also makes the added value of Energy
Valley [Foundation] greater.’ [RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
Changes to Energy Valley’s developments captured in their initial and changing

cluster conditions were illustrated with the ‘gas dominance’ aspect. The table below
captures Energy Valley’s cluster condition that includes all aspects. More
information on these is found in Appendix 9.
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Table 28 Insights into cluster conditions
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Insights into Energy Valley’s cluster conditions were developed into a proposition

on this aspect of cluster development. Below is the proposition on cluster condition
with supporting insights based on Energy Valley findings.
Cluster developments
are connected to their
initial conditions of
container, stakeholders
and path dependent
factors.

-

-

-

-

-

Path dependency was an important aspect of cluster developments.
Path dependent factors influenced container and stakeholders;
container and stakeholders were also connected to each other.
Cluster’s stakeholders were based on past economic and political
structures; they initiated and defined cluster boundary and identity,
which influenced cluster developments.
Stakeholders had different frames in defining key issues in clusters;
dominant frames (economic, regional, energy transition) were present
in the cluster.
Lock-in risks and path creation potential were present in cluster.
Cluster’s container included physical and non-physical boundary
(scope, orientation, identity) that affected cluster developments and
strategies; changes in container changed cluster’s stakeholders and
developments.
Cluster organization served diverse stakeholders with different
agendas, had different roles and was accountable for complex
processes.
Gatekeepers and stakeholders were diverse and some stakeholders
were ‘missing’.

Table 29 Proposition on cluster conditions

The proposition on cluster condition is discussed in more detail in the discussion of
the cases in Appendix 14.

The next section describes Energy Valley’s cluster context.

4.6 Lesson 3: Cluster context – complexity and drivers of change
Insights into Energy Valley’s cluster context are based on stakeholder perceptions of
contextual changes and drivers of change and reflect the level of coherence in the

cluster and common themes or categories of the challenges and drivers. The Lesson
describes urgent challenges and drivers of change as perceived by the main

stakeholder groups (4.6.1 and 4.6.3) and the prevalent themes of these challenges
and drivers (4.6.2 and 4.6.4) to understand the complexity of the cluster. In addition,

regional differences in Energy Valley are also described, which brings added
complexity to the cluster (4.6.5).
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Energy Valley was initially an inward focussed regional cluster supporting linkages

between local energy businesses, between businesses and academia to meet

challenges of energy market developments. The cluster was mandated to focus on
regional issues and to avoid transnational and international collaborations up until

2010 (Energy Valley 4, Strategy Plan 2012-2015) even as it needed to deal with

changes in its context, related to energy transition, globalization, technological

advances and socio-economic changes. The following sub-sections captured these
drivers and challenges.
4.6.1

Stakeholder perceptions of contextual changes – urgent challenges faced

Stakeholders and experts were asked by way of interviews to identify three urgent

challenges facing Energy Valley. The 20 interviewees identified more than 60 urgent
issues. These issues were not distinct issues. Although there were overlaps, there

were also significant differences in focus, priority, concerns and solutions amongst

the various stakeholder groups. The stakeholder groups were Policy, Academia,

Industry, SMEs, Regional Development Agencies (RDA) and Civil Society. Other
differences within the groups reflected an overall diversity of priorities, interests,
goals and strategies in the cluster.

In the diagram below, urgent issues identified by the four main stakeholder groups

were mapped to demonstrate overlaps and differences amongst them. Views of

industry and SMEs are presented separately as different issues and priorities were

identified; RDAs were included in the policy group as there was considerable
overlap; and finally, ‘Civil Society’ was not included as they were not part of the

cluster. The mapping therefore includes four quadrants capturing the main
stakeholder groups. Overlaps between adjacent quadrants are captured in boxes

between the quadrants; overlaps of three quadrants are captured in the middle with

colour coded text boxes; and common challenges identified by all stakeholders are
found in the core.

The illustration demonstrates the diversity of stakeholder perceptions and interests

related to urgent challenges in Energy Valley.
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Figure 24 Mapping urgent, complex issues by stakeholder groups

Common areas shown in the illustration were ‘policy’, ‘economics’, (energy) ‘storage’

and ‘complexity’. Within these common areas, differences also prevailed, congruent

to the overall picture of urgent challenges facing Energy Valley. For example, ‘policy’
as an issue for SMEs concerned regulation and inconsistency of policy and subsidies

whilst larger industrial corporations were concerned with inconsistency of policy in
relation to large and long-term investments; regional policy stakeholders were
concerned with ‘policy’ that influenced regional economic growth and job creation,

and that supported sustainable energy solutions rather than dependence on

external sources.
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Various quotations have been included to illustrate these common issues and other
challenges, in which differences and nuances in stakeholder perceptions are

captured.

Stakeholder quotations are related to policy, including regulations, economic
interests and inconsistency of policy:

‘There has been a whole process underway in the Netherlands to reach a national
energy agreement that is not only politically based but much broader and in
particular for the consistency of policy since it is a lot to ask corporations to invest
in things that have to work for 20 to 25 years whilst policy changes course every 2
years, wind energy being important and then it is solar energy, it is killing….
industrial politics under one cabinet to be spread to regions and then under
another cabinet it is more focussed on sector politics and now, it is in-between.’
[RDA Stakeholder, EV1]

‘…. Our polder culture…. we keep trying to find consensus, but there are as many
for as against and if we keep talking till we agree, than we will be 10 years down
the road and all independently going on…in Germany, there were very clear
directions and one vision…with the right funding, good communication, you will
get the public moving…. carrots and sticks…. and there is movement…. but here,
we are still bubbling along….’ [Academic Stakeholder, EV24]
‘But I feel that with renewable energy, like other developments, you must get
through all the procedures and location planning barriers and…. at some point,
just do what needs to be done.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV20]
‘…. take for example the MEP [energy subsidy] that was taking off finally and it was
removed on a Sunday afternoon…Why was Biovalue launched in the Eems Harbour
and why was the Bio-ethanol factory at Suikerunie not realized? This was an
important criticism by the Auditor [‘rekenkamer’] on our realization of energy
targets two weeks ago. It was due to this. We need to meet the targets of bio-fuel
production as a region, which was an important target due to decisions outside our
influence. The reason that we did not succeed was that the State lowered the
targets. Our business partners agreed to invest as there was a 6% target to be
reached by 2010…but then the State changed this to 2% and then the business case
fell through, and we could not do anything about this.’ [Policy stakeholder, EV8]
‘The bottlenecks and barriers, that is in particular in the production [of RE],
getting mileage, not so much in energy efficiency in the built area. The legal
framework, both financial and judiciary…as you have to deal with fiscal challenges.
Energy is pure income and as long as the State [national] does not…[have other
options].’
[Policy Stakeholder, EV14]
‘There are a lot of legal issues, the law and regulations are for small business like
ours a barrier…. we have good contact with xx [name of utilities company] and the
universities but even the utilities company in a meeting recently about legal
considerations and how to deal with these did know how…. the laws and
regulations are so complex that you need an army of legal specialists to figure it
out.’
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[SME Stakeholder, EV15]
‘How can I as a producer sell to the grid, this is a continued concern by producers
of solar energy. When it comes to bio, wind and gas there are all sorts of
discussions about the surplus energy that may or may not be put into the grid….
there are green lists, red lists, lists of sorts. These are very complicated
constructions on what is allowed and not allowed. And when it is transport, the
fiscal policy is not favourable to cars driving green gas…. compared to Hybrid.
Hybrid is an extension of fossil fuel transport and we try to bring about a transition
towards sustainable vehicles….’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV13]
‘We do not make enough profits to be able to spend, let us say about 20% of our
turnover in R&D, so that we can keep our leading position, we can only do so
because there is subsidy available….’ [SME Stakeholder, EV23]
‘There are a lot of strategies; they are like scenarios except that they vary
immensely. That is also one of the problems that you have as industry…there are
scenarios that show diminishing demand for gas in Europe and at the same time
we ask the Russians to invest billions to maintain gas supply for the coming
decades. They are perplexed. Thus, no strategies, typical of innovation….’ [Industry
Stakeholder, EV9]
‘I would prefer the objectives [of the national energy agreement] to be on
framework conditions. I would prefer the market parties, private with public
parties together, to have the room to initiate changes and that the right conditions
are in place….’
[Academic Stakeholder, EV24]
‘I understand that Netherlands [the government] accrues a lot of money through
the energy tax and sees…. [the end in sight]. As more sustainable energy is
produced [for own consumption] less energy taxes are paid and then there is a
deficit.’
[SME Stakeholder, EV15]
Stakeholders above described different issues and concerns even as policy is often
the subject.

Next, examples of priorities and strategies are illustrated below.

‘There are many, many strategies….types of scenarios that could be and they vary
tremendously. That is one of the problems that the industry is dealing
with…scenarios that show that the demand for gas in Europe is declining steeply
and yet we ask the Russians to invest billions to keep up its gas supply in the
decades to come…. no strategy, purely innovation…something happens and quite
suddenly…everyone tries something and at some point it seems one or more
technology becomes mainstream or is attractive….’ [Industry Stakeholder, EV9]

‘There is a huge tension in terms of the organization of Energy Valley. Energy
Valley does not have energy efficiency as its core business and we do not agree with
this….
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…. but of course everyone has their own focus points….on the local level we have
our collaborations with the city council here… on the northern [regional] level,
there are collaborations…. for strategic interests. The need to collaborate due to
Europe2020 as we cannot do this alone…. we can be happy if we can put North
Netherlands on the map in Brussels…’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV13]
Quotations on different solutions and related policy:

‘I think that Netherlands is lagging far behind…. Germany is a fantastic example….
the emergence of European Union…. I think that there is awareness that we cannot
continue to exploit earth in the way we have been doing with energy….’
[SME Stakeholder, EV4]

‘We focus on all forms of renewable energy production….to guarantee energy
security for the future….we have here very large gas consumers [industry] and if
we can help them be more sustainable…these companies can be foreseen for
years…. for example a cheese factory which uses a lot of gas. If you can help these
heavy industrial users, their ‘right to stay’ will be more certain.’ [Policy
Stakeholder, EV20]
‘Developments in sustainable energy, solar, how do we integrate this into the
existing system? There needs to be sustainable energy, the issue you could say is to
produce sustainable where possible and where needed use other options…. The
problem is that there is ten times more solar energy [in the summer] than in the
winter but you need more in the winter. But when solar panels are commercially
viable without subsidies, and this is possible for homes already, then it will happen
naturally…. and that shall have major effects on energy situation and the role of
natural gas. Because in the summer you cannot get rid of the surplus energy…. and
then you get these ideas to convert to synthetic natural gas….’ [Industry
Stakeholder, EV9]
‘Energy is not only a question of building big power plants but energy is also a
question of consideration for the environment, also when you brush your teeth. It is
a matter of behaviour, energy is also laws, energy is ensuring that things are
recycled. Energy is also keeping what is green, green and making it better. Energy
is also cultivating food in the city in empty industrial zones for example….’
[Academic stakeholder, EV6]
‘Offshore wind is very important for us…. offshore wind is one of the limited
sustainable energy sources with the potential for large-scale production and if well
executed, a very reliable source of energy without the protests [opposition] of landbased renewable energy. Another reason we are keen for this is the optimal
location that we have to assemble and maintain these wind parks. The number of
direct jobs from a 1350 MW park is about 3000 or 4000 jobs… this is a problem
with the power plant in the Eems harbour there are now jobs for 3 or 4 or 5
thousand jobs but once finished it offers only 100 jobs. And at the moment the jobs
[for the power plant] are temporary and mostly foreigners, Hungary, Portugal,
Turkey, as we do not have the capacity….’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
‘16% renewable energy and 20/20…. can be set up, as cheaply, production
formulae…. but the problem is not solved…. sustainable production and
consumption, of sustainable energy…with a higher potential than 16% and a
sustainable system (is needed).’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
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‘Strengthening R&D in North Netherlands is the most important objective knowing
that there are no large corporations with R&D departments…. so the higher
education institutions have to realize this with partners within and outside of the
Netherlands.’ [Academic Stakeholder, EV3]
‘In 2023, 16% of our energy needs to come from other sources, and this has
implications…. The utility companies are calling out ‘we need to invest, a lot of
investments, increase capacities’…. their call is to make room but this rolls over
consumers because grid investments have to be paid by consumers…. till now it has
been child’s play…. incorporating 20% into current system… is not viable through
large scale grid enlargement…. that needs to be close to consumers.’
[Academic Stakeholder, EV24]
‘I think we need to make a huge catching-up effort to ensure that what we are
doing also touches the citizens…. it is an opportunity to reach citizens, also because
of the economic effect…. why have we not been successful to inform the citizens
what the advantages are should he or she invest in renewable energy…. You need
to stimulate bottom-up movements and we embrace this completely.’ [Policy
stakeholder, EV13]
‘There are a lot of different interests and these meet in Energy Valley
(organization)… there were a lot of criticism about the new coal power plant…. if
we did not have it, then there was no critical mass and then we would have been
not visible…thus you have to be pragmatic, if the market wants a coal power plant,
at least I can have some say in it…. this is what you see that these developments
have resulted in different paths in the transition to sustainability but also the
traditional path….’
[Academic Stakeholder, EV3]
Quotations related to need for different and collective effort:

‘There was a study and everybody wanted wind energy, but…not in my
backyard…the local council has accepted the need for significant wind energy if
they want to be neutral [local energy production]… there needs to be a very good
communication strategy to achieve this and I believe that if want to bring the
energy to us, then it needs to be ‘of the citizens’ rather than a few shareholders….
where the top man earns a lot of money…. especially when the people have little or
no work and they see profits made by a select few…. as an example. There are other
examples, in Friesland, where windmills belong to the village with a committee
overseeing the distribution of the power…. there is a different experience.’ [Policy
Stakeholder, EV20]
‘The most important issues that we need to work on collectively, big and small, all
humanity, is to make energy affordable for the long run…. I choose ‘affordable’ and
not cheap as this could lead to a negative spiral…. affordable is also connected to
my second point, which is that we need to have more control, that which you can….
which means also ownership and the third point is that we need to make it
sustainable; and that through self-sufficiency….’ [SME Stakeholder, EV4]
‘Energy transition is a process in which we move from an old way of meeting
energy demands to a new way. And this new way will include not being dependent
on global developments. The choice of what this new way will be is not determined
by me (us) but by the new generation. And the only thing I can do is to create
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conditions for these young people, the new generation, to be facilitated in the
process of search, to align the process….that is all we can do. It is important to
stress that the need to create the right conditions and not to determine the
physical choices. The choices will be made if the right conditions are present…It is
an energy transition, we as a society are in the innovation, and that is society,
therefore we need young people in that process… to make the paradigm shift.’
[Academic Stakeholder, EV24]
In conclusion, stakeholders underlined that Energy Valley faced urgent issues and
that there was a need to deal with such changes but there were differences in focus,

interests and priorities. Stakeholder responses reflect diversity and complexity of
the energy cluster:

‘Energy Valley is different things to different people… on the one hand you have the
[local] governments that are focussed on keeping employment in the region. The
same for the Hanze and the university as well and other higher education
institutions and that is to attract students and to keep the students in the region….’
[Academic Stakeholder, EV6] [Also in Lesson 1, p. 176]

This sub-section showed differences in stakeholder perceptions of urgent challenges
and strategies for solving them. The next sub-section categorizes these challenges

thematically to gain insights into the challenges facing the cluster.
4.6.2

Thematic mapping of contextual changes

The data from stakeholders on urgent challenges faced in Energy Valley reflected
that the main themes addressed could be categorized as ‘societal’, ‘regions’, ‘politics’,

‘economics’, and ‘technology’. The thematic mapping is provided in the illustration
below. The middle circle also captured concerns voiced by stakeholders. These were,

the need for (new) collaborations, complexity of challenges, unpredictability of

future, urgency of challenges, need for focus and long-term perspectives and
support for self-organization.
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Figure 25 Thematic mapping of urgent, complex issues in Energy Valley

The thematic mapping made explicit that energy transition and energy cluster

developments involved all aspects of society and that ‘energy’ and ‘technology

innovations’ were entrenched in larger contextual challenges. The mapping

reinforces the notion that energy transition and policy challenges in Energy Valley

were tied to broader contextual challenges, and of the embedded nature of energy
cluster developments. These challenges were described as being complex,
unpredictable and urgent due to different agendas, inadequate policy, a lack of long210

term perspectives, limited collaborations and a lack of support for self-organized
initiatives (See also Lesson 1, pp. 178-180).

This sub-section captured the main themes and main concerns facing Energy Valley
as described by the stakeholders. The next sub-section describes stakeholders’
perceptions of drivers of change behind these urgent challenges.
4.6.3

Stakeholder perceptions of drivers of change

This sub-section captures the degree of coherence in the cluster based on
stakeholder perceptions of what is driving change. The information from
stakeholders was analysed in two different ways. Firstly, differences in perceptions

of stakeholder groups were mapped (next sub-section) and secondly, drivers of

change were mapped thematically (sub-section 4.6.4).

4.6.3.1

Mapping diversity of perceptions

A mapping of stakeholder groups’ perceptions of drivers of change related to urgent

challenges identified in Energy Valley showed both differences and overlap in their

perceptions. Common drivers identified were the EU and issues of scale,
decentralization movements and price of energy.

The illustration below captures drivers of change by stakeholder groups. Overlaps

are indicated either between 2 groups or in the circle if more groups identified

similar drivers.
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Figure 26 Mapping stakeholder views of drivers of change in Energy Valley

The drivers of change mapping above captures the diversity of stakeholder groups

in their focus and perceptions of what is important and relevant to the cluster.
Common drivers of change identified (core of the circle) were ‘EU’, ‘scale’,
‘decentralized energy’ and ‘price’. These drivers were related to energy transition

developments and the need for new solutions. The map also illustrates ‘against
change’ and these were drivers identified that were barriers to change. Lesson 1
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illustrated how ‘new ‘voices’’ and other developments were contributing to these

changes (pp. 176-177).

Drivers of change responses captured broader developments and changes in the

local context. Drivers of change and the contextual changes were often

interconnected and related to other aspects. To illustrate the complexity, a number
of quotations have been included and discussed.

‘Geopolitics definitely plays a role, look at Fukushima and its impact, look at Shale
gas and its impact, it has influence [on Energy Valley]. Especially price mechanisms
could have a strong influence and this is what we are facing now, that because the
markets are not yet functioning properly, and this is the driver that gas in Europe
is expensive. The market mechanisms are not working perfectly. Maybe due to
inadequate regulation that needs time [to mature] or, too much regulations…[next
point] for example, Russians want to sell their gas with as high a price as
possible…. but on the other hand, what the Russians did to the Ukraine, it is still in
our minds, and we want to avoid these situations. A few years ago, these incidents
could have led to fatalities.’ [Industry Stakeholder, EV10]
The stakeholder identified geopolitics, market mechanisms and sensitivity to

escalations due to incidents in the above quote as important drivers of change and

he also described the complexity of the energy markets in part due to
interrelatedness of different factors.

Another stakeholder from ‘industry’ described a different interrelated complexity at
the local level. The quote below captures the main points.

‘…. in the past, the NAM and Gasunie [gas corporations] were always cited as being
engaged with locals to support communities where they had their exploitation
sites. However, with the earthquakes it has become clear that this [ties] was not
strong enough… people still want to live there but want the risks to be addressed,
as opposed to if this was in Amsterdam, there would have been a different dynamic
than what has been happening here. I think we can learn a lot from this case… it is
not only a question of compensation, we need to work to keep the region attractive
to businesses and locals [despite the quakes]… it is not only an urgency but also an
opportunity…. We could not just repair but also offer more, make the houses more
insulated, reduce energy bills…tap into the interests of the citizens to make it
work… local contractors are happy as there is work because of the quakes, the
construction industry has been depressed.…’ [Industry Stakeholder, EV16]

The stakeholder has addressed a number of other issues in this quotation. The

region had enjoyed a symbiotic relationship with the gas industry as it had provided
community development and was engaged with the communities. However, the

response to the earthquakes was not adequate and this led to anger and
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disillusionment by the communities as they felt that they were not taken seriously,
as exemplified by the quote ‘it is not only a question of compensation’. Other

interviewees and media reports supported this aspect of the aftermath of the
quakes. The negative impact of the quakes, threat to economic development and

further job losses were the main consequences of gas exploitation. However, the

quakes were also instrumental in the creation of work in the construction sector at a
time of ‘depressed’ markets. The communities were also rooted to their regions and
did not want to move despite risks even as they were angered and disappointed.

Citizen initiatives and a shifting focus of government on sustainability issues as
perceived by citizens is captured in the following quotation:

‘The ‘energized society’ is coming from bottom-up initiatives; citizens have a strong
wish to engage in activities that support sustainable energy… [Where is this
coming from?] We think that it is coming from a latent distrust of government that
is not taking on its role – the government is no longer the custodian of
sustainability…. environment protection laws, subsidies were once government
domain…. corporations were enemies, they were opposed to regulations, [but]
government took care of environmental [sustainability] issues…. also, energy is
becoming more large-scale and more international…. there is no feeling of
connectedness even though energy is a basic necessity; rising prices and concerns
about affordability; these various concerns resulted in self-organized groups that
focussed on local self-sufficiency that went beyond energy - care, neighbourliness social cohesion and engagement in villages in Drenthe….’ [Policy Stakeholder,
EV10]

An increased need for social cohesion and self-sufficiency was mentioned due to the
changes in energy supply and government roles. Citizens increasingly demanded
sustainable and affordable energy futures.

Descriptions of complex challenges (also Table 30 below for overview of complexity

and drivers of change) reflected how energy system developments were embedded
in larger global and local contextual developments. The perception and responses of

a community in the examples above could deter or support planned energy

developments, be it gas extraction or, as expressed in other interviews, carbon
storage, windmill parks, etc. Similarly, global geo-politics and shifts in energy
systems elsewhere, shale and subsequent cheap coal dumping from the US, were

examples of how external developments could affect energy developments locally.

The lacks of trust and need for self-sufficiency by citizens were strong drivers of

change and needed to be identified and understood as being part of the larger
context.
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The different issues faced by Energy Valley were not isolated factors but were

interconnected and this is what added to the complexity. To illustrate, climate
change and the need for more sustainable fuels, due in part to the threat of fossil fuel

resources depletion both in Energy Valley and globally, resulted in higher premiums

for fossil fuels and this led to new technology and new fuel resources like shale gas

and more affordable renewable energy sources to be developed and marketed.

Developments in shale gas exploration and low prices in the US led to the export and

dumping of cheaper (US) coal in Europe, and this led to gas and other renewable

energy developments to become less competitive and resulted in increased coal in
the energy mix in the Netherlands, which led to higher CO2 emissions. The decreased

role of government in these developments due to a more globalized energy market,

in turn fed into citizens’ distrust of government as custodian of sustainable futures,

which led to increased citizen initiatives towards self-sufficiency and more local
energy sources. This was possible due to availability of new and cheaper

technologies such as solar panels and smart grids. The various factors were
interrelated and extended beyond local contexts, and beyond energy issues.
4.6.4

Thematic mapping of drivers

This mapping captured thematically drivers of change as described by the

stakeholders interviewed. Major categories of drivers of change in Energy Valley

identified were ‘Technology’, ‘Global’, ‘Economics’, ‘Politics’ and ‘People – local and
regional’. In the diagram below, a separate circle represents each category with

specific aspects included. In addition, dominant trends and concerns are captured in
the circle in the middle. Stakeholders identified ‘role of government’ and ‘grassroots

[movements]’, ‘global and technology drivers’ as becoming more important in the

cluster whilst the ‘dominance of economic drivers’ to the extent of ‘economics before
sustainability and RE’ as a prevalent trend was also a concern.
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Figure 27 Drivers of change in Energy Valley

Quotations cited in this and earlier Lessons referred to the drivers of change.
However, a few related to EU and national policies, demands of businesses, energy
transition, sustainability goals and regional issues have been included here.

‘I think that sustainability will become the norm in the Netherlands but that the
prevailing framework conditions change frequently which is not good for long
term investment climate and I think that this needs to be improved and that the
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government must cater for a robust investment climate… in the Netherlands these
conditions change almost after the first four years in a manner of speaking, and
this makes it difficult for companies to respond…. something has to change.’
[Industry Stakeholder, EV10]
‘The inconsistency, the swaying and switching policy of the Hague is killing for our
ambitions, killing for our businesses, what investment decisions can you make,
what perspectives does the State give regarding energy savings in built
environment… it is not available. What is the long-term perspective for efficiency?
What is their argument in The Hague? Hopeless. What is the long term perspective
for re-sale of energy or for sustainability agreements with energy companies, longterm perspective for offshore wind…zero, zero, zero.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
‘Movements in the world is often due to economic drivers… there are big interests
and industries have come about…. but we have blamed everything on economic
‘laws’ but I am not sure if this is always sensible….’ [SME Stakeholder, EV4]
‘My picture of Europe is that, my gut feeling is that they could make bigger
progress in the area of efficiency in the future than at present, they could be more
enforcing but the big car lobby and other lobby groups are not allowing this to
happen.’
[Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
‘Realizing that we are energy suppliers, but for how long…. and [also] realizing
that we need to reduce CO2emissions due to climate change…. [energy] has become
a social issue so let us do something positive for the region to give back….and] the
whole earthquake danger, we need to do something…. we cannot ignore it.’
[Academic Stakeholder, EV3]
Drivers of change as described in these quotations and in the previous sub-section

(and those of Lesson 1, pp. 178-180) showed how they were related to different

aspects of interconnected regional, national, EU and global levels as well as

technical, social, economic, political and ecological aspects. The drivers of change
analyses reflect, like the analyses of new urgent challenges of Energy Valley, the
increased complexity of the cluster’s context due to interconnected developments.

The next sub-section describes how regional differences in Energy Valley
contributed to added complexity.
4.6.5

Mapping regional differences

Energy Valley spanned four provinces and regional differences were part of the

cluster’s context. This sub-section captures the regional differences even as they
shared common issues. The illustration below captures regional differences of key
challenges, focus and priorities, as well as common aspects.
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Figure 28 Mapping urgent challenges in Energy Valley capturing regional differences

The common aspects included ‘ownership’ of Energy Valley; SMEs, decentralized

power developments, particularly biomass; being down-to-earth and generous (in
Dutch, the ‘gun’ factor); limited technical R&D; and focus on job creation. The

common need to collaborate to focus on energy transition developments underlined

formation of the cluster.

The different regions had specific issues and foci and these are elaborated below.
Drenthe, a land-locked province, faced challenges related to resistance to windmill

parks; energy efficiency and self-sufficiency needs; need to preserve nature and
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landscapes due to its tourism industry and its cultural heritage; and to connect to

jobs in energy sector.

The province of North Holland North (NHN, northern half of province) faced
challenges in meeting growing energy needs of Amsterdam metropolis area and

other economic sectors of the province; and in promoting energy efficiency. NHN, a
coastal province with harbour facilities, also focussed on offshore wind park

developments with an Energy Board to coordinate its energy challenges. The

national energy research centre, ECN, was also situated in this province. NHN was

more autonomous in its developments due to its relationship to Amsterdam and its
industries, including the off-shore energy developments.

The province of Friesland, a province dominated by dairy and agricultural sectors,

waterways, manufacturing and SMEs, focussed on energy efficiency and
decentralized solutions, and this was strengthened by its autarkic cultural values.

The discovery of natural gas, developments of the gas industry, and, in recent times,
earthquake risks and damages shaped challenges facing the Province of Groningen.
Vested interests in gas included positioning gas in energy futures, and seeking large-

scale energy solutions as ‘big’ gas, power and chemical companies were dominant in

the province. The need to attract and service large investments in Eems Harbour
and Delzijl connected to energy generation and energy-intense industries were

priorities in Groningen. Energy Valley Foundation (EVF) and Energy Academy
Europe (EAE), located in Groningen, needed to capitalize the large student
populations to boost knowledge and human capital developments. Groningen was

also an agricultural based region with significant SMEs and therefore biomass and

decentralized energy developments were also important to them.

Quotations from stakeholders illustrating regional differences in Energy Valley:

‘It is the policy of four provinces, the policy of Friesland, North-Holland, Drenthe,
Groningen are not the same sustainable energy policy. And Energy Valley
[Foundation] also has her own independent goals and that is okay. That is why its
there. There is overlap and that means that the Energy Valley sometimes does
things that we as a province do not have any or little interest and vice versa, you
can think what are they doing…but it does not clash.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV14]

‘Look we also do not know where the end solution will be, but which direction we
need to go…on the one hand, for example, Friesland, they would very much like to
take the more autarchic route, we want to solve this ourselves, local biogas, green
gas, sun, wind and connect everything to each other… whereas in Groningen they
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are looking more at the European context and you know, we need both, the
[centralized] and decentralized [energy]…thus they are not conflicting but
complementary to each other, only, the vision behind can be different… and the
interests….’
[RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
Regional differences added complexity to the cluster due to the divergent priorities

and developments that could undermine Energy Valley’s developments although all

provinces stressed the importance of their collaborations in dealing with energy
transition in Energy Valley.

The next sub-section provides an overview of Energy Valley’s complexity and
drivers of change.
4.6.6

Overview of Lesson 3 and proposition

Lesson 3 described how Energy Valley’s changing contexts were leading to

increased complexity in the cluster reinforced by drivers of change. In addition,
diversity of stakeholder perceptions and regional differences in framing urgent

challenges added to the complexity. The table below provides an overview of the
complexity in Energy Valley, and related internal and external drivers of change.
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Table 30 Insights into complexity and drivers of change

Insights into Energy Valley’s contextual changes and its drivers have been developed

into a proposition in the table below with a summary of insights from Energy Valley.
Cluster developments,
connected to context and
contextual changes, and
driven by internal and
external drivers of change,
are becoming increasingly
complex.

-

Different stakeholders defined context and change in context of clusters
differently.
Contextual changes were related to societal, regional, political, economic and
technology issues.
Drivers of change were both internal and external to the cluster.
Regional differences also contributed to differences in perceptions on what
constituted contextual changes.

Table 31 Proposition on contextual changes and cluster developments

The proposition on contextual changes and cluster developments is discussed in

more detail in Appendix 14.
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Lesson 3, in mapping urgent challenges and drivers of change in Energy Valley,

reflected the interconnected nature of such challenges and the underlying drivers.

These developments, in turn, resulted in new cluster dynamics, which is described

next in Lesson 4.

4.7

Lesson 4: Cluster dynamics – interrelated systems dynamics

Lessons 1, 2 and 3 explained how Energy Valley cluster was framed by its cluster
condition and its changing cluster context. Lesson 4 describes the cluster’s response

to such changes, its cluster dynamics. The Lesson explains interrelatedness of
cluster dynamics based on a general description of Energy Valley’s developments

and that of EnTranCe in its initial stages. Key insights into aspects of its cluster
dynamics, its ‘attractors’, ‘fitness to landscape’ and ‘significant differences’, and the

resulting proposition on cluster dynamics are included.
4.7.1

Interrelated cluster dynamics

Energy Valley was moving towards a more varied energy sector characterized by

significant growths in renewable energy sectors. The shift included a need to
redefine and reposition gas in the changing energy landscape. Related developments

leading to new cluster dynamics included external threats of EU policy that classified

gas as a fossil fuel; EU’s climate change agenda; local developments such as
grassroots demands for more renewable energy; and more decentralized solutions

by provinces and businesses (see Lesson 1, pp.172-175).

The strong growth of demand-side dominance of energy markets meant that gas

corporations sought collaborations related to decentralized developments, and this

included more joint efforts with the electricity players regarding integrated energy

grid systems. Furthermore, traditional energy companies were seeking new

connections to SMEs in new energy services and in renewable energy. New types of

businesses based on digital technologies and new business models were needed in
the new energy landscape. The need to connect to the ‘other’ in order to extend

scope, competences, resources and flexibility was acknowledged. Although not a

new phenomena, the extent and scope of such developments was novel. The
dominant role and position of ‘gas’ in the Dutch energy sector was weakened and
new collaborations needed went beyond traditional practice (see Lesson 1, pp.178180; pp. 187-188).
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The urgent need to adapt to the contextual changes, in terms of search for new
partners, resources and competences, was present at all levels of the cluster. Local

energy co-operatives were searching for information and alliances with other

energy co-operatives both within and outside the cluster; provinces sought to join
forces within Energy Valley, etc.; globalization, EU internal energy market
developments and EU funding programmes supported trans-regional and
international foci, influencing Energy Valley’s initial regional focus. There were

shifts to increased international scope and activities (see Lesson 1, pp.176-177; pp.
187-188).

Energy Valley’s changes and need for new strategies as described above reflected
responses to the increasing complexity, and unpredictable future of energy

transition. These responses included strategies characterized by a need for enlarged

scope and diversity to cope with the growing complexity. To extend scope and
diversity, leveraging significant differences offering new solutions for energy

transition and regional challenges became more urgent at all levels, crossing
traditional boundaries and groups. The diagram below illustrates how attractors as
responses to changes in context influence new strategies to ‘fit’ changing landscapes,

and that this in turn, meant exploring significant differences to develop such
strategies to enable enlarged scope and capacities.
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Figure 29 Energy Valley’s cluster dynamics

In order to illustrate cluster dynamics, two examples are provided below.
The need to find practical solutions for the energy transition resulted in EnTranCe. It
was an initiative of GasTerra (main gas trading company), Hanze University, BAM

and ImTech (energy infrastructure companies). This new collaboration pattern

(attractor) was driven by a need to seek solutions for integrated energy systems

(fitness to landscape) by bringing together partners across the value chain, namely,

gas trading company, infrastructure companies and university (significant
differences). The need for new approaches meant new collaboration patterns, and
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thus creating new attractors including a more varied playing field. The scope of

energy companies needed to be extended and new competences and resources were
needed, and this meant that the more urgent the need to change, the more urgent

the search for significant differences beyond traditional strategies, and in turn, the

greater the impact on attractors (systems responses). With EnTranCe, the initial

founders felt that they needed to include new businesses with IT competences,
battery and fuel cell innovations, legal and financial competences, etc. to deal with
energy transition challenges. EnTranCe illustrates shifts in cluster dynamics.

A different phenomenon associated with cluster dynamics is the increase in number

of earthquakes due to gas exploitation. The larger economic interests of gas took
precedence over the safety and well being of local constituents (Commission Meijer
Advisory Report, 2013). The financial crises and European budgetary norms put

pressure on the treasury such that economic and corporate interests dominated

policy decisions. This brought about responses by local constituents (including

businesses) and regional governments (attractor developments). Local protests and
collaborative legal actions were part of responses by private parties whilst regional
governments (provinces) and northern SER coalitions (platform for socio-economic
developments)

negotiated

and

developed

new

strategies

that

included

compensation and injection of capital to boost economic growth in the region, and
carried out negotiations to reduce earthquake dangers. Dialogue sessions were
organized in the affected region to bring differing factions to the table and to seek

new and acceptable solutions (fitness to landscape/significant differences). The

systemic responses of significant developments of citizen protests and collective

efforts (attractors), resulted in a search for new strategies by all parties (fitness to

landscape), and in turn, new innovation potential was sought (significant
differences). Lesson 5 also describes earthquake developments as part of cluster
developments.

4.7.2

Quotes and additional aspects of cluster dynamics

Quotations illustrating attractors in movements in Energy Valley follow:
On the Eems harbour and North Sea developments:

‘There is a complete complex at Eems harbour that has been in development for a
long time now, the chemical and energy [sector] that includes pipelines to allow
exchange of different energy streams….’ [RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
‘Now you see the ENSEA project as an example, that there is active cooperation
with the Germans, and this has been extended to the Norwegians and Scots. Also
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with the Danes when it comes to rolling out LNG…. in all of the Wadden Sea.
Therefore, internationalization is accelerating.’ [Academic Stakeholder, EV7]
‘On shifting energy positions and convergence, and new collaborations:
And then there is the connection between gas and electricity…gas to power and
power to gas interactions…. With the increase in sustainable energy with its
inherent difficulty to manage, there is an increase need for buffers of storage, etc.
At the same time, you see that the electricity world tries to solve this in their
electricity domain and the gas world says that they will do it for gas by [gas]
storage means….’
[Industry Stakeholder, EV16]
On shifting energy transition and consumer behaviours:

‘What we now describe, a trending term, is the energetic society or the dodemocracy, this is a term that you hear when citizens themselves create
sustainability experiences and this is on the increase…. what we see is that a lot of
citizens try to take it [sustainability] up…. through energy…. energy is visible,
tangible…. you can put solar panels on the roof, you can save [energy], it gives an
immediate good feeling, and that is a driving motive. Next to it you have
organizations that have deeper sustainability goals. We want to have a more
coherent neighbourhood; we want to have rural development using energy as a
business case, etc. In Drenthe, you have about 40 visible groups that are active….’
[Civil Society Stakeholder, EV19]

Eems Harbour was deemed an important transport hub that could facilitate cross
border and international developments, which would connect Energy Valley to

foreign energy sources and markets. Developments at Eems Harbour included

setting up LNG terminal facilities and storage capacities; realizing on-shore and

offshore assembly capacities for the North Sea wind parks; realizing facilities that
supported transport and maintenance of North Sea wind parks; developing facilities
for landing offshore energy supply and for the distribution to European hinterlands.

Development of Eems Harbour contributed to transforming Energy Valley’s
capacities to meet changing energy landscapes.

Lesson 1 (pp.187-188) also describes these developments with related quotations.
Quotations capturing fitness to landscape strategies and competences needed:
Need for different competences and focus on ‘applied sciences’

‘There is also a need for a Beta and Gamma combinations in personnel and also
people who can work in teams. For example, social acceptance is a big issue that
could break us and we need to have people who talk differently and think
differently and they have to be taken seriously… the faculty of economics and
business administration in Groningen is the largest faculty in the Netherlands with
I think 6000 students…there is also a need for applied sciences and people are
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afraid to be labelled as being applied and therefore also getting a label of second
class from your colleagues if you are too much involved in practical applications….’
[Academic Stakeholder, EV7]
‘…. alpha beta and gamma combinations that offer more multi-functional
education…. what needs to be included in fundamental knowledge but also in
applied programmes is the systems integration aspect – how different elements
interact with each other. How do you balance wind with gas…. EnTranCe-type
developments.’
[RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
‘Need for different scale is illustrated in various settings and aspects:
There should not be energy tax on renewable energy…windmills and solar energy…
and then, you can also realize large-scale projects, for example a field of
1megawatt and that you deliver to the end user without energy taxes….
Look if you look at the market in the North, take the 3 northern provinces and if we
could all cooperate and procure collectively solar panels then we could get lower
prices….
That is also important to grid companies [utilities] that they can avoid buying
expensive power when the price is high by having storage in batteries… you need to
realize these solutions, not in individual homes but perhaps in transformer
stations….’
[SME Stakeholder, EV15]
‘The international contacts that we use are contacts for knowledge sources… here
Germany is leading… knowledge bearers around the North Sea is for us a focus, but
in principle, at Energy Academy, the world is our stage… Knowledge is in
institutions, but also there is also [knowledge] in practice….’ [RDA Stakeholder,
EV1]
‘We are with ENSEA [European North Sea Energy Alliance] working on this
[internationalization] and this is why we initiated this. Perhaps we need to also
include the Danes and perhaps also the Baltic region for what we want to realize….
not just the research only here but also the coordination and steering, and thus the
nerve centre.’ [Academic Stakeholder, EV7]
‘What we are doing here is ‘small’ but actually in Brussels it is a big agenda…we
shared with Brussels how it [energy transition] needs to develop, the environment
that is needed, so we have shown it on a small-scale but it is a question of whether
all of us want to go with it and make it a success [on larger-scale]….’ [Academic
Stakeholder, EV24]
Lesson 1 (p.185; 178-180) also describes fitness to landscape strategies and need
for new competences with related quotations.

Quotations below illustrate significant differences in the cluster and how these

potential solutions and strategies were considered:

‘….the essential change the transition has seen, and that is interactions between
electricity and gas; between large scale and small scale; between the different
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forms of infrastructure; between the triple helix [partners]. Through all of this, the
playing field has become more complex.’ [RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
‘The focus is clear and if we try to create opportunities [to support sustainable
energy]…. the story is about the energy trail in the Veen Colony where [you can
choose] large-scale energy with big investments or [choose] making houses energy
neutral and keep the money in the region; if we can link to local housing
corporations then we have an interesting concept and that is we put our energy.’
[Civil Society Stakeholder, EV19]
‘Offshore wind is very important for us…. offshore wind is one of the limited
sustainable energy sources with the potential for large-scale production and if well
executed, a very reliable source of energy without the protests [opposition] of landbased renewable energy. Another reason we are keen for this is the optimal
location that we have to assemble and maintain these wind parks. The number of
direct jobs from a 1350 MW park is about 3000 or 4000 jobs…. this is a problem
with the power plant in the Eems harbour there are now jobs for 3 or 4 or 5
thousand jobs but once finished it offers only 100 jobs.’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
‘Besides the level of knowledge, in applied sciences university, there is more of the
transverse [horizontal] part of ‘T’ whilst in fundamental knowledge development is
per definition in the vertical part and this is why there is in terms of contents
divided segments…. the Hanze have a different role in the game ….you can in any
case say that Hanze has an important task…. to ensure that the various disciplines
of knowledge is channelled to create value…. you need to do two things, you need
to bring the different segments together and get people to work together and
Hanze needs to be made accountable for its responsibility to make this happen.’
[Academic Stakeholder, EV24]
‘…. if you consider the stakeholders then you have a few initiators that are
responsible for the energy transition process and the national government is one of
them. But also the regional [governments] have a role to create the framework
conditions to enable initiatives to take place. There is role to create the right
framework conditions but this is very difficult….’ [Academic Stakeholder, EV24]
Lesson 1 (pp.187-188) also provides insights into significant differences present and

the search for ‘new’ competences and resources.

There were large differences in Energy Valley that contributed to increased

complexity with its threat of discord in the cluster due to limited coherence in
stakeholder strategies, whilst providing diversity and innovation potential needed
to deal with complex energy transition and regional challenges. In other words,

Energy Valley’s significant differences could support or weaken attractor
developments, whilst attractors and changing landscapes causing the diversity and

complexity demanded new fitness to landscape strategies. At the same time,

potential ‘risks’ due to the diversity and the need for policy and coherence in the
cluster were also addressed below in the following quotes:
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Embedded nature of energy developments and complexity

‘There will be a need for a macro system in the future; certainly when 60 to 90 Giga
watt wind parks are realized in the North Sea, and concentration of large demand
for energy lies in middle Europe. We then have a logistics problem to meet
differentiated demand and supply challenges…. and gas is an important part [of
the solution], but also, for example, energy storage can be accommodated in the
pumping systems [of gas].’ [RDA Stakeholder, EV1]

‘The concept of working together in the region, internationalization, like Hansa
Economic Corridor, [HEC]….it is different [for us]. All four provinces acknowledge
the necessity…but we do not know exactly what needs to be done; we know that
there is a lot to be done….’ [Policy Stakeholder, EV8]
Consistency and direction in policy

‘It is not so much about policy incentives but that policy was something that people
can blindly trust and go their way about things. Let us say that the government
chooses to set out a policy based on gas only, but then at least we know what the
direction is. Right now, we do not know, it changes too much.’
[Civil Society Stakeholder, EV19]

‘There is a whole process under way in the Netherlands to reach a national energy
accord, for which we are happy as it is not only steered by politics but by a more
broader [coalition], but also because of a more consistent policy…. you are asking a
lot of businesses to invest in things that will be there for 20-25 years and if you
keep changing your direction every 2 year, and then its wind energy that is
important and then its solar, that is killing.’ [RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
Top-down steering of national policy

‘There is something to be said about regions…. and the State too has its ideas about
clustering, smart specialization…and looked at how they could fit these in and they
looked at Top Sectors for example. They have identified a number of top sectors,
smart specializations….. following this, they explored how this can be implemented
in the regions, and that was a puzzle… we have indeed looked at top sectors in
terms of sectors but that is not quite regions, and that is problematic….yes, and
that is always via the Ministry of Economic Affairs or [Ministry of] Internal Affairs.’
[Policy Stakeholder, EV14]

Distrust and negative image of sector (see also Lesson 1, pp. 182-184)

‘The sector is not able to be transparent and communicate with the general public
and this has had a negative effect on the image. The industry has shot itself in its
foot; you see that with the CO2, with the Shale gas, and with the earthquakes. I
think that they were not handy in their approach and so they need to learn and
ensure that it gets done differently.’ [Industry Stakeholder, EV10]
‘There are more projects [abroad] where the support from the government is a lot
more comprehensive, but also longer. There is a more solid foundation and you can
see that the markets [there] develop faster and are further in their developments.
In the Netherlands, in the last five years despite the pressure and subsidies that are
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supposedly meant for this, there is relatively little upgrading taking place, for
example in biogas installations. If we talk about England or Germany, there is
almost a doubling every year [of upgrading].’ [SME Stakeholder, EV23]
To summarize, potential risks related to cluster dynamics and developments were:
-

Potential lack of coherence in cluster

-

and spin-offs of specialized energy cluster (LNG cluster, biomass hubs)

Risk of fragmentation by sub-clusters (e.g. North Holland’s Energy Board)
Risk that regional and cluster scales may not be the ‘right’ scale or the only

scale necessary; flexible scales needed to meet complexity of different
-

challenges

Growth of distrust in cluster related to national economic interests

supersedes public safety, regional developments and energy transition

-

developments

-

regulatory conditions

Potential ‘cluster drain’ due to limited knowledge capacities, market and
Risks of delay in energy transition and uncertainties in energy sector
developments

More details on cluster dynamics are found in Appendix 9.
4.7.3

Overview of Energy Valley’s cluster dynamics and proposition

This sub-section provides an overview of key aspects of Energy Valley’s cluster
dynamics followed by a proposition on cluster dynamics based on these insights.
The table below is a summary of the key points.
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Table 32 Insights into cluster dynamics
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Energy Valley’s cluster dynamics provided insights that have been formulated as a
proposition in the table below supported by these insights. The proposition is
discussed in more detail in Appendix 14.

Cluster dynamics are
interconnected system
responses to changes in
its context; namely,
attractors to new
movements and
changing stakeholder
perceptions, fitness to
landscape strategies to
meet changing
contextual challenges,
using significant
differences as a
potential for new path
creations.

-

-

-

-

Cluster response to contextual changes was noticeable in shifts in
underlying processes and patterns.
Changing cluster context affected connectedness, scope and scale of
cluster dynamics.
Risk of ‘cluster drain’ due to inadequate capacities and resources in
the cluster and ‘pull’ of external factors (resources, innovation
conditions).
New competences and strategies needed to ‘fit’ the changing contexts
that included an enlarged scope (beyond traditional knowledge
development, sectoral and regional borders).
Shifting underlying patterns and processes, attractors, connected to
need for new competences and strategies, fitness to landscape, and
existing significant differences.
Significant differences in cluster contributing to shifts in underlying
processes and patterns and offering new opportunities for change and
path creation.

Table 33 Proposition on cluster dynamics

This Lesson described findings on cluster dynamics of Energy Valley and also
insights into the interrelated nature of cluster dynamics. The next Lesson focusses

on findings related to cluster transformations.

4.8 Lesson 5: Cluster transformations – transforming systems
development
Lesson 5 focusses on Energy Valley’s cluster transformations, which include two

aspects, transforming interactions and emerging patterns. Overlaps between cluster
dynamics and cluster transformations are inevitable as cluster dynamics captures

underlying and expected changes whilst the cluster transformations are the visible

changes.

Energy Valley’s transforming interactions resulted in shifts in strategy, vision, scope,
scale, stakeholders’ roles and governance structures; new or different types of

collaborations,

interactions,

communications,

organizations,

platforms

and

stakeholders; and changes in feelings of trust and how this in turn drove new
developments (Details in Appendix 9). A few examples of changing interaction and

collaboration patterns are described below to illustrate these findings.
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EnTranCe, the subject of the initial pilot study, illustrates how transforming
interactions in Energy Valley were taking place. This example has been used to

illustrate cluster dynamics and in this section, the change in the nature of

interactions will be highlighted. Organized meetings and informal sessions at the
local football club’s Skybox brought together key stakeholders where the future of

energy in Energy Valley was a regular theme. These sessions were responsible for
the emergence of EnTranCe where GasTerra, BAM, Imtech and Hanze University of

Applied Sciences decided to create an open innovation space for energy transition
challenges. These various partners decided to initiate a collaboration that would
invite energy businesses along the value chain to collectively seek solutions to the

energy transition. The open innovation nature of the facilities was new where

competitors would share knowledge and facilities. The urgent need to deal with the
unpredictable and complex nature of energy transition pushed stakeholders to
deeper levels of collaborations. The collaborating partners also had to agree to

collective strategies and joint experimentation including the whole value chain and

engaging a systems approach were also transformations that were new to the
cluster. At EnTranCe, partners were also sought outside the traditional energy

sector as challenges related to digital infrastructure and business models were
expected. New laws were also needed to facilitate new and more integrated energy

systems that would break down sectoral barriers. The re-sale of solar energy at

recreational facilities and car parks for e-vehicles is an example of how
developments for new technology, regulations and fiscal policies have been
supported through projects at EnTranCe. Storage of surplus decentralized energy
within homes and through gas systems are more examples of interdisciplinary and

cross-sectoral solutions realized by the new collaborations emerging at EnTranCe
and elsewhere.

The following quotation illustrates how EnTranCe worked and the how
transforming interactions that resulted in dealing with energy transition challenges.

‘At EnTranCe, companies contribute their expertise and work together with other
companies’ expertise to move forward [on energy transition challenges]. With a
few companies we have identified an agenda and we work with the formula that
they send their surplus capacity to EnTranCe and RenQi to work on collective
projects. This has happened, just like, ‘omheind’ [fenced off], but super important….
these are small examples of how we can do this without banks [investments]…. One
example, a programme of 15 – 20 partners which is halfway and there is an
interim evaluation; what began as a group of strong egocentric partners, has
become partners and you see how they communicate, look each other up, there is a
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high degree of collective effort…. they know each other, they together they
identified common challenges and that is a big step in a short time and there will
be follow-up activities to continue the collective approach. So you see how this
works and can work. ‘ [Academic Stakeholder, EV24]
Energy Academy Europe (EAE) is an important example of the changes in

collaboration. This new institute has given visibility to newly developed ‘energy’
programmes. The commitments of the two universities in the city of Groningen to

the ‘energy’ developments are reflected in this initiative. The close collaboration of

these two universities in this venture reflects a breaking down of barriers between

the more prestigious academic university and the more highly valued professional
educational institute that serves industry as well as a convergence of goals

regarding energy transition challenges. The setting up of this separate energy

institute has forged increasing international collaborations and visibility of Energy
Valley’s knowledge capacity and developments. There have been more regular visits

to and from the European Commission and its agencies. Joint master classes
organized by the EAE meant that new interactions and networks between students

of both universities have been realized. The following information from EAE’s
website describes details of recent collaborations and transforming interactions:

‘Since its inception appointments of internationally renowned energy staff,
including its director; collaborations with national (ECN, TNO) and international
institutions (in Shaanxi) for energy research and education; collaborations with
social partners for national public debate on energy; and collaborations with EU
Energy Charter Secretariat for joint research and knowledge sharing in energy
specializations.‘
[Summary of press releases; http://www.energyacademy.org/press-centre/pressreleases; retrieved 22 April 2016]

Another development in Energy Valley was the development of new integrated
energy systems, which needed new infrastructure and policy frameworks as well as
research, development and innovation. These new energy systems were being

developed at the micro level, in homes and neighbourhoods; at the meso-levels such
as green gas hubs/business transition parks and cities; and at the macro-levels such

as the Hansa Energy Corridor and North Sea programmes. These integrated energy

systems developments were examples of transforming interactions that displayed
new and joint vision, new collaboration structures, convergence of knowledge

capacities and interests that were at the core of the changes in Energy Valley cluster.

The following quote illustrates the micro, meso and macro-level transforming
interactions:
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‘Meppel energy is an example. In Meppel a new neighbourhood is developed with
400 houses that can deploy smart grids. The same was for Hoogkerk that is going
into phase 2.
Another example is what we call the energy transition parks. These are local nodes
of businesses and electricity. A good example is Wijster in middle Drenthe, an
industrial area where Attero a waste incinerator generates warmth, electricity and
gas and working with targeted parties, through working sessions, there is a profile
of this being an energy transition park. A heat exchange grid has been realized
where electricity is transmitted to and fro. A chicken waste processing company
has located here as it needs heat for its processes and it has biomass available for
Attero, and as such a closed loop is realized on location.
There is a formal collaboration with North Germany, Norway and Scotland in the
ENSEA programme where these countries jointly identify collective challenges of
the next decades, which is also relevant to Europe. Grid infrastructure for offshore
wind is an obvious challenge. Identifying if specific laws and regulation in the
different countries form a barrier for interactive energy exchanges. Those types of
challenges are being addressed with the North Sea partners…. obvious connecting
issues….the similar mentality….’ [RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
The collective development of the diverse regional and municipality administrations

in Energy Valley, namely, ‘De Plus van Noord Nederland’, ‘Green Deal’ and ‘Switch’

initiatives as described in the earlier section on transforming interactions, reflected
a deeper collaboration in the cluster. These documents also reflect more coherence
in Energy Valley even as the diverse interests have been embraced. The need to

collaborate and to strengthen the peripheral position of the northern provinces and
that of Energy Valley resulted in this transformation. The quotation below captures
the shifts and transformations of energy policy developments for the North
Netherlands.

‘Around 2007, the first big energy accord North Netherlands was reached, thanks
to Ed Nijpels…. that brought a lot more alignment. We started working
programmatically…. And now, 2.5 years later, we decided to take it to a higher
level, have more focus…. and that is how the [energy] vizier resulted.’
[Policy Stakeholder, EV8]

Lesson 1 described transformative interactions with related quotations about new
collaborations, governance and trust patterns (pp. 187-188, 182-184 and 185

respectively).

The second part of cluster transformations is its emerging patterns. Energy Valley
cluster shifted from a relatively simple and regionally based energy cluster to one

that was the more complex and ‘open’ connecting to new energy and new players,
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scopes and scales, new types of businesses with new business and financial models,

more systemic ecosystems approaches whereby both centralized and decentralized
developments and movements were taking place. These shifts in Energy Valley
reflected a new playing field with new systems dynamics evolving as a result of EU
liberalization of energy markets specifically but also other drivers of change.

Lesson 1 also captures evidence of emerging systems patterns, particularly the

‘ecosystems thinking’ (pp. 192-193). Below are quotations capturing systems
changes in the cluster:

‘.... the essential change the transition has seen, and that is interactions between
electricity and gas; between large scale and small scale; between the different
forms of infrastructure; between the triple helix [partners]. Through all of this, the
playing field has become more complex.’ [RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
‘It began as local, then it was regional and now it is supra-regional with the Hansa
connection in particular….’ [Academic Stakeholder, EV6]

‘I think that it is now the post-natural gas era as we are moving that way…. You
see how GasTerra now is exploring Power to Gas as an example, now that KEMA
bought the Gasunie Research arm and are focussed on gas, they [GasTerra] are
suddenly thinking about electricity. Thinking of wind and solar.’ [Academic
Stakeholder, EV6]
Emerging developments at Energy Valley showed that energy transition challenges
demanded new combinations of organizations, knowledge, stakeholders, solutions

and ideas which when successful developed into new energy sub-clusters. The
complexity and scope of Energy Valley and the developments related to energy

transition all contributed to the need for diverse responses and solutions.

The transforming interactions and collaborations are indications of changing

systems pattern in which changing collaborations included alliances across borders,
different energy and other sectors, and new stakeholders and groups, spanning

different and new levels, from local to international. The increasing collaboration
that extended beyond traditional boundaries reflected a growing trust even as

bottom-up developments were partly influenced by a lack of trust (see cluster

dynamics earlier). Furthermore, these changing collaborations reflected growing
diversity and complexity, that was also reflected in new strategies and patterns in
Energy Valley – diversity, enlarged scope and scales, more local and grassroots

developments of bottom-up and self-organizing processes. Increased collective
efforts in the cluster indicated more alignment, coherence and accountability. The
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visible transformations captured local activities and patterns of interactions, but
also that there were qualitative changes to cluster systems.

The illustration below captures the two aspects of cluster transformations.

Figure 30 Cluster transformations in Energy Valley

The next sub-section provides an overview of cluster transformations and

propositions related to cluster transformations.
4.8.1

Overview of cluster transformations and propositions

Key findings on transforming interactions and emerging patterns including insights

into changes in the cluster’s organizing principles are captured in the table below.
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Table 34 Insight into cluster transformations

Insights into Energy Valley’s cluster transformations and organizing processes have
been developed into propositions in the next table. These propositions are discussed

in more detail in Appendix 14.
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Cluster performance is
visible in transforming
interactions and
contributes to macro
level emergent systems
patterns.

-

-

Cluster developments
are influenced by both
top-down steering and
self-organizing
processes.

-

New connections and collaborations in cluster due to changing
dynamics and context.
Changes in stakeholders, competence and knowledge developments,
interactions and collaborations, vision and scope were visible in
cluster, transforming interactions.
Fragmentation of knowledge developments occurred less frequently
and new stakeholders were more connected to cluster.
‘Trust’ was conditional reflecting changing governance patterns.
System level changes in cluster, emergent patterns, included more
‘open’ and different connections; movements to more ‘local’ and more
‘international’ scales; more ‘complex energy systems’; more systemic
approaches; changes in strategy, position, visibility, vision,
organizational structures and governance; more ‘self-organized
business, citizen and innovation spaces’.
Cluster developments were marked by both top-down and bottom-up
initiatives that extended from local to EU levels: shifts in centreperiphery relations between national government and cluster were
visible as well as the traditional cascading hierarchical structure from
national to regional to local was changing in part due to EU policies
(regions connected to European regional developments); new bottomup movements, self-organizing processes, were emerging, supported
in part by EU policies

Table 35 Propositions on cluster performance and organizing processes

This Lesson captured insights into cluster transformations. The next Lesson
describes findings on systems development patterns at different systems levels.

4.9

Lesson 6: Systems-in-systems developments

Energy Valley is embedded in national and EU levels. Information on Energy Valley,

national and EU policies were addressed in the interviews with stakeholders and
policy officials, also at national and EU levels. Key findings are described in this

section. Further information on energy developments at the national and EU levels
is provided in Appendix 9.

The ‘systems-in-systems developments’ showed that similarities and differences in
the different levels in responses to contextual changes and some of these aspects are

described here with quotations to illustrate. The focus of the descriptions has been
the EU levels as Energy Valley and national levels have also been addressed in the
earlier Lessons. An overview of the findings is presented later in the section.

Shared context and hierarchical relationships of the EU and its Member States (MS),
and national governments and regions accounted for parallels in systems patterns

and developments in the case of the EU, the Netherlands and Energy Valley
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region/cluster. The shared context comprised globalization and global trends as

drivers of change, specifically those related to energy transition developments. Part
of the shared context is also EU policy. The EU ‘frames’ matters regarding energy

security, EU internal market, sustainability and innovation agendas supporting

sustainable competitiveness. The shared context contributes to similar emerging

systems patterns across all levels.

‘No energy company invests on the basis of national policies only, they watch
Brussels, investments for 30, 40 years… and they look at ETS policy…. what
Brussels will do with CO2 policy….other policies…you see that Brussels is
increasingly setting the reference framework…. and the market makes its choices
based on this.’
[Dutch EU representative, EV25]

Differences in systems developments at the three levels could be accounted for by

path dependent factors. The EU with 27 Member States, each with its own history,

politics, geography and socio-economic composition meant that different needs,

interests and resources were reflected in their energy mix and policies. Taken as a
whole, at the EU level, the diversity of energy resources and energy mix meant that

different energy policies were pursued compared to the Netherlands with its gas

dominant history and interests.

‘…. it has been determined that Member States are responsible for their energy
sources. Thus The Netherlands decides on its energy reserves to give an example.
Member States are responsible for their energy mix so we determine how we, and
whether we [use] gas or nuclear or…. the Commission is responsible for security of
supply even as States are responsible to facilitate [renewable] energy and energy
efficiency and therefore they provide guidelines on targets for [renewable] energy
but they do not say how you must do it.’

Also,
‘….I think historically, the countries are for example pro-nuclear….France, UK and
other countries as well, Czech, Slovakia….others want all [nuclear] plants in
Europe closed, Luxumberg, Belgium, Germany, Austria, Denmark… they decided for
an energy mix that is not suited for this…’
And,
‘….there are countries who are huge producers of fossil fuels like Netherlands, UK
and these are also countries with a lot of gas. There are also countries like
Germany, [but also] Spain who do not have any fossil fuel, yes they have very
different interests…’
[Dutch EU representative, EV25]
The EU aimed for self-reliance to limit its dependence on oil and gas nations such as

Russia. This meant that renewables are favoured over fossil fuels, strengthened by

its climate change commitments. In the Netherlands, gas dominance in the energy

mix and policy continued to prevail even as the Netherlands were committed to
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reaching renewable energy targets set by the European Commission. For some
Member States but also for the EU, reliance on Russia is an important aspect of
energy policy:

‘Therefore, the EU is a huge chance for them through infrastructure, gas pipes from
North to South and West to East instead of only the pipes from Russia…. Thus the
internal market and new infrastructure us a huge opportunity for [increased]
security of supply – risks and dependence on Russia to be reduced.’
[Dutch EU representative, EV25]

The move or ‘pull’ towards diversity and sustainability in the energy mix rather than
dominance of any one particular energy source at the EU level was a visible attractor
pattern. Energy Valley and the Netherlands also saw attractors that moved towards
more sustainability but existing energy mix and energy policies veered towards

protecting vested interests (fossil, gas).

‘On 15 December 2011, the European Commission adopted the Communication
"Energy Roadmap 2050". The EU is committed to reducing greenhouse gas
emissions to 80-95% below 1990 levels by 2050 in the context of necessary
reductions by developed countries as a group. In the Energy Roadmap 2050 the
Commission explores the challenges posed by delivering the EU's decarbonisation
objective while at the same time ensuring security of energy supply and
competitiveness. The Energy Roadmap 2050 is the basis for developing a long-term
European framework together with all stakeholders.’
[Energy2020, http://ec.europa.eu/energy/energy2020/roadmap/index_en.htm]

Shifts in patterns related to stakeholders had similarities across the levels due to

energy transition developments, namely, stakeholders from different sectors were
becoming engaged in energy, consumer and business roles were changing, power

and influence of traditional and new energy players were also shifting. There were,
however, visible differences in governance structures. Dutch consensus model

(polder model) and closer collaborations between Triple-helix partners were

evident compared to fragmentation (protectionism and opportunism by MS and
lobby groups) that was prevalent at the EU levels.

An important commonality of all levels was the growing complexity of energy

transition’s context. Insights into systems-in-systems developments reflect both the

significance of interconnected systems developments and of initial conditions of
path dependency, container and stakeholders at the various levels.
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4.9.1

Overview of systems-in-systems findings and proposition

The table below provides an overview of key findings of emerging systems patterns
of the different levels, showing the systems-in-systems interconnectedness.
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Table 36 Comparison of system patterns between Energy Valley, the Netherlands and EU levels

The systems-in-systems analysis supports insights into Energy Valley cluster

developments in its broader systems context. The insights show how systems at

different levels are interconnected and undergo similar developments whilst
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differences stem from their different initial conditions and the subsequent dynamics

and emergent systems patterns. These insights have been developed into a
proposition on systems-in-systems developments based on the findings of this
Lesson.

Clusters are systemsin-systems connected
to higher-level
systems (national and
EU) where parallel
emerging patterns as
well as tensions are
present due to
differences in systems
at different levels.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

All 3 levels of systems (EV, NL, EU) reflected increasing complexity and
common external drivers of change.
Similarities in container features existed at all levels related to energy
developments; global markets and economics were framing energy
transition; sustainability was a high priority; and EU was leading in
most aspects of energy policy for the lower level systems of NL and EV.
Path dependency and lock-in risks were different at different levels;
diversity and conflicting interests were greatest at EU level whilst lockin risk was greater at NL/EV level than at EU level.
Stakeholder developments were similar at all levels where new
sectors, consumer engagement, cross-sector, cross-border and
international stakeholders were evident; power differences,
dominance and visibility of fossil stakeholders due to resources were
also present at all levels; closer stakeholder relations and
collaborations were present at EV/NL level compared to EU levels;
consequently more fragmentation at EU levels (in part due to path
dependency).
Common attractors were sustainable economic growth, energy
efficiency, decentralized energy and demand-side focus; differences in
attractors were for EV/NL focus on role of gas in energy transition and
innovations but EU was aiming at energy independence.
Fitness to landscape strategies, where the need for new and
sustainable energy solutions included cross-sectoral and multidisciplinary competences and innovation and collaborations, were
present at all levels.
Significant differences whereby differences were leveraged were seen
in collaborative and consensus practices in EV/NL and the EU; there
were however differences in levels such as the fragmentation and
strong lobby culture in the EU where fossil and new energy players
pitted against each other; the Dutch ‘polder model’ tended towards
dialogue with traditional and new energy stakeholders as part of
triple-helix partners.
Transforming interactions reflected more interactions, coordination,
collaborations and policy on energy, innovation and energy transition
at all levels; EU levels showed more fragmentation and lobby culture
whereas in Energy Valley collaborative platforms (Dutch polder
model) and dialogues were more dominant.
Emerging patterns in all levels showed more commitment to
sustainability, which fostered more horizontal interactions and
collaborations; however, economic agendas remained important in
energy policies; Systems developments were both self-organizing and
steered centrally.

Table 37 Proposition on systems-in-systems developments
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This Lesson explained interrelatedness of embedded systems developments. Lesson
7 describes developments in Energy Valley of interrelated and overlapping systems.

4.10 Lesson 7: Interrelated overlapping systems developments

Lesson 7 expands the findings of Energy Valley’s developments (Lessons 1-5) by
mapping energy transition developments and challenges onto the insights into its

developments. The analysis looks at ‘energy transition’ relates to cluster

developments and the other dominant frames of ‘economic’ and ‘regional’ aspects
(see Lesson 2). Inputs from energy experts provided additional insights into energy
transition developments in Energy Valley. The diagram below captures energy

transition developments mapped on to Energy Valley’s developments. Insights from

the other Lessons were included in the mapping.
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Figure 31 Energy Valley’s interconnected energy and cluster developments

The three dominant frames are captured in orange in the diagram above whilst

feedback loops (arrows) connect different aspects (white boxes) related to the main

domains. Finally, cluster developments are captured to show changes in
interactions, stakeholders and the emerging patterns (purple boxes). Highlights of
systems interconnectedness are described below.

The analysis shows how energy systems are complex and interconnected to various
developments of energy production, consumption and infrastructure whilst energy

developments are also connected to EU policies and developments, national

economic interests (BV Nederland/Netherlands Inc.), regional agendas and
developments, path dependent factors of the cluster, and possible game changes
(shale, earthquake, etc.).

EU market liberalization developments, driven by energy security needs, saw shifts

in consumption and production developments. Production and consumption of
energy in the Netherlands became more complex. The EU, consumer behaviours,

decentralized energy solutions with related infrastructure challenges contributed to
the complexity. Energy market developments due to market liberalizations meant

new competition, new players in Energy Valley including mergers and take-overs,

shifting consumer roles to become producers (prosumers), etc. Consumer behaviour

changes in turn boosted renewable energy production even as energy transition
agenda fuelled local and decentralized renewable energy productions. Local energy

systems were becoming increasingly complex, which in turn meant huge

investments and innovations needed to meet decentralized and new energy systems

developments. The increased complexity of energy systems was also at other levels

(see Lesson 6) seen in outages at the EU level that also reflected the need for new
infrastructure investments and developments.

Looking at Energy Valley developments from the regional development perspective,

emerging patterns and changes, including EU regulations and targets, as well as the

initial EU market liberalization changes, resulted in changes in stakeholders and
stakeholder interactions in Energy Valley. New emerging patterns in turn influenced

regional development strategies and developments.
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The overlapping systems analysis showed cluster developments of Energy Valley as

being intertwined with energy transition, regional developments and economic

interests and developments at the EU, national and local levels. Systems interactions

of related and overlapping systems were demonstrated to be significant to cluster
developments in this analysis in which path dependency and game changing drivers
of change had a part.
4.10.1 Quotations

supporting

insights

into

energy

transition

and

cluster

developments
The following quotations are based on inauguration speeches of energy experts at
Hanze University of Applied Sciences on developments in energy transition and

regional developments. They capture key aspects of energy transition developments

in the context of Energy Valley.

Role of EU - market liberalization; climate change and depletion of fossil fuel
‘The need for an energy transition is no longer a discussion for the majority. The
European Commission has indicated in its plan of action 2050 the necessary steps
to be taken, namely, that the energy system needs to be “ontkoold” [removal of
coal] and that energy efficiency and renewable energy needs to be stimulated.’
[Expert 1]
‘Within Europe, each member state is allowed to implement its own energy politics.
Even as Germany chooses for “atom-ausstieg” [‘nuclear-exit’], France does not
intend to reduce its nuclear generated electricity capacities. Green and grey energy
need to be transported via the same grids…’ [Expert 1]
‘The energy transition, in my opinion, is not driven by the depletion of fossil energy
supplies but by climate change needs.’ [Expert 2]
Energy transition (changing energy sector)
‘In the development of the energy sector from a relatively closed system to more
market [system], but also moving from a supply to demand driven one, it is
important to a) keep what is good b) keep things running during the transition,
and c) anticipate resistance. The ‘good’ stands for safety, security of supply,
affordable energy prices, availability and sustainability.’ [Expert 1]
‘The integration of fossil and renewable energy; the energy transition will take
decades.’ [Expert 3]
‘Energy transition is a huge challenge. Affordability is key to success...’ [Expert 3]
Alignment of supply and demand (challenges and risks)
‘The matching of supply and demand, also known as balancing, is becoming more
important due to the addition of off-shore wind parks in our energy system. The
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matching becomes increasingly difficult, and this could lead to overloading the
electricity grid network and to outages, also known as black-out.’ [Expert 2]
‘Since 2000 and up to March 2013 there were major European outages. In some
cases these were due to external factors (extreme snow fall), but more often, the
cause of this was overload of the grid. One example of this is the overload of the
electricity grid in Germany in November 2006, when millions of people in part of
France, Italy, Spain, Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands and Croatia were without
power.’ [Expert 2]
Complexity of energy system (energy production shifts)
Energy production – traditional

‘The energy infrastructure forms a link between energy production and energy
consumption. The current infrastructure is based on the use of large scale
production capacities such as electricity power plants, in which the energy is
brought to the consumer in [cascading] steps according to the “waterfall
principle”.’ [Expert 3]

Energy production - RE

‘There is a change. Increasingly, energy production is decentralized. Decentralized
production, think of sun and wind [energy], is independent of local demands of
energy. This means that energy infrastructure has an additional task to
fulfil...mobility of energy [to balance needs and supply]’ [Expert 3]
’The energy challenges are concentrated around the question of demand and
supply of centralized energy developments such as wind energy parks, and of
decentralized sustainable energy developments that are increasing taking place in
neighbourhoods, villages and cities.’ [Expert 2]

Complexity and impact of energy systems developments
Need for big investments

‘The model [of relying on adjacent energy supply] requires very large investments
of main grids. In the next 10 years, expansion of electricity transmission capacities
in North-West Europe requires at least 75 billion euros; this translates to 1000
euros per family. And this is only the beginning of the energy transition.’ [Expert 3]

Emerging patterns in energy transition
Decentralized energy generation

‘In the first place, we need to ensure that as little as possible energy needs to be
transported ’ [Expert 3]

Power balancing

‘Due to increasing sustainable energy sources, wind, sun, biogas, the need for
innovative balancing arises.’ [Expert 1]
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‘We are moving towards a model in which households, municipalities, regions and
perhaps countries are increasingly realizing their sustainable electricity
generation in terms of their annual needs; but even when this is not realized, there
is electricity exchange with the adjacent next level as a buffer; and when this is not
possible, the energy exchange moves to the next higher level.’ [Expert 3]
Integration of gas and electricity
‘The integration of gas and electricity brings a lot of advantages. Transport of gas
is 10 cheaper than transport of electricity. Gas storage is more than 1000 times
cheaper.’ [Expert 3]
‘We can neglect gas and focus on using 100% electricity. But this is very expensive.
One alternative is to use the existing gas infrastructure. Gas gets a systems function
in the increasingly sustainable energy supply. Gas in itself can be made sustainable
through the green gas route. In this way, we make energy transition affordable.
And hence increases chances of success’ [Expert 3]
Integration fossil and renewable energy
‘This [affordable energy transition] can be achieved through limiting energy
transport; alignment of gas and electricity; and use of existing gas infrastructure
as a system function… and the need to improve our innovation capacities.’ [Expert
3]
‘The SER Energieakkoord [energy agreement] aimed at sustainable growth had a
lot of attention for smart energy networks, the supportive role of gas and the
flexible use of gas.’ [Expert 2]
New European laws and regulations
‘The energy infrastructure was up to a few years’ ago mostly top-down,
increasingly there is a new development, more bottom-up. Decentralized
generation of energy leads to new standards and guidelines, also applicable to
energy infrastructure’ [Expert 2]
‘In the third European package [packet], European guidelines are described in
which it describes how member states are expected, on the one hand, to safeguard
European security of supply, and on the other hand, how to develop local ‘smart
grids’. The European Grid code provides norms in regulating how energy at the
European level is transported amongst member states. Interconnection between
member states is seen as being critical for an integrated European energy market.
Interconnections between member states are realized via energy infrastructure,
which is inadequate at the existing moment.’ (Expert 1)
The analysis showed how energy transition developments were connected to EU

policies, changing energy production, consumer demands for renewables, increasing
complexity of energy systems and the impacts of such complexity at the global
(climate change), EU, national and local levels (outages, integration of national
energy systems, balancing, new regulations and standards) and impacts on the
energy sector. At the same time, these changes were in turn creating new systems
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patterns within the energy system but also for the energy cluster, and national and

economic interests reflecting interconnectedness of energy systems developments.
The insights of this Lesson reinforce insights on systems-in-systems developments
of Lesson 6.

Clusters are embedded
in related and
overlapping systems
interacting and
influencing cluster
developments.

-

-

-

-

-

EU level energy systems developments influenced local cluster
developments that resulted in shifts in the nature of supply and
demand and alignment of these in the local energy system.
Energy transition as a result of fossil fuel depletion and climate
change agenda also influenced local energy systems and increased
renewable energy and more complex energy systems resulted.
Consumer behaviour supported increased decentralized and
sustainable energy sources that increased complexity of local energy
systems as intermittency of supply needed to be met.
Increased decentralized energy systems meant huge investments in
infrastructure were needed, strengthened by outages at EU levels, due
to infrastructure challenges.
Regional developments respond to energy liberalization and energy
transition developments.
EU energy systems, energy transition, consumer behaviour patterns
had influences on local and regional systems.

Table 38 Proposition on related and overlapping systems in cluster developments

The proposition on cluster developments of related and overlapping systems is
discussed in more detail in Appendix 10.

Energy Valley cluster developments, interrelatedness and dynamics of systems

within and across different systems were demonstrated in this Lesson. The next
section provides an overview of Lessons 1-7 and resulting propositions.
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4.11 Overview of propositions on cluster developments
The propositions on cluster developments based on the findings of Energy Valley are

provided in the table below.
P1

Cluster developments, connected to context and contextual changes, and driven by
internal and external drivers of change, are becoming increasingly complex.

P2

Cluster developments are connected to their initial conditions of container, stakeholders
and path dependent factors.

P3

Cluster dynamics are interconnected system responses to changes in its context; namely,
attractors to new movements and changing stakeholder perceptions, fitness to landscape
strategies to meet changing contextual challenges, using significant differences as a
potential for new path creations.

P4

Cluster performance is visible in transforming interactions and contributes to macro
level emergent systems patterns.

P5

Cluster developments are influenced by both top-down steering and self-organizing
processes.
Clusters are systems-in-systems connected to higher-level systems (national and EU)
where parallel emerging patterns as well as tensions are present due to differences in
systems at different levels.

P6

P7

Clusters are embedded in related and overlapping systems interacting and influencing
cluster developments.

Table 39 Propositions on cluster developments

The next section presents insights into interconnected cluster developments based
on additional analyses of case studies (Appendix 13) and discussions of the case
studies (Appendix 14).

4.12 Insights into cluster systems dynamics
The analyses of the additional cases of Karlstad and Silicon Valley and revisiting
Energy Valley provided enhanced insights into cluster systems that built on the
initial propositions on cluster developments (Table 39 above). Detailed analyses of

Karlstad and Silicon Valley in the light of Energy Valley’s propositions are found in

Appendix 13.

The supplementary cases and reiterative analyses of the three cases (Appendix 14)

offered insights into clusters that were based on these clusters with their different
sectors, regions, phases of development and contexts.

The next sub-section provides the resulting insights into cluster systems

developments based on the final analyses of all three cases.
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4.12.1 Overview of insights into cluster systems dynamics
Specific insights into Energy Valley were verified and enhanced through the

analyses of the supplementary cases of mature clusters from different sectors and
geographical areas with different cluster conditions and developments.

These additional cases and reiterative analyses of all three cases resulted in more

nuanced insights into cluster systems dynamics that were grounded in multiple
cluster contexts. The insights into cluster developments as interconnected systems
are presented in the table below.
Cluster aspect

Insight into cluster systems developments

Changing context

Cluster developments are interconnected to developments in the
region and the larger context, and become increasingly complex due
to internal and external drivers of change, and different responses of
stakeholders.
Initial conditions of container, stakeholders and path dependent
factors are important in determining subsequent cluster developments
whereby dominance of one or more stakeholders or path dependent
factor could increase risks of lock-in where limited external linkages
are present, or if there are too many differences, a risk of diffused
cluster developments exists.
Cluster systems respond to changes in the context, reflected in
attractors, fitness to landscape strategies and significant differences
leveraged for new path creations, which in turn, contribute to cluster
transformations.
Transforming interactions in cluster developments, as a result of
changing cluster dynamics often include shifting sensemaking
processes of stakeholders, resulting in emergent systems patterns of
shifts in scope and scale of activities, and roles of stakeholders,
increased cross-over collaborations in knowledge and industry
developments, and emerging sub and new cluster formations, which
cumulatively reflect increased interconnectedness and complexity in
macro level systems patterns.
Cluster developments are influenced by both top-down steering and
self-organizing processes.

Cluster condition

Cluster dynamics

Cluster
transformations

Organizing
processes
Related
(horizontal)
systems
Embedded systems
(systems-insystems)

Clusters are embedded in related and overlapping systems that
interact and influence cluster developments.
Clusters reflect systems-in-systems developments such that parallel
and differing emerging patterns prevail due to similarities and
differences in the different systems levels.

Table 40 Insights into cluster systems dynamics

These insights into cluster systems dynamics were instrumental in shaping the
proposed model on cluster emergence presented in the next section. Both these

outcomes of the research, the insights and the model, are discussed in Part 3 whilst
implications for theoretical developments and policy are discussed in Chapter 5.
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The next section presents a model on cluster developments, Cluster Emergence
Model, as the next outcome of the research.

4.13 Cluster Emergence Model

The research developed an initial framework based on existing scholarship in
Complex Adaptive Systems in interface studies. This framework distilled relevant
concepts from the literature that included cluster and regional studies to ensure
alignment with developments in these areas (see section 3.13). The research

findings offered insights into cluster systems dynamics showed how these concepts

were interrelated (Lessons 1-7). The growing insights on cluster developments

during the research led to various improvements and development of the initial

framework (Appendix 8).

The culmination of insights into interrelated aspects of cluster systems emerging
from the research and evolutions of the initial framework led to the development of
the Cluster Emergence Model (CEM).

The model captures cluster developments as interconnected to contextual systems

and its own dynamics. CEM captures interactions of various aspects of cluster
systems through the use of CAS concepts and the emergent insights of the research.
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Figure 32 Cluster Emergence Model capturing interconnected cluster developments

The model has a ‘meta’ level (purple circles) that captures the interconnected nature
of clusters in their contexts. Here, ‘Cluster developments’ is shaped by interactions

of ‘Contextual Factors’ and ‘Systems Responses’ with ‘Sensemaking’ of stakeholders
being central to ‘Systems Responses’ (in keeping with CAS theory).

The next level of the model, the outer blue circle, captures ‘Clusters Systems’ and
their ‘Changing Contexts’ whereby the latter includes ‘drivers of change’, ‘systems-

in-systems’, ‘related systems’ and ‘new complexity’. These aspects highlight capture

different aspects of this changing context.
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The next layer is the ‘Cluster Systems’ with ‘cluster condition’, ‘cluster dynamics’ and

‘cluster transformations’, each with related concepts. ‘Cluster condition’, affect

‘cluster dynamics’ which in turn affects ‘cluster transformations’. In addition,
changing contexts also affect cluster conditions and dynamics that feed into cluster

transformations and therefore cluster developments. The interrelatedness of these
aspects are described in the ‘insights into cluster systems developments’ of the
previous sub-section.

CEM is a representation of cluster systems developments. The table below provides
concepts in the model and their definitions.
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Table 41 Overview and definition of concepts in Cluster Emergence Model

Most of the concepts are similar to those of the initial framework (p. 155) with
enhancements in formulation.
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Changes in definitions and additional concepts reflected new insights on cluster

developments. Changes include internal drivers of change, systems-in-systems, new
complexity (as opposed to complexity) and cluster transformations (as opposed to
cluster performance). The CEM model also captured ‘related systems’, which was

not part of the initial framework. The concept of self-organizing processes inherent
to attractors of (autonomous) stakeholder responses and to cluster transformations

and, given that both top-down and bottom-up processes were present, this concept

was not included in the CEM as a separate aspect. In addition, the concept of

‘sensemaking’ that captures autonomous responses of stakeholders has been

included. These changes have been based on the ‘insights into cluster systems
dynamics’.

To conclude, the CEM model captures interconnectedness of cluster systems

developments in their larger contexts, and is a synthesis of CAS approaches, related

cluster theories, policy and practice approaches tempered by insights from case
studies of Energy Valley, Karlstad and Silicon Valley. Discussion of the model in the

light of cluster study is found in Part 3.

4.14 Conclusions of Part 2

Part 2 described insights from Energy Valley as seven Lessons on aspects of cluster
systems and interrelated developments of contextual and related systems. These

insights were formulated as propositions on cluster developments, which in turn,

were further explored in the light of two supplementary cases of Karlstad and

Silicon Valley. The outcomes of the three cases resulted in insights into cluster

systems developments and the Cluster Emergent Model.
Part 3 presents the discussion of the research findings.
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4.15 Part 3 Discussions of the findings
4.16 Introduction
The in-depth case study of Energy Valley was an exploration of changing cluster
contexts and cluster dynamics and their influence on cluster developments. This

investigation resulted in propositions on the interconnected nature of cluster

systems developments, which were substantiated and enhanced by analyses of
Karlstad and Silicon Valley cases. The outcome of the research was insights into

cluster systems developments as parts of larger systems. In addition, adapting

Complex Adaptive Systems approaches enabled the research to map interrelated

emergent processes influencing cluster systems in their broader contexts, and this

in turn, resulted in the development of a CAS-based model of clusters systems, the

Cluster Emergence Model.

Part 3 discusses implications of the research findings for theoretical developments

of cluster study in particular. The discussion is organized in 3 sub-sections, in which

the first discusses the application of complexity approaches to cluster study; the

second, implications of ‘insights into cluster systems developments’; and the third,
Cluster Emergent Model and its relevance and contribution to cluster study.

4.17 Key findings and the link to literature

4.17.1 Complexity approaches, research findings and cluster literature
Complex Adaptive Systems has been acknowledged as a meta-theory of change
(Ramalingam et al, 2008), and this research used CAS approaches to understand

changes in complex cluster developments. Adopting the CAS approach allowed the

investigation to capture clusters as complex systems interconnected to contextual

developments; behaviours of cluster agents and systems as being path dependent
and subject to lock-in risks; significance of stakeholder perceptions and behaviours

in clusters; significance of defining features (container) in clusters; significance of
attractors in cluster systems; emergence of new interaction and collaboration
patterns of cluster transformations through leveraging significant differences and

developing fitness to landscape strategies; connections between micro-level agency
and resulting cluster developments; and interconnected developments of clusters

and related systems. The application of CAS to understanding cluster developments
was therefore fundamental to the research and the outcomes. CAS has been

acknowledged to support both ex ante and ex post analyses of complex systems
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developments (Ramalingam et al, 2008). The case studies provided insights into
cluster developments as ex post analyses using CAS. The Cluster Emergence Model,

developed to support cluster study, can be used both for ex post analyses as in this

research, and as an ex ante tool for cluster analysis and policy developments. The

use of CEM in policy developments is addressed in sub-section 5.6.3.

The behaviour of clusters as multi-agent systems interacting at multiple scales,

displaying unpredictable and complex patterns of developments is acknowledged in
cluster literature (Martin & Sunley, 2007, 2015; Carbonara et al, 2010; He et al 2011;

Cooke, 2012, 2013, Uyarra & Flanagan, 2013). The convergence of Evolutionary
Economic Geography studies and of Regional Innovation Systems studies to include

complexity approaches was addressed in Chapter 2. To illustrate, Cooke’s work

(2012) elaborating his theory of transversality and relatedness in co-evolving

innovative regions, ‘complex adaptive innovation systems’, integrated components

of complexity approaches into regional and cluster studies.

The research findings supported theoretical developments exploring clusters as

complex adaptive systems. The Cluster Emergence Model operationalized a whole

systems approach acknowledging complex adaptive systems’ behaviour of clusters

and their changing contexts, incorporating interconnected systems developments,

reflecting emergence and innovation through agency in spatially rooted interaction

patterns. CEM as a model offers an overarching developmental instrument to

explore cluster changes in their wider context, and to supporting an integrated

perspective of cluster systems. This alternative approach to understanding cluster

developments goes beyond equilibrium-seeking, supply-driven, narrowly focussed
knowledge interactions assumptions dominant in regional studies. In addition, CEM

as an analysis tool meets cluster theory’s search for broad policy instruments that
allow understanding specificities of individual clusters and the search for potential
path creations in their unique setting.

The next two paragraphs discuss the research findings in terms of extant theories of
Regional Innovation Systems (RIS) and Evolutionary Economic Geography (EEG) as
reviewed in the literature.

When compared to RIS approaches as captured in Table 6 (sub-section 2.5.3),

Cluster Emergence Model contrast to RIS in that it is not subject to ‘closed systems’
focussed on local linkages and limited stakeholder range (of only tripe-helix). In
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addition, CEM also caters for multi-level analysis, exploring the ‘adjacent possible’,

micro-learning processes, and broad definitions of knowledge. The research findings

based on non-linearity principles of CAS therefore go beyond RIS assumptions of
causality, narrow focus on institutional settings, influence on innovation through
agents and networks in systems, and assumptions of innovation processes

supported by structural and top-down features (sub-section 2.5.3). The research

findings hence extend the scope and study of clusters of more traditional RIS

approaches as described in this sub-section.

The link of the research findings to EEG is discussed here. The research identified
concepts from EEG that overlapped or were relevant to a CAS approach and were

included, or adapted and these included path dependency, significant differences
(EEG’s related variety), emergence (EEG’s evolution) and adaptive systems (EEG’s

adaptation and adaptability). Convergence of EEG with complexity approaches was

discussed in the literature and reflected the growing relevance of complexity
theories for regional studies. Concepts of emergence and self-organization were

incorporated in EEG’s theoretical developments (Martin and Sunley, 2015). These

too are important aspects of CEM even as self-organization is not mentioned as a

separate component. In addition, like CAS, EEG also embraces whole systems and
interactionists’ perspectives (Table 7, sub-section 2.6.2). Like RIS approaches, the

institutional frameworks and structures are prominent in EEG as important
constraining forces in evolution of cluster and regional systems (sub-section 2.6.4).

The research proposed non-linearity and semi-autonomous agency at the core of

cluster developments true to its roots in CAS and therefore does not specifically give

prominence to one realm of systems agency over others and this has been shown in

the findings. It was shown that agents and patterns of interactions of agents in
cluster systems were significant to cluster developments even as path dependent

factors (among others institutional structures) played critical roles. The CEM
approach offers an alternative model of cluster (and regional) developments that

embraces much of EEG‘s evolutionary principles including adaptability potential;

historical evolution; and holistic and multi-level approaches (see Table 7, subsection 2.6.2) whilst going beyond narrow scopes of routine and rule-based

assumptions underlying selection, retention and evolution. The theoretical

discourse and developments of this field of study are broadening its perspectives to

incorporate complexity and interconnectedness of systems developments. The CEM
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approach and insights into cluster systems developments contribute towards this

end.

The research, in embracing complex adaptive systems approaches, built on its
epistemic and ontological perspectives, brings these frames in the theoretical

discussion of regional sciences. Assumptions of ‘not knowing it all’ (section 3.4), and

context specific, non-linear inter-connected systems developments of clusters are at

the core of the research. These assumptions were not new to regional studies and

were part of the on-going discourses on how to address such perspectives in
regional studies developments (in Evolutionary Economic Geography or Regional
Innovation Systems). One of the difficulties faced in regional studies is the diffused

nature of the broad range of theories and their epistemologies. Cluster studies,

labelled as ‘work in progress’, therefore had room for new insights and approaches
in its developmental discourse. This research offers empirical and analytical insights

into increasing complexity of interconnectedness of regional and cluster
developments, and an integrated approach to deal with such phenomena.

The discussion of the findings in this sub-section has been focussed on the broader

paradigmatic and theoretical discussions of extant cluster theories and that of
complexity and complex adaptive systems theories, and indicated possible
contributions

to

theoretical

epistemological issues.

developments

in

cluster

study,

including

The next sub-section of this discussion delves into specific aspects of the research

findings and discusses the relevance of these findings to developments in cluster
theory and complex adaptive systems approaches.

4.17.2 ‘Insights into cluster systems developments’ and theoretical discourse
At the core of the insights into clusters systems from the research, and hence of the
discussions, is the interconnected nature of cluster developments. The following two
sub-sections discuss these interconnected aspects of cluster systems developments

by clustering the insights. The first sub-section discusses insights into increasing

complexity and interconnected cluster developments, and the second, focusses on
insights related to cluster dynamics due to contextual changes. Both sub-sections
discuss the findings in the light of cluster literature.
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4.17.2.1 Insights into increasing complexity and interconnectedness in cluster
developments
This sub-section looks at the interconnectedness of cluster developments at the

systems levels in relation to its changing contexts. Four specific aspects have been
acknowledged and addressed in the research findings related to the phenomena of

interconnected cluster developments in their changing contexts. These aspects are
captured by the concepts of drivers of change, related systems, systems-in-systems,
and new complexity. These aspects are explained in the light of cluster literature and
how they could add to theoretical developments.

In order to understand what changes are relevant to cluster interconnectedness and

developments, the concept of drivers of change has been included to acknowledge
and discover specific drivers of change relevant to a cluster’s developments. The

specificity principle, or uniqueness, of cluster systems is an important aspect of
cluster developments. Both CAS and cluster theory acknowledge this principle,
whilst the challenge in cluster theory was developing universal theories for cluster
developments. In addition, the literature review also addressed the need to include

notions of regional innovation systems as ‘open’ systems subject to external and
global developments (sub-section 2.6.5).

A different aspect important to cluster developments with regards to contextual

changes is horizontal systems developments of related systems. Systems’
interconnectedness of cluster developments with related systems in their context
were evident. Examples of these were seen in clusters co-evolving with related
fields, such as developments in energy transition, agriculture and chemical

industries (Bio-based economy) in Energy Valley, developments in forestry and

pharmacy in Karlstad, and developments in aerospace industry in Silicon Valley.
Martin and Sunley (2015) expressed the significance of such interconnected
developments and the need to deal with ‘how industries emerge and develop across
space’ (p. 713) by spatial economies and specifically EEG. Scholars acknowledged

the increasing complexity of ‘path inter-dependencies’ and ‘transversality’ (Cooke,

2012, 2103; Uyarra, 2010; also Boschma, 2015; Gertler & Wolfe, 2006; Martin &

Sunley, 2006, 2007, 2012, 2013; Wolfe, 2009). The insights presented in the

research findings therefore reinforce the interconnectedness of ‘horizontal’ systems
but where the research adds to the theoretical development is in its

conceptualization of such developments as part of broader interconnected systems
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developments that includes vertical systems-in-systems interconnectedness, and
interconnectedness to contextual changes (drivers of change and new complexity).

The next aspect capturing interconnectedness of cluster systems developments is

the concept of systems-in-systems. This concept describes how ‘individual systems
affects the next level system, both above and below, known as upward and
downward causality’. Examples of such behaviour were shown in the case study of

Energy Valley where energy transition developments were reflected at the cluster,

national and EU levels. Differences in systems developments were also present due
to different path dependent factors at the cluster, national and EU levels. Both

upward and downward interconnectedness were also seen in the study. For
example, grassroots movements and demand side developments were reflected in

EU policies whilst EU policies for sustainability and more decentralized energy
systems were reflected in energy transition developments in Energy Valley, and in

the Netherlands. Examples of path dependent systems developments were seen in
terms of different energy histories at national and EU levels in the case study. The
systems-in-systems aspect helps identify how clusters developments are part of

interconnected systems developments whereby both cluster systems developments
and higher-level systems developments interact and influence each other,

contributing to increased complexity (see new complexity below). The research

makes explicit the presence of vertical systems interconnectedness as an integral
part of cluster developments.

The vertical interconnectedness of systems-in-systems is acknowledged in cluster

theories. One example of vertical interconnectedness of clusters is in the description
of institutional and rule-based behaviours in RIS and EEG where socio-economic

institutional cultures and structures are shared (sub-sections 2.5.3 & 2.6.6). These

vertical interconnectedness addressed in RIS and EEG refer to local systems

structures of regions of which clusters are a part. Agglomeration literature also
shares the significance of local institutional structures but once more do not extend

beyond the local. However, exogenous factors and their impact on regional and
cluster developments could be regarded as vertical interconnectedness. In EEG, the

significance of the environment is acknowledged as it explores how clusters evolve
in response to changes in their environments. However, systems analyses of clusters

as embedded systems are not extensive, and cluster literature is deemed as ‘work in
progress’ (see section 2.7). The systems-in-systems concept in this research
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supports cluster theory developments to address interconnected and interacting
systems developments as part of cluster developments by understanding how lower
and higher levels of systems developments constrain each other.

Interconnected aspects of cluster developments including drivers of change and
contextual systems contribute to increasing complexity in cluster. The next concept

captures new complexity in interconnected cluster developments. New complexity

is described as complex or wicked problems where uncertainty and disagreements

prevail (see Table 9; also sub-sub-section 2.8.1 for wicked problems). Including this

concept in cluster study extends understanding of the nature of cluster

developments and its interconnected systems developments. As discussed in the
literature, there is a convergence of cluster and regional studies fields towards

complexity approaches in recognition of the growing complexity in cluster and

regional studies. This research adds new complexity as an important facet of cluster
developments.

In summary, the following insights reflect the increasing complexity and

interconnectedness of clusters:

Cluster developments are interconnected to developments in the region and the larger
context, and become increasingly complex due to internal and external drivers of
change, and different responses of stakeholders.
Clusters are systems-in-systems connected to higher-level systems (national, political
and economic blocs or regions) where parallel emerging patterns as well as tensions
are present due to differences in systems at different levels.
Clusters are embedded in related and overlapping systems that interact and influence
cluster developments.
These insights on cluster developments capture interconnected systems

developments of clusters and their changing contexts. This sub-section also

explained how concepts of drivers of change, systems-in-systems, related and
overlapping systems, and new complexity support deeper understanding of such
interconnected cluster developments in their contexts.
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Complexity literature as described in Chapter 2 offered theoretical insights into the

deeper mechanisms that connect aspects of multi-layered and multi-agent

interactions, and of the relations between micro or lower level systems and macro
or higher-level systems emergence. The interconnectedness of cluster developments

form the essence of “lessons learnt”, namely, the insights into cluster developments
and the Cluster Emergence Model discussed in the next two sub-sections.

4.17.2.2 Insights into cluster dynamics resulting from contextual changes

This sub-section addresses the interconnectedness of changing contexts and cluster
dynamics and developments. The research showed how cluster developments were

systems responses to changing contexts. Systems responses are related to cluster
conditions (container, stakeholders, path dependency), cluster dynamics (attractor,

fitness to landscape, significant differences) and cluster transformations
(transforming interactions, emerging systems patterns).

The research introduced the concept of container that supports understanding the

significance of cluster boundaries and identities of cluster systems, and how
changing cluster container affects (relevance of) stakeholders and vice versa. The
notion of container goes beyond traditional cluster definitions as it encompasses

systems features including systems rules or governance structures, vision, scope,

and boundaries of its playing field, that is, its systems boundaries. Cluster boundary
and identity are important to complex adaptive systems developments.

Understanding cluster systems definitions offers potential intervention points to
influence future developments. Cluster theory addresses cluster features and

identity, specifically innovation systems theories and EEG address shared socioeconomic institutions and structures, but the container concept is broader than
these aspects, and it offers an operational instrument to identify and influence

systems processes in cluster conditions (described in policy interventions in section
5.6).

Stakeholders, an important aspect of cluster condition, influence container (Lesson
4). The research showed, how stakeholder frames influenced sensemaking, and that

when more stakeholders with different frames were involved, more complexity

resulted due to greater differences. However, there is also a need to understand that
risks of path dependent factors include stakeholder dominance and lock-in risks.

Inclusion of new stakeholders therefore also has the potential for new path
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development. The next paragraph discusses changes in cluster stakeholders and
relates it to the research findings.

In cluster studies, focus on triple-helix stakeholders was dominant but is changing.
The literature on clusters showed that beyond the triple-helix, financial institutions
(Sölvell and Williams, 2013; European Cluster Observatory; see Cluster approaches

in Literature Chapter), and civic leadership and associations (Authors et al, 2009;
Ebbekink et al, 2015) were becoming relevant and that changing governance

structures were implied. The extended triple-helix model of Farinha and Ferreira
(2013) included socio-economic and environmental contexts to capture governance

mechanisms, but did not include additional stakeholders. The EU’s RIS3
implementation guide indicated an extension of triple-helix partners was important
to strategy development (EU, 2012a, see Literature Chapter). Cluster literature and

policy therefore acknowledged the need to expand definitions of triple-helix

partners, and the significance of civic leaders, civil associations and financial
agencies were also described. The research findings also reflected these
developments and showed how venture capitalists and angel investors (Silicon
Valley case), farmers and other new energy players, citizen initiatives and NGOs

(Energy Valley case) were present. These findings suggest that the triple-helix
concept needs to be extended not just in a generic way, but to accommodate cluster

specific groups or institutions. The research findings also highlight that cluster
developments are not only about knowledge and human capital developments but

are also about interconnectedness to other aspects specific to a cluster and its
context.

The concept of cluster conditions also includes path dependency. This concept is
shared by cluster theories recognizing spatial specific features, including the

acknowledgement of lock-in risks and the need for path creation opportunities by

building on regional strengths (EEG, RIS and Smart Specialization Strategies of EU).

The research findings, in examining path dependent conditions in changing cluster

context, found that besides lock-in risks, there was also a danger of ‘cluster drain’
when insufficient capabilities or unattractive conditions existed. The concept of

‘stickiness’ and attractiveness are common to regional studies to describe this
phenomenon. However, the research introduced the concept of ‘cluster drain’ to

capture escalating processes of systems responses (attractor movements to
‘outside’). In Energy Valley, the lack of knowledge and innovation developments and
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resources, and environmental constraints were reasons for stakeholders to seek
linkages outside the cluster that did not seem to support local cluster developments.

Poor local cluster conditions could therefore trigger ‘cluster drain’. Similarly,

Karlstad was faced with strong competition from urban centres of Stockholm,
Gothenburg and Oslo with their urban-pull, and the threat of urban-spread whereby
Karlstad could become a ‘suburb’ of one of these metropolises. The peripheral

position of Energy Valley and Karlstad regions was a key factor contributing to
potential risks of ‘cluster drain’.

Another aspect of cluster condition was a risk of a lack of coherence as seen in
Energy Valley due to the regional diversity and growth of new diverse energy
players and consumer movements. Cluster developments are therefore subject to

risks of both cluster drain and cluster diffusion, due to their initial cluster
conditions.

The insight below captures the significance of container, path dependent factors and

stakeholders, and potential risks for cluster developments:

Initial conditions of container, stakeholders and path dependent factors are important
in determining subsequent cluster developments where dominance of one or more
stakeholders or path dependent factor could increase risks of lock-in where limited
external linkages are present, or if there are too many differences, a risk of diffused
cluster developments exists.
Other aspects of cluster systems responses in the face of changing contexts are

elaborated in the next part of this sub-section. The discussion above showed how
cluster condition is not static, and that the various aspects of cluster condition are
interconnected. Interconnectedness of cluster condition extends to cluster dynamics
since stakeholders, container and path dependent factors influence cluster dynamics
and cluster transformations. The next part of the discussions looks at the

interconnectedness of systems responses.

The research captures interconnected systems responses in terms of cluster

dynamics with concepts of attractors, fitness to landscape and significant
differences; and cluster transformations with concepts of transforming interactions
and emerging systems patterns. This portrayal of cluster systems developments is
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new to cluster theory. The rest of the sub-section highlights how these aspects as

interconnected systems responses relate to existing cluster theory.

More insights into cluster dynamics were achieved through the study of attractors,

fitness to landscape and significant differences. Attractors, constraining path
trajectory and ‘narrowing the repertoire’ (see Complexity Literature), generate new

clusters dynamics as they deviate from existing order, and pave the way for new
path creation. These new path developments bring with them new stakeholders,

interests, competences, innovations, collaboration practices, and as such, new
diversity to the cluster. Thus attractors not only change path trajectory and its
‘repertoire’ but also add variety, and increase potential significant differences in the

cluster. In addition, stakeholders respond to changes in the context to seek ‘fitness’
by developing new fitness to landscape strategies. The resulting new cluster
dynamics reflects the interconnected changes in attractors, significant differences

and fitness to landscape aspects of cluster developments. Systems responses
captured in these three aspects is new to cluster study even as the term significant

differences overlaps ‘related variety’ and fitness to landscape to ‘fitness’ notion in

EEG’s. The novelty to cluster study lies in bringing these concepts as interconnected
systems aspects of cluster dynamics. The term ‘cluster dynamics‘ was also new to
the cluster study.

To understand cluster dynamics, additional aspects of attractors in cluster
developments are included, given the significance of its role in cluster dynamics.
Understanding attractors in cluster developments help uncover ‘hidden order’ of

complexity (Ramalingam et al, 2008). As explained in Chapter 2, complex adaptive
systems are unpredictable but have underlying structures (attractors) that constrain

emergence. Silicon Valley’s attractor patterns governing mentoring and nurturing
firm developments, start-ups, splintering and regeneration of firms were
constraining how, what and why firm developments took shape as they did. Other

attractor patterns were new capital and social capital developments, and integration
of start-ups by large corporations (see Appendix 12 and 13). The interacting nature

of attractors in cluster developments helps understand why cluster developments
need to be understood in their specific systems developments.

Attractor patterns are also shared across systems levels and accounts for similarities

in system-in-systems developments in the research. In Energy Valley, sustainability
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attractors of the system were important to developments in the energy cluster and

sector locally but also at national and EU levels, reflecting ‘vertical’ systems-insystems interconnectedness.

In addition, overlapping and related systems developments, the horizontal shared
systems developments could also be better understood by uncovering shared
attractors. In Karlstad, the sustainability attractor influenced developments in both

the forestry and paper and pulp sectors, leading to new collaborations and systems

patterns, for example, biomedicine developments and more sustainable forestry
value chains.

One type of attractors addressed in CAS is ‘strange attractors’, which helps

understand major transformations of cluster developments. Strange attractors are

attractor patterns of path developments that result in systems change where new
attractors emerge, and this usually occurs when critical threshold levels in the

system are surpassed. Such system transformations are ‘bifurcations’ (Goldstein,
2008; see CAS Literature). Bifurcations occur where major transformations result. In

Energy Valley, the ‘Shifting Landscape’ overview showed how various attractor

movements were present, changing a once stable, homogeneous energy sector in the

Netherlands towards complex and decentralized transformations. A bifurcation in
the energy cluster of Energy Valley might be close. At the time of the research,
incumbent energy stakeholders, large corporations, provincial governments and the
Dutch government were still dominant in the system and therefore there were

system shifts but not a bifurcation. Whether Energy Valley cluster was close to

bifurcation was not clear but this is more easily identified in retrospect. Transition
management models capture broader transition developments but this was beyond
the scope of this study. The research therefore chose the term attractors to describe

constraining forces in systems developments whilst it chose the term cluster
transformation to capture systems shift of clusters.

The concept of fitness to landscape in the research captures the significance of
‘landscape’ in cluster developments. Energy Valley’s ‘Shifting Landscape’ conveyed

the significance of changing contexts, the landscape in which clusters operate. In
addition, agglomeration and cluster theories stress how proximity (spatial, socio-

economic, cultural, cognitive and technological, etc.) was significant for innovation,

and economic success. Darwinist evolutionary theory described ‘fitness’ as the
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ability of organisms to adapt and survive, part of its ‘selection, retention and

survival’ principles. On the other hand, Kaufmann’s ‘fitness landscape’ sketches a

metaphorical landscape of fitness peaks of adaptive solutions (see Adaptive

Complex Systems for comparison). The research used fitness to landscape to reflect
the evolutionary notion of ‘fitness’. The notion of ‘resilience’, particularly in cluster
and regional policy studies, explores how ‘fitness to landscape’ strategies could be
designed to deal with external shocks (Appendix 14).

A related concept that needs to be addressed in the light of fitness to landscape

developments is the role of stakeholder perceptions and sensemaking in this

process. Sensemaking has been mentioned earlier in relation to the increase in
complexity due to increased stakeholders with new frames and sensemaking. This
research, in line with developments in cluster theory (EEG), reinforces significance
of stakeholder perceptions and sensemaking through its empirical work and

theoretical developments. CAS addresses significance of agent responses to changes
in the context and the sensemaking processes of stakeholders were addressed in
discussions on cluster condition.

The concept of significance differences facilitates in CAS approach is comparable to

the concepts of ‘related variety’ and ‘relatedness’ in EEG, and in traditional views of
complementarity in agglomeration theories of industrial districts (section 2.6).

However, significant differences, ‘differences that matter’, include differences that

may not be obviously related but are relevant to new path creations (sub-section
2.9.1). The importance of seeking new collaborations and combinations to emerge in

transformations, and consequently new path creations goes beyond traditional
approaches to ‘variety’ in regional studies. Significant differences extends beyond

knowledge-bases and industrial differences reflected in regional studies, and instead
includes differences amongst and between individual agents, stakeholder groups,

resources, capacities, interests, ambitions, strategies, vision, scope, scale, etc. In
addition, uniqueness of cluster systems developments is captured by significant
differences as this concept conveys retrospectively its specific cluster developments,
and of clusters’ potential path creations. Also, CAS theories explain that the internal

diversity (of significant differences) of systems needs to match the (increased)

complexity of their context to be adaptive and resilient (section 2.8.3).
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In conclusion, systems responses of cluster dynamics, with concepts of attractors,
significant differences and fitness to landscape, offered cluster theory understanding

of interconnected systems processes, including interconnectedness to contextual
changes. This insight of changing cluster dynamics as systems response to
contextual changes as interconnected developments is described below.

Cluster systems respond to changes in the context, reflected in attractors, fitness to
landscape strategies and significant differences leveraged for new path creations,
which in turn, contribute to cluster transformations.
Cluster transformations with its interconnected aspects of transforming interactions
and emerging systems patterns are discussed in relation to the literature next.

Transforming interactions result from sensemaking processes of interacting actors

due to changing cluster dynamics. These shifts in interactions often include new

interactions with existing and new stakeholders both within and beyond the cluster
systems boundaries as mentioned earlier, and in the three cluster cases. Cluster and

agglomeration theories expounded the significance of tacit and traded exchanges in

explaining innovation, and successes of firms, networks of firms, industrial districts
and clusters (section 2.4).

Central to exchanges between stakeholders is the sensemaking process. Weick et al

(2005) explained how meaning emerges in interaction with others in order to

inform and determine action and identity in context-specific, retrospective

discourse (sub-section 2.8.1). The concept of sensemaking contributes to
understanding ‘transformations’ of new interactions and collaborations patterns in
cluster developments. This was seen in Energy Valley where integrated policy and

collective vision, new collaborative platforms and innovation spaces emerged in the
cluster, provinces and cross-border regions to boost energy transition and regional
developments (see Energy Valley findings).

To summarize, the concept of transforming interactions provided insights into new

transformed activities and developments in the cluster, and often through cross-

boundary combinations changes in clusters due to contextual changes and resulting
cluster dynamics. The concept of sensemaking introduced to the cluster approach,

provided understanding of stakeholder exchanges and their constraining social
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context that showed visible transformations in activities and developments of the
cluster. These concepts capture deeper understanding of cluster interactions and
collaborations and shifts in systems patterns, and support theoretical developments

in this area of cluster study. These two concepts are brought into cluster
development discourse. Sensemaking as part of agent behaviour in complex systems

is not a new concept in CAS (Dooley, 1997; Axelrood & Cohen, 2001; Vogelsang,
2002) but the research brings this concept to the foreground in its approach to

cluster study.

The concept of emerging systems patterns captures systems level transformations.

These patterns emerge from interactions and interconnectedness of micro-level

activities. Goldstein (2008) explained how systems emergence seemed to have ‘a life

of their own’ that could not be explained by behaviour of lower components.

Holland’s notion of ‘distributed, interacting parts’ with each its own local rule

(1992), also expresses the non-causality principle of CAS. At the core of complex
adaptive systems is, the interconnected nature of independent local based agency

engaged in dynamic interactions (section 2.9). The research showed emergent
systems patterns of cluster developments in all three cases: stronger industry-

academic linkages focussed on knowledge developments in Karlstad and Energy
Valley with new innovation spaces, platforms and education programmes

established; Silicon Valley’s resurgent emergent pattern of mature firms

reconnecting to Stanford for new innovation and knowledge bases; and, new

‘ecosystem’ approaches, technological paradigms and international outreach and

connections in Energy Valley and Silicon Valley. Most significantly, the cluster

studies reflected emergent systems patterns of increasing complexity in clusters

(increased scope, scale, stakeholders, levels, etc.) and resulting increased diversity,

and emergence of new policy, governance and organizing patterns. These cluster
systems developments could be described as qualitative shifts due to interconnected

processes in which addition and disappearance of qualitative structures and

organization take place in different time and space (Maguire et al, 2011; also, sub-

sections 2.8.3 & 2.9.1.3). The research therefore brings to the field of cluster study a

qualitative understanding of cluster systems developments.

To understand qualitative shifts of cluster systems, the role of self-organization
needs to be acknowledged. Stakeholders responding to contextual changes are semi-

autonomous in their behaviour and contribute to cluster developments as discussed
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above in cluster dynamics. In the research, however, the role of policy (local,

regional, federal/national and EU) was evident in shaping cluster developments in
all three cases. Policy and dominant stakeholder (top-down steering) influencing

cluster developments were seen in Energy Valley whereby large energy
corporations and the Dutch government determined energy infrastructure and

energy mix in its initial phases, and in Karlstad where Region Värmland and the
Karlstas Municipality became more important in later developments. The research

showed that both top-down and bottom-up developments were present and

impacting cluster developments. This insight brings to CAS theories the need to
address also the role of centralized steering in complex adaptive systems. Although

one could argue that policy and dominant incumbents in clusters and other systems
are also agents in the system, there is a qualitative difference in the influence and
impact of policy, particularly in cluster developments. CAS recognizes change agents

and system agents but it is not clear if policy agents could be similarly recognized by

CAS unless policy acts as ‘gatekeepers’ to the existing system. One explanation,

based on CAS, is that policymaking also responds to changes in context and other

agents in the systems through sensemaking. In this case, top-down processes would
be considered part of self-organizing property of complex adaptive systems. This

research did not explore this issue beyond acknowledging the presence of both top-

down (policy measures) and bottom-up processes in cluster systems development.
Recommendations for future study are offered in the next chapter.

In addition, cluster developments being continuous mean that emerging systems

patterns contribute to new solutions, lock-ins, risks, problems, opportunities, policy,
and new complexity. This new complexity would then initiate new cluster systems

responses. Silicon Valley’s long history provided insights into new cluster
developments when new complexity arose. For example, Silicon Valley’s early
successes driven by Stanford’s research driven firm formation policy and activities

were not sufficient in the 1990s due to competition from other regions; Silicon
Valley responded by renewing the region’s technology knowledge base in part

through the Joint Venture Silicon Valley Platform changing collaborations between
Stanford and the industry and firm formation developments to have more formal
structures. Silicon Valley displayed continuous interactions between new

developments and new systems responses. This reflects whole systems
developments of over time inherent in evolutionary and CAS approaches. The
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discussion of the CEM approach in the next sub-section also elaborates on the

emergent nature of cluster dynamics.

The research brings to cluster study whole systems developments through the

concepts of emerging systems patterns, systems responses and self-organizing
processes, but also attractors, as they address systems wide dynamics. These

concepts, interconnected to all other aspects of cluster developments, are brought
together in the Cluster Emergence Model.

To conclude, insights into cluster transformations and underlying organizing

processes of cluster systems are captured below.

Transforming interactions in cluster developments, as a result of changing cluster
dynamics, contribute to emerging macro level systems patterns of more
interconnectedness and complexity; transforming interactions often include shifting
sensemaking processes of stakeholders, shifts in scope and scale of activities, and roles
of stakeholders, increased cross-over collaborations in knowledge and industry
developments, and emerging sub and new cluster formations.
Cluster developments are influenced by both top-down steering and self-organizing
processes, particularly in the face of increasing complexity and scope of activities.
The insights on cluster developments reflected above were based on clusters that

transformed in the face of increasing complexity and the resulting diversity and use
of diversity as described in earlier insights. The clusters described in the cases could
be considered ‘successful’ in that they continued to develop in the face of changing

contexts. Suggestions for future research are included in Chapter 5 to explore

declining clusters systems dynamics unable to meet increased complexity and

ensuing challenges due to contextual changes.

This sub-section discussed insights into cluster systems developments in terms of
the literature and contributions to theoretical developments of cluster study.

The next sub-section discusses the Cluster Emergence Model in relation to models

and approaches relevant to cluster practice and policy, and to EU policy
developments.
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4.17.3 Cluster Emergence Model and literature and policy developments
Theoretical and empirical explorations, and dialectic were translated to what has

resulted into the Cluster Emergence Model (CEM), which provides cluster study with

a whole systems approach. CEM shows how cluster developments are
interconnected systems developments of contextual changes and cluster systems
responses. It also shows that aspects of cluster systems are interconnected with

horizontal and vertical systems. In this sub-section, CEM is compared to the eight
models and approaches reviewed in section 2.19, namely, Scottish Enterprise’s

cluster dynamics model, ‘Cluster Commons’, NRC Canadian model, Triangulating the
Triple-Helix, Dutch Associative Governance lessons, Dutch Transition Model, Cooke’s

Complex Adaptive Innovation Systems Model, and Leadbeater’s Systems Innovator.

These eight approaches were indicative of developments in theory, policy and

practice supporting holistic, systems approaches relevant to cluster study. The rest
of this sub-section compares CEM and its underlying approach (referred to as CEM

approach) to demonstrate any overlap, improvements and contributions of CEM and
the CEM approach to cluster practice and cluster study.

Three of the models/approaches, namely, Dutch Transition Model, CAIS Model and
Systems Innovator, addressed and included complexity and systems innovations

aspects in their approaches. Hence, these approaches were closest to the research.

Common to these approaches is acknowledgement of collective participation and
alliance forming, path interdependencies, broader scope and definitions of cluster
and innovation systems, interconnected nature of developments, and in Systems

Innovator approach, distributed leadership and ownership. The Associative
Governance lessons also addressed some of these issues, and in particular, stressed
the need for new governance and co-creation based on whole systems perspectives.
In addition, a call for civic and institutional entrepreneurship was part of this

approach. Ecosystems perspectives were also stressed in both this approach and

that of the extended Triple-Helix model. Governance aspects were also addressed

explicitly in the NRC and extended Triple-Helix models explicitly even as other
models cover governance implicitly. The Scottish Enterprise, ‘Cluster Commons’ and

NRC models were specifically focussed on cluster developments, whilst other
models and approaches had broader scopes but shed light on literature
developments related to cluster and regional development studies, and therefore

included in the review and in the discussion of CEM’s relevance and contributions to
such developments. Having addressed the value and position of these various
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models and approaches in terms of broader, holistic, systems study of clusters, the
next paragraphs discusses each of these extant models/approaches separately
including a comparison with CEM.

The Scottish Enterprise’s cluster model (Smith and Brown, 2009) offers a systems

perspective on cluster dynamics captures principal feedback loops in cluster
developments. The proposed model, CEM, compares to the Scottish Enterprise’s

model in that they both show interconnected systems developments through
feedback loops and capture contextual drivers. The Scottish model addresses five
interconnections in cluster developments, namely, inter-firm rivalry, inter-firm
collaboration, venture attractiveness, collaborative advantages and future focus.

Their model also captures contextual factors, firm motivations and capabilities.

Where the CEM differs from the Scottish Enterprise’s model is in its underlying
approach. CEM is based on CAS whilst the Scottish model is based on systems

approach. The Scottish model, based on systems theories, affirms the need for

feedback loops capturing interactions within and outside the cluster but focussed on
firm-level interactions. Whereas, CEM based on CAS assumptions of non-linear
emergent properties due to multi-scalar, multi agent interactions and systems

developments captured more and different aspects of cluster developments and
interconnected systems developments.

The ‘Cluster Commons’ model presented on the EU Cluster Observatory shows
weaknesses and gaps faced in cluster systems. The model identified innovation gaps

and the need to bridge such gaps in cluster systems to support development of
‘world class clusters’. The need to expand firm connection to other ‘agents’ coincides

with the notion of enlarged cluster ‘container’ of the CEM. This approach, like that of

the Scottish Enterprise, focusses on firm activity and supportive conditions for
innovative firms, coherent to its underlying innovation systems and Porter’s

competitiveness approaches. CEM captures broader systems interconnections

compared to the Cluster Commons model even as the focus on linkages within and

outside cluster systems are common to both approaches. The centrality of firms in
clusters in the Cluster Commons differs from CEM and other approaches taking a

more ‘ecosystems’ and agency perspectives. Also, CEM captures a broader scope of

cluster developments compared to the Cluster Commons ‘model’ given its firm-focus

and focus on identifying key innovation gaps and strengths of linkages in clusters.
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The Canadian NRC cluster model contributed to the development of the CAS

conceptual framework (sections 3.6.2.1 and 3.13) and therefore also to that of CEM.

Concepts of cluster condition and cluster performance from NRC model were

adopted in the initial conceptual framework. The research however, extended and
modified NRC’s two categories and developed a model of four aspects, namely,

cluster context, cluster conditions, cluster dynamics and cluster transformations. In
addition, CEM captures clusters as systems in interaction with its context. Another
difference between NRC and CEM was that NRC model focussed on input-output

measures of cluster developments even as it emphasized significance of past and

current conditions for future performance, acknowledging interconnectedness of
these aspects, whilst CEM captures insights into qualitative cluster systems
developments by exploring various aspects of systems interconnectedness. CEM

does not focus on input-output measures specifically. The contribution of CEM is on
qualitative shifts rather than on quantitative measures. However, recommendations
for future research on this aspect are offered in Chapter 5 (sub-section 5.5.1).

The Systems Innovator, Dutch Transition Management and Complex Adaptive

Innovation Systems (CAIS) models offer policy intervention recommendations based
on complexity and systems approaches. The former two approaches are not specific

to cluster developments whilst CAIS stems from RIS approaches and included

clusters

complexity

in

its

developments

models/approaches are discussed below.

(see

section

2.19.7).

These

Leadbeater (2013) indicated that systems innovations would become the single

most important focus of all societies, and that businesses and governments would

have to take ownership of interconnected systems failures and contribute to the

‘interactive and distributed leadership’ needed (section 2.19.8). His ‘new rules’
coincides with key aspects of CEM. The new rules included need for insights into

stakeholder behaviour (stakeholder perceptions and sensemaking in CEM), systems

specificity (CEM captures insights into specific cluster systems), interactions and
collaboration patterns (CEM’s cluster dynamics and transforming interactions),

visible ‘social contracts’ (CEM’s transforming interactions), mix of leadership styles

(CEM’s organizing systems patterns), history (CEM’s path dependency), and

leapfrogging (CEM’s (strange) attractors and emerging systems patterns). CEM
therefore can be seen to operationalize Leadbeater’s systems innovation approach
for cluster study. In addition, the Systems Innovator approach stressed the need to
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understand and leverage potential values of systems to deal with complex
challenges facing modern societies, rather than focus on product or sector specific

innovations. To this end, CEM provides clusters (and their regions) support for

systems innovations.

The Dutch Transition Management also addressed broader interconnected societal

challenges and is based on complexity approaches to deal with these challenges,

focussing on processes of social learning and collective initiatives. Transition
Management approach was incorporated into regional studies (Cooke, 2012) and

relevant to cluster study. Similarly, CAIS recognized the significance of path

interdependent developments in systems, incorporated CAS in its approach (Cooke,

2012, 2013; sub-section 2.19.7). Cooke stressed the need to include interconnected

path dependent developments in support policy facing complex social challenges in

regional and cluster studies. CEM, based on CAS and adapted for cluster study
specifically, adds to these developments. All three approaches discussed above
corroborate the need to extend cluster study to include broader systems (societal)

innovations and transitions developments incorporating complex systems
approaches.

In adopting and operationalizing CAS to cluster studies, CEM also embraced
epistemological and non-linearity aspects of this approach as well. This meant that
CEM, both the model and the underlying approach acknowledged limitations of
knowing and that notions of causality were framed in terms of interconnectedness

and underlying processes to be discerned through the ‘lens’ of complexity and

empirically, through the ‘lens’ of stakeholders. Hence, CEM adapted and refined CAS
approaches to make sense of cluster developments in their complex environments

as a comprehensive approach, building on extant cluster theories. The illustration
below offers the model with its defining concepts as a whole.
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Figure 33 The Cluster Emergence Model and its defining concepts
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The research had reviewed EU policy to understand cluster policy context and policy

needs in section 2.11 and Appendix 5. The next three paragraphs look at EU policy

and discuss how CEM relates to supporting policy issues and developments.

In reviewing EU cluster policy developments, and EU’s strategy for its future in the

aftermath of the 2008 crisis, key challenges for policy lay in implementing effective

economic growth policies, including cluster policies, in its 27 member states. In
addition, the EU recognized that structural weaknesses, interconnected global

markets and financial models, and climate change and resources threats needed to

be addressed. These interconnected issues were seen as urgent social and economic

challenges. The Europe 2020 Strategies reflected not only national and EU level

strategies but there was a significant focus on improving framework conditions at
the micro-level, including strategies to support for innovation, SMEs, citizen and
local capacities, such that ‘grand social challenges’ were addressed at the local

(regional) level. One of the strategies to support local competitiveness in globalized

business settings, and more demand driven developments, was cluster policy.

Implementations of EU cluster policy that needed to boost local and regional

capacities whilst taking into account the complexity and diversity of its 27 member
states and their diverse regions, meant customization and comprehensive

approaches were crucial. The CEM model as a policy tool can be used to gain insights

into local cluster systems and their potential to transform local ecosystems as well

as to evaluate and monitor cluster systems developments due to its versatility

supporting both ex ante and ex post analyses. The model supports analysis of local

challenges by mapping stakeholder perceptions and strategies and systems

interconnectedness but also as an intervention instrument to build shared vision

and collective strategies as part of facilitating systems innovations (discussed in
previous sub-section). Policy recommendations in the use of CEM approach are
found in section 5.6.

Facilitating cluster developments through a CAS approach supports local, microlevel activities sensitive to regional diversity and therefore relevant to EU and

national policies. Related to strengthening local capabilities is the need to address

and solve ‘grand social challenges’. There was a need to understand interrelated

social challenges and cluster developments, and this research offers a policy
instrument to this end. In the study of Energy Valley, urgent issues of energy
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transition, climate change, peripheral regional challenges, and national and EU

economic challenges were interconnected to Energy Valley cluster’s developments.

CEM supports deeper understanding of cluster systems developments embedded in
larger societal challenges such that cluster policy developments and implementation

are sensitive to these interrelated developments. Recommendations for policy are
found in section 5.6.

This sub-section discussed the resulting model on cluster development, CEM, in the

light of cluster literature, policy approaches and EU policy to appreciate its

relevance and contribution to theoretical and policy developments. Chapter 5

provides specific policy conclusions, recommendations; addresses issues of validity,

transferability, limitations of the model; and offers recommendations for future
research in relation to CEM and the research findings as a whole.
4.17.4 Conclusions of Part 3

Part 3 described the research findings and showed that the research was able to
avail itself of the diverse facets and developments in cluster theory and practice.

The research showed how clusters were interconnected to their contexts and these

were shown to be interconnected systems developments that reflected mutual

influences. These developments resulted in increasingly new complexities as part of
contextual changes. In addition, it was shown that clusters were part of embedded

systems of local, national and regional blocs, showing vertical interconnectedness,
and also that they were reacting to overlapping and related systems developments,

the horizontal interconnectedness of clusters with sectoral and regional

developments. Likewise, impact of contextual changes on cluster systems identified
as internal and external drivers of change were also part of the interconnected
developments that marked the CEM model and approach. The discussion focussed
on the research’s adaptation of complexity approaches to cluster study and how this

provided deeper understanding of contextual changes and cluster developments as

interconnected systems developments, reflecting the extended scope of cluster
study through CEM and the underlying CAS approach.

The next part of the discussion focussed on insights into cluster systems responses

as a result of the contextual changes. The insights related to cluster dynamics and

cluster transformations shaped by initial cluster conditions and showed how the
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research was able to describe systems developments through stakeholder

perceptions and understanding of such changes and the emergent responses and

developments. These findings were discussed in the light of literature as reviewed in
the thesis and the main conclusions were that there were overlaps in some aspects

but the value of the research lay in the whole systems approach that brings together
different aspects of cluster developments together as part of contextual changes and
interactions. The research strengthened literature developments in regional and
cluster studies through the empirical and analytical findings of the research as well.

The discussion of CEM in relation to models and approaches reviewed in the
literature on cluster practice demonstrated overlap and differences between them.

For example, CEM shared with systems innovation, key principles and CEM could be

considered a possible operationalization of this approach for solving complex
systems/societal challenges. The NRC model that had supported initial
developments of the research’s conceptual framework was one of the models

discussed. This and other models compared had overlaps in certain aspects but each

of the approaches had different underlying principles, set-up and, or purpose. This

meant that differences were inevitable even as these models were selected for

incorporating complexity and, or systems and holistic approaches as indicators of
developments in the literature relevant to cluster study. The main conclusion was

that whilst most of these approaches had valuable inputs and, or served as valuable

tools, also for cluster study, they were limited in their ability to capture larger
systems interconnectedness of cluster systems developments; internal dynamics of

clusters; to connect micro-level perceptions and behaviours of cluster agents to that

of emergent systems patterns. CEM as a model and the underlying approach,
referred to as the CEM approach in the discussion, is able to provide such insights
and therefore goes beyond extant theories. The next paragraph summarizes

inherent features of the underlying approach of the research and of the limitations

of the research findings and the discussions.

The epistemological perspective of CAS of fragmented and limited knowledge
assessable in complex systems was also reflected in the findings and the subsequent

discussions. The discussions, like the findings, pointed to overlaps, parallel
developments, affirmations and differences between the research findings and

theoretical discourses. The fragmented nature of the discussion was in part due to

the existence of different discourses of different strands of theories and scholarship
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in cluster literature and complexity approaches. This was reflected in the use of

different words, concepts, perceptions of what is foreground or core, focus on
specific aspects, etc. In addition, both cluster and complexity disciplines were

recognized as not a ‘single, unified’ fields of study, but as ‘work in progress’. The
diversity of approaches within these studies however provided a rich pallet of

approaches and models that were valuable in dealing with the complexity and
diversity of cluster systems. The application of CAS to new fields of studies

(interface studies) offered new opportunities for exploration. This research

contributes to the repertoire of interface studies by adopting CAS to cluster studies.
Insights into cluster systems developments and the Cluster Emergence Model

provided specific insights, additional concepts, and approaches that enhanced

cluster study. The convergence of complexity theories in regional studies and policy
meant that the research contributed to this on-going development, and offered new

words, concepts, ways of thinking about cluster systems developments in specific

aspects such as attractors, transforming interactions, fitness to landscape, significant
differences, etc. and more generally, on systems interconnectedness (systems

interactions within and outside of the cluster). The CEM approach offers

understanding of qualitative changes to cluster systems in their changing, complex

contexts. Moreover, the application of CAS to clusters contributes to a growing field
of interfaces with CAS (Allen et al, 2011).

The research, having chosen Energy Valley as its main case study, discussed energy
cluster and the broader developments of energy transition to illustrate the

complexity and interrelatedness of such clusters. Specific insights and reflections on
Energy Valley is included in Chapter 6 as part of the conclusions of the research.

The next chapter draws conclusions on the research and in doing so addresses the
research questions and objectives. It also addresses limitations of the research as

well as recommendations for policy development, cluster practice and future
research.
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Introduction
The research was motivated by challenges faced by the European Union in its effort
to promote economic competitiveness of businesses, new industrial developments
and regeneration of existing and declining industries and regions. Cluster policy was

a key instrument in this endeavour. The diversity of regions, businesses and
industry across Europe, and the changing contexts in which clusters needed to
succeed meant that there was a need for insights into these broad challenges and

new policy approaches. The research had set out to understand cluster
developments in their changing contexts through complex adaptive systems
approaches.

This chapter describes the conclusions and recommendations of the research for
cluster practice and policy, and future research. There are four parts to this chapter.

The first part describes the conclusions; the second part provides recommendations
for policy and practice, including specific recommendations for Energy Valley and

other energy clusters; the third part describes limitations of the research and future
research agendas; and the fourth part is a personal reflection on the research

process.

5.2 Part 1: Conclusions
The research set out to understand how complex contexts of clusters affected their
developments, and whether a complex adaptive systems approach could provide
insights into these developments. The research chose energy clusters, and

specifically, Energy Valley as the main case study given the complexity of energy

transition challenges, and in the case of the Energy Valley, the additional complexity
of being a peripheral region.

The conclusions are organized in relation to the research sub-questions and the

main research question. The sub-questions are: ‘What is changing in the context of
clusters and influencing cluster development?’ is addressed in ‘Cluster context and

cluster developments’ whilst ‘How are stakeholders and other factors at the microlevel influencing cluster development?’ is addressed in ‘Cluster condition, cluster
dynamics and cluster transformations’ and the third sub-question, ‘Can CAS
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approach be incorporated into cluster theory to support the future of cluster
development?’ is answered in ‘CAS and cluster study’.
The main research question ‘What drivers of change and cluster dynamics, in

particular for energy clusters, are significant to cluster developments, and what
revisions might be needed for cluster theory?’ is discussed in the final sub-section of

Part 1. The insights supporting answers to the research sub-questions provided
inputs for this part of the conclusions. The discussion also addressed implications of
these conclusions for cluster theories.
5.2.1

Cluster context and cluster developments

The research showed how cluster developments were interconnected to cluster

contexts and how drivers of change were important to cluster systems responses.

This sub-section describes key conclusions on these aspects of cluster context and

cluster developments based on the insights into cluster systems dynamics as
presented in section 4.12.

The research showed that drivers of change, both internal and external, contributed

to increased complexity of cluster contexts. Common drivers identified in the case
studies were globalization, increasing competition from other regions and clusters,
technological advances, financial and knowledge resources, national, federal and, or
regional policies, etc. Drivers of change were slightly different for each of the cases

even as overlap existed. For example, in Energy Valley, EU market integration, EU
policy and geo-political developments were significant external drivers of change

whilst earthquake risks and ‘green’ consumer demands were examples of internal
drivers. In Karlstad, regional and municipality policies were important internal

drivers whilst urban sprawl of larger cities, urban migration and global competition

were examples of important external drivers. Silicon Valley also displayed different

drivers of change in its different phases of development. Clusters therefore display
specific external and internal drivers of change, and these in turn are influenced by

cluster developments due to interconnectedness of systems developments as
described later in this sub-section.

An important element to understanding contextual changes of clusters was the

recognition of stakeholder perceptions of contextual changes and the related drivers

of change. Energy Valley’s mapping of complex issues and drivers of change
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reflected a divergence of perceptions, interests and focus of its stakeholders. One of

the conclusions of the findings was that stakeholder perceptions and sensemaking
contributed to the increasing complexity of cluster contexts. In addition, stakeholder

behaviours resulting from perceived changes in the context contribute to cluster
systems responses.

Another aspect of changing contexts of clusters was the influence of cluster
developments on their contexts as described in Silicon Valley and Energy Valley. In

Silicon Valley, the rise of the cluster as a contender for government grants changed
federal government research resources allocation, and gave rise to a new trend of
innovative firms locating at Silicon Valley. In Energy Valley, earthquake damages

and local protests led to national policy shifts in its energy policy and developments;
whilst the success of EnTranCe supported EU energy systems developments. The

research also illustrated systemic aspects of cluster developments and influences on
cluster contexts.

Furthermore, the research enhanced understanding of cluster context by including
nested systems, described as systems-in-systems aspects. Developments of national

and supranational systems of the cluster, namely, that of the Dutch and EU systems

in the case of Energy Valley, were impacting lower systems developments of

clusters. At the same time, cluster developments influenced EU systems
developments. The internal energy market and liberalization of energy markets

developments at the EU level directly impacted Energy Valley’s cluster
developments. Conversely, changes in Energy Valley, such as grassroots movements

and momentum, new technology advances, systems integration paradigms and open
innovation platforms contributed to EU energy developments. Systems-in-systems
share common drivers of change and complex challenges, and have both common

and different path dependent factors and systems dynamics, which could result in
both parallel developments as well as differences. Systems-in-systems pathway

developments in Energy Valley were described in Lesson 6. The research captured

interconnected contextual and cluster systems developments, due to systems-insystems nature of clusters and their larger systems.

The insights provided on energy transition and energy cluster developments also

reflected another aspect of cluster developments, namely, that of overlapping

contextual and cluster systems developments as described in Lesson 7. The
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increasing complexity of energy transition and the energy cluster landscape was

also related to national, sectoral and corporate interests, and to local and regional
challenges. In Karlstad, sustainability agendas and developments, and regional

agendas also overlapped with the developments of the paper and pulp industry. The

research showed the significance of related systems that included industries and
sectors, regional economics and welfare, and national and corporate economic
interests.

The main case study of Energy Valley provided a deeper understanding of energy

clusters and their contexts. The study showed how key drivers of change,
particularly that of energy transition and related challenges were important aspects

of Energy Valley’s changing contexts that influenced its developments. These drivers

of change included climate change, sustainability, market developments, geo-politics

and EU energy market developments that contributed to new challenges and

complexity in the energy cluster. Details of these developments, of new and diverse
energy sources, technologies, players, business and social developments at different

scales, both within and beyond the cluster, made the energy cluster’s landscape
complex. In addition, stakeholder perceptions of energy transition challenges

showed differences in problem definition and problem resolution in terms of

solution, scope, scale and organization. Energy Valley and its context had complex
systems developments that were captured in the overview of ‘Shifting Landscape’ of

Energy Valley (Lesson 1) with details in the rest of the case study (Lessons 2-7). The
main case study therefore provided specific insights into contextual changes and

impacts on cluster developments in energy clusters as illustration of complex cluster
developments.

Details of the case studies provided insights that reinforced the fact that clusters and
their contexts are unique and showed interrelated developments. This meant that

individual clusters needed to be mapped to understand their specific contextual

changes and systems developments.

To summarize, insights related to contextual changes and cluster developments

were:
-

Changes in cluster context were connected to internal and external drivers
of change and resulted in new complexity
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-

Stakeholder perceptions and sensemaking of contextual changes increased

complexity in cluster context, and influenced cluster systems responses

-

Cluster developments influenced their contexts and vice versa

-

interconnectedness

-

Cluster context included nested systems of systems-in-systems

Cluster context included overlapping related systems developments

Energy cluster and its context shared complex systems developments

Clusters and their contexts are unique in their interrelated developments.

The insights identified in this sub-section, answered the sub-question ‘What is

changing in the context of clusters and influencing cluster development? The research
showed that drivers of change and the resulting complexity were important aspects

of contextual changes, which in turn were made more complex by stakeholder

perceptions and sensemaking. Stakeholders were also influencing cluster
developments framed by their sensemaking of contextual changes. In addition,

cluster developments were interconnected to contextual changes as clusters were
embedded in systems-in-systems and interacted with related overlapping systems.

These factors collectively reinforced the unique nature of interconnected cluster
developments as part of larger contextual developments. Conclusions specific to
energy clusters related to contextual changes are mentioned here but further details
on energy clusters are given in sub-section 5.2.4.

The next part of the conclusions focusses on micro-level cluster systems
developments.
5.2.2

Cluster condition, cluster dynamics and cluster transformations

The research showed how cluster dynamics, in response to changing contexts, were

determined by their cluster conditions. The research also revealed that cluster
dynamics could include new path creations reflected in cluster transformations. This

sub-section captures key conclusions on these aspects based on insights into cluster
systems dynamics (section 4.12).

The research indicated how clusters were defined by their cluster condition of
interrelated aspects of path dependency, container and stakeholders. In Karlstad
and Energy Valley, industrial key stakeholders were dominant in the cluster and

faced greater lock-in risks due to path dependent monopoly and homogeneity of its
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key stakeholders. In Energy Valley, interlocking interests of national government

and large corporations due to their gas history and revenues meant that ‘gas’ and
large-scale energy production aligned to gas interests remained important aspects
of Energy Valley’s container. Silicon Valley’s container was dominated by Stanford’s

vision and facilitation of research driven firm and industry formation, thereby
defining both the cluster and stakeholders. In addition, the research showed that
path dependent factors had the potential to offer new path developments. In the

case of Energy Valley, its gas history meant that new developments and market
potential were present in the form of bio, synthetic and liquefied natural gas, the gas

roundabout construction, and biogas to meet EU biofuel requirements in transport
sector. Karlstad’s paper and pulp industry gave rise to new innovations and spin-offs
specializations like its IT and packaging clusters. Path dependency of clusters

therefore brought with them both new path creation potentials as well as lock-in

risks.

The research illustrated through the case study of Silicon Valley how cluster
dynamics were influenced by different cluster conditions and contextual changes
throughout its history. In Energy Valley, the original landscape dominated by its gas

history, gas interests and related stakeholders became a complex landscape with
additional stakeholders, new dominant frames, new collaborations and alliances

within and outside the cluster. Energy Valley’s new landscape meant that there
would be different cluster responses and cluster developments in the future. The

new cluster condition of Energy Valley also illustrated how its cluster dynamics and
developments resulted in new stakeholders and cluster container, expanding its
initial gas dominant frames and stakeholders. Cluster condition and cluster
dynamics were shown to be interrelated systems developments.

The research also showed that cluster dynamics reflected different attractor or

systems movements in the face of challenges. For examples, in Energy Valley and

Karlstad, attractors included sustainability movements and cross-boundary
collaborations responding to contextual changes; in Energy Valley, pull to ‘outside’

to compensate for lack of resources, knowledge development and regulatory
restrictions as well as incentives elsewhere posed risks of ‘cluster drain’, and

similarly, latent distrust, dissatisfaction over earthquake damages and sustainability

agendas fuelled citizen initiatives and decentralization developments to increase

self-sufficiency and autonomy needs; and finally, in all three clusters, new
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stakeholders, stakeholder groups and activities were drawn into the clusters due to

new challenges. Farmers and NGOs as new stakeholders, and trans-border
developments in Energy Valley, collaborations with forestry and bio-industries, and
liaisons with the university in Karlstad, and venture capitalists and angel investors

as new stakeholders, and recruitment of global talent and resources in Silicon Valley
were examples of new stakeholders and activities in the clusters.

Cluster dynamics also reflected new fitness strategies to become more resilient
through new technology and competence development in all three cases. The

creation of an energy academy and new innovation spaces that included new
approaches to energy transition were examples from Energy Valley, whilst, Karlstad

also saw creation of an industry driven technology training centre to boost
competences of locally educated labour force. Stanford’s research driven firm and
industry formation and industry-university collaborations were also strategies to
strengthen Silicon Valley’s future. Energy Valley’s cluster dynamics revealed a

potential risk of ‘cluster drain’ as mentioned earlier, whilst Silicon Valley’s limited
local human capital developments in its renewal phase also threatened future

developments. Cluster drain and dissipation were inherent threats to cluster
developments should renewal capabilities be neglected.

The research showed that external drivers of change and complex challenges had a
significant impact on cluster dynamics and developments. In Energy Valley, and also

in Karlstad, the internally oriented regional cluster with dominant stakeholders saw
new cluster developments with expanded scope and activities. The changes in
European energy market developments and other drivers of change saw Energy
Valley’s

developments

to

include

more

trans-border

and

international

collaborations, local initiatives of grassroots movements and new energy and cross-

border collaborations illustrating changes in scope, scale and activities. Influence of
external drivers of change on Silicon Valley’s cluster dynamics was evident with the
rise of Japanese semi-conductor industry. This development pushed Silicon Valley to
seek new solutions, resulting in the later dominance of venture capitalism and
private wealth in its cluster developments. Increased complexity due to external

drivers and contextual challenges therefore reflected increased internal diversity
and cluster dynamics in the case studies.
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Another aspect of cluster dynamics, leveraging different knowledge, competences,

resources, interests and needs from both within and outside the cluster, resulted in
new patterns of interactions, alliances and collaborations, and creation of new firms,

industries, services, products, institutions, technology, and business models, etc. as

part of cluster transformations. These transformations, in turn, led to systems level
emergent patterns of new cross-sectoral interactions and collaborations; creation of
innovative ecosystems including new knowledge developments and arrangements;
expansion of cluster concept (container) to include financial and private

stakeholders, citizen groups and new intermediaries such as non-governmental

groups; shifting entrepreneurial nature and culture that included shifting
consumer/producer relations; expansion of scope, scale and boundaries of cluster

activity from localized business networks to trans-regional and global entities;
changing governance and patterns of interactions between cluster and regional,

national, and supranational policy levels; shifting focus of human and financial

capital development agendas; shifting momentum of self-organization and trust

levels; growing vision and collective efforts despite differences; and increased
interconnectedness and complexity. The research showed how cluster systems
developments were connected to cluster dynamics and cluster transformations.

In conclusion, the research showed how clusters reflected qualitative changes in
their systems developments as a result of cluster dynamics in the face of changing
contexts, framed by their cluster conditions. The behaviour of clusters at the micro-

level therefore contributed to systems levels changes in the face of contextual

changes. The role of stakeholders, through sensemaking and responses to

environmental changes, as well as broader cluster responses, described both in this
and the previous sub-sections, explained the relation between micro-level activities

and cluster developments, and thereby answering the second research sub-question,

‘How are stakeholders and other factors at the micro-level influencing cluster
development?’
To summarize, insights related to cluster dynamics and cluster developments were:
-

-

Initial cluster conditions influence cluster dynamics

Cluster conditions included interconnected aspects of path dependency,
container and stakeholders

Path dependent factors were subject to lock-in risks but also had path

creation potential
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-

Cluster drain and dissipation as inherent threats to cluster developments
when renewal capabilities were neglected

Cluster dynamics were reflected in attractors developments and stakeholder

responses to contextual changes seeking fitness to changing landscapes,
-

leveraging significant differences for new path creations

Changes in cluster contexts, cluster dynamics and transformations included

new stakeholders, new dominant frames, new scopes and scales, new
-

linkages and collaborations, and new cluster landscapes

Cluster dynamics reflected new strategies to become more resilient

Cluster dynamics reflected different systems (attractor) movements in the

-

face of challenges

-

responses

-

increased internal diversity and cluster dynamics

-

New landscapes of cluster developments meant different future cluster
Increased complexity due to external drivers and contextual challenges
Cluster systems developments were connected to cluster dynamics and
cluster transformations

Clusters reflected qualitative changes in their systems developments as a
result of cluster dynamics in the face of changing contexts

Micro-level stakeholder and other activities contributed to macro-level
systems developments.

The next part of the conclusions focusses on the CAS approach.

5.2.3

CAS approach for cluster study

The CAS approach adapted for cluster study provided insights into interconnected
cluster systems and contextual developments, and development of the Cluster
Emergence Model. The research demonstrated how CAS supported understanding

cluster developments as whole systems. Conclusions on CAS approaches for future
of cluster developments are presented in this sub-section in order to answer the
third research sub-question ‘Can CAS approach be incorporated into cluster theory to

support the future of cluster development?

Discussions on CAS and complexity theories being supportive of theoretical
developments in interface and mainstream studies were addressed in the literature

review, and highlights of the discussions are included here to support the contention
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that CAS approaches have a place in theoretical developments in Regional Studies

and other related fields of study.

Regional Studies in the literature review, particularly in Evolutionary Economic

Geography, and also in Regional Innovation Systems through the work of Cooke

(2012, 2013), were embracing CAS approaches. Initial and continuing discourses on
the need to address complexity in regional studies by Martin and Sunley (2007,

2015) were important indicators of the place for complexity approaches.

Developments in economic theoretical discourse embracing complexity represented
in the literature review by Beinhocker (2012) were also important indicators of the

emergent convergence of complexity theories into mainstream economics. Examples

of interfaces studies where CAS and complexity approaches were incorporated such
as International Aid and Development described in the literature review were

additional indicators of the capability of complexity theories to contribute to
theoretical developments of such fields having to deal with complex challenges.

Turning to cluster study, the ability to understand clusters in their contextual

changes was limited. Having considered agglomeration, innovation systems and
evolutionary studies, and relevant policy and practice-oriented studies, gaps in the

literature were identified. The conclusion was that there was a need to re-visit the
scope and definition of cluster studies and this meant that cluster studies needed to

explore
-

-

Whole systems that included historical and path dependent factors

-

dynamics

-

Proximity and interactions that included geography versus industrial
Boundaries of convention and geography, paradigms and collective forces,
and the collective versus individual agency
Diversity and specialization impacts

Contextual challenges including globalization

Interconnected challenges and adaptability capacities

EU’s context of regional diversity and structural weaknesses

Need for integrated approaches.

In addition, the cluster practice models and approaches reviewed, as indicators of

theoretical developments, included ‘new’ aspects or concepts such as ‘dynamic
loops’,
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‘associative

governance’,

‘cluster

commons’,

‘cluster

framework’,

‘triangulated triple-helix’, ‘eco-systems’, ‘complex adaptive innovation systems’,

‘transversality’. Similarly, studies relevant to clusters were incorporated notions of

‘transition management’ and ‘systems innovator’ advocating ‘learning to leapfrog’.

These terms and aspects and those described in addressing gaps and issues in
cluster literature, reinforced the trend in Regional, Economic and ‘interface’ studies,

namely, acknowledging increasing complexity and a need for more comprehensive

systems approaches. Such an approach needs to include broader cluster and
innovation systems, contextual factors, path dependent factors, boundary issues,

motivations and capabilities of agents, and interaction patterns. In addition, cluster
systems’ behaviour and resilience needs to be explored in an effort to address path

interdependencies, distributed agency and interconnectedness. The approach

likewise, needs to address diversity and underlying (collective) processes, and

provide insights into societal transitions and systems innovations. CAS adapted for
cluster study, in the form of CEM, offers many of the aspects mentioned. Highlights

of these aspects are provided below.

CEM as an analytical model offers exploration of contextual factors and systemic

responses leading to cluster developments. Contextual factors and cluster systems

responses, unique to each situation and framed by cluster conditions that include

path dependent factors, defining features including boundary definitions,

stakeholder motivations and their paradigms. Exploring stakeholder sensemaking
processes and behaviours and interconnected developments are part of the CEM

approach. Acknowledging clusters as part of larger systems (its context) is also part
of CEM’s approach. In addition, CEM features systems responses including

underlying constraining forces (attractors) in cluster developments as well as

‘fitness to landscape’ strategies and leveraging ‘significant differences’. The
transformative processes connecting agent behaviours to emergent systems

patterns through concepts of cluster dynamics and cluster transformations are also

found in this model. CEM therefore provides an analytical tool to enhance cluster
study meeting the needs of cluster study developments.

Similarly, CEM offers an integrated analytical tool to support policy developments.

Policy needs of the EU that initiated the research indicated a need to address urgent

societal challenges as identified in the Europe 2020 strategies. These broader
interconnected societal challenges framed the contexts of regions and clusters, and
as such, there was a need to build on local strengths and capabilities to explore new
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economic and social developments. CAS approaches, focussing on local capacities,
systems potential and constraints, was translated into an operational policy tool

(more in sub-sections 5.6.2 & 5.6.3) that could provide insights into clusters (and

regions). The application of CEM to three clusters, of which two were in Europe,

demonstrated CEM’s ability to generate insights into cluster developments in
different settings and in different stages of developments, meeting the need to serve

regional diversity in the EU. CEM enabled cluster analysis supportive of cluster

developments in the practice.

To summarize, conclusions on CAS and cluster study are:
-

CAS approach supports understanding broader, complex contexts of clusters

and unique interconnected developments of clusters and their contexts
through the Cluster Emergence Model (CEM), thereby conceptualizing

theoretical discourses and acknowledging these developments in cluster
-

practice

The CEM approach offers an integrated whole systems approach to cluster
developments by capturing sensemaking processes and responses of

stakeholders, and constraining systems forces and path creation potentials

of systems responses, both of which are framed by local cluster conditions,

interconnected to contextual, transverse and systems-in-systems systems

-

developments, leading to cluster systems transformations

CEM supports Europe 2020 strategies by providing insights and intervention

strategies to identify local capacities, potential and constraints of clusters

and their regions.

The research therefore demonstrated that a CAS approach supports understanding

of cluster development in its broader and more complex contexts affirming that CAS
can contribute to future cluster developments. The research in leveraging and

illustrating CAS approaches for cluster theory and cluster policy however

acknowledges that future research could further strengthen these findings.
Recommendations to this end are provided in Part 2 of this chapter.

5.2.4

Research question and the findings

The research set out to explore how changes in broader contexts influence cluster
developments, and if there was a need to re-visit cluster theory. In the previous subsections, answers were provided to the sub-questions:
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1. What is changing in the context of clusters and influencing cluster
development?
2. How are stakeholders and other factors at the micro-level influencing cluster
development?
3. Can CAS approach be incorporated into cluster theory to support the future
of cluster development?

Answers to the sub-questions together with the specific insights into energy clusters
from the main case study answered the main research question, ‘What drivers of

change and cluster dynamics, in particular for energy clusters, are significant to
cluster developments, and what revisions might be needed for cluster theory?’ An
elaboration follows.

The exploration of Energy Valley provided insights into cluster developments as an

illustrative case of a complex cluster. Insights into changing contexts, the ‘Shifting
Landscape’ described in Lesson 1 and details on drivers of change and related

complexity in the cluster context in Lesson 3, provided understanding of drivers of

change and contextual changes in the energy cluster. Furthermore, analyses of
Karlstad and Silicon Valley broadened and deepened understanding of contextual

changes resulting in coherent insights into cluster developments and related
contextual changes. These insights, described in sub-section 5.2.1, answered the first

sub-question, including insights specific to energy clusters.

Similarly, Energy Valley’s cluster dynamics and ensuing cluster transformations

were described in Lesson 2 through Lesson 5, whilst Lessons 6 and 7 provided
insights into interconnected cluster developments and related contextual systems.

These Lessons, specifically Lessons 6 and 7, showed how the energy cluster’s

developments were linked to challenges (and their resolutions) of energy transition
at the regional, national and EU levels as well as to other challenges (and their

resolutions). The research, through these various analyses, showed the complexity
of energy clusters. In the conclusions, this complexity was described as

interconnectedness of systems developments including cluster systems. Conclusions

on cluster dynamics and cluster transformations of the other cluster studies
reinforced these insights. In addition, the analysis of Silicon Valley spanning various

developmental phases demonstrated how clusters undergo continual processes of

interconnected systems developments due to contextual changes and shifts in

cluster conditions. Insights arising from these various analyses showed how cluster
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systems developments were influenced, connecting to both micro-level activities
and contextual changes, answering the second research sub-question, that included
insights specific to energy clusters. Details were presented in sub-section 5.2.2.

The conclusions of the research capturing insights into interconnectedness of
cluster systems development are attributed to CAS approaches that framed the

investigation, and thereby answering the third research sub-question on whether

CAS could be incorporated to support future cluster developments. This aspect was

discussed in sub-section 5.2.3.

The research had set out to understand how clusters responded to changes in their
contexts from a whole systems perspective. By answering the various sub-questions,
the research illustrated by the case of Energy Valley and afterwards of the other
cases, what was changing in the contexts of cluster (what was driving change) and

how this was related to cluster dynamics and the resulting cluster developments.

The research had showed that a customized CAS approach for cluster study

supported understanding cluster developments in their broader contextual
developments.

Theoretical advances focussed on the future of cluster developments could benefit

from the results of the research even as more work needs to be done to optimize a

CAS driven approach for cluster study. The research showed how drivers of change

and resulting cluster dynamics influenced cluster developments in the Cluster
Emergence Model. The research findings, leveraging CAS as meta-theory, reflected
broad interconnected systems developments of clusters and their contexts.

In Part 2, recommendations are made for future research based on the findings of

the research and its limitations. In addition, recommendations for cluster practice in
the light of the research findings are suggested.
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5.3 Part 2: Recommendations
5.4 Introduction
This chapter is divided into recommendations for future research based on the
research findings and recommendations for policy and practice.

5.5 Recommendations to enhance findings in future research
The research showed that traditional view of clusters needed re-visiting and that
new agendas for cluster research were needed to build on the findings of this
research and related areas. Suggestions for future research are included below.
5.5.1

Recommendations for cluster studies

The research delivered a CAS approach and insights into cluster systems
developments in an attempt to understand the broader challenges and
developments in the field of cluster theory and practice. The broad research scope

gave an exploratory and illustrative case study design and future research could

strengthen the findings. The chosen research scope and design meant that extensive

validations and room for further exploration of specific aspects and relations

between these aspects were not possible. Recommendations below include these
aspects for future exploration.

The research explored an energy cluster, Energy Valley, and supplementary cases of

Karlstad and Silicon Valley. Future case study research could further verify and
strengthen insights into cluster developments. Similarly, the Cluster Emergence

Model could be further developed and validated through extended research on
additional clusters in different sectors, regions, scales and phases of development.

Aspects of the Cluster Emergence Model could also be further developed by
additional research on each of the aspects of cluster developments identified.

Specifically, the dynamics and reciprocal influences of self-organizing processes and

top-down planned initiatives could be further explored.

Another aspect of cluster developments, sensemaking processes, could be further
investigated to understand the trajectory of awareness of stakeholders of changes in

the environment. This would include how they perceive these changes and what

motivations and considerations play a part in their responses and interactions with
other stakeholders; and how this process influences cluster dynamics and the
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resulting changes in interaction patterns, and systems patterns. A detailed analysis
of this process could enhance understanding of cluster developments.

Another aspect introduced to cluster study was that of systems-in-systems
interrelatedness. The research uncovered parallels and differences related to energy

in systems developments of Energy Valley, the Netherlands and the EU. Validations

of the findings through additional energy cluster cases and from other sectors would
strengthen and enhance these insights. Future research could focus on interlocking
developments of clusters in systems-in-systems to understand how such systems
developments lead to both advantages and disadvantages for clusters and their

embedded systems. Similarly, further investigations into horizontal or transversal

developments, and their influence on cluster developments, would support
theoretical developments.

The research showed that dominant frames were present in clusters and that these
needed to be made explicit to support cluster developments. Cluster definitions and
cluster strategies generally have a dominant economic framing. Future research

could explore the implications of re-defining and re-scoping cluster definition to

embrace political, technological, social and ecological frames as part of cluster
developments.

Another aspect of cluster developments for future research is the concept of the

triple-helix and the changing roles and responsibilities of stakeholder in clusters,
including emergence of new stakeholders in the face of changing business

landscapes. Research explorations on changing stakeholders, and their roles and

responsibilities in clusters could be mapped in different clusters and in different
geographic and cluster life cycles to better determine the nature of these changes

and whether they are context-specific. Related to this aspect are changing

governance structures of clusters. Changes in stakeholders and the nature of multilayered systems of clusters as described in the research could be further

investigated to understand how such changes and new complexities influence

existing governance structures.

The research identified the need to expand the scope of clusters to incorporate
context as part of cluster developments. Future research could explore boundaries

of cluster contexts relevant to cluster developments and the context-specificity of
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such boundaries by multiple case studies in different contexts. The geography of

clusters has been central to this research even as digital communities and
interactions were identified as being emergent cluster systems patterns. Future

research could explore the implications and impact of digitalization for cluster
systems developments. This includes exploring new developments of ‘knowledge
hubs’, ‘innovation hubs’ and ‘global and digital communities’ (as hubs and, or
clusters).

In all three clusters investigated, the role of governments and policy supporting

growth and future success of clusters was evident. More research on the dominance
of governments and policy could strengthen understanding of this aspect of cluster

developments. In addition, shifting priority in policy to address ‘grand societal
challenges’ could be explored as part of future research on defining features

(container) of clusters.

The formal and informal interactions and influences in clusters have been
documented both in the literature and in this research. The notion of (distributed)
agency in complexity theories does not make a distinction between formal and

informal interactions, and influences of agents are deemed to be semi-autonomous

(in CAS). More research on these different assumptions could offer new insights for
cluster theory and CAS developments.

The research advocated stakeholder perceptions and sensemaking as being central

to understanding systems developments of clusters. Future research could explore
implications of people-centred cluster development approaches as opposed to

resources and sectoral approaches present in extant cluster theories and policies.
More specifically, how existing policy-making practices can be supported to

embrace new approaches to cluster policy.

The research identified risks of ‘cluster drain’ and diffused clusters. Further

investigation of ‘cluster drain’ and related cluster dissipation risks could uncover
further underlying mechanisms strengthening or weakening these patterns of
developments to improve policy interventions.

The research indicated that in energy clusters focus on large-scale solutions coexisted with small scale and local solutions to deal with urgent challenges.
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Comparative clusters studies including other sectors could verify if local and larger-

scale solutions were part of cluster developments. Understanding such
developments could enhance current cluster studies and practice in support of

developing resilient clusters. Similarly, further investigation into cross-boundary
developments of cluster dynamics as revealed in the research, could enhance
understanding and development of resilient clusters.

The research showed that inclusion of citizen and grassroots movements in energy

cluster developments meant an enlargement of the scope of energy clusters. The

challenge to include diffused groups such as local energy co-operatives and

initiatives and also small and medium sized enterprises in formal dialogues will
become more urgent with changing landscapes of energy, and perhaps also in other
clusters. Future research could investigate the implications of decentralized energy

communities for cluster developments and the need to re-think current approaches
to cluster strategy development.

Energy transition challenges in Energy Valley illustrated the need to have flexible
cluster scope to address the different levels and types of issues in the cluster. More
insights into the needs of energy clusters for flexibility of scope and scale, and
implications for policy and governance structures, could be another research agenda
for energy cluster study.

The issue of trust identified in the research could be explored in future research to

understand conditionality of trust in clusters, and whether the conditionality is
related to the increasing complexity faced in clusters.

The clusters investigated in the research revealed renewal and transformations of

the clusters in the face of new challenges and increased complexity. Future research

could explore clusters that did not succeed in leveraging innovation potentials, and,
or developing and implementing successful fitness to landscape strategies and

possibly, cluster developments that led to decline and dissipation. Such an
investigation could overlap the aforementioned recommended study of ‘cluster
drain’ and related risks.

A final recommendation for future cluster study is to enhance the research findings
that were based exploratory methods using qualitative approaches. Future studies
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could expand these findings by additional investigations encompassing qualitative
and quantitative aspects of systems developments. For example, computational
complexity studies could enhance the use of Cluster Emergence Model to include

quantitative modelling of path developments. Qualitative shifts of cluster systems as
described in the research could be mapped through quantitative time-series data to

identify potential pathways or ‘space of the possible’ to improve policy
interventions, and also to add to theoretical developments.

This sub-section offered recommendations for theoretical developments based on

the research findings, whilst recognizing that limitations of the research offered new
opportunities for future research to enhance the findings and policy developments.

The research therefore acknowledges both its contribution and limitations in
supporting theoretical and policy developments of clusters.

The next sub-section offers recommendations to enhance theoretical developments
of CAS studies.
5.5.2

Building on research findings for CAS studies

The research adapted CAS for cluster study and delivered a whole systems approach

bringing together different aspects of complex adaptive systems theory, initially as a
conceptual framework and later in the Cluster Emergence Model. The research

included new concepts, made concepts more explicit, and made a unique

combination of CAS and other concepts. These concepts and the combination of
concepts in CEM could be further explored for their relevance in other settings and,
or in interface studies.

The notion of ‘Shifting Landscape’ to capture changing contexts of clusters in the

Energy Valley case study could also be further explored for its relevance to other
CAS studies. The use of metaphors in CAS is commonplace and this metaphor is
added to existing repertoires.

The concept of drivers of change in the research allowed exploration of contextual
factors relevant to systems developments. Further research on drivers of change

could explore differences in drivers in relation to agent and systems responses in
complex adaptive systems, and possible interconnected feedback loops amongst
drivers.
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The concept ‘fitness to landscape’ was introduced in the cluster study. The notion of

‘fitness’ existed in complexity theories but this new term captures the sensemaking
process of stakeholders, in perceiving and making sense of changes in their local
environment, and the need to adapt to such changes. Validation of this concept in

other CAS studies could support theoretical developments, particularly in its added

value next to concepts of ‘fitness’ and ‘fitness landscapes’. In addition, the notion of

sensemaking, present in complex adaptive systems theory has been made explicit in
this research at the micro, meso and macro levels. Future research could further

explore interconnected patterns of developments of sensemaking at these different

levels, and across systems.

The role of government and centralized steering, evident in cluster research, could
be investigated in other complex social adaptive systems to understand how top-

down steering relates to the pre-dominance of self-organizing processes postulated
in CAS.

Finally, the research brought together different concepts to explain systems

responses and developments due to contextual changes as CEM. A broader

application of Cluster Emergence Model to other complex adaptive systems could
ascertain its value beyond cluster studies. Therefore, CEM’s contributions to

theoretical developments of CAS could be extended through future research.
Similarly, comparative analyses of interface studies including the present research
could strengthen the emerging practice of CAS applications to new fields.

5.6 Recommendations for policy and practice
5.6.1

Introduction

Recommendations were made for EU cluster policy in the first sub-section; for
cluster practice in the second; and for Energy Valley in the third.
5.6.2

EU cluster policy

EU 2020 strategies, designed to boost economic competitiveness and address

structural weakness through successful cluster policy in different regions, meant

that broader contextual issues needed to be understood in terms of local

perceptions and systems responses, and a need to leverage local and regional

strengths and capacities. The research offers recommendations to EU cluster

policies based on the review of literature and practice, and the research findings.
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These recommendations are made bearing in mind EU cluster policy’s three key

pillars of cluster excellence, internationalization and support for emerging

industries, and its focus on support for SME and building on local strengths

(Regional Smart Specialization Strategies, RS3).

The first recommendation is that EU Cluster Policy reconsiders its current 3-pillar

programme to align it more closely to the Europe 2020 strategies of solving ‘grand

social challenges’, and support to tackle new developments undermining Europe’s

global leadership ambitions. These new developments are related to climate change

and sustainability; financial, economic and political issues of persistent recession,
failing economies, and recently, Brexit and migrant crises; changing global and

business landscapes impacting youth and general unemployment; and digitalization
and technical advances contributing to changing business landscapes. The

interconnected nature of these challenges makes them difficult to predict and
manage (‘wicked problems’). Challenges facing Europe are further exacerbated by

its internal diversity (of member states) in seeking solutions, and by its position

challenged in a changing global landscape whereby emerging economies and shifts

in geo-politics. The next paragraphs recommend alternatives for Cluster Policy’s 3-

pillar programme.

An important recommendation is to make ‘grand social challenges’ part of the

container of Cluster Policy. In cluster practice, this would impact cluster definitions

to identify and embrace one or more relevant ‘social challenge’, which in turn, would

result in extension or changes in their scope and scale of activities, need for new
connections and collaborations. The ‘grand social challenges’ as a driver of change

could possibly help some clusters, local industries and sectors, overcome stagnation
or decline where applicable. Changing ‘container’ of policy and clusters would
support new path creations, and this is addressed next.

Policy definitions focussed on interventions for new path creation could include
funding measures, evaluation indicators, facilitating broad-based strategic platforms
and

ecosystem

creation,

changing

recommendations are elaborated below.

governance

structures,

etc.

These

The research demonstrated that external funding for knowledge development and
successful cluster developments were important drivers in cluster developments.
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Additional funding from the Commission could support local and regional
governments

and

agencies

implement

successful

cluster

policy.

Policy

fragmentation, diverse policy priorities and lack of funding were shown to lead to
regulations and policy that hinder cluster and innovation developments in the

research. EU policy could have a more direct influence on streamlining economic

and structural goals through support for thematic or issue-based (‘grand social

challenges’) cluster policy within the RS3 frameworks. In addition, EU policies could

facilitate broader strategic and long-term orientations in developing clusters and

regions to overcome any dominant and short-term economic focus. EU policy
interventions, monetary or otherwise, could support new approaches that leverage
sustainable developments.

In addition, aligned to EU 2020 strategies, and emphasis on ‘grand social challenges’

and changing in business and consumer landscapes, cluster policy developments

could go beyond traditional economic performance indicators to explore new
strategies of mapping interaction and collaboration patterns where visible
transformations take place. Support for mentoring of start-ups is another example of

benchmarking that leverages significant differences, and complements quantitative
indicators of start-ups. Identifying and including indicators of qualitative
improvement would support new approaches in cluster developments.

EU Cluster policy agenda could encourage creation of strategic platforms by regional

governments that extend beyond traditional triple-helix players whereby systemic

developments and opportunities, changing stakeholder roles and groups in cluster

developments, and the significance of sensemaking processes of stakeholders and
dialogues to strengthen local collective processes are embraced. The next
recommendation is connected and is elaborated further.

The next recommendation for EU policy to support new path creation in cluster

developments is facilitating ecosystems. The creation of ‘ecosystems’ and innovation
spaces and innovation driven missions, illustrated in EnTranCe and Silicon Valley,
are more important in realizing excellent clusters beyond focussing on quality of

cluster organizations and management, and creating physical spaces. The inclusion

of broad stakeholder representation beyond the triple-helix (regional development

agencies, financial, civic organizations, etc.) broadens the scope and focus of cluster
developments to meet the needs of grand social challenges. Therefore, people306

centric and ecosystems thinking, new developments emerging in cluster landscapes,
need to be part of all levels of cluster policy implementation.

Consequently, in order to support new path creations, EU policy could support
clusters in facilitating new governance structures, development of competences and

training capacities, and cross-boundary (sectors, regions, disciplines, judiciary and

territorial) interactions and solutions orientations. Current EU policy offers some if

not most of the support mentioned here, however the difference is that such support
needs to be linked to a re-defined Cluster Agenda as recommended in this subsection.

Context-specific regional and cluster policy needs to remain in new EU Cluster

Policy agenda in line with Europe 2020 strategies and RS3 directives. Local and
regional cluster strategy and capacity developments that could be supported by

making visible and strengthening unique local capacities and opportunities for

innovation and shared growth potential in its services to meet grand social

challenges, going beyond benchmarking, good practice and general match-making
activities. In addition, such visibility could support new path creations related to
cross-border innovations. This is related to the next recommendation.

Focussed support to build on existing regional diversity (related variety) by

combining different sectors, disciplines and themed clusters aimed at addressing
grand social challenges, creating new industries and excellence would, moreover,

enlarge the innovative scope of clusters. Such an initiative would accelerate intercluster collaborations, which has already been identified as one of the key pillars of
EU cluster policy. However, there needs to be specific attention to the use of regional

and local variety, described in the next paragraph.

The focus of current EU cluster policy is on world-class clusters and excellence.

However, peripheral and rural regions that do not meet these criteria should also be

valued and there are three recommendations for this. The first is to make use of

significant differences of rural and urban clusters, and of less successful and more
successful clusters, by exploring new path developments opportunities by such

connections. The second is to connect rural and peripheral regions to each other to
extend their scope and scale to achieve an enlarged and ‘distributed’ cluster. The
idea is, to build critical mass and shared resources for accelerated growth, by acting

as an enlarged entity (similar to networked cities or villages). The third
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recommendation is to appreciate the need for diversity of clusters in the EU to
improve its resilience in the face of increased complexity.

The increasing relevance of consumer initiatives and demand-driven developments
needs to be considered in a redefinition of EU Cluster Policy. Facilitating and

connecting to bottom-up and self-organizing processes in cluster and local

developments could be acknowledged in EU policies. This recommendation is

connected to setting-up strategic platforms that include new stakeholders, and

enlarging scope and scale of clusters. Similarly, the next recommendation is related
to acknowledging the interconnected developments of different systems levels.

EU policies could play a role to support alignment between the different levels

(cluster, regional, national and EU). This could be by supporting and emphasizing
the need for national policies to align to regional developments, structures, frames

and interests, rather than the current practice of regional policies being secondary

to national policies; by acknowledging and emphasizing the role of government in
strengthening regional and cluster policies to be focussed on grand social
challenges; by fostering local capacity building to meet such challenges; and by
better aligning of EU policies and vice versa.

EU Cluster Policy could reinforce and accelerate its excellence in cluster priority by
stimulating interactions and collaborations across different scales of ‘clustering’ and

that its current programmes could be extended its definition of collaborative scope

for ‘clusters’. To facilitate such collaborations, mapping significant differences of
local, regional and EU Regions level (Danube, Mediterranean, Baltic, North Sea, etc.)
and analysis of these differences could make more explicit potential new path
developments for clusters and inter-cluster collaborations.

Re-defining EU Cluster Policy to acknowledge and address broader interconnected
challenges, aligned directly to Europe 2020 strategies, setting new cluster agenda

that recognizes the role of complex systems developments, and includes local
diversity and shifts in landscape, could serve internal and external challenges of the
EU more effectively. EU Cluster Observatory and related EU agencies could also be

more sensitive to new developments of solving grand social challenges and changing
consumer-business landscapes and roles in their support of defining and
benchmarking cluster success.
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5.6.3

Cluster practice

Recommendations for cluster practice are relevant to cluster organizations, regional

and local governments and regional development agencies. These recommendations

on strategy development are based on the Cluster Emergent Model.

The first recommendation regarding cluster context is to map drivers of change and

new complexity of changing contexts. Mapping contextual changes, and ideally with

relevant stakeholders captures key drivers of change and new complexities relevant
to the cluster, but more importantly, how stakeholders perceive these changes. The

resulting insights support policy intervention in identifying presence of common
frames and priorities and differences, and the need to develop collective goals and
strategies. Also, the presence or absence of a sense of urgency would be established,
and if needed, policy interventions could be designed.

The second aspect is cluster condition of path dependency, container and
stakeholders. Mapping is an important key to gaining insights into the various

aspects of cluster condition. In mapping path dependent factors, aspects of past
developments determining current behaviour and responses of stakeholders and

cluster systems are made explicit. Insights also broaden understanding of
underlying patterns of development and risks of lock-in from dominant factors.
However, these insights also contribute to exploration of new path creations when
identifying significant differences in the cluster (addressed in cluster dynamics
interventions).

Interventions to change cluster developments could include changing the container
of a cluster. The container can be expanded or shrunk to influence cluster dynamics.

Examples of changing the container include changing the scope or scale of a cluster,
the number and types of stakeholders, the number and types of governance

structures, norms and (funding) rules, etc. The case studies illustrated examples of
container change in the various clusters. Changing the vision and goals of clusters

collectively could enhance coherence in cluster developments even as diversity in
clusters must be safeguarded. An important intervention is re-considering who is

involved in ‘the dialogue’ in strategy sessions. When lock-in risks are prevalent,

expanding the container by including new stakeholders and expanding the scope of

the cluster would increase diversity and prevent lock-in consequences. Re-visiting
stakeholder engagement could also be connected to attractor movements,

connecting to new trends and developments in the broader context of the cluster.
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Furthermore, feedback processes between container definition and stakeholders

need to be made explicit to support new strategy developments when seeking new
fitness in the changing landscapes of clusters. Analysis of cluster conditions provides

insights that support interventions to influence cluster dynamics. Also, stakeholder
perceptions and behaviours need to be mapped as part of cluster responses. The
next part describes recommendations for this aspect of cluster developments.

The third aspect of cluster developments is cluster dynamics understood by its

systems movements (attractors), fitness to landscape strategies and relevant

diversity that offer new path creations and solutions for the challenges faced in
clusters. Interventions related to cluster dynamics should therefore focus firstly on
understanding attractor patterns and systems constraints within the cluster.

Secondly, the focus needs to be on discovering ‘fitness to landscape’ solutions and
strategies by mapping stakeholder strategies and solutions-orientations to urgent

challenges brought about by changing contexts. Thirdly, the focus needs to be on

identifying significant differences that could support finding solutions for the

cluster’s urgent challenges. Insights into these three aspects reflect directions that
cluster developments may take, and help evaluate which policy interventions could
support or weaken the cluster dynamics. By exploring underlying patterns of

interactions of these three elements, interventions could be aimed at changing such
interaction processes. The movement towards sustainability, as seen in two of the

cases, is an example of an underlying process where new market and innovation
opportunities lie.

The fourth aspect of cluster developments, cluster transformations, would help

monitor and analyse cluster developments, particularly for policy intervention
evaluations. Since transformational interactions point to successful new
combinations,

often

cross-boundary,

mapping

and

understanding

such

developments offer lessons for replication or identifying underlying patterns of
change in the cluster system. Another reason to map emerging cluster systems

patterns is to anticipate new urgent challenges that may arise from such
developments. Policy intervention in this fourth aspect is related to learning and

anticipating rather than direct interventions but this could help prepare future
policy interventions. These new developments point to new cluster conditions
arising and therefore, the cycle of analysis and interventions could begin anew.
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The fifth aspect is that cluster developments are influenced by top-down and

bottom-up self-organizing process. Mapping policy and centralized interventions as

well as bottom-up initiatives is significant to understand how these developments

are interconnected and to avoid fragmentation of perspectives on both sides. Where

there is little recognition of these developments, interventions and initiatives may
fail. The pitfall of forgetting ‘missing’ or hidden stakeholders could be avoided
through extended mapping of both top-down and bottom-up developments and
stakeholders.

The sixth aspect of mapping includes related and overlapping systems includes core
and adjacent sectors and regional developments. Regional developments include
social, economic and ecological developments that may provide both opportunities

and risks to cluster growth and transformations. Clusters need to be connected to
developments around it.

The last aspect of cluster developments relevant for practice is the aspect of

systems-in-systems developments. The cluster is an integral part of sub-systems and
supra systems of which it is a part. EU and national developments have significant

impact on clusters as well as local systems. Mapping these interconnected
developments may help gain insights into parallel and differing patterns of
developments.

The CEM model therefore supports identifying current and emerging patterns of
developments of the cluster and intervention points to the different aspects as
described above.

The recommendations made for EU cluster policy are also relevant to cluster
practice at the regional and local levels. These included incorporating ecosystems
thinking and practice where learning and innovation spaces are created, bringing in

cross-boundary disciplines, sectors, value chains, regions, systems levels and local-

global interactions. Another recommendation included creation of broader, crosssector and thematic visions and goals, preferably encompassing grand social
challenges. Examples found in the case studies researched were bio-based economy,
energy systems integration, new combinations between the paper and pulp sectors

and forestry sector, etc. An example of trans-regional collaborations was found in

Energy Valley’s North West German and North Sea collaborations.
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Cluster policy needs to support sensemaking processes and facilitate dialogues in
support of cluster developments. Examples of policy support could be offering
information about relevant trends and urgent challenges, creating innovation spaces

to catalyse interactions and innovations, supporting appreciation of diversity, and

stressing the need for solutions that cross borders in knowledge, sectors, and
geography.
5.6.4

Energy Valley cluster

Recommendations made for cluster practice, and to some extent that for EU Policy,

are relevant to Energy Valley. However, further recommendations specific to Energy
Valley are made in this sub-section.

Energy Valley had to contend with stakeholders who each perceived and responded

differently to urgent challenges and their drivers, in part due to the presence of

different dominant frames (national economic, regional development interests and
energy transition frames). In addition, strategic dialogues were restricted to triple-

helix stakeholders. To deal with such divergence, Energy Valley needed to make

explicit differences in frames and work towards developing common frames and

focus through sensemaking processes. Emerging patterns in the cluster showed that

common vision was developed amongst policymakers and in Energy Valley
Foundation, but this needed to extend to broader stakeholder groups. More

inclusive strategies in Energy Valley in developing new policy directions were

needed to counter the increasing complexity and risk of diffusion in the cluster.

Formations of sub-clusters and new digital thematic communities in Energy Valley
were facilitated by the cluster organization, but inclusion of these communities in

developing shared frames and directions for the cluster could be a next step.

Looking more specifically at the shifting energy landscapes of Energy Valley, the

cluster became more complex from a gas-dominated landscape to a more
differentiated one. These developments helped to avoid lock-in risks of gas

dominance, but had also risks of diffused cluster developments. The presence of

increasingly diverse stakeholders meant different frames, interests, priorities,

capacities, resources, etc. influencing responses to challenges of energy transition.
Therefore new groups and their perspectives on energy transition needed to be
included in dialogues and future developments. Similarly, connecting to grassroots
initiatives could help increase a sense of urgency in realizing energy transition goals
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by leveraging electoral and consumer demands, but also to facilitate shared goals.

Including new stakeholders (farmers, co-operatives, NGOs, consumer groups, etc.)
could be achieved through creating broad-based strategic platforms as
recommended in the EU Policy sub-section 5.6.2.

Therefore, recommendations for Energy Valley on its ‘Shifting Landscape’ of

contextual challenges include:
-

-

Clarity on what urgent issues are assumed and addressed
More dialogue with stakeholders where assumptions, goals and concerns are
more explicitly expressed
More collective vision and goals-setting dialogues for the cluster
Acknowledge and explore both internal and external drivers of change
Broad-based strategic platforms as one way to include new stakeholders.

These recommendations are meant to support sensemaking processes between
stakeholders to discover and explore urgent challenges and their drivers in order to
develop common frames and strategies and avoid diffusion in the cluster.

The next part of the recommendations focus on avoiding risks of gas dominance

whilst acknowledging the opportunities for new path creation that it offers. In

addition, other path creation opportunities leading to transforming interactions and
new systems patterns are discussed.

Energy Valley’s dominance of gas and other fossil fuels, overlapping national and

corporate interests to secure a prominent position for gas in future energy mix
meant a greater focus on gas-related solutions and knowledge development.

Likewise, gas expertise facilitated new opportunities of bio-based economy

developments by leveraging biomass and biofuel developments. In addition, the
systems and value chain approaches to innovation, prevalent in the gas sector,

facilitated new path creation developments, but there was more scope for building

on these strengths. Part of the answer lies in extending scope, activities, and
visibility of the cluster, and initiating new transforming interactions. Specific
recommendations are provided below.

Meeting EU renewable energy targets could accelerate knowledge development

activities seeing as how the Netherlands is lagging in meeting its targets. Energy

transition investments are expensive and complex, which means that Energy Valley
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is dependent on national and regional support for funding and offering incentives to

investors. The Dutch government distributed its EU targets on renewable energy

deployment amongst the provinces. Energy Valley could demand a larger share of
the target in order to create critical mass that would consolidate its position in the

Dutch energy landscape even further, given its energy context and capabilities.

Critical mass would be attractive as well as cost effective for investors.

Another aspect of the ‘Shifting Landscape’ was the need to meet new and different

knowledge developments and resources. Supporting new external linkages without

exacerbating ‘cluster drain’ risks means that an inbound movement of innovation,

knowledge and market development spin-offs need to be part of strategies to

increase external linkages and collaborations. Knowledge transfer activities,

mobility of labour, incentives to set-up headquarters and research facilities in the
cluster are examples of interventions that could promote greater knowledge and

resources capture within the region. Energy Academy Europe and EnTranCe, set-up

for this purpose, could support such developments by enlarging current strategies

and roles, as part of collective cluster vision and strategy development activities

with key stakeholders of the cluster. Energy Academy Europe in particular had been
set up to connect internationally and bring into the cluster new knowledge
developments and expertise.

Another aspect of Energy Valley’s path dependency that offered new path creation
opportunities was the significant differences of the four Provinces. Alignment at the

regional level of the four Provinces had been improved through shared policy vision

and commitments for the northern regional development including an energy

transition agenda. It is important to acknowledge that regional differences and
developments could be leveraged for new path creations. Different regional strategic
priority sectors and themes within the northern provinces overlap those of the

cluster, and include sensor technology, water sector, dairy and horticulture, healthy
ageing, water and nature recreation, and bio-based economy. Energy Valley

Foundation and the northern provinces acknowledged these different clusters,
innovation hubs, hotspots, etc. and of possible collaborations between them. The

focus on supporting new transforming interactions to result in new emerging
industries could strengthen current efforts. Supporting explorations of cross-border
collaborations, stimulating R&D interfaces and new technological platforms through

strategic platforms or specific professorships as seen in Silicon Valley and Karlstad
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respectively are some strategies to be considered. Energy Academy Europe’s
connection to other knowledge hubs and sectors could be explored.

Expanding the scope of the cluster was already seen in Energy Valley, through its

connections to the North Sea Region and to Niedersachsen to boost knowledge
developments and capacities to deal with energy transition challenges. In addition,

collectively branding the North Sea Region as a European energy hot spot, meant

enlarging its scope and visibility. These initial steps could be enhanced not only for

large scale and top-down initiatives but also to strengthen bottom-up and

decentralized initiatives. This aspect is discussed later in this sub-section. Seeking

inter-cluster collaborations in other geographical areas could provide additional

resources and new priorities. For example, connecting to Silicon Valley’s energy
cluster is an example of extending the scope and significance of the cluster’s

activities, and creating new opportunities and access to knowledge and resources.

Similarly, aligning to EU energy developments to accelerate energy transition
developments, through stronger affiliation and access to knowledge and resources

from other energy and related clusters and industries, could help Energy Valley
capitalize its own gas dominant expertise and resources whilst leveraging other
(international) energy expertise and resources (solar and wind energy clusters) and,

or other knowledge and resources from related industries (automobile, chemistry,
water, IT, etc.). Energy Valley could therefore strengthen its position, networks and

funding opportunities by aligning and connecting to EU and global clusters and
energy developments. Connecting to and becoming more active and visible in EU

initiatives could catalyse Energy Valley to be more active in EU level opportunities

(European Technology Platform, European Cluster Observatory, etc.).
Stimulating

deeper

cluster-to-cluster

collaborations

and

cross-sectoral

collaborations to realize more complex and higher value added products, services
and value-chains are part of EU’s strategies to achieve global competitiveness.

Health, environment and bio-economy are areas identified by the Commission
where new combinations and solutions are needed. These are areas and sectors

present in Energy Valley region. Therefore, exploration of deeper cluster-to-cluster
and cross-sectoral collaborations of sectors and knowledge capitals in these areas
aligned to developments at the EU levels could provide transforming path

developments.
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Related to the concept of ‘deeper’ collaborations, Energy Valley could leverage the

success of EnTranCe and its open innovation space. This initiative incorporated
‘small’ and ‘big’ corporations, energy solutions, etc. that were close to consumer and

social issues, and combined different technologies with a focussed goal on energy
transition solutions. Extending the open space concept, and combining value chains

of vocational and higher education, private and public research capacities and
commercial exploration and exploitation in open innovation centres on energy (or

other themes) could facilitate co-creation and new interaction patterns supporting
more complex value chain innovations and new cluster formation. Likewise, Energy
Valley could explore setting-up ‘distributed open innovation centres’ working on the

same theme but across the whole cluster. A distributed but focussed open

innovation concept permits leveraging knowledge and talent across the cluster
whilst concerted effort and new path creations are explored because of differences
in different parts of the cluster.

To reiterate, recommendations for Energy Valley’s response to new challenges

included:
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Extending scope, activities and visibility of the cluster and leveraging new
path creation opportunities of gas whilst being wary of lock-in risks
Leveraging opportunities arising from inadequate response by the
Netherlands to meet EU targets on renewable energy by creating critical
mass and visibility for the region
Optimizing Energy Academy Europe’s ability to accelerate new knowledge
developments and collaborations by connecting to ‘outside’ but wary of risk
of ‘cluster drain’
Leveraging significant differences of four Provinces for new transforming
interactions and patterns of cross-over collaborations beyond current
practice, focussed on emerging industries
Extending scope to more international cluster activities to enhance
visibility, access to resources, networks and knowledge, also from related
and other sectors
More EU alignments to engage in deeper cluster-to-cluster collaborations
supporting complex and higher value added product, services and value
chain developments
Leveraging success of EnTranCe in creating open innovation spaces and
centres and exploring the notion of ‘distributed open innovation centres’
leveraging capacities across the cluster focussed on energy or other
themes/issues/ developments.

The next two recommendations are related to optimizing and organizing processes
in Energy Valley. The important role of national government needs to be
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acknowledged since regulatory, funding and strategic policies have large impacts on
local cluster developments, and could influence the scope and quality of new and
transforming interactions in and outside the cluster. Energy Valley Foundation and

the northern Provinces had become more a visible and strategic partner for the

Dutch government on matters of energy transition. Increasing national budgets and
support for cluster and regional developments were shown to be important and

therefore future strategies need to focus on increasing national government funding,
in addition to other external sources, as seen in Silicon Valley and Karlstad.

A different issue that needs to be addressed in Energy Valley is the need to re-build
trustful relations between the gas corporation, national government on the one

hand, and local inhabitants, businesses and governments on the other hand, in the

face of neglect of public safety in exploiting gas in the region. Criticisms of national
agencies and corporations and political pressure has resulted in improved and
accelerated compensation processes but misgivings and trust issues are still

present. Trust is important to collaborations and successful cluster practice. Good
governance and more transparency are also relevant to building trustful relations
that needs to be considered.

Likewise, Energy Valley needs to acknowledge self-organizing processes of complex
cluster developments even as policy interventions are important. Policy initiatives
need to support self-organizing processes in Energy Valley. To achieve this, funds
and resource allocations are important to support self-organizing processes of

businesses and consumers. The complexity of changing energy landscapes is in part
due to the embedded nature of energy transition in social processes.

Recommendations related to organizing processes were:
-

-

Acknowledging the importance of top-down policies, particularly national
funding for successful cluster and energy transition developments
Need for trust and transparent governance structures, particularly in the
face of earthquake developments
Need to connect to self-organizing processes and facilitating these.

The next recommendation is related to connecting to different regional strategies
and developments and opportunities in related sectors and emerging industries. The

bio-based economy is an example of new combination of existing strengths in the
region, which served all three dominant frames. More thematic and issue-based
goals, the grand social challenges, for example, could also lead to new combinations
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and strategy developments in the cluster that could enhance the region, energy

transition and national and corporate economic interests. Karlstad’s example of bio-

forestry is also a combination of related and overlapping sectors and developments.
Exploring more systematically opportunities of the different developments in the

northern Provinces, adjacent sectors, and new developments (of emerging
industries) is recommended.

Recommendations related to overlapping and related systems were:
-

-

Leveraging differences present in Provinces (significant differences)
Issue-based and thematic combinations could offering new path creations
for Energy Valley
Exploring connections to adjacent industries and sectors, and new
developments of emerging industries.

There are tensions between the different levels of local, cluster, regional, national

and EU systems due to different interests and strategies.

Finally, sensitivity to ‘larger systems’ developments, namely those at the regional,
national and EU levels is needed. Energy Valley needs to be wary these differences

and the risk of being caught in conflicting national, regional and EU interests. Energy
Valley needs to strengthen its relevance and identity by strengthening links to

regional development goals. However, it could benefit from EU Cluster Policy that

advocates and supports cluster-to-cluster collaborations and emerging industry
developments. Other EU priorities of solving ‘grand social challenges’ and
supporting Regional Smart Specialization goals could also offer new opportunities.
Recommendations related to systems-in-systems developments were:
-

Connecting and strengthening regional economic and business interests
Sensitivity to systems interconnectedness
Exploring and leveraging opportunities of significant differences.

In conclusion, in Energy Valley, an enhanced role and mandate of the cluster
organization, supported by broad strategic think tanks or regional strategic

platforms, could help combat fragmentation and diffused cluster developments. It

will also be able to facilitate new innovation spaces, ecosystems, crossing sectoral,

knowledge, geographic and economic-civic boundaries, and strategic developments

focussed on grand social challenges and complex contextual developments. In
addition, the role and scope of regional and local governments need to be aligned to
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meet the challenges of complex interconnected social issues, supporting cluster and

economic developments and transformations. Enhanced mandates and more
resources to serve both local and larger social challenges in leveraging national and
EU goals and policy efforts need to be explored.

5.7 Conclusions of Part 2

The research addressed and recommended new directions and enhancements for

cluster and CAS literature, and for cluster practice. The suggestions for cluster

practice included specific recommendations for EU policy, cluster practice (regional
policy and cluster management), and Energy Valley. In this discourse, the

significance and role of the different levels of policy and systems developments and
the role of stakeholders, and implications for policy, were also addressed. The
recommendations included more alignment to contextual changes, and national and

EU level developments; enlargement of scope and vision of clusters and mandate of
cluster organizations; reconsideration of the role of regional and national

governments; and, the need to re-visit knowledge and industry policies strategies to

explore mandates, resources allocations, patterns and processes of organizations in
these areas to ensure alignment to the need to address societal challenges and
complex issues.

5.8 Part 3 Future of cluster developments
The final part of the research offers insights into the research journey and
comments, followed by topics for future research that were tangent to the research
but could add cluster developments.

5.9 Personal reflection

The research offered a journey of discovery to understand interrelated

developments of changing business and social domains in a global and digitalized
world. The study of an energy cluster in its complex landscape, in the researcher’s

own region, seemed to be a logical choice. The fascination with the idea of clusters

serving policy decisions (to solve economic challenges) was also one of the reasons

for the choice of cluster study. An example of this was the EU’s ambitions to create

world-class clusters and strengthen local regions through its cluster policy

instrument. The financial crisis that broke out in 2008 made more urgent the need

for cluster policy to be implemented successfully. These ingredients framed
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implementation of EU cluster policy and offered an urgent and important challenge
to tackle.

Having set out on this journey and curious about the ability of complexity
approaches to support EU cluster policy, the contours of the research were clear:
customization of CAS, exploration of Energy Valley, a second case to enhance

findings, etc. The details were not clear but the direction and overall picture seemed
clear. The journey took on different turns and challenges, testing competences and

patience along the way, complicated by mirages that gave false hope. Yet, all of these

added to the richness of the journey. The main concern of keeping pace, focus and

diligence were tempered by the need to make space for creative abductions,

processing thought trails, and being alert to new developments. The journey had its

challenges but always offered opportunities to grow and overcome limitations. This
journey of bringing together different knowledge fields, practice and cultural arenas

proved to be larger, more complex and more trying than was expected. However, the

support, confidence and encouragement received by the researcher were critical to

the completion of this project. Bringing together strands of thoughts, analysis,

theories and empirical evidence resulted in the insights and model that serve cluster
theory and practice.

Results in earlier projects and those from students as part of their course work has
already brought about positive reactions of how this ‘new’ perspective and

analytical tool offers understanding and support in dealing with complex systems
developments. The next step in the journey includes academic and policy discourses

to enhance relevance and alignment to on-going developments in each of these
areas.

Reflecting on the research outcomes, the main contention of the research is that
strategy for cluster developments needs to encompass new approaches in which
continuous strategy developments alert to both contextual changes and systems

responses as well as appreciation of significance of diversity, unpredictability, role
of sensemaking and semi-autonomous agency and systemic developments are

present. Similarly, theoretical implications of the research were that CAS approaches

supported whole systems approaches and new insights into cluster systems

developments.
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The research outcomes contributed to enhancing knowledge and cluster practice,

and to the personal learning. There were many roads that could have led to the end

of the journey, but the one travelled made the most sense at that time, and on

hindsight, it was the only one to be taken.

5.10 Beyond the research – topics for future cluster research
-

Digital and globalized connectivity impacting agglomeration and place-based

cluster developments

Changing roles of consumer and businesses in cluster practice

Place of trust in cluster agendas

Meta-clusters, cluster-to-cluster alliances and the fate of stand-alone clusters

People-centric cluster developments in comparison to firm- focussed cluster
developments

‘Grand social challenges’ as driver of cluster agenda

Emotion in clusters and policy decisions

Impact of emerging industry formations on cluster identity and
developments

Autonomy of cluster governance in multi-level systems developments

Contextual complexity simplifying cluster governance

Impact of formal and non-formal governance norms in cluster dynamics

Co-evolving developments of governance structures in cluster and their
nested systems

Sensemaking in institutional and regulatory developments

-

Distributed cluster concept as an alternative to concentrated meta-clusters

-

developments through re-defining cluster scope and focus

-

cluster and business developments

-

Leveraging isolated and fragmented facets of cluster and economic
Role of finance, impact of and need for public versus private finances, on

Systemic and transformative aspects of cluster-to-cluster collaborations

Limitations and boundaries of cluster-size, particularly in the face of metaclusters and cluster-to-cluster developments

Role of trust in changing contextual complexity

Reinforcing processes of self-organizing and planned policy initiatives in
cluster systems developments

Implications of growing significance of civic society for cluster policy

Significance of systems agents and change agents in cluster developments.
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1. BACKGROUND ON ENERGY VALLEY CLUSTER
Introduction
This is a background report of the Dutch organisation the Energy Valley Foundation

(Stichting Energy Valley). This report provides information about the Dutch national policy,

the importance of Energy Valley in comparison to the Dutch economy and energy sector, the

organisation, its organisational structure, its partners, the strategy of the Energy Valley
Foundation, and will end with the organisation’s current projects.
National Policy

In June 2001, the Dutch government introduced the fourth Dutch National Environmental

Policy Plan (NMP4). It is an agreement of the government, market, trade unions and NGO’s,

organised by the Social-Economic Council (SER). The plan included drastic targets for

emission reductions with the goal to transit the Dutch system towards a more sustainable,

carbon-poor energy system. Important contributors to this goal were improved energy

efficiency, renewables, clean fossil fuels, nuclear energy, structural economic changes and

changes in consumption patterns. This was the beginning of the Dutch transition
management approach, and this in turn, shaped the energy transition approach and practice
in Energy Valley.

Historical Context
In the history of the Netherlands, three phases have been identified in the energy transition
process.

The first phase started in the 20th century and ended in 1945. In this period, there was a

huge increase in the use of electricity and coal as city gas as a result of the industrialisation.
This was coordinated locally and regionally by the respective governments. Due to an

increase in use, energy productions became more centralised. The local electricity
management started to shift towards provincial and national governments where the power
producers were jointly responsible for the balancing and supply. City gas was controlled on
regional level by large private and state-owned cooperation’s involved in coke production.

The second phase lasted from 1945 up to 1980. During this phase, a new cheap source of gas

was discovered: the natural gas field. This resulted in a system-wide transformation of the
Dutch energy carriers: coal shifted to gas, and coal to petrol and other synthetic-based

chemical industry. There was rapid population and economic growth, and automobile usage
increased massively. The government’s energy cooperation, DSM, shifted from coke to gas
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production and created the ‘gas house’ to manage the gas energy system. The state

government, through DSM, Royal Dutch Oil and Exxon jointly were joint owners of the ‘gas
house’, and Gasunie was set-up to run the operations.

During the final era (1980 till present), main sources of energy were fossil fuels consisting of

natural gas and oil; sustainable sources were a small part of the energy mix. In this period,
political issues associated with energy arose due to environmental awareness. There were
debates about nuclear energy, fossil fuel sources, oil-production, air quality and global

warming (Loorbach, 2009). Moreover, a new trend towards privatisation and liberalisation

took place.

Present Context
In 2013, the SER developed the Energy Agreement for Sustainable Growth covering 2013 to

2020. The objectives of this agreement are preservation, clean technology and climate
policy. The aim is to generate 14% of all energy in a sustainable manner, and to create

15.000 fulltime jobs by the end of 2020. The agreement shows a commitment of the
government, market players, employers’ associations and unions, NGOs and financial

institutions to creating a sustainable society and economy.
Significance of Energy Valley in Numbers

Over the years, Energy Valley cluster became important to the total Dutch economy and the

energy sector. In 2013, Energy Valley region’s total added value was 12% of Dutch total
added value. The energy sector contributed 5.1% of value added in the Netherlands. In the
Energy Valley region 21% of the added value came from the energy sector (Energy Valley,

2013). Table 1 shows the absolute numbers of value added in the energy sector of Energy
Valley and the Netherlands in comparison to the total added value of the region and country.

Energy Sector
Total

Netherlands

EV region

€ 29.3 billion

€ 14.8 billion

€ 578.9 billion

€ 70.2 billion

Table 1: Added value energy sector in comparison to total economy (Energy Valley, 2013)
The Energy Valley region accounted for 21.8% of the total renewable energy consumption of

the Netherlands. Figure 1 illustrates the final consumption of renewable energy in PJ of the
Netherlands and the Energy Valley region in 2013.
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Figure 1: Final consumption of renewable energy in PJ (Energy Valley, 2013) 1
The projects of the Energy Valley region are financed through investments. Figure 2 displays
the investments in the Energy Valley region in the years 2003 to 2018. 68% of the

investments (€17.7 billion) are invested in conventional energy, and approximately 31%
(€8.1 billion) in energy transition and energy efficiency. These investments are mainly in

wind energy and bio energy (EnergieMonitor, 2012).

Figure 2: Investments in the Energy Valley Region 2003 – 2018 (EnergieMonitor, 2012)
Energy Valley had a significant impact on employment in the energy sector. Table 1

illustrates the numbers of jobs in the energy sector of the Netherlands in comparison to

Energy Valley. Here, it can be seen that the Energy Valley region accounts for 13% of the
total amount of jobs in the total Dutch energy sector.
1

* Geothermal energy, hydropower and outdoor air heat
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Core*

Netherlands

EV Region

Jobs

78,475

10,875

Jobs

168,450

20,425

Shell**

Share (NL/EV)

Total

Share (NL/EV)

100%/n.a.

14%/100%

Jobs

100%/n.a.
246,925

12%/100%

Share (NL/EV)

100%/n.a.

13%/100%

31,300

Table 2: Employment energy sector (Energy Valley, 2013) 2
Energy Valley Foundation: an overview
The Energy Valley Foundation is a network organisation that facilitates the collaboration of

companies, knowledge institutions and governments with the purpose of strengthening the

regional renewable energy economy. The region of Energy Valley lies in the North of the

Netherlands and encompasses the provinces of Groningen, Drenthe, Friesland and NoordHolland North. This region is the heart of the North-European gas- and power supply, and
has a few important energy power ports.

In 2003, Energy Valley was founded in Groningen, the Netherlands, and became a joint

venture of public and private partners in the North. The Energy Valley Foundation aims to
stimulate the energy economy by advocating sustainable energy innovations that will
expand business, jobs and knowledge within the region. The strategic partners finance the
organisation on a project-basis.

Business and project development are the two core tasks of the Energy Valley Foundation.

These core tasks help the organisation achieve its aim. As for business development, the
organisation wants to stimulate energy innovations by encouraging entrepreneurs to

develop products and services in the areas of sustainable gas and energy systems. The
Energy Valley Foundation supports these initiators by providing a team of specialists who
offer advise during the development process. With regards to project development, the

organisation coordinates numerous projects that is intended to expand business, jobs and
knowledge in the region. These are financed and executed by its partners.
Organisational Structure
2

*Core: Producers and suppliers of energy; **Shell: Production and installation of

energy technology and services focused on energy activities.
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Energy Valley Foundation has an independent Supervisory Board, a Strategic Board and an

execution team of energy professionals and specialists. The Supervisory Board consists of

three people, who monitor operations, personnel and finances. The role of the Strategic

Board is to advise Energy Valley Foundation regarding strategic and substantive decisions.

The ten members of the Strategic Board are representatives from the energy sector,
governments and research institutions.

Energy Valley Foundation has a team of 17 energy professionals and specialists who are
responsible for the implementation of core tasks of the organisation. They act as facilitator
and driver for new (knowledge) projects and market concepts.

Partners

Since its inception, the Energy Valley Foundation has increased its number of strategic

partners up to 25. Each partner provides various investments in new energy production,
infrastructure and knowledge projects.

The strategic partners of Energy Valley Foundation in 2016 included Alliander, Attero,
Eneco, Energy Academy Europe, Energy College, GasTerra, Gasunie, municipalities of

Alkmaar, Assen, Den Helder, Emmen, Groningen and Leeuwarden, Groningen Seaports,
Hanze University of Applied Sciences Groningen, NAM, NHL, provinces of Drenthe, Fryslân,
Groningen and Noord-Holland, PWC, RUG, Stenden University of Applied Sciences and TAQA.

Strategy

In the preceding years, the organisation developed from a regional initiative to become a

binding factor for the northern energy region nationally. During this time, the organisation
contributed significantly to the sustainability of the Northern energy sector by encouraging

energy innovations and developments; bringing parties together; identifying opportunities,

and offering its expertise and knowledge to its strategic partners. Currently, Energy Valley’s

strategy also includes the European context. The strategic goals of Energy Valley Foundation
are defined in its programme agenda.

Programme Agenda 3 (2008 – 2011)

The third programme agenda ‘Energy Valley 3’ mainly focused on improvements to the

Dutch energy market by stimulating the energy-economy and -employment in the provinces

of Drenthe, Groningen, Friesland and Noord-Holland (Energy Valley, 2011). The key tasks
outlined were branding the Energy Valley region and stimulating innovative energy projects.
Programme Agenda 4 (2012 to 2015)
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The goals of the fourth programme agenda ‘Energy Valley 4’ included further development

of the regional energy market by expanding its renewable energy activities, and
strengthening its competitive position in the European market.
Projects

The Energy Valley Foundation coordinated numerous projects in new energy production,
infrastructure and knowledge, on a national and international basis.
National

In response to the Energy Agreement, the Energy Valley network developed the Northern
Energy Program SWITCH in 2014. The goal of this programme was to increase generation of

renewable energy in the region up to 21%, and to create 3.600 green jobs by 2020 (Energy

Valley, 2016).

Furthermore, Energy Valley Foundation is involved in innovative projects for Gas, Bio-based
Economy, Wind-on-Sea, Smart Grids, and Energy and Water. This complies with the Dutch

top sector policy of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, which aims to promote growth in the

Energy sector.

The Energy Valley Foundation has also secured Green Deal agreements with the national

government. These Green Deals is expected to accelerate regional energy developments and
projects, and eliminate barriers.

International

In recent years, Energy Valley Foundation has expanded its strategy focus by including the

European market. This in order to strengthen their region position and accelerate

innovations in Europe. The organisation joined forces with Germany, Scotland and Norway
to combine efforts in energy generation in the region of the North Sea. The partnership is

called the ‘European North Sea Energy Alliance’ (ENSEA). The main objectives of this

agreement were exchanging knowledge between businesses and institutions, and aligning

their energy systems and energy investments. The ENSEA project started on 1st of October
2012 and ended in 30 September 2015.

Another European project is the Clean Inland Shipping (CLINSH) project, in collaboration

with Belgium, Germany and England, which focusses on the promotion of clean waterways.
The CLINSH project is expected to start in 2016.
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The organisation is also a member of the Benelux Energy Expertise Network since February

2015, and an associate of the Enterprise Europe Network to include Small-Medium energy
enterprises in European programmes and partnerships.

Acknowledgements to Eline Kos, IBS student research assistant and main author of
Background Report on Energy Valley
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2. BACKGROUND ON KARLSTAD’S PAPER PROVINCE

Retrieved from, http://www.varmland.se/en/sok?keys=map

The Paper Province (PP) was founded in 1999 and is owned and governed by about

a hundred member companies. These companies included major global suppliers of pulp

and paper machinery, a quarter of Sweden’s pulp and paper mills and small and medium
suppliers. These companies incorporate the entire value chain and the related services
sector and are active in more than 100 countries.

The region’s concentration of more than 200 companies linked to the paper and pulp

industry is unique as there is no comparison in the world showing similar accumulated
expertise in the forest industry. The region has contributed to much of the technology
found in pulp and paper mills worldwide.

The Paper Province is a well-developed business cluster that contributes to the region’s

growth and links it to global markets of products, services, people, capital and ideas. The
cluster is also an important attractor of people, companies and investors. External
studies have shown that being located in the Paper Province contributes to new
products and services, increased sales and more jobs, see info-graphics below:
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Retrieved from http://paperprovince.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/annualreport_english_2015.pdf

In addition, the next info-graphics provides an overview of its key results in 2015.

Retrieved from http://paperprovince.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/annualreport_english_2015.pdf

The next list captures it key milestones:
12

-

1999 The Paper Province was started as a project of seven companies to collaborate
around supply of competence.

2003 The Paper Province is converted into an organization with more than 20
member companies.

2003 Started the Technology Club The Lusten of Värmland Museum, to ignite
technological interest in general and paper technology in particular among the

-

young.

2004 The Karlstad Technology Center, a big investment in higher education, was

inaugurated in a PPP project in cooperation between Karlstas Municipality and
-

Paper Province.

2004 Paper Province started The Packaging Greenhouse AB. The subsidiary bought
a pilot machine from Metso Paper Karlstad. In this freestanding industrial

environment, customers can test drive various base materials and hone their skills
-

with the help of customized and process-related training courses.

2005 Paper Province is one of the initiators of the project, the Packaging Arena, an
innovative environment for consumer-driven packaging development. In 2015,

-

Paper Province and Packaging Arena decided to merger to gain mutual benefits.

2007 Paper Province was appointed one of the “Top European Clusters in High

Innovation Regions” – the only one in Sweden. The European Cluster Observatory
-

audited 2110 clusters from 230 countries.

2007 The Paper Province project “The Energy Square”, a new international center

for energy efficiency in the pulp and paper industry. An important link was made
-

between universities, institutes and companies.

-

clusters in the world. Paper Province had 90 member companies at that time.

2010 Paper Province was named a European world-class cluster, one of 100 best
2013 Paper Province was named one of the winners in The Swedish Innovation
Agency, VINNOVAS’ competition among regions, called “Vinnväxt”. The price,

approximately 130 million over ten years, to invest in a regional forest based bio-

economy.

2014 The Paper Province is renamed Paper Province and changed its statutes; the

association’s aim now was to be a leading global player in forest-based bio-economy.

2015 Paper Province merges with the Packaging Arena and won significant

expertise in packaging development.

(Adapted from: https://paperprovince.com/en/om-oss/paper-province-historia/)
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3. BACKGROUND ON SILICON VALLEY
This background document on Silicon Valley is based on a joint report of the Bay Area

Council Economic Institute and Booz & Company, The Culture of Innovation, What Makes
San Francisco Bay Area Companies Different? (Jaruzelski et al, 2012) and all quotes are
from this report unless otherwise indicated. This document refers to the Bay Area

instead of Silicon Valley. The Bay Area is made up of nine counties and divided into the

North Bay, South Bay, East Bay and the Peninsula with the city of San Francisco. The Bay
Area is the official geographical region whilst Silicon Valley is the reference to a
successful cluster of this region. Below are two maps that reflect the geographical and
the ‘cluster’ with its successful businesses.

Retrieved from https://www.quora.com/Whats-the-difference-between-The-Bay-Area-and-Silicon-Valley

The Bay Area was known for its ‘long history of leadership in computing, semi-

conductors, software, biotechnology, the Internet and other innovation-based
industries.’ (p. 1). The success of Silicon Valley lay in its ability to attract talent and

capital and a culture of collaboration. The Bay Area Council consisted of 275 companies
in the Bay Area. The joint report identified key strategic, cultural and organizational

attributes that ensured the continued success of the region. Most importantly,
companies in the region were found to have successful corporate strategies that were
supported by corporate cultures and capabilities, and that the percentage of such
15

companies in the region were more than double of companies elsewhere. The following
overview identifies specific features of the region and companies in the Bay Area.
The following features characterize the Bay Area (pp. 5-7):
-

-

Many of the largest and fastest growing companies in the U.S. are based in the
Bay Area.

The Bay Area remains at the head of its peers in terms of patents granted.

The Bay Area captures between 35 and 40 percent of U.S. venture capital

investment.

Innovation jobs represent a larger share of jobs in the Bay Area than anywhere
else in the country.

The reason for the above is that this region,

‘….many advantages as a place to start and conduct business: a strong educational and
research infrastructure, a long tradition of venture capital funding, and an overarching
culture that prizes technological talent, innovation, and networking. That, in turn, has led
to the creation of many highly successful businesses, first in the high-technology and IT sectors, and more recently in biotechnology, Internet, digital entertainment and clean
technologies.’ (p.17)
In order to understand its unique success, companies in the region demonstrated the
following characteristics (pp. 18-23):
-

Bay Area companies reported both stronger alignment on business and
innovation strategies and cultural support for innovation strategy.

Nearly half of Bay Area companies are Need Seekers, compared with less than a
third of all companies surveyed in the 2011 Global Innovation 1000 study.
o

‘Need seekers’ go beyond successful ‘technology drive’ strategies, they

are able to address articulated and unarticulated needs of present and
o

future customers

They have three attributes, namely, ‘passion for the product’, ‘strong

identification with customers’, and ‘an openness to ideas from all
o

manner of sources’ (also, ‘the overriding culture of the entire Bay Area’)

Companies are not only distinguished by their ‘superior strategic

alignment or highly innovative cultures’ but also are outstanding in their
-

‘proficiency along several organizational and operational dimensions’

Bay Area companies have a much higher proportion of their technical leads
reporting to the CEO than average companies.
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-

Bay Area companies have the highest proportion of their innovation agendas

-

developed and communicated top-down.

-

management processes high ratings for consistency and rigor.

A large majority of Bay Area companies gave their new-product portfolio
Most Bay Area companies view continuous refreshment of their product
development talent base as a critical advantage.

Below are five tables from the joint report that offer comparison of the Bay Area with

other region on some of the aspects mentioned above to illustrate the superior
performance of the region and the companies.

Excerpt from Jaruzelski et al (2012, p. 5)

From Jaruzelski et al (2012, p. 6)
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From Jaruzelski et al (2012, p. 8)

From Jaruzelski et al (2012, p. 20)
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From Jaruzelski et al (2012, p. 21)

Finally, the joint report also identifies other features, which include ‘excellent proximity

to excellent universities and government research facilities, modern physical
infrastructure, or access to capital’ but stress that it has as much to do with the culture

of ‘openness to new ideas, and a networked environment in which ideas and people can
flow back and forth, interacting fluidly.’ (p. 25). They also stressed on the significance of
the interactions between people, knowledge, technology, institutions (government,

universities, businesses), and ideas. The power of attraction of the region (and openness

to) talent from elsewhere, acknowledging the significance of entrepreneurship and the

need to reward risk-taking behaviours were also part of the region’s success. However,
they indicated that the co-existence and interaction of the various factors mentioned

and the culture supporting such interactions were part of the ‘truly competitive
innovation and a self-sustaining cycle of economic success.’ (p.25).

Adaptation of ‘The Culture of Innovation, What Makes San Francisco Bay Area Companies
Different?’ (Jaruzelski et al, 2012).
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4. CONCEPTS IN CAS – DETAILS
[Overlaps main thesis]

Concepts and features of CAS are categorized into three parts: micro systems,

systems features and systems responses. Where there is overlap with EEG or RIS,
these are mentioned, and potential relevance for cluster study is also included.
MICRO SYSTEMS

The main concept of CAS is ‘agents’ (Axelrod and Cohen, 2001). The behaviour of agents

in their interaction with their environment (including other agents) and the resulting
co-evolution of a new environment through such interactions throughout the system

form the basis of the dynamic processes within CAS. Agents are ‘semi-autonomous’ and
‘seek to maximize some measure of goodness, or fitness, by evolving over time’ (Dooley,

1997, p. 85). The notion of ‘fitness with the environment’ diverts from traditional
notions of strategy where the aim is fitness to the objectives and goals set out by the
individual agent or organization. In CAS, agents seek to adapt their behaviour to fit with
the changes in the environment and they achieve their goals in a context of changes with

the limited knowledge they posses, even as this knowledge is often shared by similar
agents and rooted in schema that are ‘rational bounded’ (Dooley, 1997, p. 85).

Micro systems include ‘bounded rationality’, ‘sensemaking’ and ‘schema’ that influence
behaviour of agents responsible for micro level dynamics.
Bounded rationality

Bounded rationality expresses the fact that agents have limited information,

assumptions, expectation, values and habits that form their perception of the context
and that in turn, determine their actions. The notion of bounded rationality can help

understand why in ‘wicked’ problems definition of what the problem is, is difficult.
Stakeholders have different interests, expectations, language of communication,

perception of phenomena and context, etc. The concept ‘bounded rationality’ is also
used in evolutionary economics.
Sensemaking and complexity

Agents’ behaviours are determined by ‘sensemaking’ of changes in the environments.

Sensemaking is a process that results in agents’ need to make ‘meanings’ to ‘inform and
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constrain identity and action’ (Weick et al, 2005, p. 409). The illustration below captures
how sensemaking is a reaction to changes and how this manifests.

Figure 2 Weick’s notion of sensemaking (adapted from Weick, 1979, p. 132-134)

‘How can I know what I think until I see what I say?’ (Weick, 1979, p. 133) is at the heart

of sensemaking. ‘Sensemaking is about the interplay of action and interpretation rather
than the influence of evaluation on choice’ (Weick et al, 2005, p. 409). Therefore

sensemaking is context-bound, always in retrospect and in connection to others.

Sensemaking facilitates ‘common language and conceptual categories, define group

boundaries and criteria for inclusion and exclusion, distribute power and status’
(Dooley, 1997, p. 86). Strategies used by agents are part of the context in which they

operate, and can influence future strategies (Axelrod & Cohen, 2001). In addition,

sensemaking processes can facilitate consensus on various aspects such as strategy,
resources, vision, goals and how to reach these, indicators of success, etc. (Axelrod &

Cohen, 2001).

Individual agents are constantly engaging in sensemaking, which result in choices for
future. To support systems developments in highly complex situations, understanding

sensemaking is important to support development of resilient responses and self-

organizing behaviours. To this end, the following table has been included to better
understand sensemaking and how to deal with them in complex situations.
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Table 1 Properties of sensemaking and dealing with complexity (adapted, Weick, 1995; Weick, 2001, pp.
461-3; Weick & Sutcliffe 2007)

Sensemaking is assumed in CAS, but not identified as a key concept even as sensemaking

offers deeper and more comprehensive insights into micro-behaviour and interactions

of agents. A related concept found in CAS is ‘schema’ to capture collective sensemaking
notions.

Schema
Schein (1992, in Dooley, 1997) described that shared schema defined culture in
organizations. Agents ‘responding to and interpret what they experience involves

constructing, reconstructing, and modifying’ their schema (Vogelsang, 2002, p. 9). The

process of collective sensemaking can be facilitated to create a shared schema among
23

stakeholders, be it in organizations or in collective initiatives such as clusters. The
concept of schema is similar to institutional contexts of regional studies.
Summary of micro systems

The sub-section on micro systems described how agents with their bounded rationality,

sensemaking strategies and shared schema form the system and how their actions and
strategies influence the system. The additional concept of ‘sensemaking’ helps

understand more precisely how agents ‘understand’, namely, through shared discourse,

values, and vision of future.

SYSTEMS FEATURES

Complex adaptive systems display systems patterns and have interacting mechanisms

across systems, and micro level interactions are connecting to systems developments.
These features included systems patterns, boundary and identity (container), context
(sensitive to initial context), shape (phase space) and underlying constraints (attractors).
Systems patterns

Complex systems display patterns that occur across various levels, which are often
recognizable in the different embedded systems. Events occurring in one part of the

system can also have an effect in a different part of the system.

- Self-Similarity
Simple rules (similar to Goodwin’s ‘deep rules’) present in complex adaptive systems

create similar patterns within the system at different levels, known as self-similarity in

systems. In mathematics, the term fractals describe this concept. Recognizable patterns
of behaviour, or physical structures, are found at different levels of the system. In
nature, cauliflower is an easy example to understand self-similarity. Each part of the
cauliflower repeats the shape at the next level.

Patterns of behaviour and interactions in multi-level systems (such as clusters) could
reveal underlying self-similarity in systems at different levels. More details on ‘simple

rules’ in complex systems are provided later in the concepts simple rules and self-

organizations.

- Embedded and overlapping systems
The nature of complex systems is such that they are often embedded in another (higher)

level of systems. For example, a neighbourhood is embedded in a region, which in turn,
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is embedded in a country and possibly, the country in a regional economic or political
bloc. Each individual system affects the behaviour of the next level systems, both above
and below. The behaviour of one system is often input for the next level system. In
complexity, there is a notion of upward and downward causality (Maguire, 2011).

- Local behaviour and macro-level effects
Systems display changing and unpredictable behaviour due to agents’ behaviour and

decisions to seek ‘fitness’ with their environment are based on their local situation, their

goals, etc. They are often unaware of the effects of their behaviour in remote parts of the
system. This is known as the ‘principle of locality’ (Heylighen et al, 2007). Local

behaviours of agents will cumulatively and spontaneously affect the global level of a

system in non-linear ways. This means that micro-level behaviours cannot be directly

linked to macro-level system emergent outcomes. Incidents and individual behaviours
trigger pathways of change in the systems and the impact of a trigger is not foreseeable.

The tsunami in Japan led to the Energiewende in Germany and no one could have

foreseen such impacts. Similarly, a Tunisian fruit vendor’s action leading to the Arabic
Spring is another example.

Systems boundary and identity – ‘container’
Systems are demarcated from their environment and this demarcation allows a system
to have an identity [Eoyang & Olsen, 2001]. System boundaries or containers can be
geographical, organizational, behavioural, conceptual or institutional. Examples of

system containers are science parks, management teams, business units, occupational or
ethnic groups, political alliances, principle-based groups, mission, policy and rules

governing behaviour in groups or cultures, etc. In CAS, containers influence agent

interactions with each other through a process of sensemaking as described earlier,
whereby schema and system boundaries (container) determine agent interactions with
their environment. The notion of container differs from traditional notions of systems as

in economics and geography, where such systems do not cross boundaries or levels but
operates in distinct levels or areas.

Changing system boundaries changes the dynamics of systems. Container definition and

boundaries are therefore important leverage points in systems to influence action and
interaction of agents (Olson & Eoyang, 2001). Influencing interactions of agents, the
dynamics of systems, is one of the functions of complexity leadership (Marion & Uhl-

Bien, 2011). Identifying and understanding systems boundaries and identifying clusters,
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its container, would therefore support understanding and influencing cluster

developments.

Sensitivity to initial conditions
Another salient feature of complex systems, according to Prigogine (1985) is that they

tend to be sensitive to local environments in which the interaction takes place, the

notion of ‘sensitive to initial conditions’. This sensitivity to local or initial conditions may
be amplified by feedback loops present in interactions. The most common example in
the literature is that of a butterfly creating a tornado in the global climate system

continents away. The concept is also referred to as the butterfly effect, introduced by
Lorentz (1972, in Maguire et al). The notion of sensitivity to initial condition overlaps
with concepts of history (in sensemaking) and path dependence (in evolutionary
economics).

In the literature, sensitivity to initial conditions is often linked to the notion of
amplifying effects and therefore explaining non-linearity in systems, whilst path

dependency is more often associated with the risk of lock-in. Both these concepts point

to the effects of actions in the system, underlining the need to explore history and

contexts of local (initial) conditions for both ex ante and ex post systems studies. The key

lesson of CAS is that similar behaviour in one contextual setting could result in different
outcomes in another setting (Van der Steen et al, 2013).

Path dependency and initial conditions on systems developments have relevance for
understanding differential cluster developments. Evolutionary geographers include path
dependency in their approaches.
Phase space

The possibility spaces of a complex system, due to interactions of its agents and critical
values present in the system, have a maximum space within which a systems’ patterns

of emergence can be found (see attractor for constraining forces). The fact that complex

adaptive systems have a defined phase space makes it different from chaos. There is a

pre-defined possibility space and systems could evolve within such a space but there is
no way of knowing where patterns of emergence will be found within this phase space.

The use of phase space offers a way to describe complex systems in terms of their
overall shape in terms of patterns that are present by focussing on key dimensions of

such systems. Ramalingam et al (2008) explain that in social sciences tables of data
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could provide such insights whilst in natural sciences graphical maps use time-series

data. In order to identify this ‘space of the possible’ (Cohen and Stewart, 1995, in
Ramalingam et al, 2008), critical values of the key dimensions are mapped and therefore

identify possible spaces. Explorations of the shape of the system by mapping patterns of

interactions of key dimensions and elements can help capture how systems change and
are constrained in their developments.
Attractor
The concept of attractor refers to the underlying pattern of order originating from

mathematics (nonlinear dynamical system theory) where different phases with

corresponding attractors determine behaviours (patterns) in the system. ‘Attractors’

therefore constrain behaviour (Goldstein, 2008). Different attractors in systems display
different constraints; there are ‘fixed point’ attractors (trajectories converge to a fixed
point), ‘periodic’ attractors (trajectories converge to a space of circles or ovals), and
chaotic or strange attractors found in complex systems. Strange attractors have patterns

of trajectories that can result in system change when critical values exceed certain
thresholds:

‘This strange attractor shows that complexity – although seemingly completely disordered,
actually displays order at the level of its trajectory, and that although it may be
unpredictable in its detail, it always moves around the same attractor shape. This
‘narrowness of repertoire’ is at the heart of the order hidden in complexity.’
(Ramalingam et al, 2008, p. 38)

There are discernible patterns underlying systems developments that reflect the
attractors in a system. These patterns do not mark fixed pathways but rather indicate

possible ‘landing places’ within the constraints of such attractor phase space. The shape
of strange attractors present in complex systems looks like wings of a butterfly. Thus
whilst complex systems are constantly changing due to dynamic interactions of factors
and agents in that system, they are held together by attractors within a phase space.

According to Goldstein (2008), when the critical threshold levels are crossed, a system
transformation takes place, known as ‘bifurcation’:

‘A system may undergo a much more significant type of change, a phase transition into a
new phase dominated by different attractors. This kind of system transformation….is
termed “bifurcation”….Bifurcations result when there is a change in certain critical
parameter values toward a threshold.’ (Goldstein, 2008, p. 12)
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Understanding that complex systems have internal attractors constraining and shaping
possible behaviour of its constituents including bifurcations that transform systems

could support new discoveries about cluster developments and possibilities for new
policy interventions.

Summary of systems features
Understanding that complex systems offered new ways of understanding cluster
systems and their developments. Such developments are underpinned by dynamics of

interactions; constrained by ‘simple rules’ or mechanisms; reflected self-similarity of

underlying patterns of developments; but displayed interacting and overlapping
systems of interconnected developments of micro-macro levels; were sensitive to initial

conditions, in which history matters; and where boundaries and identities of systems

influence their developments even as their ‘phase space’ is constrained by attractors,
and where strange attractors are capable of systems transformations when critical

thresholds are reached. Mapping clusters to uncover systems features could provide
useful inputs for policy and cluster study.

SYSTEMS RESPONSES

Complex adaptive systems respond to changes to their environments and these changes

can be described in terms of strategies or goal matching (fitness and adaptation), the

ability to deal with complexity, often reflected in variety (significant differences), the

‘rules’, dynamics and results of interactions and the resulting emergent system.
Fitness and adaptation

There are two notions relevant to adaptation in complexity, one of fitness and fitness

landscape. Both concepts are explained and whilst fitness landscape dominates in some
strands of complexity theories, the notion of ‘fitness’ in the broader Darwinist tradition

is preferred in social sciences. Both concepts are present in complexity approaches.

- Fitness and Fitness landscape
The notion of ‘fitness’ in complexity theories reflects the need to deal with complexity
resonant of evolutionary theory’s ‘survival of the fittest’, dealing with changing, complex
environments. Complexity of its environment needs to be matched by the systems

internal variety (McKelvey, 1999; Merali & Allen, 2011), and in organizations, variety is

recommended (Axelrood & Cohen, 2001). This is further discussed in describing the
concept of significant differences.
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The concept fitness landscape advocated by Kaufman is explained by Cooke (2012) as

the landscape of complex systems as ‘topography of hills and valleys’ in which
interactions and recombination of knowledge may be hindered or unobstructed and that

diversity is important to economic growth. The popularity of fitness landscape in

complexity sciences has its limitations when applied to social sciences as described in
the following:

A fitness landscape is based on the idea that the fitness of an organism is not dependent
only on its intrinsic characteristics, but also on its interaction with its environment. The
term ‘landscape’ comes from visualising a geographical landscape of fitness ‘peaks’, where
each peak represents an adaptive solution to a problem of optimising certain kinds of
benefits to the species. The ‘fitness landscape’ is most appropriately used where there is a
clear single measure of the ‘fitness’ of an entity, so may not always be useful in social
sciences. (Ramalingam et al, 2008, p. 54)

Ramalingam et al suggest that a broader concept of ‘fitness’ could support

understanding co-evolutionary nature of agents in interaction with the environment by
adopting the notion of ‘optimal trade-offs’ instead of Kaufman’s fitness ‘peaks’. They

illustrated through the example of Balinese farmers’ the need to adapt to rainy and dry

seasons and threat of pests. They needed not only to adapt to these environmental
factors but also to each other’s needs and thus engage in cooperative water sharing and

pest control strategies. The Balinese ecosystem and landscape co-evolved as a result of

farmers’ interventions to seek ‘fitness’ with the environment. Individual farmers choose
constantly to maximise their ‘fit’ based on the changes of others such that interactions of
all related systems result in mutual adaptation (or co-evolutionary change) of the whole
landscape (emergent system).

The ‘fitness’ seeking behaviour of agents and interdependent adaptations of local agents
could help understand systems developments in cluster studies.
Significant differences

An important influencing factor on outcomes of interactions and interventions in CAS is
the degree of significant differences in interactions. Significant difference is a concept
that is approached differently by various scholars in complexity science.

- Variation and diversity
Axelrod and Cohen (2001) address variation as a key concept in their approach to

complexity. Variation is essential to innovation according to them as it offers a source of
potential success for existing problems. Agents, who form a varied source of knowledge,

skills, history and strategies, interact with other agents, bringing with them a variety of
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knowledge, skills, history and strategies, which then result in a wide range of choices for
action and strategy.

Diversity is recognized as an important element of renewal in urban studies and

innovation in general (Johnson, 2012). Evolutionary economic geography also addresses

diversity in the literature related to regional and urban development (Boschma, 2004).

In evolutionary economics, the term ‘related variety’ is also used to reflect that diversity
is important but needs to have some commonality (sub-section 2.6.3).

- Significant differences and transformation
In CAS, Olson and Eoyang (2001) emphasized that significant differences in complex
systems can be leveraged to gain significant changes. Significant differences may be
physical, mental, ideological, perceptual, experiential, social, political, etc. depending on

the system. Significant differences for a system may also be different at each systems

level. In a neighbourhood, families may be the significant difference whilst at the family
level, it could be the roles assumed by the individuals that are the significant difference,
and at a higher-level system, it could be the size of neighbourhoods that may be the

significant differences. Goldstein (2008) explains that a significant difference is ‘a
difference that makes a difference’ (Bateson, 2000, in Goldstein, 2008, p. 7)

Identifying ‘significant differences’ in complex systems offer insights into innovation

potential, similar to the ‘adjacent possible’ in Kaufmann’s terms (Cooke, 2012), which
could perhaps support new path creations in cluster developments.
Interactions

Dynamic interactions of agent behaviours as part of systems responses are described

through feedback loops, transforming interactions and simple rules.

- Feedback loops
Interactions and connections between the agents and their environments are important

in CAS. Adaptive behaviour of agents is triggered, where mismatch occurs between
agent and environment, to seek fitness to the local environments. Unlike normal

scientific paradigms, connections in CAS are often non-linear because of feedback loops

in interactions. Feedback loops in interactions tend to have amplifying effects (positive

feedback) or regulating effects (negative feedback). The concept of feedback loops come

from Systems Theory on which CAS builds (for details see Merali & Allen, 2011;

Ramalingam et al, 2008).
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- Transforming interactions
Olson and Eoyang (2001) described how significant differences could transform

interactions. They used the term transformational interactions to capture this effect.

Eoyang in a joint study with Yellowthunder on a study of Kosovo illustrated how
significant differences facilitated transforming interactions, and therefore influenced
emergent macro-level processes.

The occurrence of spontaneous and, or planned interactions where significant
differences exist, and where continuous adaption by agents and transformations take
place, often have amplified results due to the distributed nature of agents and
interactions in systems. (See also emergence concept below).

Recognizing opportunities for transforming interactions and identifying significant
differences to facilitate and broaden potential path creations can be important inputs for
cluster policy.

- Simple rules
Complex systems are often governed by simple rules as illustrated by flocking birds or

ant colonies, or military strategy in unpredictable, complex combat settings. These
simple rules offer agents in the system flexibility in their choices even as they abide by

these rules. The term ‘semi-autonomous agents’ is used to describe the local rule

governance that also offers freedom of action. To illustrate, US military rules for

complex combat settings are ‘1) capture the high ground; 2) stay in touch; 3) keep
moving’ (Ramalingam et al, 2008, p. 21). The Internet, Wikipedia and many Internet

communities similarly display self-organizing systems with simple (often implicit) rules

that allow autonomous behaviour for individual participants without rigid control
mechanisms.

To manage complex systems and problems, understanding local dynamics of actors and

their environment is necessary in order to enhance and, or enable adaptability of local

actors in their local contexts, also relevant to cluster policy.

Emergent systems

To understand how patterns emerge in systems, concepts of self-organization and
emergence are described.

- Self-organization
Self-organization captures how ‘new emergent structures, patterns, and properties arise

without being externally imposed on the system’ (Goldstein, 2008, p. 9). The semi31

autonomous behaviour of agents seeking to make sense of their environment including

the behaviours of other agents, and the resulting interactions explain the ‘self-organized
nature’ of agent behaviour (see micro systems, fitness and adaptation, simple rules and
sensemaking on agent behaviour). The behaviour of diverse agents, locally tapping into
creative and novel behaviour, to adapt themselves to seek ‘fitness’ (Kaufman’s ‘fitness

landscape’) and maintain system structures without external design refers to the self
organization property of complex systems (Heylighen, 2002; Heylighen et al, 2007).

Heylighen et al (2007, p. 13) refer to the ability of agents in a system to build a ‘small,

relatively stable ‘community’ of mutually adapted agents within the larger collective’
that in turn, influences adjacent communities to change to fit to the new adaptation, and

frequently, the pressure to change increases as adapted parts of the system grows. They
explained that tension at the boundaries between adapted and not adapted

communities offer triggers for change and adaptation and that these change processes,
self-organizing processes, offer a larger diversity of potential adaption leading to fitness

and therefore tend to be more robust in structure as compared to systems with

blueprinted, command and control, top-down strategies. Change in CAS therefore

emerges from interactions of agents in the system whereby diversity and autonomy

exists (see transforming interactions) with the understanding that self-organization in

itself is not a sufficient condition to initiate emergence. ‘Constraining’ and
‘constructional operations’ are often needed to support emergent systems (Goldstein,

2008; Maguire, 2011), referring to attractors, systems boundaries and identities,
diversity of fitness strategies, interactions leveraging diversity, etc.

Understanding the role of self-organization in complex systems to support development
of robust structures and resilient systems by focussing on significant differences and

boundaries between such differences, and on diversity and fitness potential are inputs
for resilient cluster development.

-

Emergence
The concept of ‘emergence’ is critical to CAS. Holland (1992, p. 20) explains how

‘individual parts of a complex adaptive system are continually revising their
(‘conditioned’) rules for interaction, each part is embedded in perpetually novel

surroundings (the changing behaviour of the other parts)’. He explains how there is no

overarching rule that governs the whole system but instead there are different
‘distributed, interacting parts’ (p. 21) which are each governed by their own local rules
(simple rules).
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Emergence is explained in terms of how micro (lower) and macro (higher) levels relate
to each other as whole systems:

‘the arising of new, unexpected structure, patterns or processes in a complex
system…Emergent phenomena are understood on a “macro”-level which is considered a
“higher” level in respect to the “lower” or “micro”-level components from which the
emergent emerge’
and,

‘Emergent phenomena seem to have a “life of their own” with their own rules, laws, and
possibilities which are radically novel with respect to the lower level components’.
(Goldstein, 2008, p. 9)
Emergence is how ‘properties of a complex system emerge from interconnections and

interaction’ with no clear relationship between the emergent properties and the
contributing factors (Ramalingam et al, 2008, p. 21). The essence of complex adaptive

behaviours of systems lies in the concept of emergence and they are not pre-determined
and development paths are irreversible (Dooley, 1997).

Focus on interconnections and interactions, and mapping the resulting changes in
structures, processes, visions, creativity, meaning, forms of collaborations, etc. would
capture emergent behaviour in cluster systems. Mapping emergent changes capture the
qualitative shifts in systems.

Summary of systems responses
Systems responses to changes in context as interconnected and distributed responses of
agents can be understood through exploration of fitness and adaptation behaviours,
significant differences potential, interaction patterns, and emergent systems behaviours,

and their respective concepts. The emphasis on relevance and need for diversity to deal

with complex changes, significance of focus on interactions and interconnections in
systems developments were essential to CAS approaches. The emergent changes also

reflect qualitative systems changes in its structures, visions, meaning, behaviours,
responses as seen in interactions and collaborations.
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5. EU CLUSTER POLICY AND CLUSTERS – ADDITIONAL INPUTS
EU Policy
Clusters have been part of EU’s landscape and focus of policy since the 1980s and were
identified as part of a broad-based innovation strategy in 2006 and 2008 by the
Commission (EC, 2008). There was a consolidated programme of policy development to

leverage the potential of clusters in recognition of clusters’ role in facilitating innovative
firms (see Thesis sections 2.13-2.17). In 2008, the Commission communicated its

ambition to support development of ‘world class clusters’ (EC, 2008).

In the Europe 2020 Strategy, cluster policy was identified as one of the horizontal policy
approaches that could support ‘industrial competitiveness and innovation by bringing

together resources and expertise, and promoting cooperation among businesses, public
authorities and universities…’ and, together with Regional and national policies, EU

cluster policy was expected to ‘overcome existing market failures and funding gaps, and

especially to supply the bridge between companies and research institutions’ (EC,
2010b, p. 14). There has been a shift in support for cluster developments from a national

and regional policy to a more coordinated EU level policy approach, again recognizing
the significance of clusters in innovation and SME developments.

Cluster Policies were defined as ‘specific government efforts to support clusters’
(European Communities, 2008, p. 10) and clusters as ‘a group of firms, related economic
actors, and institutions that are located near each other and have reached a sufficient set

scale to develop specialised expertise, services resources, suppliers, and skills’ (p. 73).

Most importantly, clusters were recognized as key drivers of ‘competitiveness, economic
growth, productivity, innovation and employment’ and their role in supporting success
of firms, specifically SMEs (p. 21).

The following excerpts from the EU’s Cluster Portal offer information on the scope,
significance and potential of clusters:

‘Clusters operate together in regional markets. 38% of European jobs are based in such
regional strongholds and SME participation in clusters leads to more innovation and
growth.
There are about 2000 statistical clusters in Europe, of which 150 are considered to be
world-class in terms of employment, size, focus and specialisation.
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According to the European Cluster Excellence Scoreboard, for a number of selected
emerging industries and regions in the period 2010-2013, 33.3 % of firms in clusters
showed employment growth superior to 10%, as opposed to only 18.2% of firms outside
clusters.’
‘The Commission Communication For a European Industrial Renaissance (COM (2014)
14) highlighted clusters as being able to facilitate cross-sectoral and cross-border
collaboration, helping SMEs to grow and internationalise.’
(EU Cluster Portal)
The evidence for ‘why clusters matter’ has been documented in the Commission’s

working document and communications, and in the literature as discussed in the first
part of Chapter 2. However, the key difficulty lies in designing and implementing

effective cluster policy due to challenges faced in finding a good ‘policy mix’ and in
dealing with the different framework conditions present in different regions. In

addition, the lack of advanced evaluation measures and tools inhibits effective policy
development and there is a difficulty of dealing with the different policy levels that are

often involved in funding clusters, next to private funding sources and to foster
alignment with different needs and measurement tools to meet the need to improve
sustainable economic performance of regions (EC, 2013).

However, policy and cluster development challenges identified a need for trans-national

cluster collaborations, coordination of policy instruments supporting clusters, and a
need for European level cluster policy (European Communities, 2008). The
establishment of the EU Cluster Policy in 2008 was seen as a way forward to realizing

‘world class clusters’ and raising the overall quality of cluster organizations and support
for innovative SMEs.

Three key priorities of EU Cluster Policy are focus on ‘cluster excellence’,

‘internationalization’ and ‘emerging industries’. In Chapter 2, figures for emerging
industries have shown that they are higher than average and in the Flagship

Competitiveness section, the importance of emerging and advanced industries have
been described. Similarly, the need to internationalize and participate in global value

chains has also been addressed. Therefore it is not surprising that Cluster Policy
embraces Europe 2020 Strategy’s priorities.

To summarize, EU Cluster Policy emphasises on
-

-
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Creating ‘world class clusters’ and cluster excellence

Cluster internationalization for firms and clusters

-

Emerging industries for new growth areas

RIS3 priorities, opportunities for collaborations, development of niche markets
and supporting RIS3 developments

Providing information, mapping, tools and analysis of EU clusters (through the
European Cluster Observatory)

Also, EU’s website The Cluster Portal provides information, tools and web links for EU
policy and related areas, including those mentioned above.

The description of EU Cluster Policy in this section has shown how clusters have grown
from a regional and national policy instrument to one that is coordinated and facilitated

by the Commission and its agencies. The significance of clusters is not disputed but
policy implementation (at the local and EU levels) and optimizing cluster performance
is. In the 2014 EU Cluster conference declaration, the concern for lagging regions was

signalled. The main issue was the potential neglect or absence of developments in these
regions and the absence of focus in cluster policy for these issues. This in turn, remains a

key challenge for policy makers to implement and build on regional strengths whilst

there are issues such as critical mass, fragmentation, out-dated industrial and
knowledge bases, diversity of values and interests at all levels, etc.

The challenge of EU Policy and that of policy at regional level is to understand and
support cluster development is at the heart of cluster challenge for both theory and
practice.

The next section describes how information and communication on EU Cluster policy
and cluster developments are organized.

Clusters: information and communications
Insights into clusters in Europe are offered through two EU portals and are described
below.

The Cluster Observatory
The establishment of the European Cluster Observatory (ECO), an adaptation of Porter’s

Cluster Mapping practice from the US, uses cluster codes and performance indicators of

competitiveness and dynamism of clusters to provide information and access to more
than 1,400 clusters in Europe (Ketels et al, 2012), of which 100 clusters have been
identified as strong clusters (ECO, 2011). An overview of EU clusters and associated
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organizations, the strengths and developments (Cluster Scoreboard) and resources are
available that serve both practice and policy. This is an important website and tool for

information on clusters and cluster developments at the micro and macro levels. A range

of data on clusters as well as on new sectors, sub-industries, transnational regions,

networking, innovation and research, and regional microeconomic framework
conditions are provided.

A NOTE ON THE EU CLUSTER MAPPING AND BENCHMARKING

The key categorization of clusters in the mapping of EU clusters resonates with
Porter’s/US Cluster Mapping although the US approach has been customized and

refined. The key methodology is the use of sectoral and aggregated data to measure
degrees of agglomeration and specializations. However, under the leadership of the

Centre of Competitiveness of the Stockholm School of Economics (which initiated cluster

mapping in Sweden, and later for the European Commission), various methodologies

have been developed supplementing the ECO Cluster Mapping for Benchmarking. They
developed methodologies for the evaluation of cluster programmes and policy, and for
identification of cluster strengths and industrial developments, including emergence of

new industries; this too is presented through the Cluster Observatory website (see
Sölvell, 2008; European Cluster Observatory, 2011; EFCEI, 2013).

European Cluster Collaboration Platform (ECCP)

The ECCP was established to allow EU clusters to profile themselves and to facilitate
communication between clusters and to support trans-national and international

collaborations:

‘The ultimate goal is to facilitate cluster cooperation, both between cluster
organisations, as well as between cluster members (i.e. companies, R&D
institutions, other players).’

‘The European Cluster Collaboration Platform is a user-driven instrument.’
(Website ECCP)
The ECCP therefore offers information on clusters from the clusters themselves and
opportunities and information are made available through the website to profile and
map clusters, to participate, and communicate and interact with other clusters both
within and outside their regions, within and across sectors, and internationally.
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The website provides insights into clusters, cluster collaborations and into events both
in the EU and elsewhere. New EU policies and priority areas, calls for projects, funding
and events to support collaborations are also communicated through this platform.
Bottom-up digital communication practice

There are a number of cluster groups present on Linked-In where information and

collaboration requests and discussions on different issues take place. The information
shared and discussions available in these groups are more informal and personal, often

building a community of practice around sectors (ICT, biotech), special groups (women
in clusters, cluster managers) and topics (energy, innovation, EU funding). Information

is often on current topics, funding opportunities, offer of services, request for
collaboration, etc.

In addition, most clusters and cluster initiatives have websites that provide information
on current practice. In the next section a few general highlights are presented on
clusters and their contexts.

Cluster context: current and future
This section gives an indication of cluster context based on official reports and
information provided by the Commission, EU agencies or other agencies commissioned
by them. The rationale for this is to reflect EU’s perspectives on cluster practice.

The first document used in the following paragraphs is that of the European Forum for
Clusters in Emerging Industries in the Roadmap for Policy (EFCEI, 2013). All quotations
in this section are from this report unless otherwise stated.

In describing the current context of EU clusters, it was explained that,
-

Existing challenges were not met by following ‘old’ growth paths (p. 4) - EU

‘invested intensively in research and new knowledge in order to create new
-

growth and jobs opportunities’ p. 8;

-

knowledge and experiences’ (p.4) often leading to new emerging industries;

New logic demanded ‘new solutions’ which comes from ‘a mix of different
Examples of now ‘mature industries’ emerged in the last 10 - 15 years, such as

aquaculture and mobile industries (p.11).
Their definition of ‘emerging industries’, was:

‘Emerging industries can be defined as the establishment of an entirely new
industrial value chain, or the radical reconfiguration of an existing one, driven by a
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disruptive idea (or convergence of ideas), leading to turning these
ideas/opportunities into new products/services with higher added value.’ (Based
on Hefferman and Phaal, 2009, EFCEI, 2013, p. 5)
In addition, EFCEI explained that current contexts in the EU were not conducive to

supporting new value chains creations and the transformation of existing ones. They
added that present framework conditions showed policy ‘being too sectoral’ and ‘silos’

were prevalent in society. Their recommendations for policy to improve these
prevailing framework conditions included (p. 17),
-

-

New linkages across sectors/clusters/regions and ministries;

State aid rules that support the development of new linkages;
Public procurement as a driver for societal challenges;

International smart observation should be supported;

Entrepreneurial education to ensure the development of new value chains.

They also strongly advocated that clusters were in a position where they were obliged
to ‘play an essential role in the creation of new linkages to facilitate emerging economic
activities’ (p. 4).

Some of these issues have also been addressed in the main thesis on EU policies

(sections 2.13- 2.18).

The EFCEI experts identified drivers of change supportive of new emerging economic

transformations and these included interactions between sophisticated demand, cross-

cutting technologies and service innovation, and social processes of innovation (see
figure below).
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Figure: Key drivers behind emerging industries (EFCEI, 2013, p. 11)
In such processes, they felt that clusters could play a special role in support of

interactions between needs, solutions and entrepreneurial and innovative cultures.

They also explained that these new developments included a need for speed and ability
to adapt and connect to new sectors, companies, regions, and to move up value chains.
These adaptations are needed to create new solutions, and they demand new types of

competences and framework conditions and the ability to recognize and support shifts

or transformations in value chains. In addition, they explain that ‘the epicentre is inside
the new value chain, driven by an issue’ (p. 14) and that issues become drivers of

change. They foresaw that industries focussed on solving ‘issues’ will be drawn together
and emerge as new industries in this process.

The EFCEI’s Roadmap (2013) explained that clusters needed to shift from a traditionally
sector-based focus to diversify and orientate to issues demanding complex value

creations, products and service solutions. The value of clusters lies in their highly
connected networks of knowledge and production and shared strong governance

structures. This, in addition to being strongholds of specialized knowledge, makes them
ideal vehicles to support cross-cluster linkages, cross-cluster collaborations, outreach

and connection to international players and clusters in the search for ‘new solutions’
that would form new emerging industries. Therefore, they recommended (p. 16) a shift

to cross-sectoral cluster initiatives based on ‘thematic strategy, market or concept’ and

to formulate specific goals in that process (p. 17), namely:
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-

Focus on moving up new value chain and fostering cross-cluster collaboration
and competition between regions based on RIS3

Finance value chain approaches rather than single projects, where publicprivate financing are included

Evaluate criteria for development of value chain and cross-sectoral
collaborations, and the roles of cluster organizations in these.

The Roadmap also stresses that there needs to be policy on regulations, role of

government in support of new value chain creation and skills developments including
entrepreneurial skills, and that policy needs to emphasize international and future
orientations.

These recommendations are about policy. What they signal are the changes in practice

and future developments of cluster practice. In order to meet these challenges, cluster

initiatives and management of clusters would need to develop competences to deal with
more complex and broader scope of cluster practice, and need to be mandated and
facilitated to take on these new roles and space for continuous and shifting
transformation and re-alignments of new value chain developments. Cluster practice
and management of cluster initiatives and the supporting cluster policy have been

shown to be increasingly complex and this complexity appears to be part of the future of
clusters.

To conclude the section on current cluster context, the ‘grand social challenges’
identified by the Commission reflects cluster context as one of complex and interrelated
challenges. These challenges are:

‘Health, demographic change and wellbeing
Food security, sustainable agriculture and forestry, marine and maritime and
inland water research, and the Bio-economy
- Secure, clean and efficient energy
- Smart, green and integrated transport
- Climate action, environment, resource efficiency and raw materials
- Europe in a changing world - inclusive, innovative and reflective societies
- Secure societies - protecting freedom and security of Europe and its citizens’
(Horizon2020 website)
-

Future context – Global trends 2030
In the final part on cluster practice’s context, future trends based on a study of the

European Strategy and Policy Analysis System (ESPAS) Report on Global Trends 2030
are included. The report is not specific to clusters but is a general global trends analysis
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commissioned by an inter-institutional task force and carried out by the European

Union Institute for Security Studies (EUISS).

The three main global trends identified for 2030 are:

1. Empowerment of individuals: a global human community but a growing
expectations gap
-

Empowerment of individuals: key drivers
-

-

Education as cornerstone of knowledge society

Information age as empowerment but risks to privacy
Global information revolution of Internet

Converging values and demands, and risks of extremism
-

-

Global rise of middle class

Spread of human rights and democracy

Women’s rights

Sharing the earth

‘Post-Huntingonian’ world

Expectations gap and risk of extremism and nationalism

Demands for political participation but dangers of populism
-

-

Gender and politics

Multiple, non-conflicting identities
‘Development with dignity’
Participatory democracy

2. Greater human development but inequality, climate and scarcity
-

-

-

Rising middle class but persistent poverty and inequality

Climate change and scarcities: challenges to human development
Human security: protecting citizens

3. A polycentric world but a growing governance gap
-

-

-

A power shift to Asia but greater uncertainty

Diffusion of power but dangers of fragmentation
Global initiatives but a governance gap

In order to broaden the future context scenario for clusters, a different future trend

analysis has been included that conveys a private sector/business perspective, that of
Ernst and Young (2013). The previous analysis was from a EU agency and embraces a
(EU) policy perspective. Both these scenarios were made in 2013 and focussed on 2030.
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The Key Society Trends in 2030 according to Ernst and Young (E&Y) (2013) were:
Scientific
Social
-

Radical Openness – total transparency and reputation management

Green Growth – crowded planet and resources shortage

The Global Brain – data deluge and meaningful analytics

Smart Living – real-time solutions and ‘Mini-Me’

New Models – circular model and sharing culture

Betapreneurship – disruptive innovation and global citizens

Environmental
-

Social Capital – shared value and purpose driven

Spiritual
-

The Good Life – positive psychology and meaningful storytelling

Both these analyses showed overlaps and they both expressed progress and

developments in 2030 with potential risks and excesses. Both emphasize the connected
world and the shifts, both convergence and conflict, in values, demands and

expectations with the increasingly connected world. The empowerment of individuals in
the future was also a common thread where more positive tones were present in the
second, E&Y, analysis. The impact of science and technology is also more in the

foreground in the second analysis although the dominant roles of digital and

communication technologies are found in both. Also, more business-centric aspects are

in the second analysis whilst the first reflects more security and policy perspectives in
line with the EU agency’s own policy focus.

This brief analysis of the context of clusters in the future reflects the interconnected and
complex challenges to be expected due to access and growth of technological advances

and a growing prosperity in greater parts of the world. The pressures of data and

protection of privacy, reputations and asymmetry in information on the one hand and
the pressures of resource scarcity and expectations and governance gaps on the other
hand, are indicators of the changing and more complex future of the world, and of
clusters.

The practice of cluster policy and clusters reflected the changing nature of innovation
and market developments, and the increasing relevance of clusters to policy in
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supporting economic and social developments. As a conclusion to the sections on cluster

policy and practice, the overview from a EU commissioned study, ‘Where the cluster
winds are blowing in Europe?’ captures trends in the use of clusters in policy.
Evolution of the Concept of Clusters as a Policy Tool
-

More focus on clusters’ relation to innovation

A broadened view of the drivers of innovation

A changed logic and scope of cluster initiatives

Opening Innovation Processes through Clusters
-

Inclusion of various innovators, including users

Internationalisation of cluster initiatives and cluster branding

Cross-cluster/cross-sectoral cooperation as a way to increase innovation
capacity

Smart Implementation and Integration of Cluster- Related Policies
-

Smart Specialisation – balancing support to existing and emerging clusters
Funding of cluster initiatives

Coordination across policy levels
Integration across policy areas

Continued Strengthening of Cluster Initiatives
-

Increased participation of SMEs

-

and cluster initiatives

-

Strengthening the knowledge dimension – increased collaboration science
Competence supply – attraction of talent and skills’ development
Use of design skills as a driver for innovation

Service innovation as a way to strengthen innovation capacity in clusters
More professional management and process support
Focus on performance
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6. CASE STUDY PROTOCOL: ENERGY VALLEY
The protocol included:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overview of case study

Research question
Research design
Field procedure
Data collection

Case study report
Content analysis

Interview schedule
Categorizing data

•

Formats for data analysis

•

and storage of data

•
•

Data collection procedures including number and type of interviewees, planning

Data capture including interview schedule, data overview and verification
Guidance of report
Limitations

Overview of case study: objectives, issues and topics of investigation
The exploratory case study research strategy has been chosen to investigate cluster
development in its natural context. The research explores “how” cluster development is

influenced by agent interactions in response to drivers of change in the context of
clusters based on the complex adaptive systems’ assumptions on systems development.
The research intended to study clusters as ‘whole systems’ in order to understand the
dynamics of the cluster within a changing context that includes globalization and new

economic and social developments. The intended research fulfils Yin’s criteria for
choosing case study methodology, which states that case study is appropriate when it

‘investigates a contemporary phenomenon (the “case”) in depth and within its real-

world context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are

not clearly evident’ (Yin, 2014, p. 16). He indicated that the exploration of ‘what’

questions were justifiable for a case study approach when the intention was to develop
propositions and hypotheses for further enquiry (p. 10).
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Clusters are often networks of organizations that are connected and in close

geographical location in which their exact boundary is not always clear. In addition, the

research identified the need for reviewing existing cluster theory due to major changes

in the context of clusters, such as globalization and increased connectedness through

new information and communication technologies. The need for new perspectives and
deeper understanding of cluster dynamics in complex contexts supported the choice of

exploratory case study strategy. Eisenhardt (1989, pp. 548-549) found exploratory case

studies ‘well suited to new research areas or research areas for which existing theory

seems inadequate’ and ‘when a fresh perspective is needed’. Additionally, the exploratory

case study allows for in-depth and flexible investigation with multiple data inputs. The

nature of the research required such a flexible and in-depth approach to uncover the
underlying, deeper aspects of cluster dynamics and to capture the diversity of agent
interactions in clusters.
Research questions

The case study on Energy Valley’s research question was:

What drivers of change and cluster dynamics, in particular for energy clusters, are
significant to cluster development and what revision might be needed for cluster
theory?

In order to answer this main research question, 3 sub-questions had been formulated:
a. What is changing in the context of clusters and influencing cluster development?

b. How are stakeholders and other factors at the micro-level influencing cluster
development?

c. Can CAS approach be incorporated into cluster theory to support the future of
cluster development?
The research design describes how these various questions will be answered in the case

study and what data will be collected and how the analysis will take place and how the
various parts of the research will be described as a case study.
Research design

The research investigates one main case study supplemented by pilot(s) at the

beginning to develop a conceptual framework that would guide data collection and
analysis. This guides the interview schedule to be developed for stakeholder interviews.
In order to reduce investigator bias and to increase reliability of data, a two persons
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interview team is set-up. The combination of the interviewers would include a ‘home’
national to ensure that misinterpretations related to language or cultural references are
avoided. The two-person research team will also be employed in the interpretation of
the findings and analyses phase of the research where possible as translation of texts in
Dutch to English could affect the quality of the data.

A supplementary case is to be conducted afterwards to expand on the findings of the
main case. The pilot and supplementary case studies could add validity to the findings of
the main case by supporting the outcomes of the analyses. Case studies from the
literature may be relevant to reinforce the findings as well but this will depend on the
nature of the outcomes and of the availability of relevant case studies in the literature.

The main case is Energy Valley cluster of the Netherlands and explores various aspects
and levels of the cluster. The main data comes from interviews, archival data and
research notes.

Field Procedure: Relevance, support and access to data
The field study for Energy Valley is to be supported by a letter from the cluster
organization, Energy Valley Foundation as a source of legitimacy. The explanation and
documents related to information and consent to participate will be provided to

interviewees to inform them of the relevance of the research. The main relevance of the

research is to inform cluster and energy policy developments. Energy Valley’s support in
identifying and providing access to key stakeholders in the cluster and to stakeholders

and policymakers at national levels will be important to access key documents and gain
access to stakeholders in strategic positions and, or involved in strategy developments.
Informed and engaged academics in Energy Valley would also be important sources of
information for the research.

The research would engage ‘snowball’ methods to have access to relevant stakeholders

and experts through key stakeholders’ networks and recommendations. Similarly,

experts and stakeholders will be asked to identify key documents and policies relevant
to the Energy Valley case study during interviews.

The case study will seek relevant information on EU energy and cluster policy through
expert and stakeholder interviews.
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The field procedures for the supplementary case study of Malaysian energy cluster
would be identical to that of the main case study. Experts will be asked to identify an

energy cluster for the study, names of key experts and stakeholders and documents
relevant to the study.

Revision to supplementary case (2014): Malaysian case had to be replaced due to

changes in political power in Malacca State and uncertainty of energy cluster
developments, following defeat in general elections.
New supplementary cases:
Karlstad’s The Paper Province and the Region of Värmland, and Silicon Valley were
chosen. These supplementary cases were chosen to verify and enhance the propositions
from the main case study.

The case study of Karlstad had been used to develop a ‘cluster policy tool’ as part of a

different project, Opening Up (2012). Participants had been informed of both projects
and consent for both projects were approved. The inclusion of Karlstad as a second pilot

in the research had made re-visiting it as a supplementary case possible. The analysis of

the Opening Up Project is presented as a paper in their final report and is included in
Appendix 11.

The in-depth study of Silicon Valley by Etzkowitz (2012) was chosen due to the

comprehensive analysis of the cluster’s developments from its origin in the 19th century

to the 21st century. This case provided longitudinal insights that supplemented the other

cases.

Data collection: interview questions
The research needed to collect information during the field study that answered the first
two questions of the research, namely:

a. What is changing in the context of clusters and influencing cluster development?
b. How are stakeholders and other factors at the micro-level influencing cluster
development?

Individual stakeholders are to be asked what was driving change and how this was

influencing cluster development. The answers from the various stakeholders and
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experts would be mapped. This is to be presented to the expert evaluation session

together with the inputs for the second research question.

The second question on ‘micro-level’ activities is to be answered through information

from experts and stakeholder interviews. The interview schedule for stakeholder

interviews is to be developed based on the conceptual framework from CAS. The

questions addressed different aspects of the interactions: perceptions and actions of the
stakeholders in relation to policy, other agents and drivers of change, underlying forces

and processes, including historical, geographical and cultural aspects, emergent
interactions, solutions, competences and patterns, and, the scope of management of

these processes. The specific questions for the stakeholder group are to be modified but

always based on the CAS framework and the concepts to be identified. An interview
schedule for Energy Valley cluster stakeholders has been included.
Data storage

Research data will be stored with back ups on separate devices. Audio files and
transcripts will not be included in the thesis to protect anonymity of interviewees and

also as the data collected is in Dutch. All formatted data from interviewees, translated
summaries in CAS framework, different compilations and analyses will be available for

reference. All analyses will also be stored in two separate devices.
Case study report: narrative format

As recommended by Yin (1994, p.64), a format for the case study narrative had been
determined. The conceptual framework from CAS will be used to structure the case
description. The structure of the case study follows the framework combining inputs
from the various sources: archive materials, expert and stakeholder interviews and the

analyses of these interviews. The case description will capture insights (descriptive)

into cluster dynamics and drivers of change of Energy Valley. Analyses and outputs of

the main case will be presented as ‘lessons’ given the exploratory and illustrative nature
of the research.

The findings of the supplementary cases of Karlstad and Silicon Valley will be presented
to enhance propositions arising from Energy Valley and therefore whilst a narrative
structure is used for these cases, it will be structured around the propositions.
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Guidance to report on convergence and expansion of findings and alternative
explanations
CAS theory supports the research in its narrative on the findings. The CAS framework

offers structure for the report. Convergence and expansion of the findings will be datadriven and using multiple mapping and analyses in accordance with the whole systems
approach. Similarly, CAS stressed that complex systems demonstrated unique path

developments that were irreversible and particular to that system. This meant that
alternative explanations, in part due to a lack of whole systems approaches in cluster

study, were difficult. The research leans on an exploratory, data-driven investigation
with CAS guiding both the research and structure of the findings.
Content analysis

The research using qualitative data will use content analyses methods to distil themes

and patterns through systematic sieving and mapping of the interviews, and converging

the various interview data and those from secondary sources where relevant. The

convergence of various stakeholders and stakeholder groups already provides

triangulation of data. Data from interviewees will be categorized in terms of stakeholder

groups and their regions (or EU and national levels) and saved as a database for further

analyses and verification. Mapping feedback loops and systems patterns common to CAS

approaches will also support the analysis. The initial mapping of interviews will be

based on the guide to connect the interview questions to the conceptual framework’s

aspects of cluster study. The guide is included after the interview schedule. In addition,
formats used in the analyses have also been included.
Limitations:

The research was limited to one in-depth study due to limitations of time and resources.

This also meant that extended comparative cases and extended validation of the
findings could not be realized.

Additional supplementary case and limitations
The inclusion of the supplementary cases of Karlstad and Silicon Valley however offered

verifications and validations of the findings of the main case study. The inclusion of

mature clusters but specifically the comprehensive longitudinal study of Silicon Valley
complemented the main research.
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Interview schedule for Energy Valley field study (semi-structured)
Defining Energy Valley (EV)
1. Who and what is Energy Valley?
a. Is there a common vision/shared goal? Which is…?
b. Are the players connected, loosely coupled or not connected?
c. To what extent is EV connected to other economic sectors in the region?
d. Is EV regional, EU or global focused?
2. Who and what is not part of EV?
3. How does EV help the regional development? Give 3 examples.
4. How does it help energy transition? Give 3 examples.
Defining the Complexity
5. Are there one or more key problems that EV needs to solve?
6. What, in your opinion, are 3 most important solutions for the problems?
7. Are there different views in EV about these key problems? Give some examples.

Drivers of Change
8. What is driving change in Energy Valley? Give examples.

Path Dependency
9. What 3 historical and geographic factors were important for the success of Energy
Valley?
10. What 3 factors are limiting success?
11. What are pitfalls for EV because of its past? Give 3 examples.

Fitness to (changing) Landscape
12. Give 3 examples of how EV is prepared for the future of energy innovation and for
economic development.
13. What new competences and knowledge is needed for EV to be competitive in the
future?
14. What are possible new knowledge sources that are not yet tapped?
15. What would attract new businesses, money and talent to EV? Examples?

Attractor
16. What is attracting new businesses, money and talent to EV? Examples?
17. Which direction is EV moving towards?
Stakeholders: system and change agents
18. Who are gatekeepers in EV?
19. What are 3 most important stakeholder groups of EV?
20. Is any stakeholder group missing in EV strategy dialogues?
21.Who is changing the traditional energy landscape?
22. Is NL and EU policy changing EV? Which policies?
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Significant differences: energy innovation
23. What differences (resources, values, power, capabilities) in EV are creating new
impulses and tensions?
24. Do the triple-helix partners (industry-business-research institutions) collaborate?
What results? Give examples.
25. Do new energy innovation collaborations in EV include traditional and renewable
energy collaborations?
26. How is innovation and knowledge shared in EV? Give 2 or 3 examples.
Self-organizing or top-down management
26. Is the future of energy transition managed more by
a. top-down (policy driven, cluster organization driven)
b. bottom-up (companies, citizens, platforms, sector-driven)
Explain and give examples.

Emergent patterns
27. What is significantly different in EV in the last 3 years in terms of
a. Trust and commitment
b. Collaborating partners (new partnerships)
c. Scope (internal, regional, EU, global)
d. New (digital) communications
e. Knowledge sources and sharing
f. Different innovative processes and solutions
g. Other
Application of interview schedule for specific groups

The interview schedule is a guide that will be used flexibly and adapted for the
stakeholder being interviewed. Additional schedules were made for specific stakeholder
groups, including EU and national level experts based on the original interview schedule
to cover all aspects of the conceptual framework.
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Categorizing data from Interviews to CAS framework
Identify quotes with code/type of stakeholders. Literally note answers
Complexity

• What urgent issues for EV are mentioned?
• What solutions/directions are identified for EV?
• Differences in views on problems and solutions of various parties mentioned (include:
differences between EU and Dutch politics, different visions of the different provinces,
different visions EV foundation, etc.).
• Things that are mentioned that make the future of EVs and energy uncertain and
unpredictable.
Drivers of Change

• What external (outside EV) drivers of change are mentioned?
• What internal (within EV) drivers of change are mentioned?
• Comments on the role of EU policy in EV developments
• Comments on the role of Dutch policy in the EV developments
Container

• Answers to "What is Energy Valley?"
• Comments on goals and visions of EV mentioned
• Answers to the internal cohesion of EV (connected, loosely coupled or not connected)
• Comments on the focus of EV (regional, national, European, global)
• Comments on position of interviewee’s organization within EV
• Comments on who is leading the discussion on EV’s future
• Comments on those who do not participate in the discussion about the future of EV
Path dependency

• What historical factors identified in the development of EV?
• What geographic factors identified in the development of EV?
• What other factors identified in the development of EV (cultural, mentality, etc.)?
• Answers to how EV is prepared for the future
• Answers to skills and knowledge needed for EVs to remain competitive in the future
• Answers to the question of what knowledge sources are insufficiently used
• Questions about missing factors in EV development (e.g. lack of research, large
companies, missing competencies, SMEs not involved, answers to the question what the
difference with the Eindhoven region, etc.)
• Notes on gas and how that leads to limitations (lock-in) in options, including examples,
e.g. also examples outside of the energy sector
Attractors

• Answers to the question of what attracts companies, money, and talent to EV
• Answers to the question in what direction EV is moving towards
• Answers to the question of why EVs are moving in that direction
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Stakeholder / significant differences
• Answers to the question "who are the gatekeepers of EV?"
• Answers to the question "Who are the three key stakeholder groups in EV"
• Answers to the question "Are stakeholder groups missing" (also, mentions on parties
that are neglected or where too little is taken into account)
• Answers to the question of “Who (which stakeholders group) is changing the EV
landscape?”
Transforming interactions

• Answers to the question whether “New combinations of innovation and regional
development occurs, examples
• Note examples of cooperation between companies, governments and research
/educational institutions
• Note answers to how innovation and knowledge is shared within EV
Self-organization

• Answer to “How are energy innovations are realized: top-down or bottom-up” and
note explanations and examples
Emergent landscape

• Answers to the question “whether the last three years have seen changes in EV, for
example, trust, cooperation, etc.?”
Other considerations

• Things that the interviewee wants to add
• Critical notes on EV developments
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Format for data analysis – first level
Topics

EV [interviewee no.] data analysis
General comments

Stakeholder Details
Connection to EV
CLUSTER CONTEXT
Complex problems and drivers
of change

Quotations

Policy
Region
Energy Valley definition
Energy Valley vision
Connectedness/
Scope
Wicked, complex problems
Issues
Stakeholder – paradigm

CLUSTER CONDITIONS
Past, current and future factors
influencing stakeholder
interactions and capabilities

Drivers of change

Path dependency - history
Path dependency – geography
Path dependency – culture
Path dependency – knowledge
and economic infra
Fitness to landscape – future
orientation
Attractor
Gatekeepers
Stakeholder
Stakeholder – missing

CLUSTER DYNAMICS
Transforming interactions
where differences are
leveraged and organizing
processes (top-down/bottomCLUSTER PERFOMANCE
Emergent patterns of
interaction and developments

Differences that matter…
Combinations – new
developments

Top-down/ bottom-up
Knowledge sharing
Collaborations
Interactions
Trust/engagement
Other…
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Format for data analysis – second level
(Separate compilation for each stakeholder group)
Cluster context
EV Definition, vision and
connectedness, scope
Cluster condition
Wicked
Issues

Stakeholder paradigm

Comments

Interviewee
number
EV
EV
EV
EV

Cluster conditions

EV

Drivers of change

Cluster conditions

EV

Path dependency

Cluster conditions

EV

Fitness to landscape
Cluster conditions

EV

Gatekeepers

EV

Stakeholders

Missing stakeholders

Differences that matter
Cluster Dynamics

Combinations – new
developments
Top-down/Bottom-up
Knowledge sharing

EV
EV
EV
EV
EV
EV
EV
EV
EV
EV

Cluster performance

EV

Collaborations

EV

Interactions

Trust/engagement
Other

EV
EV
EV
EV

Inputs from interviewees of the stakeholder groups are compiled into this second level
analysis. Thus, all policy interviewee comments, industry stakeholders, etc. are collated
to be able to map their perspectives on these aspects of cluster developments.
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7. INSIGHTS INTO ENERGY VALLEY RESEARCH PROCESS
Examples of Energy Valley’s analyses provided offer insights into the research process,

including its scope and complexity.

The first example is the first page of the mapping of urgent (complex) challenges

identified by stakeholders. Similarly, the second sample is the first page of industry
stakeholder inputs on the various aspects of Energy Valley’s developments.

A.

Complexity of challenges in Energy Valley

Complexity of new system (SME)

x

Legality of RE too complex (SME)

x

Complexity of problem (Industry)

x

Interconnectedness of provinces (Policy)

x

Creating right conditions for ET – complex (Academia)

x

Conflicting parties, interests of stakeholders – conservative vs. progressive (Policy)

x

Differences in EV - choice of decentralized and large scale; per stakeholder, per region… (RDA)

x

Different interests, solutions of stakeholders – Conflicting interests; no consensus (Academia)
Stakeholder interests different (Industry)

x
x

Government has vested interest - income (SME)

x
x

Differences in urgency, focus - EV and politics (Policy)
Sense of urgency (Industry)

x

Urgency of ET (RDA)

X

Energy security of supply (Policy)

x

Urgency for RE (SME)
Solution successes for future unclear; unpredictability of future (Industry)

x
x

Future unknown; future technology unknown; shale a hype, impact not known (Academic)
B.

x

Need for different strategies and support

E.E. solutions needed; affordability; user-centred approach needed (SME)
Creating right conditions for ET – complex (Academic)

x
x

Decentralized ownership - bottom-up – citizen-centred (Policy)

x

Systems approach needed (Policy)

x
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Civil Society

Policy

Academia

RDA

SME

URGENT CHALLENGES IN ENERGY VALLEY

Industry

Sample 1: Urgent Challenges identified by stakeholder groups

Affordable energy – long term (SME)

x

Strengthening socio-economic position of North – ‘real valley’ (Academic)

x

Young people in ET – new thinking; talent, HR, missing stakeholder; ‘young capital policy’ missing
(Academic)
Strict standards/norms as quality – competitive advantage (SME)

x
x

Introduction of RE - market balance (SME)

x

Price and market mechanism (Industry)
Regulations and legal issues of ET, Speed of ET (economic) viability of new solutions for ET (Policy)

Sample 2: Industry stakeholders’ input on Energy Valley
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x
x

Sample 3: Collated insights on Energy Valley (Container and Path Dependency)

Sample 4: Mapping of attractors to ‘outside’: risk of cluster drain
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Sample 5: Mapping cluster dynamics of Energy Valley

Sample 6: Extract from Energy Valley presentation to Panel of experts and
interviewees
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Sample 7: Screenshot of database
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8. EVOLUTION OF CAS FRAMEWORK
Introduction
The conceptual framework was developed during the research process and adapted it
with growing insights, use and maturity of knowledge developments. The frameworks

have been presented below with their advantages and limitations (with regards to the

other frameworks). The framework has been designed to offer both insights into cluster

developments by showing how cluster dynamics are interconnected to its changing
contexts, and as guiding framework for deeper understanding of the systems changes of

cluster developments.

The different conceptual frameworks for cluster developments have been presented
below followed by highlights of the value and limitations of each of the framework.

Conceptual frameworks on CAS Cluster Developments
Framework 1

Value of framework
- Captures the irreversibility of history
- Captures shifts in landscapes and the interrelatedness of dominant issues and drivers of
change in the landscapes
- Reflects concepts related to complexity and cluster developments
- Presence of self-organizing processes as part of cluster developments
- Captures how new problems, solutions and drivers emerge through cluster
developments
Limitations

- Cluster dynamics is not captured/illustrated
- Top-down processes not indicated
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Framework 2

Value of framework
- Captures different aspects of cluster developments
- Captures highlights per aspect in description
Limitations

-

Sequencing of aspects not accurate and suggest linearity
Specific concepts of cluster developments not included (can be easily amended)
Changing landscapes are not explicit
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Framework 3

Value of framework
-

Captures different aspects of cluster developments
Captures interrelatedness of elements within each aspect
Has descriptions that highlight core aspects
Captures shifts in landscapes and therefore development over time
Limitations

-

Sequencing of aspects not accurate and suggest linearity
Specific concepts of cluster developments not included (can be easily amended)
Contextual changes and drivers of change are reflected as a phase in the development
Self-organizing and steering processes not indicated
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Framework 4

Value of framework
-

Captures different aspects of cluster developments
Captures interrelatedness of elements within each aspect and between aspects
Captures development over time and beginning of new cluster developments
Contextual changes and drivers of change are part of cluster developments

Limitations
-

Descriptions of aspects of cluster developments missing
Self-organizing and steering processes not indicated
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Framework 5
Energy Development Framework (adaptation of cluster development framework)
This an adaptation of the framework to capture systems developments of energy
transitions based on an analysis of Energy Valley.

The research was adapted for the purposes of a parallel research that explored energy

transition developments in relation to contextual factors (See Edgar Project, Appendix

10). The framework shares similar concepts but had been adapted to descriptions to

avoid CAS terms to make it assessable for policy and professional use. The illustration

below captures this version of the framework.

Value of framework
-

Captures different aspects of (cluster) developments and uses lay language
Captures systems-in-systems representation of (cluster) developments
Captures overarching concepts of ‘contextual factors’ and ‘systems responses’ to
categorize key concepts
Contextual factors and systems responses are shown to be interconnected, but also at
different systems levels
Limitations

-

Descriptions of aspects are not precise CAS concepts
Self-organizing and steering processes not indicated
Interconnectedness of systems is ambiguous
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Framework 6
Proposed Model of Dynamic Cluster Developments (early version)
A proposed cluster model was developed from the preceding frameworks and is

illustrated below. The proposed model captures insights from the research and the
underlying CAS approach.

Value of framework/model
-

Captures overarching concepts of ‘contextual factors’ and ‘systems responses’ as key
features of cluster developments
Captures interconnectedness of cluster developments to its context, dynamics,
transformations, and larger systems; but also, that cluster transformations contribute to
new cluster conditions
Contextual factors and systems responses are shown to be interconnected also at
different systems levels
Systems-in-systems developments share the ‘core model’ of cluster developments as
systems responding to contextual factors

-

-

Limitations

-

Self-organizing and steering processes are not indicated
Details of systems-in-systems relations are not indicated, only that these are
interconnected and reflect general characteristics of systems respond to contextual
factors by depicting cluster developments in the core
- Irreversibility of systems developments may not be evident
Framework 7
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Proposed Model of Dynamic Cluster Developments (revised)
The proposed model was revised to better capture the various aspects of dynamic

cluster developments. One of the changes shows more clearly which aspects belong to

‘contextual factors’ and which to ‘systems responses’. The interactions of both these
elements result in cluster developments and this has been better integrated into the

model. Another revision is the inclusion of the systems-in-systems aspects of cluster
developments as part of the changing context together with drivers of change and new

complexity. The aspect of ‘internal drivers of change’ what was evident in Energy Valley
findings has also been incorporated into the model as part of the cluster dynamics.

The model captures how changing cluster context affects cluster conditions, which in

turn, affects cluster dynamics, and this in turn, affects cluster transformations. However,

cluster systems responses are interconnected and therefore a ring is included to show
that cluster systems developments are closely interconnected, given that actors respond

autonomously to changes in their immediate environment, according to CAS theory.
However, dominant shifts in cluster conditions shaping cluster dynamics and therefore

cluster transformations are captured in model. These changes, systems responses of

clusters, due to contextual changes result in cluster developments, which in turn,
influence contextual changes, in line with CAS theories that espouse interconnectedness

of systems with their contexts and their larger systems, systems-in-systems. These

developments in turn, contribute to new complexity in cluster contexts. The exact nature

of interconnectedness of cluster developments and their contexts needed further work

and this is discussed in the Conclusions and Recommendations chapter.
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Changing context
- Drivers of change: external developments that impact cluster developments

- New complexity: ‘wicked problems’ of high levels of uncertainty & disagreements
- Systems-in-systems: upward & downward causality of cluster systems
Cluster Condition
- Path dependency: history, geography, culture, etc. impacting cluster activities

- Stakeholders: key actors of gatekeepers & stakeholder groups in cluster systems
- Container: defining features of‘ playing field’ and governing ‘rules’
Cluster Dynamics
- Attractor: constraining forces influencing cluster systems developments

- Internal drivers of change: changing cluster features impacting developments

- Fitness to landscape: developing new competences & strategies to ‘fit’ changing context
- Significant differences: ‘differences that make a difference’ to support better ‘fitness’
Cluster Transformations
- Transforming interactions: visible transformed developments via cross-boundary combinations

- Emerging systems patterns: systems patterns emerging from interconnected cluster dynamics
To summarize, the model captures the following:
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-

Clusters are interconnected to their contexts and their cluster conditions
Changes in contextual factors result in systems responses
Systems responses include cluster dynamics and resulting cluster transformations
Clusters are part of larger systems and these are interconnected, systems-insystems
Systems-in-systems developments share some of the contextual factors but may
have different systems conditions and therefore systems responses may vary
Cluster transformations contribute to new cluster contexts and cluster conditions,
and in subsequent developments trigger new systems responses

The merits and limitations of the proposed model is discussed in the main thesis as part
of the discussions of the findings. The table below captures the main concepts but also
overaching aspects that are not made explict in the model.
Cluster Developments and related concepts
Contextual

Changing

Drivers

Context

Cluster Context

complexity,

Cluster
Condition

of

change,

Systems-in-systems,

New

Path dependency, Stakeholders, Container

Cluster

Internal drivers of change, Attractors, Fitness to

Dynamics

landscape, Significant differences

Systems

Cluster

Transforming

Responses

Transformations patterns
Overarching
aspects

interactions,

emerging

systems

Related and overlapping systems interactions
Sensemaking (not in model)
Self-organizing processes and top-down steering
(not in model)

This model is closest to the final Cluster Emergence Model. Minor improvements were
made reflecting the continued learning process of the research.
Final version of Framework
Cluster Emergence Model
The main thesis describes the final version of the CAS model in section 4.13).
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Application of the Cluster Framework to explain Energy Valley Developments
Poster Presentation at the LSBU Summer School, June 2015
The poster below captures how the cluster framework was used to capture key factors
related to the cluster developments. The poster incorporated the ‘Edgar’ framework to

show how cluster developments are interconnected to their contextual factors and

cluster systems responses, and how in turn, the various cluster aspects are
interconnected. The illustration represents use of the framework to show deeper

interconnectedness and dynamics of cluster developments. The development of the

poster contributed to the final version of the model.
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9. ENERGY VALLEY CASE – ADDITIONAL DETAILS
This section includes additional information omitted in the main thesis pertaining to the
‘Lessons’. Lesson 1 contains comprehensive information in the main thesis and

therefore no additional information has been included here. Additional information on
Lessons 2 – 7 is included in this section.

Lesson 2: Cluster condition

Energy Valley’s cluster conditions are described here with details on the key findings on
each of the aspects of path dependency, container and stakeholders.

Energy Valley’s Path Dependency

The first cluster condition is path dependency whereby factors such as geographical,

historical and socio-economic factors relevant to the cluster’s emergence and

development of Energy Valley were identified. The findings identify which factors were
significant to cluster developments. The path dependent factors are elaborated below.
−

Gas reserves have created new industry and expertise since 1950s, whilst
energy market liberalization threatened loss of energy expertise and jobs

through mergers and acquisition [both Dutch and foreign) and re-location of the

−

corporate headquarters out of the region.

Dominance of ‘gas’ in the history, energy infrastructure and energy system in the

Netherlands determined Energy Valley’s initial cluster condition; this meant an
inherent lock-in risk of gas-dominated solutions and a power imbalance

−
−
−
−

between the national government and the northern cluster.

Dominance of national economic interests expressed as ‘Netherlands Inc.’ (BV

NL) meant that national economic interests were more important than regional
interests.

Northern Netherlands needed to collaborate on future strategies to gain a
stronger position within the Netherlands, in part due to their peripheral and
rural economic base.

Focal points of Energy Valley cluster reflected factors related to path

dependency: gas, biogas (agriculture), wind, water, NW Germany and North Sea
Region.

Knowledge base of Energy Valley was limited and fragmented, and ‘cluster drain’
was a risk, and there was also divergence in cluster developments due to
-

Lack of major corporations and R&D capacity outside of ‘gas’;
Fragmented public research capacities and disciplines;
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−

-

Dispersed innovative SMEs.

Regional differences in dominant socio-economic structures existed; in
Groningen - large gas corporations; in Friesland - autarchy, food and agro-based
industry; in Drenthe - recreational and tourism industry, SME dominant and

‘Veen’ (peat) colony; and in North Holland - horticulture industry, hinterland of

Amsterdam Metropolis.

The main thesis describes Energy Valley’s path dependency in Lesson 2 and how it
relates to other aspects of cluster conditions (container and stakeholders).
Energy Valley’s Container

The second feature of the cluster condition is the container. Container is ‘defining

features of systems including scope, boundary, vision, governance structures, etc.’ (sub-

section 3.13.1.1). The complexity of Energy Valley’s container is highlighted below that
includes divergent frames, complex set-up and collaborations that included both
overlapping and conflicting agendas, and the limited mandate and scope of the cluster
organization. These features are described in more detail below.
•

There were three dominant frames present in Energy Valley, namely,

‘economic’, ‘energy transition’ and ‘regional development’. These underlying

‘frames’ shaped priorities and strategies of key stakeholder groups and these

meant that potential conflicts of interests and a lack of coherence in the
cluster were a risk.
-

A lack of common frame or explicit framing risked sub-optimal
dialogues and results;

Regional differences of local contexts and agendas in the four
provinces enhanced risks of sub-optimal results;

• The cluster organization, Energy Valley Foundation, was dominated by

complex collaboration partnerships where key triple-helix stakeholders, the
‘founding fathers’, public funding agency (SNN) and cluster members had to

be accommodated. Collaborations were motivated by urgent needs despite
inherent differences:
-

Collaboration and formation of Energy Valley cluster was a joint

initiative by the ‘founding fathers’ in response to forecasted
depletion gas reserves and fear of dispersion of gas expertise from
the region;
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-

Collaborations despite (regional) stakeholder differences reflected
the urgency of energy transition and regional economic challenges
connected to the transition;

•

The cluster organization was commissioned to serve local energy businesses,
broader

energy

transition

developments,

and

regional

economic

developments. This posed complex and sometimes conflicting agendas for
the organization. To illustrate:
-

Large-scale developments in the Eems harbour region served

national and strategic interests rather than job creation,
decentralization and sustainability goals;

-

Limited capacity of cluster organization meant iconic (political and
large) projects superseded local business support and job creation
goals initially;

-

Priority to the ‘gas-roundabout’ strategy as opposed to local energy
systems;

• There was a clear mandate to the cluster organization to limit its scope to
the cluster region in the initial phase.

The main thesis describes Energy Valley’s container in Lesson 2 and how it relates to
other aspects of cluster conditions.
Energy Valley’s Stakeholders

The third feature of Energy Valley’s cluster condition encompassed stakeholders. Key
stakeholders groups were policy (including Regional Development Agencies, RDAs),

industry (including SMEs) and academia (including research institutes). The cluster
organization, key energy players in the region, and policy makers were dominant. In
Energy Valley, energy transition developments meant that citizens and non-

governmental organizations, civil society, although not part of the cluster were
acknowledged as important stakeholders in the future. Stakeholders in Energy Valley’s
developments are described below.
-

Key stakeholders included energy stakeholders related to and representing the
following groups:
o

Policy
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o
o
o
o

Energy industry

Academia & research

Regional development agency
Cluster organization (EVF)

The dominance of large corporations and key public figures, such as the

Commissioner to the Queen and the CEO of the gas-trading corporation, were
influential in the cluster development.
-

Key gatekeepers were identified as champions of Energy Valley, who

increased its visibility. These included individuals, governments and the
cluster organization;
-

Groningen was identified as a gravitational point of the cluster due to the

location and role of
o
o
o

Dominant (gas) incumbents
Province of Groningen
Cluster organization

There were misgivings about the dominance of Groningen in the other

regions.
-

There were ‘missing’ stakeholders who were not involved in strategy

dialogues and were deemed to be potential partners for future developments.
These included:
o

Financial institutions as financing renewable energy developments,

particularly citizen initiatives, as economic growth in this sector was
o

expected;

SME representation in strategic dialogues was limited for two reasons:
the diffused nature of the group; Energy Valley’s Advisory Board had
limited SME representation;

-

Input from civil society in strategic dialogues were not present even as the
number of local energy co- operatives were increasing; like SMEs, this is a
broad, diffused group:
o

Decentralization of energy supply meant that new players including
citizen initiatives and new SME energy services were changing
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defining features of the cluster but these groups were not (yet) part of
o

formal dialogues;

Local municipalities and some NGOs had closer links to citizens and

were more aware of the growing significance of this group but these
o

intermediaries were also not part of strategic dialogues of the cluster;
Energy transition decisions impacted local communities and

businesses as evident in protests to wind park development, CO2
o

storage, gas-related earthquakes, etc.

Lesson 3: Cluster context – complexity and drivers of change
This Lesson captured the diversity of perspectives that stakeholders displayed in
describing urgent, complex challenges facing the cluster and the drivers related to these

changes. The table below is a mapping of the problems and solutions to deal with these
challenges described by stakeholders. The table captures their responses in different

colours representing the stakeholder groups. This table was an initial analysis of their
responses. Additional analyses were carried out and resulted in the mapping in Lesson 3
(section 4.6).
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Complex Issues in Energy Valley
Themes

Details by stakeholder type (see legend below)

Complexity –
urgency,
conflicting views,
unpredictability

Sense of urgency
Urgency of ET
Energy security of supply
Urgency for RE

Conflicting parties, interests of stakeholders – conservative vs. progressive
Differences in EV - choice of decentralized and large scale; per stakeholder, per
region…
Government has vested interest - income
Different interests, solutions, solutions of stakeholders – Conflicting interests; no
consensus
Stakeholder interests different
Differences in urgency, focus - EV and politics
Complexity of new system
Legality of RE too complex
Complexity of problem
Interconnectedness of provinces

Approach - desired

R&D – also
approach

Grants – also
approach
Approach – need
for new solutions:
consistency/coher
ence, scale,
connecting/collabo
rations
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Solution successes for future unclear; unpredictability of future
Future unknown; future technology unknown; shale a hype, impact not known;
E.E. solutions needed; affordability; user-centred approach needed
Creating right conditions for ET – complex
Decentralized ownership - bottom-up – citizen-centred
Systems approach needed
Affordable energy – long term
Strengthening socio-economic position of North – ‘real valley’ Young people in
ET – new thinking; talent, HR, missing stakeholder; ‘young capital policy’ missing
Strict standards/norms as quality – competitive advantage
Introduction of RE - market balance
Price and market mechanism
Regulations and legal issues of ET, Speed of ET (economic) viability of new
solutions for ET
Too little R&D focus, more on out-roll
R&D & innovation –
Traditional energy; no big corporate R&D; international and NL partners needed;
funding needed
Technical innovation
Innovation driven – missing in top layer of developments;
Energy knowledge base
Technology lead only with grants
SME support [grants for innovation] Administrative burden for SMEs; also EU
grants
Job creation, new economic sector
Greying HR
Power plants not solution for labour market (jobs)
ET is societal process; long term perspective – ET not about labour imbalances
Separate worlds – social component of ET

Consistency of policy
Impact of national policy on regional and local policy Consistency in policy
needed, long term policy
e.g. SDE, solar, biomass in coal plants, off-shore wind Policy issues:
− inconsistency affects investors
− choice of incentives
− support for energy developments
− changing focus - first regions, then sector
Compare DU in policy consistency
Offshore wind - change in policy about finance, no clear long term policy;
Compare Germany - consistent policy even in crisis - V.O.C. - where the wind blows?
Local policy also inconsistent - with economic situations
Inconsistency in policy
Consistency of policy

Approach – need
for new roles &
scope:
inclusion/ownersh
ip & need for new
technology

Approach – need
for sustainability
and technology
implications

Legend:

Policy and regulations – inconsistency, targets only not whole system
Economic and policy (Mis)alignment
Economics of energy for NL
Need for Scale – National level
Need for National Energy strategy
Position of NL in RE market
Up-scaling technology – international partners needed
Need for Collaborations
Collaborations – pragmatic nature
International collaborations on RE
Interdependency – collaborations
Separate worlds of gas and electric
Separate worlds – social component of ET
New role for EVF
Role of gas in Energy Future
Re-position/new role for EV
Role of government in ET; broad direction not details
Government has vested interest – income
Government and regulations – grants, subsidies, taxes, legal, norms/standards
Who is responsible for RE?
Commitment of companies
Energy Efficiency – role definition – for local government
Energy is international EU, North Sea Region, NW Germany. Energiewende,
Scale issue – bigger picture needed
International collaborations on RE
Need for Scale – National level
Position of NL in RE market
Up-scaling technology – international partners needed
Interconnectedness with international on many aspects Opportunities in NSR for
innovation
International hotspot - branding
Social component of ET
ET is societal process; long term perspective – ET not about labour imbalances
Self organization – move to de-regulated energy system
Urgency for RE
Citizen engagement/ ownership – social component ET; Social media role;
visibility; awareness; communication; RE common good
EE and CO2 emissions
Sustainability
Energy savings
E.E. solutions needed;
Climate change
Wind and zero (CO2) emissions
Wind and sun
CO2 mitigation
Sustainability
Sustainability as policy choice not economics
Off-shore
Smart grids – umbrella concept
Storage
Storage
Storage as solution –need for innovation
Storage for intermittency – RE
Balancing
Balance in ET of RE
Balancing in ET - crucial
RE integration in grid – infra
Infrastructure – costs and capacity

Industry

SME

Policy

Academic

RDA

CS
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Lesson 4: Cluster dynamics
In the main thesis, cluster dynamics of Energy Valley was explored by describing the
interrelatedness of the aspects of attractors, fitness to landscape and significant

differences. These three aspects of cluster dynamics described how the energy cluster
responded to its changing context shaped by its underlying systemic developments

combined with perceptions of new strategies needed for its future, and the existence of

innovation potential in significant differences in the cluster.

These micro-level cluster dynamics descriptions collectively captured the following
changes:
-

-

Shifts in vision and paradigms

Shifts in collaboration structures and scope

Clustering of knowledge and innovation capacities

Convergence and grouping of interests

Emergence of opposing forces from bottom-up [coalitions and lobby as response

to national and corporate dominance, e.g. grassroots initiatives, local energy cooperatives]

These five shifts seen in cluster dynamics are inherent in all aspects of cluster dynamics
and cluster transformations. More on these underlying shifts is addressed in the
Discussions of the three cases in Appendix 14.

The following three sections look at attractor, fitness to landscape and significant
differences and how these contribute to cluster dynamics.

Energy Valley’s Attractors
Stakeholders recognized Energy Valley’s attractor movements, namely, trends and
directions of developments. Stakeholders being sensitive to their local context were able

to describe new developments in the cluster and in energy transition. Underlying
changes in a system may not always be explicit but responses from different stakeholder
groups and in different ‘places’ in the cluster offered insights into the direction of
change of Energy Valley. Significantly, the main change identified was its increased
complexity and unpredictability. Below is a list of key attractors in Energy Valley.
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-

There was a strong ‘pull’ in Energy Valley to redefine and re-position gas

within energy transition futures and one of the key justifications was that
gas could fulfil the necessary balancing function needed for an energy mix
dependent on renewable energy sources.
-

There was a shift from a more supply-side focus to more demand-side focus

in the energy cluster and the energy sector as a whole, partly fuelled by
grass-roots movements and decentralized energy strategies.
-

There was a movement towards a more connected energy sector,

connecting electricity and gas sectors; connecting big and small enterprises
within the energy cluster more than previously.
-

There was also a strong movement towards increased grass-roots
developments supporting decentralized energy developments that was
motivated by a need for autonomy and self-sufficiency.

-

There was a strong movement towards sustainability fuelled by agendas

that advocated the need for more resource efficiency, greater share of

renewable energy, and for reduction of CO2 emissions by ‘green’
consumerism lobby.

-

There was a strong movement towards ‘outside’ in terms of R&D,
innovation and markets motivated by the need for resources, capacities and
market opportunities.

-

There was a strong movement towards increased internationalization,
partly due to EU programmes and opportunities, parallel developments
elsewhere, and increased globalization pressures.

-

There was also a strong pull towards national and corporate economic

interests, regional growth and job creation priorities that seemed to
overshadow energy transition agendas.

The initial cluster’s internal and regional orientation shifted to include more ‘outside’
orientations to meet pressing challenges of energy transition and globalization.
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Limitations of the cluster’s capacities in combination with attractive external

opportunities fuelled outward movements that pointed to potential risks of ‘cluster
drain’.

Another major concern of attractor developments was the ‘dominance of national

economic interests’ that risked impeding regional growth, sustainability goals and
energy transition developments.

The next section elaborates on Energy Valley’s attractors with quotations from

stakeholders. There are overlaps with the main thesis, which provided highlights of this
next section.

Attractors – narrative with examples
The underlying systems responses of attractors in Energy Valley as described previously
reflected the shift from a gas dominant energy sector of the past to meet demands for
renewable energy and sustainability agendas, and developments coming out of these
new demands and norms. One of the changes included a shift in incumbent energy

players to ‘think’ more demand-side and ‘re-think’ their position in the energy

landscape. Another related shift shaped by ‘green consumerism’ reflected a shift in

thinking and behaviour of consumers. This is seen in the growing number of energy cooperatives and citizen initiatives fuelled by a need for more autonomy in energy
supplies.

Another shift in Energy Valley was the increasing collaborations between electricity and
gas sectors, which were once independent ‘silos’ with limited overlap. This also meant

that ‘big’ and ‘small’ corporations in the energy sector were seeking collaborations in
search of innovation and more integrated solutions. Similarly, academic and research
institutions also saw the need to combining knowledge resources that was a break from

previously fragmented academic disciplines and institutional ‘silos’. The urgency of
energy transition challenges also saw an outreach to international knowledge and

resources that was a shift for the energy cluster from its regionally oriented and within
firm research developments of the past.

At the same time, predisposition towards large-scale projects and developments in the

energy cluster and region were still dominant due to the dominance of national and
economic corporations and interests to boost regional economic growth (Groningen).
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It was evident that shifts in Energy Valley were in part breaking down of old ‘thinking’

and ‘doing’ whilst other cluster developments reflected ‘business as usual’ (see Edgar
project report, Appendix 10).

To further illustrate these changes, an outline of the development of Eems Harbour.
Eems Harbour was deemed an important transport hub that could facilitate cross
border and international developments, which would connect Energy Valley to foreign

energy sources and markets. Developments at Eems Harbour included setting up LNG
terminal facilities and storage capacities; realizing on- and offshore assembly capacities
for the North Sea wind parks; realizing facilities that supported transport and
maintenance of North Sea wind parks; developing facilities for landing offshore energy

supply and for the distribution to European hinterlands. Development of Eems Harbour
contributed to transforming Energy Valley’s capacities to meet changing energy
landscapes.

A few quotations from stakeholders have been included to capture attractors in
movements in Energy Valley. ‘Shifting Landscape’ in Lesson 1 included quotations that
captured attractor movements as well.

On the Eems harbour and North Sea developments:

‘There is a complete complex at Eems harbour that has been in development for a long
time now, the chemical and energy [sector] that includes pipelines to allow exchange of
different energy streams…’ [RDA stakeholder, EV1]
‘Now you see the ENSEA project as an example, that there is active cooperation with the
Germans, and this has been extended to the Norwegians and Scots. Also with the Danes
when it comes to rolling out LNG… in all of the Wadden Sea. Therefore,
internationalization is accelerating.’ [Academic stakeholder, EV7]
On shifting energy positions and convergence, and new collaborations:
‘And then there is the connection between gas and electricity…gas to power and power to
gas interactions… With the increase in sustainable energy with its inherent difficulty to
manage, there is an increase need for buffers of storage, etc. At the same time, you see that
the electricity world tries to solve this in their electricity domain and the gas world says
that they will do it for gas by [gas] storage means…’ [Industry stakeholder, EV16]
On shifting energy transition and consumer behaviours

‘What we now describe, a trending term, is the energetic society or the do-democracy, this
is a term that you hear when citizens themselves create sustainability experiences and this
is on the increase… what we see is that a lot of citizens try to take it [sustainability] up…
through energy…energy is visible, tangible…. you can put solar panels on the roof, you can
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save [energy], it gives an immediate good feeling, and that is a driving motive. Next to it
you have organizations that have deeper sustainability goals. We want to have a more
coherent neighbourhood; we want to have rural development using energy as a business
case, etc. In Drenthe, you have about 40 visible groups that are active…’
[Civil society stakeholder, EV19]
The next section is on Energy Valley’s ‘fitness to landscape’ aspect of its cluster
dynamics.

Fitness to Landscape strategies
Energy Valley’s need for new competences and capacities to make the cluster ‘futureproof’ is described as part of its fitness to landscape strategies. The following are key
factors identified by the stakeholders.

Four aspects were deemed necessary to meet Energy Valley’s urgent challenges,
captured in the list below.
-

New infrastructure connecting different and new sources of energy (smart
grids) were deemed necessary and this meant new competences,
accelerated innovation and deployment.

-

New institutions and innovation spaces were deemed necessary to bundle
fragmented knowledge, research and innovation efforts in energy

transition, to include new stakeholders and to create common grounds for
the increasing diversity of players. Energy Academy Europe and EnTranCe

were examples of new institutions serving as ‘common grounds’,

accelerating transition processes and supporting collaboration and
innovation needs.
-

Varying ‘scales’ were deemed necessary to support energy transition and

cluster developments. This meant that small, local, regional and trans-

regional scales were all relevant, necessary and needed to be connected.
Examples of these various scales were village and urban citizen co-

operatives, city councils’ energy programmes, Hanze Energy Corridor and

the North Sea Region, the last two being trans-regional scales that

connected Energy Valley to other clusters as part of larger inter-regional
collaborations.
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-

To meet challenges of energy transition, different approaches and
strategies were deemed necessary and these included:
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

More emphasis on multi-disciplinary competences including
broadened education programmes.

Need for multi-sectoral collaborations that connects energy to other
sectors such as water, agriculture, chemicals, etc.

Need for new business models, knowledge and sectors as part of
energy cluster, for example, IT and business services sectors.

Emphasis on cross-sector value chain innovations and a need for
different economic structures and policies.

Need for more systems approach in dealing with energy transition
that goes beyond technical systems.

Need for more trans-regional and international collaborations such
as the North Sea Region and Hanze Energy Corridor.

Need for inclusion of and support for SMEs related to energy
innovation and energy efficiency strategies.

Need for more citizen awareness and engagement due to changing

role of citizens in energy transition and market developments.

In addition, there were regional differences in fitness to landscape strategies due to

underlying economic structures and priorities. The list below illustrates the regional
strategies.
-

Support for large-scale energy related projects and capacities through
Eems Delta developments in Groningen, such as LNG terminal

developments, offshore wind park assembly, landing site for offshore
-

energy cables, etc.

-

and industry in Friesland and Drenthe.

Support for decentralized energy production and energy efficiency in SME
Support for Amsterdam metropolis area; focus on horticulture sector;
development of water and wind energy with own ‘energy board’ in North

-

Holland North.

Support for decentralization and grassroots movements through inclusive
community engagement and outreach as new strategy in all regions.

Another aspect of fitness to landscape strategies related to power differences amongst

regional governments. Energy Valley needed to strengthen its position and move away
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from its status as peripheral region and gain better standing at the national level. This

need was in part motivated by a new national policy focussing on Top-sectors and the
new energy agenda. EU energy policies also offered new opportunities for Energy Valley.

Lesson 6 describes national and EU level developments whilst Lesson 4 interrelatedness

of cluster dynamics gives more insights into fitness to landscape aspects of cluster
dynamics.

The next section elaborates on fitness to landscape part of Energy Valley’s cluster

dynamics. There are overlaps with the main thesis as highlights and quotations from the

next section have been included in the thesis.

Fitness to landscape – narrative with examples
The fitness to landscape aspect looked at how the cluster needed to adapt itself to meet

new and future challenges. Stakeholders indicated that new capacities and competences
needed to include changes in infrastructure, approaches and strategies and institutions

and innovation spaces. They also indicated that varying scales were needed to deal with
different aspects of these challenges (see earlier paragraphs and section on Energy

Valley’s fitness to landscape). It was also clear that different interests and underlying
structures in the different regions, and differences between stakeholders meant that

different strategies were proposed or carried out to meet the challenges. These

differences in strategies could lead to a ‘lack of coherence’ in the cluster, or, it could
support new combinations and innovations. More on the innovation potential of these
differences is described later in the narrative about significant differences.

In the narrative about attractors, development of the Eems Harbour was described in
terms of developing new capacities and competences to meet changing energy

landscapes. Development of smart grid technologies and systems integration was also
mentioned as being part of fitness to landscape strategies necessary to be aligned to
changes in the European and global energy sectors. The main strategies and approaches

in fitness to landscape reflected the need to expand the scope and current practices of
stakeholders in Energy Valley. This included collaborations that needed to cross

knowledge, sectors, and regional and national borders. In addition, shifting businessconsumer roles meant that consumer participation in energy transition needed to be
acknowledged. This, in addition to SME businesses as new players in the energy

landscape, meant that strategic developments needed to embrace such changes and that
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traditional stakeholders in Energy Valley needed to be inclusive in their strategic
dialogues.

Related to the need for new competences and capacities for current and future
challenges of energy transition and the cluster, was the creation of supportive

institutions and innovation spaces specific to energy transition. As mentioned earlier in

cluster condition, knowledge institutions and research facilities in Energy Valley were
not specific to ‘energy’. There were universities and applied sciences educational
institutions that had relevant knowledge and professional development capacities
relevant to energy transition but these were fragmented and no designated energy

institute was present in the past. Two initiatives to consolidate knowledge
developments and focussed research were set up in the university town of Groningen.
These were the Energy Academy Europe and EnTranCe, an initiative of energy related

businesses and the university. Both these institutions were considered essential in
Energy Valley to support energy transition. They were also involved in unprecedented
cross-boundary collaborations between faculties, institutions and companies. The

section on cluster transformations provides more details on these developments. Lesson
1 on ‘Shifting Landscape’ has also described these developments.

Another key fitness to landscape strategy was the positioning of the energy cluster
within national policies in order to ensure that energy and Energy Valley were included

in the national government re-structuring of economic policies towards Top Sector
Policy. The Green Deal and inclusion of energy as one of the ‘top sectors’ identified by
the Dutch government were part of this new effort to bring Energy Valley and the

northern region from the periphery to centre stage. Connection to national policy
strategies is also relevant to the question of the ‘right’ scale to deal with challenges

within Energy Valley. Stakeholders and interviewees indicated that ‘varying scales’ were

needed for different challenges. An example of this is the Energy Accord whereby an
extensive coalition of socio-economic partners came together to determine what needed

to be done to achieve CO2 reduction and renewable energy targets as part of the climate

change pact with the EU (Switch Northern Energy Agenda). Goals for regional and

national levels were identified in this Energy agreement. Other aspects of the varying

scale would be facilitation of local initiatives such as energy co-operatives and trans-

national scales such as the North Sea energy collaborations (more in section on cluster
transformations). Yet another aspect of varying fitness to landscape strategies that was
mentioned earlier was the different strategies adopted by the different provinces, due to
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endogenous economic and social structures. Many of these aspects have already been

described in earlier sections, including relevant quotations to illustrate these aspects.
Here, a few quotations have been included to illustrate differences in strategies and
scales that were deemed to be necessary.

Need for different competences and focus on ‘applied sciences’

‘There is also a need for a Beta and Gamma combinations in personnel and also people
who can work in teams. For example, social acceptance is a big issue that could break us
and we need to have people who talk differently and think differently and they have to be
taken seriously… the faculty of economics and business administration in Groningen is the
largest faculty in the Netherlands with I think 6000 students…there is also a need for
applied sciences and people are afraid to be labelled as being applied and therefore also
getting a label of second class from your colleagues if you are too much involved in
practical applications…’ [Academic stakeholder, EV7]
‘…alpha beta and gamma combinations that offer more multi-functional education… what
needs to be included in fundamental knowledge but also in applied programmes is the
systems integration aspect – how different elements interact with each other. How do you
balance wind with gas…. EnTranCe-type developments.’ [RDA stakeholder, EV1]
Need for different scale is illustrated in various settings and aspects:
‘There should not be energy tax on renewable energy…windmills and solar energy… and
then, you can also realize large-scale projects, for example a field of 1megawatt and that
you deliver to the end user without energy taxes…
Look if you look at the market in the North, take the 3 northern provinces and if we could
all cooperate and procure collectively solar panels then we could get lower prices…
That is also important to grid companies [utilities] that they can avoid buying expensive
power when the price is high by having storage in batteries… you need to realize these
solutions, not in individual homes but perhaps in transformer stations…’
[SME stakeholder, EV15]
‘The international contacts that we use are contacts for knowledge sources… here
Germany is leading… knowledge bearers around the North Sea is for us a focus, but in
principle, at Energy Academy, the world is our stage… Knowledge is in institutions, but also
there is also [knowledge] in practice….’ [RDA stakeholder, EV1]
‘We are with ENSEA [European North Sea Energy Alliance] working on this
[internationalization] and this is why we initiated this. Perhaps we need to also include the
Danes and perhaps also the Baltic region for what we want to realize… not just the
research only here but also the coordination and steering, and thus the nerve centre.’
[Academic stakeholder, EV7]
‘What we are doing here is ‘small’ but actually in Brussels it is a big agenda…we shared
with Brussels how it [energy transition] needs to develop, the environment that is needed,
so we have shown it on a small-scale but it is a question of whether all of us want to go
with it and make it a success [on larger-scale] ….’ [Academic stakeholder, EV24]
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In conclusion, fitness to landscape strategies identified reflected an acknowledgement of

changing cluster dynamics. These strategies were oriented towards changing existing
economic structures and interactions, expanding and adapting its scope as a cluster and
region, inclusion of new and non-economic players in energy, gaining new knowledge

and competences that meant changes in institutions and innovation spaces and

becoming more sensitive to the growing complexity. Implications for changing
governance were implicit and will be addressed in the next sections. Underlying the

proposed fitness to landscape approaches was a search for significant differences both
within and outside the cluster system to support innovation for the complex challenges.
The next part describes significant differences in Energy Valley.

Significant Differences in Energy Valley
In order to meet complex challenges in Energy Valley, the innovation potential of the
cluster was analysed in terms of its ‘significant differences’ as a means to expand its

current capabilities. The following list captures significant differences that were present
in Energy Valley:
-

Big corporations and SMEs had different resources, scope, goals, competences,
visibility, flexibility, innovations, access to markets, equity, policy, etc. and this

-

could support expanding both types of entrepreneurial capacities.

Academic and research institutes all had different capacities and goals.

Local municipalities, provincial governments and regional development
agencies had different agendas, resources and roles in cluster and regional

-

development and these differences were relevant for new approaches.

NGOs and consumers had different demand ‘pulls’ that could influence energy
transition.

‘Outside’ and ‘in-crowd’ groups had different positions, interests and insights
into energy and local developments in different places in the cluster

(periphery, core, urban, rural, etc.) that offered new combinations for new
-

solutions.

The four provinces and sub-regions had distinctive histories, landscape,
frames, issues, drivers, focus, strategy and scope, and this diversity could be

-

important for dealing with complex challenges.

Local, regional, national and EU levels, part of Energy Valley’s context and

container, included differences in roles, responsibilities, resources, interests,
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scope and power that could lend themselves to centralized and decentralized
solutions.

-

The energy cluster was embedded in a region with a strong agricultural sector,
waterways and water-related activities, offering cross-sectoral solutions.

Differences in Energy Valley also included potential risks, and these were:
-

Potential lack of coherence in the cluster;

-

spin-offs of specialized energy cluster (LNG cluster, biomass hubs);

Risk of fragmentation by sub-clusters (e.g. North Holland’s Energy Board) and

Risk that regional and cluster scales may not be the ‘right’ scale or the only scale

-

necessary to meet complexity of different challenges;

-

public safety, regional developments and energy transition developments;

-

regulatory conditions;

Growth of distrust in cluster related to national economic interests superseding
Potential ‘cluster drain’ due to limited knowledge capacities, market and
Risks of delay in energy transition and uncertainties in energy sector
developments.

The wide spread of Energy Valley over 4 Provinces and the differences in the cluster had

therefore both potential for new solutions as well as inherent risks. The interactions and
influences of the three aspects of cluster dynamics, as well as those of its context and

developments, are described in the next section to better understand Energy Valley’s
dynamics.

Significant differences – narrative with examples
This part of the analysis on cluster dynamics in Energy Valley was discerned from the
interviews and related documents. Significant differences has been described as the

relevance of variety in the cluster was described in terms of the potential for new

combinations and collaborations that would provide innovation and solutions for
energy transition and regional development challenges. Some overlap with the main
thesis exists.

Redefining the energy cluster to explore beyond its past scope and structures was

already mentioned in the previous section on fitness to landscapes. The first significant
difference is to be found at the provincial level in the cluster, which then acts as a
background for all other points raised in the rest of this section.
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The extensive regional coverage of the four provinces with very different economic and
social structures, and visions defined Energy Valley. These regional and socio-economic

differences also included different industrial and economic sectors, different ambitions

and priorities. A brief introduction to regional differences in the cluster was presented

in Lesson 3 to understand Energy Valley’s complex context. The paragraphs that follow
describe regional differences in terms of innovation potential for systems development,

significant differences where ‘differences that make a difference’ (see Literature
Chapter).

The Province of Friesland for example was focussed on decentralised and sustainable

energy solutions that promoted their autarkic goals and principles. This province had
strong SME and manufacturing sectors driven by its long-established agricultural and
dairy sectors, which made sense to seek decentralized energy solutions. The presence of

well-established waterways and lakes and the 32.5 kilometre dyke, the Afsluitdijk,
meant a focus on offshore and blue energy developments. Blue energy included different

water-based energy sources, namely, tidal, wave, reverse electro-dialysis (osmosis) of
fresh and seawater salinity, etc. The recreational and business sectors, which focussed

on water activities, were often SMEs and therefore customized and decentralized energy
solutions were logical goals for the province. The maritime expertise, large base of
manufacturing, agricultural and recreational sectors of this province coupled with its
strong autarkic drive strengthened innovation drives towards water energy and

decentralized energy systems solution. The province offered potential for crossovers

between sectors: energy and water, energy and agriculture (biomass), energy and
logistics, maritime (offshore), energy and recreation (e-mobility and clean waterways).

This potential was present in other provinces but the autarkic drive meant that the
ambitions and availability of resources to support this was significant in this province.

The Province of North Holland (NH) that borders the shared inland sea of Ijsselmeer
with Friesland has similar maritime and water focussed development potential and
ambition. However, the difference in North Holland North (that part which is part of the

cluster) is that it has a strong horticulture industry that focuses on large-scale animal
and agricultural activities that is more homogenous than that of the Province of

Friesland where large (dairy) farms rather than glass houses dominate the agricultural

sector. The focus on solar-based solutions for the glasshouses has an urgent significance

besides the maritime and offshore focus and potential. The NH Province also houses the
national expertise centre for energy research, ECN. ECN focuses on all energy sources
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and therefore no one solution dominates this province in its energy transition
developments. The formation of ‘Boards’ on its main strategic priorities in NH included
‘energy’. These Boards were similar to clusters at the local level. The Energy Board was

in its initial stages at the time of the field research but collaborations with Energy Valley
were expected. Other Boards included recreation sector, maritime, marine and offshore,

medical, and agribusiness. The establishment of these Boards offered crossover

collaborations for energy developments in this province. An important driver of energy
developments in NH Province was serving the large metropolis of Amsterdam and its
growth. The need for large-scale energy solutions was urgent in the Province of North
Holland and this differed from the Provinces of Friesland and Drenthe.

The Province of Drenthe explored decentralized energy solutions, stimulating local

initiatives similar to the Frisian province. Drenthe as a province was characterized by a
large tourist sector that was mainly SMEs often with one or two partners (micro-

enterprises). The tourism sector was also very much connected to nature and therefore

energy solutions for this sector in the Province of Drenthe needed to be sustainable and
local. The drive towards maintaining its natural heritage and its history of self-

sufficiency stemming from the large peat reserves and forest and agricultural resources
meant that biomass and wood-pellets next to solar panels were preferred. Preserving its

landscape was important to its residents and in the past wind parks were met with

protests. Decentralized and self-organizing energy solutions were supported with

various facilities by the province and local municipalities, for example, Drents Energy
Maatschappij (details in cluster transformations section following). Its rural population
were supported, as were SMEs in the Province through such agencies and facilities. The
drive of large populations to be self-sufficient and have sustainable energy solutions
meant that demand-driven energy solutions had market potential in this Province.

The Province of Groningen had both local and large-scale energy solutions in its vizier as

the province had ‘large developments’ in the Eems Delta region, the city of Groningen

with its service oriented and educational hub needing urban energy solutions, as well as

scattered and rural populations with agriculture dominant. Smaller hubs of semiindustrial and industrial hubs were present as in the other provinces. The large-scale

developments were both a supply driven and demand driven development. The creation
of an energy hub at the Eems harbour with its new coal fired RWE plant and facilitation

of offshore wind parks and cables bringing hydro-energy from the Scandinavian
countries meant that its heavy energy users that were once brought in with the lure of
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cheap energy (gas) could be serviced and new data centres and other industrial giants

were attracted to the area. Collaborations with the North Sea (see cluster

transformations section) also supported continued energy solutions for the Province but
also for North Western Europe, as part of its strategy to replace the Dutch gas provisions
of the last 50 years.

The different ambitions, resources, priorities, needs and traditions of these four
provinces offer potential for new collaborations and solutions to the energy transition
and regional developments. The section on cluster performance elaborates on the

realized potential of significant differences of these provinces. The quotation below
reflects Groningen’s priorities and potential towards ‘solving’ energy and regional
economic challenges.

‘Offshore wind is very important for us… offshore wind is one of the limited sustainable
energy sources with the potential for large-scale production and if well executed, a very
reliable source of energy without the protests [opposition] of land-based renewable
energy. Another reason we are keen for this is the optimal location that we have to
assemble and maintain these wind parks. The number of direct jobs from a 1350 MW park
is about 3000 or 4000 jobs… this is a problem with the power plant in the Eems harbour
there are now jobs for 3 or 4 or 5 thousand jobs but once finished it offers only 100 jobs.
And at the moment the jobs [for the power plant] are temporary and mostly foreigners,
Hungary, Portugal, Turkey, as we do not have the capacity…’ [Policy stakeholder, EV8]
Harvesting differences between large incumbent energy corporations and that of

newcomers, often SMEs in terms of their competences, flexibility, resources, goals,
access to markets and policy, financial equity are all ingredients that offer new
perspectives for both large and small enterprises where leveraging these differences

mean enlargement of future solutions for energy transition. To illustrate, new energy
services to meet demand driven developments (attractor described earlier) means that
IT competences that were needed could be leveraged from SMEs specialized in this field

through collaborations by incumbent energy corporations. These smaller innovative

companies could gain competitive advantages in such collaborations by gaining market
access and specialized knowledge on energy markets as well as resources for long-term

investments, etc. Changing market dynamics in general and the changing energy
landscape meant that new types of collaborations between sectors and types of
companies were needed.

‘… the essential change the transition has seen, and that is interactions between electricity
and gas; between large scale and small scale; between the different forms of
infrastructure; between the triple helix [partners]. Through all of this, the playing field has
become more complex.’ [RDA Stakeholder, EV1]
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Related to the need for new types of collaborations is that of collaborations and new
roles for intermediary organizations that have access to stakeholder groups who were

not included in strategic dialogues in traditional cluster practice. Intermediaries like
NGOs reach diffuse groups such as SMEs and consumer energy co-operatives, who were

becoming more important in cluster development but were difficult to reach by the

cluster organization. Energy Valley connecting to ‘outside’ could offer other solutions for

challenges in the cluster and region. The following quote is from one such intermediary
and their work is described:

‘The focus is clear and if we try to create opportunities [to support sustainable energy]…
the story is about the energy trail in the Veen Colony where [you can choose] large-scale
energy with big investments or [choose] making houses energy neutral and keep the
money in the region; if we can link to local housing corporations then we have an
interesting concept and that is we put our energy.’ [Civil society stakeholder, EV19]
Knowledge development was an important component of cluster development and
energy transition. Pooling knowledge and research capacities of different universities

and faculties with private research centres and businesses offered an extended

knowledge base and creativity to deal with complex energy transition challenges. More

traditional fundamental research skills combined with applied research and industry
knowledge offers a different research scope for innovation. The quotation below
illustrates some of these aspects:

‘Besides the level of knowledge, in applied sciences university, there is more of the
transverse [horizontal] part of ‘T’ whilst in fundamental knowledge development is per
definition in the vertical part and this is why there is in terms of contents divided segments
… the Hanze have a different role in the game ….you can in any case say that Hanze has an
important task… to ensure that the various disciplines of knowledge is channelled to create
value….you need to do two things, you need to bring the different segments together and
get people to work together and Hanze needs to be made accountable for its responsibility
to make this happen.’ [Academic stakeholder, EV24]
Another aspect of significant differences present in the region was presence of various

levels of governments, and the regional development agencies. Within the cluster, there

were provincial (regional) governments, municipalities (local) and across the Northern

provinces, regional development agencies (RDA) which included Energy Valley

Foundation as the cluster organization focussed on energy, and Stitching

Samenverwerkingsverband Noordnederland (SSN), the platform of collaborating
stakeholders of North Netherlands. The latter was responsible for supporting economic
growth and innovation in northern Netherlands. These different government agencies

had different scope, legal and statutory tasks, resources and accountability. However,

energy was an important theme both at the regional and local levels. Provinces were
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concerned with infrastructure and physical landscape responsibilities whilst local

governments aimed to facilitate local business and residents in energy transition
solutions. Local governments had direct contacts with its residents and businesses and
were able to support decentralized energy transition issues more directly whilst
regional governments dealt with larger industrial and business needs and future growth

and energy security issues. Regional governments were also a link to national

governments via a platform of provinces (IPO) where regional energy agreements and
developments were deliberated.

Energy Valley Foundation and SSN were both regional development agencies (RDAs)

that had innovation and support to SMEs high on their agendas but they had difficulty
reaching SMEs due to the diffuse nature of the target group. Municipalities, however,

were closer to SMEs and were in a position to understand the general needs and makeup of their local commerce and residents. These different agencies could collectively
reach larger groups, provide more accurate information and support innovation in
energy transition and regional development.

Energy Valley Foundation dealt with these different levels of government, as it was
answerable to the northern provinces’ subdivision of the IPO. Representatives of the

northern provinces were part of Energy Valley Foundation’s executive board. In

addition, provinces, key municipalities (cities), academic partners and energy
corporations of the region were sponsors of Energy Valley and played an important part

in its governance structure (see Background on Energy Valley, Appendix 1). The

quotation below captures the difficulty of creating supportive governance structures:

‘… if you consider the stakeholders then you have a few initiators that are responsible for
the energy transition process and the national government is one of them. But also the
regional [governments] have a role to create the framework conditions to enable
initiatives to take place. There is role to create the right framework conditions but this is
very difficult…’ [Academic stakeholder, EV24]

Significant differences were also present in Energy Valley due to the national and EU
levels present as part of its context as opposed to the local and regional levels as

described in the previous paragraphs. Once more, as mentioned in significant
differences section earlier, differences were present due to roles, responsibilities,

resources, interests, scope and power. Opportunities and support at the EU level for

regions were sometimes different to that at the national levels. The EU supported
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sustainable energy transition futures and offered various grants for inter-cluster and

trans-regional collaborations as opposed to the national government, which sought to

maintain its gas strategy for the future whilst complying with EU targets for renewable

energy (RE). RE targets however were consistently reduced in the Netherlands. Local
and regional governments and stakeholders could leverage advantages at the EU levels
for their sustainable energy ambitions. Stakeholders aiming to maintain their gas

interests could leverage the national government’s vested interests in gas. The
differences in these levels offered a wider scope for energy transition developments as

opposed to only the national levels. More details on the national and EU levels in

relation to Energy Valley are also described in Lesson 6 where similarities and
differences in patterns of development at these levels are covered.

Attractors, fitness to landscape and significant differences have been described in detail

in this narrative about cluster dynamics to further illustrate their presence and

significance in the energy cluster supported by citations from the field study and
documentations. The emerging changes of cluster dynamics will be addressed in the
section on cluster transformations in terms of visible changes in Energy Valley and the
shifts in the cluster’s systems developments.

Before moving on to the cluster transformations, the next section discusses potential
risks facing Energy Valley due to its changing cluster dynamics. Once more, overlaps

with the main thesis exist on this facet of cluster dynamics.

Potential risks of cluster dynamics in Energy Valley
Cluster dynamics can bring about positive developments or have potential risks and

these need to be addressed and monitored. For example, when attractors are not
explicitly acknowledged and addressed, the underlying dynamics of the cluster could
result in weakening Energy Valley. This section addresses key risks that were inherent
to the energy cluster.

One of the risks in Energy Valley is the potential lack of coherence due to differences in
the cluster. A prolonged and extensive lack of coherence in the cluster could lead to

dissipation or sub-optimal performances (more on this in the discussions section).

Energy Valley is made up of four provinces and has incumbent energy players and
emerging new players and markets and the inherent differences were clearly reflected
in the diversity of perceptions on what constituted urgent challenges in the cluster and
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perceptions on plausible solutions and strategies (discussed in complexity and drivers

of change sections). The rich variety in the cluster is also an important source of

innovation potential as discussed in the significant differences aspects of cluster
dynamics. However, the risk of a lack of coherence looms over the cluster if these

differences are not harnessed into intervention points to strengthen the cluster in its

changing contexts. More on coherence in Energy Valley is discussed in the section on
cluster transformations.

Another potential risk of the cluster and region, given the complexity of the changing
contexts, was the risk of not being the ‘right scale’ to deal with such changes. The need
for varying scales and flexibility to meet complex challenges of the energy cluster was

due to the changes that were mentioned earlier. These included increased globalization
pressures, internal European market developments, game changing technological

breakthroughs (shale gas exploitation) and their consequences for market dynamics,

new ‘prosumer’ developments, shifting geo-political powers, climate agenda and

disruptions to energy supply (Russian-Ukraine gas contracts). Closer to Energy Valley
there were contextual changes earthquake damages and risks that saw a change in the

national government’s position as custodian of citizen welfare and well-being conflicting

with its considerations of economic growth and financial interests. This in turn fed
citizens’ need for self-sufficiency and demands for ‘green’ solutions and energy. The

larger national interests of economic growth and security of energy supply were also
interconnected as mentioned earlier to the EU internal market developments, and

changing geo-politics and globalization of economies. These complex interconnected
issues meant that flexible and diverse solutions were needed and that therefore clusters

and regions may not necessarily be the ‘right’ scale, or the only scale needed. The

embedded and systemic nature of clusters in larger and interconnected systems meant

that clusters might be at risk of losing some of their traditional identity and roles (more
in the Discussions section).

‘There will be a need for a macro system in the future; certainly when 60 to 90 Giga watt
wind parks are realized in the North Sea, and concentration of large demand for energy
lies in middle Europe. We then have a logistics problem to meet differentiated demand and
supply challenges…and gas is an important part [of the solution], but also, for example,
energy storage can be accommodated in the pumping systems [of gas].’
[RDA stakeholder, EV1]
‘The concept of working together in the region, internationalization, like Hansa Economic
Corridor, [HEC]…it is different [for us]. All four provinces acknowledge the necessity…but
we do not know exactly what needs to be done; we know that there is a lot to be done…’
[Policy stakeholder, EV8]
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Related to this point is the risk of growing distrust in the energy cluster and governing

agencies. The dominance of national and corporate economic interests meant a conflict
of interest between these economic interests and those of citizen safety, local job

creation, sustainability of rural communities and urgency of energy transition. Energy
transition developments were not as high a priority as attracting large-scale industrial
and commercial developments. New comers to the energy sector were dominated by
SME and local initiatives. These were not equally incentivized nor supported by

government grants. These points were discussed in Lesson 1 on ‘Shifting Landscape’ of
Energy Valley with stakeholder quotations to illustrate. Different aspects of these issues
are illustrated by some quotations below:
-

Consistency and direction in policy

‘It is not so much about policy incentives but that policy was something that people can
blindly trust and go their way about things. Let us say that the government chooses to set
out a policy based on gas only, but then at least we know what the direction is. Right now,
we do not know, it changes too much ‘ [Civil society stakeholder, EV19]
‘There is a whole process under way in the Netherlands to reach a national energy accord,
for which we are happy as it is not only steered by politics but by a more broader
[coalition], but also because of a more consistent policy… you are asking a lot of businesses
to invest in things that will be there for 20-25 years and if you keep changing your
direction every 2 year, and then its wind energy that is important and then its solar, that is
killing.’ [RDA stakeholder, EV1]
-

Top-down steering of national policy

‘There is something to be said about regions… and the State too has its ideas about
clustering, smart specialization…and looked at how they could fit these in and they looked
at Top Sectors for example. They have identified a number of top sectors, smart
specializations…following this, they explored how this can be implemented in the regions,
and that was a puzzle… we have indeed looked at top sectors in terms of sectors but that is
not quite regions, and that is problematic…yes, and that is always via the Ministry of
Economic Affairs or [Ministry of] Internal Affairs.’ [Policy stakeholder, EV14].
-

Distrust and negative image of sector

‘The sector is not able to be transparent and communicate with the general public and this
has had a negative effect on the image. The industry has shot itself in its foot; you see that
with the CO2, with the Shale gas, and with the earthquakes. I think that they were not
handy in their approach and so they need to learn and ensure that it gets done differently.’
[Industry stakeholder, EV10]
A significant risk in Energy Valley mentioned earlier was the risk of a ‘cluster drain’ due
to growing outward linkages and movements of businesses to compensate the limited
resources and market opportunities within the cluster and nation. Lack of R&D,
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innovation resources and facilities, talent, policy constraints, etc. resulted in a tendency
to explore possibilities outside the local system. The strong ‘pull’ to seek solutions

outside Energy Valley was a serious threat of further depletion of capacities and
attractiveness of the region if this resulted in a ‘cluster drain’. Programmes and

mandates from the European Union supported internationalization tendencies, and

provided additional resources to regional systems, enhancing the attractiveness of ‘the
outside’. Being connected internationally was not negative, but the ‘pull’ of the outside

could be a threat if it did not contribute to strengthening the cluster and region’s

systems capabilities. Quotations below elaborate on these issues.
-

The lack of resources and R&D in the cluster

‘Gasunie Research is halted; GasTerra does not do research any more; the big RWE power
plants also no research done; and that is the lot. It would be really helpful if Shell for
example would have laboratories here, as a suggestion. And of course now that ECN is now
included here…open a lab here for those willing and it could happen in the future, but it is
too sensitive right now. But it would help a lot. [Academic stakeholder, EV7]
The most jobs are in infrastructure and this is a regulated [sector] and NMA executes the
law and tasks are strictly pre-defined and since it is not ordained that infrastructure
companies may work on energy transition challenges…in England, the regulator has
allowed for 5% efficiency plus 10-20 million ponds or some amount, I am making up the
figures, and that they only need to justify afterwards. But they jointly work with
stakeholders [on energy transition] and of course there are conditions.’
[Industry stakeholder, EV9]
Another reason for the outside ‘pull’ were stringent environmental and regulatory

policies inhibiting research and development, and limited support for innovation in the
Netherlands according to this stakeholder:

‘There are more projects [abroad] where the support from the government is a lot more
comprehensive, but also longer. There is a more solid foundation and you can see that the
markets [there] develop faster and are further in their developments. In the Netherlands,
in the last five years despite the pressure and subsidies that are supposedly meant for this,
there is relatively little upgrading taking place, for example in biogas installations. If we
talk about England or Germany, there is almost a doubling every year [of upgrading].’
[SME stakeholder, EV23]
This outward movement and the lack of priority for energy transition in part due to

other national priorities as mentioned in the previous point on ‘growing distrust’, meant
that the risk of energy transition delays were inherent and in turn could have an adverse

impact on the cluster potential and future developments. Also, the earthquake dossier

and developments of the gas exploitations were adding to possible risks for the cluster.

The closing down or slowing down of gas exploitations also have an immediate impact
for jobs and regional developments even as earthquake damages and danger are high on
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the agenda. The lack of confidence in the region about the future of gas exploitations on
the one hand and the safety of the region on the other hand both can affect future cluster

developments. (Lesson 7 and Appendices 10 and 14 also address industrial
developments and cluster developments)

To summarize, cluster dynamic shifts related to cluster dynamics included potential
risks, and these were:
-

Potential lack of coherence in cluster
Risk of fragmentation by sub-clusters (e.g. North Holland’s Energy Board) and
spin-offs of specialized energy cluster (LNG cluster, biomass hubs)
Risk that regional and cluster scales may not be the ‘right’ scale or the only scale
necessary; flexible scales needed to meet complexity of different challenges
Growth of distrust in cluster related to national economic interests supersedes
public safety, regional developments and energy transition developments
Potential ‘cluster drain’ due to limited knowledge capacities, market and
regulatory conditions
Risks of delay in energy transition and uncertainties in energy sector
developments

This section explored cluster dynamics in detail, including potential risks to Energy
Valley in its future developments.

Lesson 5: Cluster transformations

This section describes transformations that were described by the stakeholders and
related policy documents to support the analysis. ‘Cluster transformations’ capture
shifts of Energy Valley in response to broader contextual changes.

In the earlier section on cluster dynamics, changing micro dynamics of Energy Valley
were reflecting shifts in vision and paradigm, collaboration structures and scope,
clustering of knowledge and innovation capacities, convergence and clustering of

interests, and increase in opposing forces against vested interests. Transforming
interactions reflected these visible developments. Culmination of micro-level changes is
then visible in emergent patterns link to shifting cluster developments.

The next section provides key findings of transforming interactions followed by a
narrative of this aspect with elaborations and illustrations.
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Transforming Interactions
The once mono-sectoral, regional, fragmented cluster and region reflected a trend of

interactions and collaborations that crossed different borders, enhanced or created new

joint initiatives in search of solutions, which was captured in Lesson 1. The following list

illustrates Energy Valley’s transforming interactions.
-

There were more and new types of connections within the energy sector that

included more collaboration between gas and electricity sectors, traditional and
renewable energy players, ‘big’ and ‘small’ energy players and between producers
and consumers.
-

There were also more cross-sectoral connections such as those between water and

energy (’blue energy’), energy and agriculture (bio-fuels, bio-gas), transport and
energy (e-mobility); joint innovation centres were set-up in these cross-over
initiatives such as the Dairy Campus, Afsluitdijk campus, Red stacks in Friesland.
-

There was more collaboration that included trans-regional initiatives in energy
transition, for example, that of Groningen-Niedersachsen, North West Germany, and
the ENSEA project with partners from the North Sea region.

-

There were more integrated and joint policy ‘vision’ developments resulting from

new collaborations and alliances. These included the North Sea Energy Vision
(ENSEA project), ‘De Plus van Noord Nederland’ (Northern Provinces’ joint policy
vision), ‘Green Deal’ (joint agreement of Energy Valley/Provinces with the national

government), ‘Switch’ (joint strategy and commitment of Northern Provinces,
Energy Valley and six municipalities to realize national energy transition targets for
the northern region).
-

There were new regional platforms created to meet local energy challenges such as
the Energy Board in North Holland, Drents Energy and Climate Change Platform of
the northern provinces, reflecting changing governance structures.

-

There was a breakdown of traditional fragmentation (between universities,

businesses and between sectors) whilst more systemic innovation were developed

that focused on whole sector and value chain approaches. Such focused innovation

and collaborative spaces were made possible through initiatives such as EnTranCe
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(open innovation space for research collaborations between industry players, and
industry and educational players) and Energy Academy Europe (joint energy

institute bringing together faculties and research from the two Groningen
universities).
-

A joint research programme, EDGaR, was set up with numerous knowledge
institutions and the gas corporations to boost energy innovation and research in
support of gas in energy futures in the Netherlands and Europe.

-

A new development was the rise and growing significance of new energy
stakeholder groups. These included farmers producing green gas and bio-gas,
energy funding agencies, NGOs supporting energy efficiency and sustainable energy

initiatives at community levels, ‘prosumers’ that describe energy producing
consumers, SMEs that were diversifying into energy production, facilitation and new

energy businesses such as car parks offering solar charging facilities for vehicles,

construction companies offering complete solar panel services, shared community
projects through shares in wind parks, etc.
-

The rise of citizen initiatives in various urban and rural areas is illustrated with
examples: Grunneger Power (city), Bovensmilde and Hooghalen (villages), Hoogkerk

Power Matching City (neighbourhood/village), and Texel and Ameland (islands).

These energy co-operatives and not-for-profit organizations meant interactions and

collaborations in local settings were changing; the main motive of such initiatives
was to increase self-sufficiency and autonomy, and to avoid high energy prices in the
future.
-

A different aspect of changing interactions was the level of ‘trust’ in the cluster.
Stakeholders indicated that trust was conditional, and that it depended on the

situation and issues at hand; adverse effects of gas exploration in local communities

due to increased earthquake danger and the resulting dissatisfaction due to low
compensation and no guarantee of safety, distrust was high in the affected regions;

latent distrust was also indicated in the search for autonomy and self-sufficiency in
energy in grassroots movements. (See pp. 187-189)

The list above illustrated how Energy Valley’s transforming interactions resulted in
shifts in strategy, vision, scope, scale, stakeholders’ roles and governance structures;
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new or different types of collaborations, interactions, communications, organizations,

platforms and stakeholders; and changes in feelings of trust and how this in turn drove
new developments. To illustrate, some examples have been included to reflect the
changing interaction and collaborations in the cluster. In addition, Lesson 1 also

captured these aspects and quotations were provided (pp. 192-193, but also, 187-189,

190-191 & 197-198).

Transforming Interactions – elaborations and illustrations
In the section above, key changes in the cluster were listed and examples of these
developments were presented. In order to avoid duplication, this narrative focusses on a
few examples that reflected the changing interaction and collaboration patterns.

EnTranCe, the subject of the initial pilot study, illustrates how transforming interactions
in Energy Valley were taking place. This example has been used to illustrate cluster

dynamics and in this section, the change in the nature of interactions will be highlighted.
Organized meetings and informal sessions at the local football club’s Skybox brought

together key stakeholders where the future of energy in Energy Valley was a regular
theme. These sessions were responsible for the emergence of EnTranCe where

GasTerra, BAM, Imtech and Hanze University of Applied Sciences decided to create an

open innovation space for energy transition challenges. These various partners decided
to initiate a collaboration that would invite energy businesses along the value chain to

collectively seek solutions to the energy transition. The open innovation nature of the

facilities was new where competitors would share knowledge and facilities. The urgent
need to deal with the unpredictable and complex nature of energy transition pushed
stakeholders to deeper levels of collaborations. The collaborating partners also had to

agree to collective strategies and joint experimentation including the whole value chain
and engaging a systems approach were also transformations that were new to the

cluster. At EnTranCe, partners were also sought outside the traditional energy sector as

challenges related to digital infrastructure and business models were expected. New

laws were also needed to facilitate new and more integrated energy systems that would

break down sectoral barriers. The re-sale of solar energy at recreational facilities and
car parks for e-vehicles is an example of how developments for new technology,

regulations and fiscal policies have been supported through projects at EnTranCe.

Storage of surplus decentralized energy within homes and through gas systems are
more examples of interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral solutions realized by the new
collaborations emerging at EnTranCe and elsewhere.
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The following quotation illustrates how EnTranCe worked and the how transforming
interactions that resulted in dealing with energy transition challenges.

‘At EnTranCe, companies contribute their expertise and work together with other
companies’ expertise to move forward [on energy transition challenges]…. With a few
companies we have identified an agenda and we work with the formula that they send
their surplus capacity to EnTranCe and RenQi to work on collective projects. This has
happened, just like, ‘omheind’ [fenced off], but super important… these are small examples
of how we can do this without banks [investments]… One example, a programme of 15 – 20
partners which is halfway and there is an interim evaluation; what began as a group of
strong egocentric partners, has become partners and you see how they communicate, look
each other up, there is a high degree of collective effort… they know each other, they
together they identified common challenges and that is a big step in a short time and there
will be follow-up activities to continue the collective approach. So you see how this works
and can work.’ [Academic stakeholder, EV24]
Energy Academy Europe (EAE) is an important example of the changes in collaboration.
This new institute has given visibility to newly developed ‘energy’ programmes. The

commitments of the two universities in the city of Groningen to the ‘energy’
developments are reflected in this initiative. The close collaboration of these two
universities in this venture reflects a breaking down of barriers between the more

prestigious academic university and the more highly valued professional educational
institute that serves industry as well as a convergence of goals regarding energy

transition challenges. The setting up of this separate energy institute has forged
increasing international collaborations and visibility of Energy Valley’s knowledge

capacity and developments. There have been more regular visits to and from the

European Commission and its agencies. Joint master classes organized by the EAE

meant that new interactions and networks between students of both universities have
been realized. The following information from EAE’s website describes details of recent
collaborations and transforming interactions:

‘Since its inception appointments of internationally renowned energy staff, including its
director; collaborations with national (ECN, TNO) and international institutions (in
Shaanxi) for energy research and education; collaborations with social partners for
national public debate on energy; and collaborations with EU Energy Charter Secretariat
for joint research and knowledge sharing in energy specializations.‘
[Summary of press releases; http://www.energyacademy.org/press-centre/press-releases;
retrieved 22 April 2016]
Another development in Energy Valley was the development of new integrated energy

systems, which needed new infrastructure and policy frameworks as well as research,
development and innovation. These new energy systems were being developed at the
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micro level, in homes and neighbourhoods; at the meso-levels such as green gas
hubs/business transition parks and cities; and at the macro-levels such as the Hansa

Energy Corridor and North Sea programmes. These integrated energy systems
developments were examples of transforming interactions that displayed new and joint

vision, new collaboration structures, convergence of knowledge capacities and interests
that were at the core of the changes in Energy Valley cluster. The following quote
illustrates the micro, meso and macro-level transforming interactions:

‘Meppel energy is an example. In Meppel a new neighbourhood is developed with 400
houses that can deploy smart grids. The same was for Hoogkerk that is going into phase 2.
Another example is what we call the energy transition parks. These are local nodes of
businesses and electricity. A good example is Wijster in middle Drenthe, an industrial area
where Attero a waste incinerator generates warmth, electricity and gas and working with
targeted parties, through working sessions, there is a profile of this being an energy
transition park. A heat exchange grid has been realized where electricity is transmitted to
and fro. A chicken waste processing company has located here as it needs heat for its
processes and it has biomass available for Attero, and as such a closed loop is realized on
location.
There is a formal collaboration with North Germany, Norway and Scotland in the ENSEA
programme where these countries jointly identify collective challenges of the next decades,
which is also relevant to Europe. Grid infrastructure for offshore wind is an obvious
challenge. Identifying if specific laws and regulation in the different countries form a
barrier for interactive energy exchanges. Those types of challenges are being addressed
with the North Sea partners… obvious connecting issues…the similar mentality…’
[RDA, EV1]
The collective development of the diverse regional and municipality administrations in
Energy Valley, namely, ‘De Plus van Noord Nederland’, ‘Green Deal’ and ‘Switch’

initiatives as described in the earlier section on transforming interactions, reflected a
deeper collaboration in the cluster. These documents also reflect more coherence in
Energy Valley even as the diverse interests have been embraced. The need to

collaborate and to strengthen the peripheral position of the northern provinces and that
of Energy Valley resulted in this transformation. The quotation below captures the shifts
and transformations of energy policy developments for the North Netherlands.

‘Around 2007, the first big energy accord North Netherlands was reached, thanks to Ed
Nijpels… that brought a lot more alignment. We started working programmatically… And
now, 2.5 years later, we decided to take it to a higher level, have more focus…and that is
how the [energy] vizier resulted. [Policy stakeholder, EV8]’
The next section describes emerging patterns in Energy Valley.
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Emerging Systems Patterns
This section first describes the key findings of Energy Valley’s emerging patterns that
resulted from changes in cluster dynamics and resulting transforming interactions.
Afterwards, a narrative on these emerging systems patterns provides more details and
illustrations in the next section. There is overlap with the main thesis.

Energy Valley’s systemic changes were also captured in Lesson 1 on ‘Shifting

Landscape’. The list below provides details of four key emerging patterns in the cluster
with supporting details and examples.
-

On a systems level, Energy Valley’s energy system was becoming more complex

as a result of the following changes
o

The interconnectedness of gas, electricity, renewable energy sources in
terms of infrastructure and markets meant that older separate gas and

electric systems needed to be adapted and innovated to deal with more

integrated energy systems of the future (EnTranCe was set-up
o

specifically to explore future integrated smart grids).

Grid interconnections beyond national borders that also needed to be

adapted to become more integrated energy systems to include new
North Sea offshore wind parks, etc.
-

Energy Valley showed more systematic approaches in creating and facilitating
‘ecosystems’ for knowledge-based innovations as illustrated in the following:
o

There was a shift to more integrated and collective ‘vision’ in the

cluster.


There was a joint North Netherlands’ ‘quality of life’ innovation
agenda described in their vision document ‘De Plus of Noord



Nederland’.

There was an aligned Energy Valley vision to that of the national

policy on energy developments, the ‘Switch’ initiative and policy
document in response to the ‘National Energieakkoord’ (Dutch
o

national energy agreement).

Strategic joint development of energy innovation, research and talent
capabilities in Energy Valley in an effort to break down traditional

barriers and fragmentation, creating broader, knowledge-based
innovations for energy futures was evident in the example of Energy

Academy Europe.
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o

The focus on ‘systems integration’ approach to energy developments in
Energy Valley reflected a more systematic approach, replacing ad hoc

o

and fragmented efforts.
There

was

a

movement

towards

issue-based,

cross-sectoral

collaborations in the region, for example, the Bio-based economy to give

a new impulse to the region, building on its regional strengths that
included energy, chemical and agricultural sectors.

-

There was a shift in the cluster’s scope and scale such that both larger and local

scales were acknowledged as necessary, replacing the dominant regional scope
and scale:
o

Interconnectedness of energy markets crossing national borders due to

European internal energy market developments are seen in European
power companies active in Energy Valley, examples are RWE’s coal
o

power plant and Vattenval’s buy-in of Nuon and its power plant.

There were more cross border and international collaborations to

foster energy transition developments and EU integrated energy
markets,
o

exemplified

by

the

inter-cluster

Niedersachsen in North West Germany.

collaborations

with

There was increased international connectedness at local levels, where
local village co-operatives sought contacts with German counterparts to

o

learn from their experiences, for example, Duurzaam Balinge.

Energy Valley’s greater visibility and changes in scope and position
were as follows:






As strategic partner on energy for the Northern Netherlands in
negotiations and dialogues with the national government.

New EU partnerships in trans-regional initiatives were forged

and developed.

More inter-cluster collaborations were developed.

Branding the region as an ‘energy hotspot’ at different scales –
local, regional and as EU Region of Excellence (North Sea

o

Region).

Local scale developments were acknowledged and these included:



Citizens (neighbourhood and village co-operatives);

Business collaborations (transition parks, green gas hubs);
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-

Open innovation facilities (RenQi and EnTranCe).

The presence of self-organizing processes as well as top-down policy measures
was visible in Energy Valley as shown below:
o

There were both top-down and bottom-up initiatives in Energy Valley
that

o

included initiatives

on

energy

transition

and

economic

developments at all levels: EU, national, regional and local levels.

There were clear indications that national and EU policies were leading
but also that changes were taking place such as:




Centre-periphery relations of NL and EV were shifting;

Traditional hierarchical line from national government to

provinces to local governments was also shifting; this was in
part due to EU integration of member states and internal
o

market developments.

Increasing self-organizing grassroots movements and NGOs as part of a
new bottom-up movements in the region:




EU funding for regions and inter-regional collaborations
support provincial and local movements;

Provincial energy funds support SME and consumer initiatives
on decentralized and sustainable energy.

Emerging Patterns – elaboration and illustrations

The next aspect of cluster developments in Energy Valley is emerging patterns, which

focuses on how Energy Valley cluster is changing as a whole. The previous sections
described how changes of the different aspects of cluster development were

interconnected and systemic interrelations were illustrated. These interconnecting
developments contributed to shifts in the whole cluster.

In the section on ‘Energy Valley’s Emerging Patterns’, the key changes identified at the

cluster level was the increasing complexity in all parts of the cluster and therefore as a

whole; the more systematic approaches focussed on creating new eco-systems where
collective knowledge and resources developments were increasing; and the regional

cluster was more varied in its scope and scale, embracing both larger, more
international collaborations as well as acknowledging and embracing local scales. The
shifts in the cluster included both top-down and bottom up initiatives and therefore
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cluster developments in Energy Valley saw shifts ‘disrupting’ traditional dominance of
national and large energy corporations.

Developments in EU integration and internal energy markets were changing the playing
field of the energy sector specifically, and together with globalization and new (IT)
technologies, changing markets more generally. The shifts in local-global and consumer-

business relationships have been described in different sections of this chapter. Related
to this last aspect were the growing autonomy and self-sufficiency needs of consumers

that were also impacting cluster developments. The growing consumer demands for
more sustainable energy were also changing the way energy business and energy

transition agendas were being shaped, strengthening EU directives for sustainable

energy systems. The response to these developments across the cluster was a more
systemic inclusion of renewable and decentralized energy sources.

The local gas dominance in Energy Valley saw a movement to re-position gas within the

new energy system as a viable solution to systems integration of renewables offering
solutions for the balancing challenges this brings. (See Lesson7 on energy transition)
This too saw more systemic and systematic developments that reflected more alignment
with changes in the broader landscape of energy both locally and globally. The need to

be more flexible and to incorporate varying strategies to deal with the changing
landscape was reflected in Energy Valley’s introduction of new digital thematic

communities to cater for the growing diversity of the cluster’s energy landscape; the
collaborations with trans-regional clusters and stakeholders; and dialogues with NGOs
and new energy co-operatives.

The definition and scope of the energy sector and cluster has seen a shift in Energy
Valley to incorporate new players, sources of energy, more cross-boundary orientations,

new business models and even new playing fields. The cluster has become more ‘open’
and more flexible across all levels and parts of the cluster. There was also an increase in

coherence through the increased collaborations and joint initiatives that were described
in the previous sections.

In order to illustrate the deeper systemic changes in Energy Valley, the developments of

sub-clusters and clustering of communities is described here. Energy Valley saw a rise of

initiatives that formed new (sub) clusters within the larger cluster. The earlier section
on transforming interactions described a number of these developments. In this section,
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more recent developments have also been described to illustrate that there is a
structural change taking place in Energy Valley.

Energy Transition Park Wijster in the Province of Drenthe was developed as a potential
local energy hub system that would offer large-scale energy residue from the waste

processing plant and a biomass digester to energy intensive production processes at this

location. The region was surrounded by agricultural land and so a biomass gas hub was
possible. The availability of surplus energy meant that the location would be attractive

to businesses with energy intensive production processes. The transition park became
energy hub where infrastructure was developed to support a local energy system,
reducing the need to transport large amounts of energy. In 2014 Dutch Recycling

Solutions built a factory at Wijster Transition Park that created a cradle-to-cradle

certified product by also sourcing local biomass for its production of boards. The
Province of Drenthe offered grants to integrate the production processes with the

existing energy surplus producers. This initiative has grown from a transition park
project to a sustainable energy and production cluster and is still growing. (See
quotation in transforming interactions on meso-level changes earlier)

In the Province of Friesland, the BioNOF project is collaboration between energy utilities

companies and businesses. The project supports transporting biogas produced by
individual farms to a central installation for conversion to green gas, which in turn can

be injected into existing gas grids. This project has created a biogas conversion hub
catering to local producers in the area, which makes biogas production a more attractive
option for farmers, and the larger installation makes the conversion more efficient and

reliable. This joint project resulted in new expertise in developing green gas hubs that

support large scale conversion and injection into gas grids, and in managing complex
stakeholder collectives in sustainable energy developments. This initiative has resulted
in a sustainable local energy development system, green gas hubs, as potential (sub)
clusters to be replicated in other parts of Energy Valley.

Energy Valley has therefore seen the rise of innovative collaborative projects related to
different aspects of energy transition that brings together stakeholders of different

sectors, businesses, experts and knowledge institutes that transform new sub-clusters
into sustainable organizational structures within Energy Valley.
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Overview Energy valley – Lessons 1 - 5
Cluster
framework
Complexity &
Drivers of
change

Energy Valley and its complex dynamic systems
Complexity in Energy Valley:
− Complex, inter-related and unpredictable context of energy transition
− Energy transition/technological innovations embedded in social and
economic transitions and crises
− Energy transition shift from national to EU and private sector dominance
− Traditional, dominant energy sector faced with new energy landscapes
and players and v.v. (dominant corporate and economic interests)
− Shift in energy system complexity due to new energy and market
developments and balancing needs
− Global and EU context connected to local and regional challenges
− National dominance challenged by EU and grass roots movements
− Differences in stakeholder groups about urgent issues and drivers of
change – diversity in interests, priorities and scope
− Fragmented and limited knowledge and innovation development
− Protective role of government superseded by national economic
interests
Drivers of change
− Geo-political shifts
− Energy security
− Energy market liberalization – EU internal energy market
− EU legislations
− Large scale power outage and blackouts in Europe – need for big
investments in energy infrastructures
− Sustainability and Climate change
− Technology
− New energy resources and balancing
− Cheap coal and shale distorting energy market
Internal drivers included
− National policies
− Depletion of gas
− Increased earthquake risks
− ‘Lag’ region issues e.g. economic growth and jobs
− Consumer demands and initiatives
− Role of local/regional government – branding, collaboration, jobs,
earthquake issue
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Container

Path
Dependency

There were
− Three main ‘frames’ – ‘economic’, ‘energy transition’ and ‘regional
development’ – defined strategy and behavior of stakeholder groups
Lack of common frame or explicit framing positions risked suboptimal dialogues and results
Provincial differences in local contexts and agendas present
(see path dependency)
− EV foundation’s vision/mission framed by key triple-helix stakeholders,
the ‘founding fathers’, public funding agency (SNN) and members of the
cluster – complex collaboration
Collaboration and formation of EV cluster was a joint initiative by
the ‘founding fathers’ in response to gas reserves depletion and
dispersion of gas expertise
Collaboration despite (regional) stakeholders differences reflected
urgent need to face energy transition and regional economic
challenges
− The cluster organization was commissioned to serve local energy
businesses, broader energy transition developments, and regional
economic developments – complex and sometimes conflicting
agendas
Large-scale developments in the Eems harbor region served
national and strategic interests rather than job creation,
decentralization and sustainability goals
Limited capacity of cluster organization meant iconic (political and
large) projects superseded local business support and job creation
goals
− Initial regional focus and scope
−
−

−
−
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Gas reserves created new industry and expertise since 1950s,
whilst energy market liberalization threatened loss of energy expertise
and jobs through M&A and HQ re-location
Dominance of ‘gas’ in the history, energy infrastructure and
energy system in the Netherlands determined Energy Valley’s initial
cluster condition – lock-in risk and power imbalance
Dominance of national economic interests (BV NL) – power
imbalance
Peripheral position of North Netherlands reinforced need to
collaborate to develop future strategies jointly

−

Focus of Energy Valley cluster reflected factors related to path
dependency: gas, biogas (agriculture), wind, water, NW Germany and
North Sea Region

−

Knowledge base of Energy Valley limited and fragmented –
‘cluster drain’ and divergence risk
Lack of major corporations and R&D capacity outside of ‘gas’
Fragmented public research capacities and disciplines
Dispersed innovative SMEs

−

Path dependence differences of socio-economic structures of
provinces: large gas corporations, autarchy, food and agro-based
industry, recreational and tourism industry, horticulture industry, SME
dominant, ‘Veen’ colony, hinterland of Amsterdam Metropolis

Stakeholders

Attractor

Energy stakeholders related to and representing
Policy
Energy industry
Academia & research
Regional development agency
Cluster organization (EVF)
−

Key gatekeepers - visible champions of Energy Valley (as identified by
stakeholders)

−

‘Missing’ stakeholders - not involved in strategy dialogues
Financial institutions (not part of cluster)
Broad SME representation (diffused group)
Civil society representation (diffused group)
o Decentralization of energy supply - new players including
citizen initiatives and new SME energy services
o Local municipalities and some NGOs had closer links to
citizens and SMEs but were not engaged in cluster strategy
o Energy transition decisions impact local communities and
businesses as evident in protests related to wind park
development, CO2 storage, gas-related earthquakes, etc.

−

Groningen was identified as a gravitational point of cluster
Dominant (gas) incumbents
Province of Groningen
Cluster organization

Increased complexity and unpredictability in the cluster
− Pull of redefining and positioning of gas in energy transition - gas for
balancing function
− Pull of decentralized energy developments by grass-roots movements
related to pull of autonomy and self-sufficiency needs
− Shift from supply-side focus to more demand-side focus
− Pull to more connected energy sector (gas and electricity, small and
big)
− Pull of ‘outside’ related to R&D, innovation and markets (resources,
capacities & opportunities)
− Pull of internationalization, partly due to EU programmes and
opportunities, parallel developments and globalization
− Pull of sustainability agenda (resource efficiency, renewable energy,
CO2 emissions, ‘green’ consumerism)
− Pull of economic and job creation needs of policy seemed stronger
than energy transition demands
Attractors underestimated or not made explicit in Energy Valley – e.g.
risk of ‘cluster drain’, national economic and corporate interests mitigating
developments on energy transition, citizen safety, job creation and rural
community sustainability policies

Fitness to
Landscape

−

To meet energy transition challenges, need for more
Multi-disciplinary competences
Cross-sector value chain innovations
New business models, knowledge and sectors (IT, business
services)
Systemic approaches
Multi-sectoral collaborations
Trans-regional and international collaborations
More SME support for innovation and energy efficiency
More citizen awareness and engagement
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−
−

−

New infrastructure connecting different and new sources of energy
(smart grids) were needed and this meant that new competences and
accelerated innovation and deployment was needed
New institutions and innovation spaces were deemed necessary to
bundle fragmented knowledge, research and innovation efforts in
energy transition (e.g. Energy Academy Europe and EnTranCe serving
different collaboration needs)
Varying ‘scale’ were needed for energy transition and cluster
development – both small-scale - local and regional - to trans-regional
(e.g. village co-operatives, city council, Hanze Energy Corridor, North
Sea Region)

Energy Valley
− Needed to be part of the national dialogue – shifts in national
policy to top-sector and new energy agenda at national and EU
levels
− Different support strategies needed
Support for large-scale energy related projects and
competences through Eems Delta developments in Groningen
(LNG terminal, off-shore wind park assembly and landing of
cables, etc.)
Support for SME and industries to become more energy
efficient and decentralized energy production in Friesland
and Drenthe
More inclusive community engagement and outreach to
support decentralization and grassroots movements in energy
Significant
Differences

Significant differences were present in the following:
− Big corporation and SMEs with their different resources, scope, goals,
competences, visibility, flexibility, innovations, access to markets,
equity, policy, etc.
− Academic and research institutes had different capacities and goals
− Local municipalities, provincial government and regional
development agencies had different agendas, resources and roles
− NGOs and consumers had different demand ‘pulls’ that could
influence energy transition
− ‘Outside’ and ‘in-crowd’ groups had different positions, interests and
insights into developments in different places in the cluster
− The four provinces and local regions had distinctive histories,
landscape, frames, issues, drivers, focus, strategy and scope that could
offer diversity needed to address the complex challenges faced by the
cluster
− Local, regional, national and EU levels were part of Energy Valley’s
context and container and this included differences in roles,
responsibilities, resources, interests, scope and power
− The energy cluster was embedded in a region with a strong
agricultural sector, waterways and water-related activities
Innovation potential in Energy Valley required broadening existing
container and seeking ‘significant differences’

Transforming
interactions
and
collaborations

−
−
−
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More connections in energy – between gas and electricity sectors,
traditional and renewable energy players, ‘big’ and ‘small’ energy,
producers and consumers
More cross-sectoral connections between water and energy (’blue
energy’), energy and agriculture (bio-fuels, bio-gas), transport and
energy (e-mobility), etc.
Trans-regional initiatives reflected new types of collaborations in

energy transition e.g. Groningen-Niedersachsen (NW Germany) and
ENSEA project with partners from the North Sea region
−
−

−

−

−

−
−

Emerging
patterns

More integrated policy ‘vision’ due to developments mentioned
above e.g. North Sea Energy Vision, ‘De Plus van Noord Nederland’,
‘Green Deal’, ‘Switch’, etc.
New regional platforms created to meet local energy challenges –
e.g. Energy Board in North Holland, Drents Energy and Climate
Change Platform
Breakdown of traditional fragmentation (between universities,
businesses and between sectors) and more systemic innovation
based on value chain approaches made possible through new
initiatives in EnTranCe and Energy Academy Europe
EdGar Research was an example of an extended research
programme to boost gas related energy research to support the
position of gas in the future energy scenarios
New energy stakeholder groups became visible - e.g. farmers
producing green and bio-gas, energy funding agencies, NGOs
supporting energy efficiency and sustainable energy initiatives at
community levels
Citizen initiatives growing e.g. Grunneger Power and other village
and neighbourhood energy co-operatives to increase self-sufficiency
Trust as being conditional depending on the situation and issues at
hand; adverse effects of gas exploration in local communities due to
increased earthquake danger and the compensation offered and
guarantee of safety made distrust an issue for communities in the
region; there was also mention of latent distrust as reflected in
grassroots movements seeking autonomy and self-sufficiency in energy

Energy cluster was becoming more ‘open’ and more connected to new
players, the scope was becoming more local and more international, and
opening up to new businesses and business and financing models –
reflected a new playing field
−

Energy System becoming more complex
Interconnectedness of gas, electricity, renewables
Interconnectedness of market crossing national borders – energy
players extending markets and buy-ins e.g. RWE, Vattenval in NL
Grid interconnections beyond national borders
More cross-border and international collaborations – inter-cluster
collaboration to Niedersachsen
International connectedness at local levels – village co-operatives
to German co-operatives

−

A more systematic approach – ecosystem for knowledge-based
innovation
More integrated and collective vision
o N NL vision of ‘quality of life’ innovation agenda (‘De Plus
of Noord Nederland’)
o EV vision aligned to national policy (e.g. ‘Switch’ response
to ‘National Energieakkoord’ strategy)
Development of energy innovation, research and talent capabilities
- breaking down traditional barriers and fragmentation creating
broader knowledge-based innovations
Systems integration approach to energy developments in Energy
Valley
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-

Self-organizing
vs. top-down

Movement to issue-based cross-sectoral collaborations e.g. Biobased economy

−

Different scope and scales in Energy Valley – both larger and local
scales
More visibility and changes in scope and position of Energy Valley
o Northern Netherlands strategic partner on energy with
national government,
o New EU partnerships in trans-regional initiatives
o More inter-cluster collaborations
o Branding region as an ‘energy hotspot’ at different scales
– local, regional and EU region of excellence (North Sea
Region)
More self-organized collaborative efforts at different local levels
o Citizens (neighbourhood and village co-operatives)
o Business collaborations (transition parks, green gas hubs)
o Open innovation facilities (RenQi and EnTranCe))

−

Both top-down and bottom-up initiatives included EU, national,
regional and local levels in Energy Valley cluster and energy transition
initiatives

−

National and EU policy leading but
o Centre and peripheral relations of NL and EV shifting
o Traditional hierarchical line from National government to
provinces to local governments shifting, EU part of change

−

Self-organizing grassroots movements and NGOs – new bottom-up
movements
EU funding for regions and inter-regional collaborations support
provincial and local movements
Provincial energy funds support SME and consumer initiatives on
decentralized and sustainable energy

Summary of cluster developments and its interrelatedness
The Lessons on Energy Valley have shown the interconnectedness of cluster

developments. An overview of the interconnectedness is captured in the illustration
below, an initial attempt to capture cluster developments. This earlier version uses the

term ‘cluster performance’ instead of ‘cluster transformations’. The diagram below
offers an overview of all cluster developments aspects as described in Lessons 2 – 5. The

definitive version of a cluster development model is found in the main thesis (section
4.13).
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Evolution of the framework is also described in Appendix 8.
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Lesson 6 – Systems-in-systems developments
This Lesson explored Energy Valley’s contexts, namely, the EU and national levels. For
this Lesson, inputs from policy documents, reports and interviewee inputs from

stakeholders and experts were used. Extensive research into various aspects of EU
policies were scanned as well as national policies. The key focus of investigations was
EU and Dutch energy policies, and where relevant general economic policies.

Primary data was from Dutch policy representative/policy officer at the EU and national

levels and a Dutch EU lobbyist. Additional input from other EU lobbyists, experts on EU

policy were also used. Inputs from Energy Valley Stakeholders provided information on
regional, national and EU levels. Secondary research was on EU and national policies.
Key inputs and analyses have been included in the next parts of this section.

Part 1 – EU level
INPUTS FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES ON EU (ENERGY) POLICY:
1. EUROPE 2020 – CONTEXT OF POLICIES
In the main thesis (Chapter 2) and in Appendix 5, EU 2020 strategies and policies have

been discussed in detail. Below is a table that captures important operational goals and
targets, including ‘climate change and energy sustainability’, which are directly relevant
to energy developments. The Europe 2020 policy forms an important context for all EU
and national policies.
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The 5 targets for the EU in 2020
1. Employment
75% of the 20-64 year-olds to be employed
2. R&D
3% of the EU's GDP to be invested in R&D
3. Climate change and energy sustainability
greenhouse gas emissions 20% (or even 30%, if the conditions are right) lower
than 1990
20% of energy from renewables
20% increase in energy efficiency
4. Education
Reducing the rates of early school leaving below 10%
at least 40% of 30-34–year-olds completing third level education
5. Fighting poverty and social exclusion
at least 20 million fewer people in or at risk of poverty and social exclusion
Features of the targets
• They give an overall view of where the EU should be on key parameters by 2020.
• They are translated into national targets so that each Member State can check its own progress
towards these goals.
• They do not imply burden-sharing – they are common goals, to be pursued through a mix of
national and EU action.
• They are interrelated and mutually reinforcing:
• educational improvements help employability and reduce poverty
• more R&D/innovation in the economy, combined with more efficient resources, makes
us more competitive and creates jobs
• investing in cleaner technologies combats climate change while creating new
business/job opportunities.
7 Flagship initiatives
•

•
•

Smart growth
Digital agenda for Europe
Innovation Union
Youth on the move
Sustainable growth
Resource efficient Europe
An industrial policy for the globalisation era
Inclusive growth
An agenda for new skills and jobs
European platform against poverty

Targets and features for EU 2020 (own tabulation based Europe 2020 website)

2. INPUTS ENERGY VALLEY INTERVIEWS – KEY POINTS SALIENT TO EU
Complex practice in EU
National and vested interests limiting EU developments:
-

-

-

Different lobbies from different energy industries and big corporations

Different lobbies from civic and environmental groups

Different member states with different agenda’s
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-

Separate roles of EU Member states and European Commission on energy issues.

The Member states are responsible for energy mix and energy sources. The
European Commission for security of supply together with Member states and

for energy efficiency. Tension between Member states and EU, national
-

sovereignty and interests versus energy market efficiency

Fragmented innovation, national agenda and budgets

Dependence of EU on lobby groups and interest groups for know-how and

dependence of the different groups as EU determines policy and regulations

Huge differences between the different nation states in energy – due to different
path dependency, e.g.
−

NL, UK– Gas

−

France– Nuclear

−

E. Europe – dependence on Russian energy

−

Fossil rich and fossil poor countries

−

Internal market rule implementation varies

Path Dependency

EU and 27 nations - interconnections, differences, national agendas - how to harmonize.

EU and the nations as global economic, societal and political players, how to survive and
grow

Context in which EU is operating
-

Context in which EU is operating is not shared by all global players to the same
degree (not level playing field)
−

Climate change and CO2 emissions

−
-

-

Stringent environmental and consumer protection norms

Rising emerging economic players with huge energy needs: China, India in

particular, BRICS countries

Risk of dependence on Russian gas and oil resources

New shale gas developments and US energy policy impacts
−

−
−
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Cheap gas

Coal dumping in EU

Competitive advantage

Drivers of change
-

Cohesion policy together with ‘smart specialization in regions’ is the main

-

Security of energy supply, scarcity of energy,

-

investment strategy for Europe
Independence of Europe

Competitiveness in the world; reviving the European economy
Reducing greenhouse emissions

Efficiency in EU market and infrastructure

Emerging patterns
-

Infrastructure interconnection

-

Compliance to internal market regulations

-

-

Market integration

“We are gonna need every fuel that we can get”

New technology (fuel cells, smart grids, CHP, hydrogen and gas systems)
Need for collaboration is evident

3. INPUT EU LOBBYIST (INTERVIEWEE EV2)
1. Path dependency
•

‘In the beginning the gas companies were not interested. Now they’re

having to do things that are driven by national regulations; Germany,

•

Denmark, Sweden these are all very powerful very strong drivers’

‘As we see gas running out in Western Europe and in the UK and in the

Netherlands not running out but becoming a bit more scarce and not
becoming importance of energy we have to rely more on external

sources such as Russia and the Russians have control over tap now into
Europe and that’s caused serious problems, this is why people want
•

sources.’

‘some of the new developments are in extreme parts of the world where

for example in the Arctic where ….. don’t want people to huge

environmental concerns make it cost even more but eventually the
•

environmental concerns will be taken by desperate need for energy.’

‘Innovation is driven by way are scarcity of…. increasing scarcity of gas

in Europe’
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•

‘The penetration of gas in the homes of the UK is about 90% and if you go

somewhere like Germany is something like 50-60-70%, Netherlands is

pretty high percentage of penetration because Netherlands is a gas

country that’s where the gas first came from, UK has it’s own gas of
course….’
2. Stakeholders
•

•
•

EU (Well the parliament of course, with support of the European
Commission)

The energy companies

Lobby groups - electrical industry, the nuclear industry and all the
renewable groups are so much more important and increasingly the

•
•

coal… and gas lobby.

Group of city majors – this is more renewable than fossil fuels)

Countries – ‘like France have almost a very large nuclear presence.. very
little else indigenous fuel sources. So they need to rely on nuclear they

•
•

are not gonna step back from nuclear….’

Consumers – ‘If they are convinced enough by…. you know if they wanna

be…. that can really effect things’

Universities, research institutes – ‘yeah I think universities are really
important’

‘The EU needs the lobby groups to be fed information and developments and

at the same time the lobby groups need the EU because they’re determining
the rules….

In the gas industry there are, there hasn’t been that until about 2 year and a

half ago when the gas industry lobby groups got together and set up their
own … and that’s proved quite effective.

It’s 14/15 different groups supporting different bits of renewables and they
tend to be listened to … together as a group.
•

Gate keepers – ‘So there is the commission/parliament well you can

count them as 2 of .. parliament/European commission and then national

local governments. And of course a fourth one if you wanna count
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commission and parliament as one, it’s the businesses themselves the
business leaders the CEO’s of businesses....’
3. Drivers of change
-

In policy documents
•
•
•

The 20-20-20 proposal

European Commission TG energy…. the “Road Map to 2050”

‘The Eurogas, they prepared their own 2050 roadmap specifically for gas
showing where gas fits in…’

-

In issues
•
•
•

Emissions

Energy efficiency

The move to renewables

‘It’s important to get energy as efficient as possible to get them as renewable

as possible these are the drivers. Europe leads significantly in the drives
towards low emissions and high efficiency, the rest of the world maybe talks
about it and doesn’t bother…. even in the States. They were starting to
build… but they never really….. behind Kyoto in all this.’
-

Countries
•

‘Germany, Denmark, Sweden these are all very powerful very strong

drivers… So they are major pushers in the making industries comply
with emissions and high efficiency really important’
4. Attractors
•

•
•
•

‘Still [its] shareholders that’s what most businesses work for’

‘It’s the 20-20-20 drivers that ….and act on them, people are actually
acting more and more these days….’

‘….which is clear we are gonna need every fuel that we can get. We can’t
dismiss any….in the years to come.’

‘There is a drive towards Smart Grids, more demand side, management,
things like combined heating powers (CHP)’
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5. Fitness to landscape
•

‘….in terms of competences we need engineers who understand the new
technology and the need for integrating renewables with gas or
electricity or whatever. That is a new set of skills that hasn’t been around

before so it’s important to be training people.. to do this to have these

skills. Very important ….There are definitely shortages, among engineers,
•

what I am saying is we need to be training more.’

•

hydrogen and gas systems – scaling up will be necessary’

•

and they need to work together.’

‘New technology, fuel cells, smart grids, combined heating powers (CHP),
‘We need to redevelop in smart people who understand the broader fuel
‘Europe has the skills and the people and the technology, but I also think

you should always be looking anywhere to get the people you need but it

would be good for me to have the people coming from around the world
•

to Europe to learn the skills.’

‘….flexibility is important, we have one major source of gas….. which has

a tap attached to it, the Russians can turn it on and off with oil, we need
to have access to any source of energy and gas from anywhere which is

why some of the far-eastern developments are important ……….[37:27]
•

very important’

‘Gas companies typically going back 20 years ago would be spending 1%
of their turnover on research. The biggest ones. Now even the biggest
ones are spending 0.1% of their turnover on research and that’s a huge

drop. it’s not progressing it’s not advancing change, because there is not
enough support for R&D.’
6. Differences, variety
•
•
•

Countries – ‘France nuclear, US shale, Netherlands and UK gas, China as
many as possible powerplants…’

Energy sources (fossil, renewables, nuclear) and lobby

‘There is a lot of gas quality, and mixing gases as you say, and inter

operability so all different appliances working with all the different
possible gas mixtures, because all gas mixtures come different sources
are all different properties and you wanna make sure that the appliances

in Europe where they come from and work…. Then of course LNG is part

of that so people are trying to manage more LNG into Europe so there is
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new technology needed and money spend in that area small scale LNG,

LNG been distributed to small islands rather than big countries, so there
is money spend on LNG as well. But again that takes it back to the gas

quality issue because all LNG’s have different properties so the capability
is really important issue.’
7. Transforming interactions
•

‘The EU needs the lobby groups to be fed information and developments

and at the same time the lobby groups need the EU because they’re
•

determining the rules.’

‘Well lobby groups tend to be well battling for their own corner. They’re

still al working against each other, the renewable people don’t really talk
to fossil people….it’s not always easy in the gas business to be listened to.

They tend to think you’re not as important as the electrical industry, the
nuclear industry and all the renewable people are so much more
important…. They appear to them to be so much more important and

•

increasingly the coal… ‘

•

hydrogen projects’

•

groups, economic issues, safety, education.

•

acting more and more these days’

Collaborations:

[example] ‘work with wind energy people and the

Links with research (K41 Knowledge for innovation group) – technical
‘….it’s the 20-20-20 drivers that …and act on them, people are actually
Interviewer: Do you see that really governments industry and business or
universities getting together to work together? Do you see that happening?
‘Only where governments supply or provide research frameworks the….

they have these programs, where they try and provide funding or

support for certain sectors that would bring the industry and the

universities together… you do see that it’s still not huge and…. there are
cutbacks from government funding certainly in the UK.’

8. Emergent patterns
•

•

‘There is a drive towards Smart Grids, more demand side, management,
things like combined heating powers (CHP)’

‘Clearly everybody is interdependent but they are all having to ply on

their own forest push their own aspects. They have their own
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agenda’s….by the hierarchy….but I think generally there is a growing
•

feeling that they have to work together, but they don’t always…’

‘For many years now the support for gas and reserves programmes have
been zero. It doesn’t make any sense 20 to 28% of the energy supply….

and they don’t care about improving gas efficiency and it’s just doesn’t
make any sense so I am never sure I trust those people on the top.
Certainly the politicians. You know when a politician is lying? When his

•

lips are moving….’

‘I think said before that the major impact has been the 20-20-20
document, that is everybody think very hard about it. And the

commission trainings scheme…. people having to work towards making
renewables and the local national government legislation has changed

that is a really new the last 3 or 4 years there has never been that much
pressure and then of course the Russian situation the tap on the gas pipe

that’s very important. That’s released the…. in the commission. Made
them very wary so they had to have…. about their own battles. And shale
gas as well.’
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The table below captures the key points of the interview.

Energy policy – EU Policy is clear
EU Practice is very complex
- Different lobbies from different energy industries and big corporations
- Different lobbies from civic and environmental groups
- Different member states with different agenda’s
Dependence of EU on lobby groups and interest groups for know-how
EU determines policy and regulations
different lobby groups present
dependence on lobby groups for inputs and expertise

Huge differences between the different nation states in energy – due to different path
dependency, example,
NL, UK– Gas
France– Nuclear
E. Europe – dependence on Russian energy

Context in which EU is operating is not shared by all global players to the same degree
(not level playing field)
Climate change and CO2 emissions
Stringent environmental and consumer protection norms
Rising emerging economic players with huge energy needs
China, India in particular, BRICS countries
Risk of dependence on Russian gas and oil resources
New shale gas developments and US energy policy impacts
Cheap gas
Coal dumping in EU
Competitive advantage

4. SUMMARY – REVIEW OF EU POLICY DOCUMENTS’ REPORT
The following key points were identified in this report:
Drivers of change identified in EU policy
1. Climate change

2. Security of energy supply
Risks
o

Dependence on import of fossil fuel (2 x more than US)


o

o

Russian dependence – for gas 1/3 dependence on Russia

High dependence make price negotiations difficult and susceptible to
price volatility

Member states have different dependencies of energy sources


Eastern

Europe

(ex-USSR

states)

vulnerable

dependence partly due to history and geography

-

Russian
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Solutions
o

Clean technology and low carbon Europe as solution to external energy
dependence, price fluctuations and increased exports (competitiveness

o

o

through energy prices)

More efficient local energy production demands leading R&D and cross-

border infrastructure, storage and back-up facilities

IEA was created to support shift to renewable energy supply through 3 E






Energy security

Economic development

Environmental protection

Also, need to engage in non-EU dialogues to make a shift globally
(China, India and Russia in particular)

3. Competitiveness

Strategies in EU policy
-

-

Liberation of energy market – consumer (demand-pull) market

Internal energy market (2006 with electricity, 2014 gas + electricity)

-

Cross-border energy infrastructure

-

Storage to meet seasonal and excess supplies

-

Decentralization of energy production –local production for local use
Increase energy efficiency

-

ETS (emissions trading system) for low carbon EU ineffective due to global

-

CCS (carbon capture storage) – expensive R&D

-

Difficulties in realizing cross-border infrastructure due to complexity of energy

context where this is not aligned

Challenges and development in EU energy market

market and new energy developments - pathways are unpredictable

-

EU energy market becoming a balancing market as consumers and businesses

-

Lack of clear regulations to support balancing functions and price regulatory

-

ETS in EU ineffective due to global context where this is not aligned

-
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(decentralized energy systems) feed energy into system

mechanisms due to differing national regulations
CCS – expensive R&D and civil protests

-

New energy services and internal market developments hampered by differing

national policies - EU policy to increase consistency and alignment of national
policies to accelerate developments

Investments in new cross-border value chains and R&D for efficient energy
production and infrastructure require long term policies

Report by van der Sluijs, 2014 (unpublished).

Part 2 – National level
1. SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW DUTCH ENERGY TRANSITION/PROGRAMME
OFFICIAL (NATIONAL LEVEL – EV22)
There was recognition at the national level of the significance of local initiatives and
decentralized energy generation. A second aspect that was made was the need for

national and cluster level strategies to enlarge their scope to focus more on
international markets and developments rather than national and local targets. NL was a
small country, a ‘postzegel’ [stamp], with high density of activities.

According to the national energy transition expert, national energy policies in the
Netherlands were long-term in nature and consistent with one exception, that was the
change from MEP to SDE subsidy programme.

[Note: This view is in contrast to the outcomes of stakeholder interviews where the
perception was that national energy policies were inconsistent and not conducive to
long term investment facilitation]
Drivers of change

The official identified national policy as an important driver of energy developments in
the Netherlands. Other drivers identified were shale, electric transport, citizen
movements and the Tsunami in Japan.

Other issues identified were geographical density of Energy Valley as opposed to
Brainport, and the missing middle segment between industry and consumers. This

middle segment could be reached through the TKIs [Top consortia for Knowledge and

Innovation is a collaboration platform of government, research institutes and
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businesses, various TKIs were established within each of the ‘Top Sector’ identified, of
which energy was one].
Path dependency
The current energy developments were credited to (path dependency) presence
(dominance) of gas, knowledge concentration and trade, in particular, logistics and

markets. Another important fact was that the Netherlands had the second largest
decentralized energy supply in the world and this meant that smart grids and wind
energy were well developed.
Fitness to landscape

When asked about what was needed for future development of Energy Valley and Dutch

energy transition, the answer lay in developing the bio-based economy where chemical,

agricultural and logistics sectors would be connected. In terms of new competences

needed for energy transition, multi-disciplinary competences and entrepreneurship

were seen as relevant.

New connections and emergent patterns
The emergence of decentralized energy and centralized energy production through

smart grids were seen as the most important ‘new connection’ from the national energy
transition perspective. The need for enhanced coordination in infrastructure related to
balancing and system integration and more integrated and collective vision on energy

transition were identified. The integrated and collective vision needed to include citizen
perspectives and this would be new to policy. It was also suggested that a plausible

extension of energy transition vision could include transport and tourism sectors, and
users in the Netherlands.

A final note was on the role of Energy Valley cluster organization. It was suggested that
Energy Valley could service and connect SME in vibrant networks based on strategic
themes in order to fulfil a hub function in energy innovation themes.

2. INPUTS FOR NATIONAL AND REGIONAL LEVELS
The following documents were inputs for the analysis at the national, regional and

cluster levels and specifically related to energy strategies and policies. Other
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documents and media inputs have also provided information on the Dutch
situations next to stakeholder and expert inputs:
-

-

-

Energiebeleid van IEA-landen: Nederland: 2014 Landenanalyse, International Energy
Agency (2014).: http://www.iea.org

De Plus van Noord-Nederland: Roadmap samenwerking noordelijke clusters, versie
1.3 (2013).
Energieakkoord Noord-Nederland (2007)

Energiemonitor Noord-Nederland 3e editie (2014)

Green Deal (2011). http://www.energyvalley.nl/uploads/bestanden/e32eb386aee4-476c-be76-60414b3fd5e8

Nationale Energieverkenning 2014, Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland, Petten
(2014)

OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy: Netherlands 2014, OECD Publishing.
http://asset.keepeek-cache.com/medias/domain21/_pdf/media1796/281693wl5ayagv99/large/0.jpg
Position Paper: The Northern Netherlands and the EU 2020. SSN (2011)

Rapport: Aardgasbeleid in Nederland: actuele ontwikkelingen. Rijksoverheid (2014)

Rapport Eindadvies van de Commissie Duurzame Toekomst Noord-Oost Groningen:
Vertrouwen in een duurzame toekomst (2013)

Research and Innovation Performance in Netherlands, Country Profile 2013
European Union (2013)

Research and Innovation Strategy for Smart Specialization RIS3 Northern
Netherlands. SSN (2013)
Strategische agenda voor Noord-Nederland 2007-2013. SSN (2005)

Summary Report of Energy Agreement for Sustainable Growth (Energieakkoord
voor duurzame groei, 06-09-2013) SER (2013)

Switch: Noordelijke Energie Agenda (2014). Bestuurlijk Overleg Noord-Nederland
en Stitching Energy Valley
Technology Outlook 2020. DNV GL (2011):
http://issuu.com/dnv.com/docs/technology_outlook_2020_lowres
Topsector Energie website: http://topsectorenergie.nl

Werkprogramma’s, documenten en rapporten van Stichting Energy Valley
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Lesson 7
The following notes reflect inputs from experts, Energy Professors at the Centre of
Expertise – Energy, Hanze University of Applied Sciences, Groningen). Quotations from

these experts were included in the main thesis. The notes below capture key issues and
solutions needed for energy transition. Note that inputs from Lessons 1-6 also

contributed to the analysis of related and overlapping systems in Energy Valley. In
addition, Appendix 10 describes an overlapping project, Edgar Project ‘The Big Picture’,

which shares analyses and conclusions related to this Lesson.

Issues and solutions needed in Energy Transition - Views from the experts
1. Complex problems and dynamics in Energy Transition
•

•

Move from closed system to more open system

Pricing of energy based on ‘old’ centralized system - energy price includes

transport and tax - generation of RE for local use too expensive due to old
•

pricing system

National government-market dynamics complex - different interests, roles,

considerations, market regulation vs. free market, energy earnings for state
•

make it more complex

Increased RE supply with strong seasonal and local fluctuations into energy

system has generated 10 blackouts, 1 every 3 to 4 years, in Europe. Resilience of
•

system and capacity issues.

EU sets energy targets, RE targets; member states are allowed to determine
solutions in energy mix; capacity side targets and grid roads. Variation by
member states in
o
o
o
o

o
•
•

Speed of RE implementation

Fluctuations in RE generation and usage
Market flooding

Implementation of RE solutions varies without any system
considerations

French more nuclear oriented, Germany more decentralized, ??? for
cheap coal

EU’s internal market drive - energy grid

Long horizons in energy transition; inclination generation follows transmission

(old thinking), need to consider transmission follows generation for new energy
landscapes
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•
•

Planning (Ruimtelijk Ordening) principles vs. energy transition landscapes

Location specific solutions vs. general economic and policy solutions includes
General
o
o
o
Local
o

o
•

Infrastructure solutions

Market price mechanism

Government fiscal measures
Landscape/quality of life
Social norms

People-centred movements vs. planning in energy transition
People-centred
o

o

Demand-driven

User-centred solutions

Central planning - security of supply
o

o
o

Safety

Reliability

Affordability

2. Cost of increasing additional and differentiated energy sources
•
•

Reduce transmission distance - local generation and use

•

capacity to cater for growing RE generation through gas much cheaper

Connect gas and electricity grids - gas transport, storage and expansion of grid
All electric solutions - not sustainable, too expensive, 25,000 euros instead of

1,000 euros per household to realize this

3. Need for integral vision and solutions
•
•
•

Local solutions

Gas to meet increase in infra and energy issues
Connect fossil to non-fossil

The next Appendix (10) provides additional insights that served as inputs for this

Lesson. This describes the overlapping research project carried out for Edgar’s ‘The Big
Picture’ Project. The focus of this research project was to gain insights into contextual
systems dynamics related to energy clusters based on Energy Valley.
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10.CONTEXTUAL AND SYSTEMIC FORCES IN ENERGY VALLEY THE NETHERLANDS
Chapter in A New Take on Energy, 2015. By A. Manickam. (Word version)

1.1

Introduction

This chapter describes how contextual factors and system reactions influence
end state developments based on a systems approach. The chapter uses the case
study of Energy Valley of the Netherlands to illustrate the influence of contextual
factors on the regional energy system and how the system responded and
developed. The illustration below captures system interactions with its context
and eventually the resulting end state.

Figure 3: Systems approach

The illustration shows that energy systems respond to contextual factors and
this in turn affect contextual factors. Decisions and behaviour in this energy
system are influenced by contextual factors, which in turn result in energy
developments. This continued loop of interactions would finally result in a
particular ‘end state’ for such a system. The term ‘end states’ has been described
in the introductory chapter and this chapter shows how such end states could be
influenced by various contextual factors and systemic responses.
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When talking about ‘energy systems’ this analysis takes a broader perspective
and looks at ‘energy’ as being embedded in social, economic, and political
systems and that such a system could be a district, region, country, or a regional
block such as the EU. The analysis looks at ‘energy’ as being located in a specific
location with a defined boundary and it can be of different scales. In the research,
Energy Valley was examined as an energy system embedded in a larger energy
system, which is the national energy system and this in turn, is embedded in a
European energy system. Each of these systems can be examined separately, but
each of these next level systems is interconnected and contributed to other
levels. EU decisions and developments influenced Dutch decisions and
developments and therefore that of Energy Valley. At the same time, Energy
Valley developments reflected national and EU developments. This analysis
compares Energy Valley and national energy developments to that of EU
developments for similarities and differences in their systems patterns and
behaviour later in the chapter.
Finally, it must be noted that this chapter builds on a previous chapter on
‘drivers of change’, which focuses on the macro level contexts in which energy
developments take place, whilst this chapter looks at contextual factors
influencing energy developments at the micro level, specifically from a systems
perspective.

The rest of the chapter has 5 sections. Section 1.2 describes salient aspects on
Energy Valley and the research to be able to frame the analysis presented in this
chapter. Section 1.3 describes ‘contextual factors’ and how these framed Energy
Valley’s energy system developments initially and then in Section 1.4, the
‘system responses’ are described and again, Energy Valley’s energy system
responses are illustrated to show what this means. In Section 1.5, a comparison
of Energy Valley’s energy system development and that of the EU is discussed to
understand how energy systems are embedded in larger regional systems and
how these systems interact. In the final section, implications of the analysis [and
of a systems approach] are discussed in the light of ‘end states’.
1.2

Research on Energy Valley case study

Energy Valley is an energy cluster covering the Northern part of the Netherlands and
was established in 2003 by stakeholders including local policymakers in response to EU
and national energy liberalization policies. Energy Valley faced two major strands of
development. The first, a gas driven national energy sector facing the transition to more
sustainable, liberalised European energy market and the second, the economic
development of a periphery region. Energy Valley cluster as a case study offered
exploration into these two interconnected developments driven by changing EU and
global contexts.
Energy Valley was established in 2003 and has seen changes in its scope, visibility and
developments as a result of changes in its context. In order to understand how energy
systems develop, the research chose a complex adaptive systems approach, which
offered a systems perspective on how systems change due to responses of its agents to
changes in its environment. This approach offered both micro and macro level systems
perspectives which meant that local micro interactions and behaviours of agents could
be understood within broader macro level energy and contextual developments. The
study looked at system developments at the local, national and EU levels and these
examples will be used to illustrate how energy systems develop in their (local) contexts.
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The research on Energy Valley was a qualitative study based on stakeholder and expert
inputs supported by secondary sources of information.

1.3

Contextual factors

Contextual factors in this analysis include drivers of change, history and geography of
the system, stakeholders and collective definition and boundaries of the energy system.

Figure 4: Contextual Factors in Energy Systems

To illustrate, discovery of gas in the North NL and the development of the gas industry
for NL and EU determined the key stakeholders, namely, gas corporations, the national
government and regional governments. This led to an energy system built on gas as the
key resource. This initial energy system dominated by gas with its stakeholders and
definitions of the system responded to specific drivers of change.

1.3.1
Drivers of change
Drivers of change in this analysis are understood to be drivers that change the system as
a whole. It has been found in this study that drivers in energy systems can be external or
internal drivers. The case study of Energy Valley illustrates which drivers of change
were relevant to its system changes. There were nine significant external drivers and
seven internal drivers. Below are some highlights of these drivers of change and their
relevance to a gas dominated system of Energy Valley.
External drivers of change in Energy Valley
•

Geo-political shifts

•

Major geo-political shifts such as the emerging power shifts towards Asian
economies and the renewed Russian political threats to Europe are examples of
drivers that required strategic responses in Energy Valley.

•

Dependence on external energy sources (EU imports 53% of its energy needs
and of this, imports for crude oil is 90%, natural gas is 66% and solid fuels 42%)
and incidents such as the recent Russian threats to European gas supply
(Russian gas contributes 39% of its gas imports) needed to be addressed.

Large scale power outage and blackouts in Europe

•

The need for improved grid infrastructure across Europe to increase reliability
is directly linked to energy security issues. Major outages and blackouts in
Europe that had cascading effects in other parts were present in the recent past
and therefore all regions had to comply with new EU directives and legislations
to mitigate such effects, including major grid investments.

Energy security threats

EU market liberalization
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•

EU liberalization of electricity and gas markets was introduced to support
consumer choice and increased competition. Energy systems are directly
affected.

•

The legislations supported EU’s goal towards a more reliable and sustainable
use of energy and more flexible markets led by demand-side focus. Specific
legislations governed grid interconnections and efficiency of energy systems to
support development of a European internal energy market. Energy Valley
needed to comply.

•

Long-term energy sustainability agendas that included climate change resulted
in compliance of Member States to meet CO2 and renewable energy targets. The
EU saw gas as a fossil fuel and this had implications for Energy Valley and the
Netherlands.

•

EU targets for renewable energy and energy efficiency (Policies: 2020, 2030,
2050 Energy Roadmaps) were directly relevant to developments in Energy
Valley. The increased need for balancing as a result of large-scale introduction of
renewable energies offered new opportunities for the gas sector in Energy
Valley.

•

The US shale revolution and its move towards increased renewable energy in
their energy mix resulted in excess and cheap coal being dumped in European
markets, including the Netherlands. This had a strong impact on energy
demands by power plants and therefore affected climate change and
sustainability agendas and developments locally.

EU legislations

Sustainability and climate change

New energy resources and balancing

US cheap coal and shale

Technology developments

The shale revolution, cheaper solar and wind energy, viable smart grid
technologies, bio-fuels, fuel cells and hydrogen fuels are examples of the impact
of technological developments on market developments. Unpredictability was a
major concern.

Internal drivers of change in Energy Valley
•

Depletion of gas resources
Depletion of the Groningen gas reserves has been estimated around 2030 at the
current rate of extraction. Energy Valley’s gas contributes almost two-thirds of
the energy needs of the Netherlands. Earnings in 2013 were more than 15 billion
euros from gas revenues. The gas industry has direct implications for local and
national economies.
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•

New gas reserves and biogas

•

Biomass gasification, production of syngas, creation of green gas hubs are
examples of new developments in Energy Valley changing the local gas and
energy sectors.

•

Increased earthquakes and damage to property directly related to gas
exploitation in the Energy Valley region were creating tensions between local
population, local politicians and gas corporations and national government
where conflicts in interests, roles and power relations played a role.

National policies

•

As mentioned earlier, government economic interests in the gas revenues were
conflicting with citizen safety and electoral pressures. Long-term gas contracts
and legal obligations to trading partners outside of the country versus citizen
and green movements were tensions in the system. National policies were
leading and therefore relevant to Energy Valley’s energy system.

•

Energy Valley is a periphery region of the Netherlands that has lower economic
growth than the national average (-3% vs. 0.75% in 2014). Regional
development agendas were competing with energy transition developments and
national economic priorities.

•

As mentioned earlier, a growing distrust in energy corporations and government
related to conflict of interests regarding gas exploration and earthquake risks,
the rising energy prices and need for autonomy and self-sufficiency were some
of the key motives of citizens and grassroots movements to initiate
decentralized energy solutions. Parallel to this was also the ‘green’ sustainable
movement. Citizens producing energy were dubbed ‘prosumer’, producing
consumers.

Increased earthquake risks

North Netherlands as economic lag region

Citizen movements and developments

Role of local governments

The urgency of local governments in the economic lag region of Energy Valley to
create jobs and economic growth was prevalent. The depletion of gas resources
was a major threat to further economic depression coupled with youth urban
migration pulls. Earthquakes risked aggravating the attractiveness of the
location. The regional development agenda was a strong driver in the region that
included job creation, innovation boost and mitigating earthquake issues.

1.3.2
History and geography
Discovery of gas in the 1950s has and continued to have a major impact on the local
energy system of Energy Valley. The region has built its infrastructure, energy mix and
economic development policies based on the gas industry and revenues. The Dutch
government has a dominant stake in the gas resources (50% state ownership) and are
directly connected to national strategic interests. The local energy system of Energy
Valley is therefore tightly connected to the national energy system. The trading history
of the Netherlands and its current ‘BV NL’ (‘Netherlands Incorporated’) strategy framed
economic interests as being leading. Gas is traded internationally and has larger
implications beyond Energy Valley.

The periphery and lag region positions of the region meant that economic and social
structures needed to be addressed. The region is dominated by agriculture and rural
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economies on the one hand, and, large chemical and energy intensive manufacturing
industries related to national policies of the past related to availability of cheap energy.
Energy expertise and energy related industries were dominant. However, there were
other economic sectors dominant in the Energy Valley region and regional differences
were present, for example, water and recreation, food and agro-based industries
(Friesland), horticulture (North Holland North), agriculture and dairy farming (all
provinces), forestry and tourism (Drenthe) and heavy industry and harbour facilities
(Groningen), etc.
Lack of strong R&D investments and knowledge centres, public and private centres were
also key feature of the system. The limited knowledge base was a key concern for
Energy Valley.

1.3.3
Stakeholders
Energy Valley was initiated to address a serious threat of losing the local gas industry
and expertise built up in 50 years as a result of EU liberalization policies and future gas
depletion. The need to preserve existing gas expertise in the local economy was an
important driver to Energy Valley. The key stakeholders developing Energy Valley were
therefore regional governments, gas corporations and local educational institutes.
However, gas dominance in Energy Valley’s energy landscape meant that gas industry
stakeholders and the national government had strong positions in the current system.

1.3.4
System definition - identity and scope
Identity and scope of an energy system is directly related to its key stakeholders. In
Energy Valley, stakeholders from policy, business, academics, and regional development
agencies were present and ‘policy’ included local and national policy makers and
decision-makers. Dominant stakeholders in the energy system were identified as the
national government, gas related stakeholders and provincial governments due to
historical and geographical factors. This meant that the differences in stakeholders
resulted in different definitions and boundaries for the system. Given the dominance of
its particular stakeholders, three main frames, ‘economic’, ‘energy transition’ and
‘regional development’, were evident in Energy Valley. This in part led to complex and
conflicting agendas as already mentioned in earlier sections.

The regional development focus of local policy makers meant that initially a regional
and internal focused strategy was present although the national and trading aspects of
the gas business had strong national and international scopes. The activities supported
by Energy Valley’s strategic focus in the initial working programmes were very much on
energy and regional developments.

1.3.5
Interconnectedness of contextual factors
Drivers of change, history and geography, stakeholders and system definition are all
interconnected as captured in the previous sections. The illustration below captures this
interconnectedness.
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Figure 5: Interconnected Contextual Factors

Energy Valley’s gas dominated system determined its stakeholders, and therefore their
conceived identity and scope of the energy system and both these factors were shaped
to a large extent by its (perceived) history and geography of gas and socio-economic
factors related to national and regional interests. Drivers of change are connected to an
energy system’s definition, its identity and scope, as certain drivers influence decisions
of scope, need new strategic focus, etc. In Energy Valley, the need to redefine gas
dominance in its initial energy system was due to drivers of sustainability, pending
depletion of local gas sources, etc.

1.4

System reactions

According to complexity approaches, systems change when agents in the system
respond to changes in their environment. The total system change can be understood by
exploring different aspects of a system that contribute to such a change. In this analysis,
aspects contributing to system reactions include: ‘pulls’ of the system which is the
direction in which a system tends to move; coping strategies of agents that include
developing and gathering new knowledge, resources and skills; differences that matter
for future strategies; transforming interactions and collaborations. Finally, these aspects
add up to a macro level system change visible in emerging system patterns.

Figure 6: Contextual Factors and System Reactions in Energy Systems

To illustrate system reactions in Energy Valley, there was a pull towards more
sustainable and decentralized energy solutions, connections between gas, oil and
renewables. In addition, a key coping strategy was the creation of Energy Academy
Europe that would bring fragmented knowledge, research, education and stakeholders
together. An example of transforming interactions and collaborations was found in
EnTranCe, a multi-stakeholder open innovation environment close to market. Examples
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of emerging system patterns were the increased presence of bottom-up initiatives next
to top-down policy directives interplay of gas and electricity, cross-sector collaborators
such as bio-based economy. The following sections give more details on the system
reactions of Energy Valley.

1.4.1
‘Pull’ of the system
A system responds to changes in its environment and there is often an underlying
direction towards which the system tends to move. In Energy Valley, the drivers of
change and responses by individual agents in the system resulted in more complexity
and increased unpredictability and a general movement towards the ‘outside’.

The energy system was initially an internal and regional oriented system. But the
changes in the context saw various shifts in this system. One example was the position
of ‘gas’ in the energy mix. It was no longer secure due to the increase in new sustainable
energy solutions. This meant that a pull to redefine and reposition gas in the new energy
system. Related to this was the decentralization movement of citizens and grassroots
organizations. This also meant a tendency towards more demand-side focus instead of
the traditional supply-side dominance.

The lack of R&D, innovation resources and facilities, talent, policy constraints, etc.
resulted in a tendency to explore possibilities outside the local system. Pilots in the UK
were carried out where regulations were less stringent for new innovations. The strong
‘pull’ to seek solutions outside Energy Valley was a serious threat of further depletion of
capacities and attractiveness of the region if this resulted in a ‘cluster drain’.
Programmes and mandates from the European Union supported internationalization
tendencies, and provided additional resources to regional systems, enhancing the
attractiveness of ‘the outside’. Being connected internationally was not in itself negative,
but the ‘pull’ of the outside could be a threat if it did not contribute to strengthening the
system’s capabilities.

1.4.2
Coping strategies
There was a need to deal with the changing landscape of Energy Valley’s energy system.
Stakeholders identified different strategies for its future and these included creating
new and different infrastructure to deal with the emerging (complex) energy system;
including new stakeholders such as local intermediaries, citizen and grassroots
organizations, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME), etc. in the search for broader
system-wide changes; creating new cross-sector value chain collaborations; creating
educational programmes with multi-disciplinary competences; creating new institutions
and innovation spaces, etc. All stakeholder groups underlined the urgency for different
approaches and changes in the existing policy, business, education and innovation
practice. There was also an acknowledgement of the need for both large-scale and
decentralized solutions, and a more inclusive strategy.

1.4.3
Differences that matter
In order to meet the new challenges due to the changes in Energy Valley, the innovation
potential of the system had to be analysed. Exploring ‘differences that matter’ in a
system with new combinations of potential differences in a system could result in
innovation. In Energy Valley, new and different competences and capacities needed to
be explored to resolve the increasing complexity in the system through new
combinations (German notion of ‘neue Kombination’). For example, innovative SME
collaborating with large corporations and industry with their resources and market
reach could result in accelerated commercialization of innovations, including access to
international markets. Combining fragmented research and knowledge disciplines present
in the different universities in Energy Valley could accelerate more focussed and
collective solutions for energy development challenges. Regional differences in Energy
Valley with differences in goals, ambitions, resources, market structures, networks, etc.
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could be used to forge new networks, new cross-sector solutions, new business model
testing, etc. The regional and national interests were also significant and could offer
different solutions to both systems. Energy Valley had physical space and large
agricultural land and farms that offered biomass solutions as a sustainable energy
source whilst national government needed to deal with CO2 targets and these two
different goals could be achieved through the use of the differences of each system.
Potential or ‘missing’ stakeholders in Energy Valley such as environmental groups, civil
organizations, and ‘prosumers’ had different values, goals and motives from the
established stakeholder groups. Combining these differences could offer a broader reach
to the energy sustainability agenda.

1.4.4
Transforming interactions
When interactions take place that come from new combinations, a change takes place
that transforms the original interactions. An example in Energy Valley was the creation
of EnTranCe which began in the skybox of the local football club where informal
discussions of different local energy businesses and the energy research centre led to
the creation of an open innovation multi-disciplinary centre where businesses, students
and research could come together to solve energy transition challenges. The ‘gas’
stakeholders had a strong systems approach and this has been adopted in EnTranCe as a
key competence. Energy Academy Europe is another example of a collective initiative
that resulted in a special institution for energy to overcome fragmentation and lack of
‘energy’ in curricula.
A different example of transforming interactions was the integration of energy –
between electricity and gas, renewables and existing energy systems, micro-level energy
system management for homes and neighbourhoods, meso-level energy hubs
connecting businesses in transition parks, green gas hubs, and macro-level energy
collaborations across regional boundaries such as in Hansa Energy Corridor and ENSEA
(North Sea) projects.
Another example of transforming interactions in Energy Valley were the development of
integrated energy vision clustering strengths of the different Provinces in ‘De Plus van
Noord Nederland’, of different sectors in the ‘Bio-based Economy’, and aligning to
national agendas in the ‘Green Deal’ and ‘Switch’ agreement and programmes.

A more inclusive strategy of extending dialogues to consumer and grassroots
movements on energy developments in Energy Valley region meant that the system was
changing in terms of its relationship to these groups, from end users to participants and
increasingly strategic partners.

1.4.5
Emerging system patterns
The transforming interactions of Energy Valley were visible indications of changes in
the system. These changes were coming together due in part by the responses of agents
in the system and their coping strategies, building on innovation potential of
‘differences’, and the underlying ‘pulls’ of the systems. On a systems level, new or
emerging patterns could be discerned in Energy Valley. These patterns indicated that
the energy system was becoming more complex, which is partly due to the system
becoming more ‘open’ as seen by the inclusion of new players, new sources of energy,
more international orientation, new business models, etc.
The scope of the system was changing to become both more local and more international
and there was evidence for a more systemic approach that went beyond the traditional
notion of energy systems. Following the systemic approach, a more emergent and
organic development of the energy system was visible even as more policy and topdown coordination was taking place in Energy Valley. Included in this shift were more
flexible and varying strategies that embraced both local and international developments,
traditional and renewable energy solutions on small and large-scale as necessary,
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thematic and on-line community developments that were self-organizing as well as
strategic projects focused on ‘gas and energy roundabout’ policies in line with national,
trans-regional and EU developments. Collaborations on international and EU levels
across Energy Valley’s system were another emergent pattern that reflected major shifts
of the system from the once regional and locally oriented system.
1.4.6

Interconnectedness of system developments

Emerging
System Patterns

Figure 7: Interconnectedness of System Reactions

The system reactions are interconnected as shown above in the diagram and together
these result in macro level system patterns as already described in the section above.
When gas is re-positioned as a balancing power source in Energy Valley (‘pull’ of
system), then realizing an integrated fossil, renewable and gas energy system
(‘differences’) is more feasible. This allows other energy carriers to be seen as
complementary rather than competitors (transforming interactions), which in turn
facilitates open innovation and collective initiatives as ‘coping strategies’. More
collaborative and integrated approaches become part of new system patterns.
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1.5

System patterns in Energy Valley/NL and EU

Figure 8: System in System interconnections of Energy Developments

The analysis explored how Energy Valley and the Dutch national systems reflected
system patterns at the EU level. Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) approach explains
how systems are embedded in larger systems and how systems interact and feed into
each other. The diagram above captured the embedded nature of energy systems as
understood by CAS.

In the comparison of the three levels, Energy Valley, the Netherlands and the EU, the
shifts in the contexts were similar, namely, the growing complexity and unpredictability
of energy system developments as were the external drivers of change (geo-politics,
financial and euro crises, new technological advances, energy market developments,
etc.). Similarly, in all three levels, energy systems were embedded in larger socio-,
political, economic and ecological systems. In all three levels, economics was leading and
this framed energy developments in terms of enabling competitiveness. Common
themes related to this are energy security, sustainable energy solutions, CO2 mitigations,
innovation, and smarter grid connections. Regional social cohesion and job creation was
a key issue to Energy Valley and the EU.

On the other hand, whilst Energy Valley and the NL had a gas-dominated history similar
to the UK, the EU had a wider diversity of energy sources and systems. The ‘pull’ of
Energy Valley’s system was to keep gas in the energy mix whilst the EU was focussed on
independence of external sources of fossil fuels plus its commitment to climate change
resulted in a strong ‘pull’ towards renewables. At the same time, the EU had a diverse
‘energy system’ with 27 different Member States (MS) with their different
infrastructures, energy sources and socio-economic structures stemming from their
different history and geography. In Energy Valley on the other hand, whilst regional
differences were present, national economic frame and policies were dominant.
A common system development in all three levels was the acknowledgement of a need
for collective commitments to build multi-disciplinary competences, cross-sector and
new value chain innovations, new business and governance models, and more transregional and international collaborations to meet the new and complex challenges of
energy. There were more visible coordination and connections in energy infrastructure
and markets in all levels, more and different alliances and collaborations, new
governance structures, more decentralization of energy movements, more trust and
engagement to realize collective goals, more sustainability, technology and consumer
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push, etc. The system level patterns at all three levels had some differences but in
general, there were many parallels in their system developments.

1.6

Implications for end states and energy futures

The system of Energy Valley at the beginning of the analysis showed how gas was the
dominant factor in the system and how the stakeholders, strategies and solutions were
all related to the traditional gas sector. In the second part of the analysis, the system
reactions, the role and definition of gas in the new Energy Valley system had changed.
Gas was also bio-gas, sync gas, gas from different sources and players, gas was also
connected to smart grids and had re-positioned itself as a balancing and storage carrier
within a more diverse energy system. This meant new and different ‘coping strategies’
including new competences and expertise beyond gas. A different aspect of the system
change was the earthquake risks brought about by gas exploitation. The position of gas
in the larger socio-economic system was weakened by such developments. The future of
gas in the energy mix in Energy Valley has become polarized between the local and
national economic interests and therefore new ‘coping strategies’ needed to be
considered where citizen acceptance and national interests needed to be balanced.
1.6.1
Contextual factors, system behaviour and end states
In this analysis, the role of contextual factors has been explored in the light of Energy
Valley’s energy system and the resulting system reactions. The analysis also included an
exploration of how Energy Valley was embedded in the national and EU systems. Based
on this analysis, a number of conclusions can be drawn that have implications for end
state developmental pathways. The following considerations play a role in these
developments and can contribute or limit end state developments. The considerations
have been categorized under their respective headings of contextual factors, system
reactions and system in systems.
Contextual factors and end states
Role of contextual factors
•
•

•

Energy systems are more than technological systems

Each energy system is subject to local and global contextual factors and it is
more than only drivers of change, it includes history and geography,
stakeholders and system definition
Interconnectedness and unpredictability of system interactions as a result of
contextual factors

Box 1: Elaboration on role of contextual factors

Energy transition is not only a technical challenge but economic, (geo) political,
environmental, behavioural and (civil) societal aspects play an important role.
Moreover, these aspects are interconnected and unpredictable and are therefore
difficult to anticipate and know what impact they could have on chosen pathways.
The future is not predictable (gas prices, earthquakes, technological advances) and
therefore more attention is needed to ‘fitness’ of strategy to drivers of change where
alertness and responsiveness to current trends and developments are important. Too
much focus on long-term planning may miss current trends and opportunities
elsewhere.

Focus on one dominant energy system (e.g. gas dominance) could lead to lock-in effects
inherent in contextual factors. External drivers of change, e.g. a major earthquake, could
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have major impacts on such future end states. A diverse energy mix offers flexibility and
resilience.
System reactions and end states
System reactions

Due to unpredictability of energy future, planning strategies are limited in their value
and therefore, more resilient strategies are needed. These could include
being open to broader developments

•

creating trust amongst a larger group of stakeholders and engaging with ‘new’
stakeholder

•

engaging in interdisciplinary solutions, innovations and knowledge sharing

•

supporting new businesses to reach critical mass, and to be part of the energy
system

•

creating broader system definitions and approaches, e.g. energy as eco-system

•

acknowledging self-organizing processes next to coordinated policy

•

Box 2: Elaboration on system reactions

Interconnectedness and unpredictability of ‘other’ factors increases the urgency to
engage and include stakeholders outside of energy in developments to expand the
perspective and scope of strategy frameworks of energy clusters.
•

Connections (especially to outside the ‘normal’) as opposed to fragmentation
and ‘silos’ are vital to break down ‘lock-in’ risks and to make an energy system
more resilient:
•

•
•

•

Including other stakeholders, for example, engaging politicians at all levels,
connecting to consumers and consumer intermediaries especially since
consumer and demand-side focus is becoming more influential

Connections to other disciplines instead of mono-disciplinary approaches

Connections in an enlarged scope, examples being gas to renewables,
international connections, other sectors, value chain approach instead of
product development in isolation

Building ecosystems to accelerate innovation and knowledge sharing:
•

•
•
•

Includes open innovation, international, interdisciplinary, inter-sectorial,
consumer involvement, focus on variety, etc.

Government’s role in facilitating ecosystems including capacity building and
knowledge development to support knowledge acceleration and excellence.
Major push needed to boost start-ups, large corporations and R&D centres to
create critical mass to attract and keep expertise and talent in the region.

Attractiveness of the region is a major challenge that would influence future
of the cluster. Energy Valley needs to deal with this to avoid ‘cluster drain’.
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•

Centre and periphery issues where relevant such as a shift to include
stakeholders in the margins (environmentalists, ‘prosumers’, consumers,
innovators, funding partners), or a shift in system position from peripheral
regions to more strategic positions as was the case in Energy Valley.

•

Better alignment and connections between future scenarios and frames of key
players need to be addressed. Balancing ‘frames’ of climate change,
competiveness and economics, regional cohesion agendas and other local frames
needed since this could result in affecting end state developments. Particularly,
where
•

•
•

energy as a theme served different goals and agendas

major differences and misalignments in urgency and priorities were present

Systems, and particularly complex systems, are subject to self-organizing
processes. Acknowledgement of such processes and facilitating decentralized
initiatives as part of good governance is needed in addition to coordination
through top-down policies and guidance

•

Building trust as a key aspect of energy system developments is important since
this is strongly connected to how local energy systems react to new and planned
development pathways. This includes
•

•
•

trust between different types of businesses, between government and
businesses, citizens and governments and businesses
trust in large scale investments and projects especially when new technology
is involved

trust in the ‘care-taker’s role’ of the government and the long term
sustainability of societies

System in system and end states
System in systems
Local and EU energy systems are interconnected
•

Lower level systems feed into higher-level systems and therefore various local
energy systems’ developments and their respective energy end developments
will contribute to a higher order system of end states

Box 3: Elaboration of system in system

•

•

•

Local energy systems are connected to EU systems and this offers opportunities to
connect and tap into competences, resources, energy sources, to increase scope,
scale and capabilities to accelerate energy system developments locally but it also
works both ways and offers national and EU level systems opportunities to
accelerate and influence their preferred energy developments.
On a systemic level, being aware and connecting to other systems’ developments is
an opportunity for growth, visibility and influence and at the same time, it increases
complexity and unpredictability of end state pathways.

Local energy systems tend to be ‘locked in’ to their contextual factors and system
reactions as described in this analysis. Connecting to other local energy systems and
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to the EU could help temper lock-in pulls. At the same time, at the higher EU level,
the diversity of the different local energy systems and their end state pathways and
goals make the EU system more resilient. Diversity of the higher level system could
act as a buffer for any lack of resilience of energy systems to external shocks (drivers
of change) and therefore an issue to be considered for the ‘big picture’ is that there
could be different end states in a larger EU system but that the higher level system of
the EU needs to be diverse and resilient to future drivers of change.
1.6.2

Complex energy systems

Figure 9: Complex Systemic Energy Developments

Based on the systems analysis as described in this chapter end states are determined by
contextual factors of the (local) energy system and the energy system’s reactions to such
changes. The configurations for a specific energy system are continuously being shaped
by the interaction of contextual factors and system reactions. And end states of local
systems feed into higher-level end states, which in turn are affected by contextual
factors and system reactions that then determine energy end states of the whole systemin-system. For Europe, local and regional energy end states feed into the European end
state developments and therefore a systemic analysis of local and European end state
contextual factors and possible system reactions could provide a more specific picture
of constraining and supporting factors towards end states. In addition, as mentioned in
the system in system analysis, the notion of different end states in local energy systems
is a plausible scenario, which in turn could support a more diverse and resilient energy
system at the EU level. This last consideration, of systemic interconnectedness, could
become a relevant agenda in the EU’s development of its Internal Energy Union and its
end state pathways.

1.6.3
Implications for Big Picture - 3 End states
Potential limiting factors as ‘risks’ have been identified below for the end states,
particularly from the EU perspective, to illustrate key contextual and systemic factors
that could affect pathways to energy end state scenarios.
•

Risk of underestimation of ‘system reactions’ as energy systems are not
technology systems but social systems
-

System reactions on unexpected incidents such as nuclear disasters, shale
gas risks, offshore oil disasters, earthquakes, political crises have shown
their impact on energy policies and practice.
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-

-

System reactions on slow trends (boiled frogs), for example, climate change,
and on sudden breakthroughs (game changers), for example, fracking
technology.

Micro level system reactions on price developments, ecological damage,
push for autonomy and self-sufficiency, etc., as seen in the ‘prosumer’ and
green movements, decentralized energy systems and emergence of small
innovative firms.

End States: Larger risk in BAU, less risk in GAS, and least in RES.

•

Risk of miscalculation of role of governments and regulations at European,
national and regional levels
-

-

European Union’s drive to be independent from foreign supplies (energy
security focus) and its transition to low carbon society. Captured in new
‘Resilient Energy Union’ vision of secure, sustainable, competitive, affordable
energy for every European.
EU’s ambitions translate to national and regional regulations, for example,
renewed focus on North Sea Grid to reduce Russian gas supply dependence.

European Union’s innovation policy and funding programmes focus on
strengthening regions and clusters to increase competitiveness of small and
medium businesses, particularly in new emerging industries. Energy
efficiency, smart grid and decentralized innovations are energy related
examples. This includes shifts to regional vs. national levels, strengthening
the regional and local energy systems primacy.

End States: BAU and GAS scenarios more vulnerable than RES.

•

Lock-in risk due to current dominance of fossil fuels
-

-

Assumption of abundant fossil fuels (gas in GAS scenario), power of fossil
fuel corporations, short-term thinking and growth of energy needs results in
more exploration, more infrastructure for fossil and non-fossil, more
expertise, etc. (more of same = lock-in).

Underutilization of ‘other solutions’ (as in RES scenario), cross-sectoral,
cross-disciplinary open innovation developments.

End States: BAU and GAS have largest risk, RES least.

The table below captures the risks with a brief explanation for EU end states.
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Key Risks

Underestimation
‘system reactions’

of

Risk for BAU

Risk for GAS

Risk for RES

++

+

--

Short-term thinking particularly in BAU scenario makes it more vulnerable
In RES, variety of stakeholders including demand-side innovative firms, NGOs and consumers reduce tunnel
vision and increase flexibility of system.
++

+

--

Current dominance, lobby and short-term thinking of fossil fuel industry feeds into optimism of continued
Miscalculation of role of
governments
and
regulations

influence and lack of alternatives for current scenarios on the short-run
National sovereignty still dominant in EU and fossil fuel industry have powerful positions
EU ambition to be low carbon and energy independent is a push for RES
++

Lock-in risk

+

-

Similar to ‘role of government’ risk
Current dominance and power of fossil industry and a lack of alternatives strengthen search of solutions in
‘known’ RES are dependent on new innovation and therefore less risk of lock-in

Table 1: Implications of Risks for End States

1.7

Key findings

General
•

EU’s end states are unpredictable due to contextual factors and energy
systems reactions
• Local energy systems influence EU end states and v.v.
• Local energy mix variations in end states (e.g. gas dominance in NL)
contribute to EU’s diversity and less lock-in risk, and this increases EU energy
system’s resilience.
Risks
•
•

Underestimation of ‘system reactions’
Risk of miscalculation of influence of governments and regulations especially
BAU
• Risk of lock-in especially in BAU and GAS
Opportunities
EU’s combined drive for energy independence and low carbon economy
ambitions create opportunities for leadership in innovation (push for RES).

Note: The ‘Contextual and Systemic Forces in Energy Valley’ analysis was based on a PhD
research project focussing on energy cluster dynamics that overlapped the study of ‘end
states’ in the context of Energy Valley. Drs. Karel van Berkel was part of the research team
contributing to the study. (Expected completion of PhD thesis, 2015; article on end state
analysis will be submitted for publication, mid-2015).
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11.CLUSTERS AND HOW TO MAKE IT WORK: CLUSTER
STRATEGY TOOLKIT – POLICY BRIEF
By Anu Manickam and Karel van Berkel
Chapter from Opening Up Project Report on Karlstad’s Paper Province

Clusters as the magic answer to regional economic development; firms in clusters have been
proven to be more innovative; cluster policy dominates EU policy; ‘top-sectors’ and
excellence are the choice of national policy makers; clusters are ‘in’. However, clusters are
complex, ‘messy’ and there seems to be no clear logic about how clusters grow and thrive in
practice. There are many theories and models but creating successful clusters remain a
challenge. Everybody, policy makers, academics, urban planners, regional development
agents, cluster organizations, businesses and industry, all have their own ideas and solutions
about how clusters need to be developed. Some seek collaborations and networks as ideal
ways to innovate, others seek answers in value chain approaches, others in research and
development and often in the triple-helix collaboration model, and yet others in
econometric benchmarks; consultants seem to offer a ‘one size fits all’ solution that cannot
work. Silicon Valley’s success cannot be replicated elsewhere and this lesson has become
painfully clear to many policy makers. This paper elaborates on an approach that takes into
account the need for closer scrutiny of local settings of clusters in developing more
customized strategies.
Clusters are diverse, complex and unpredictable. They each have a history and a cultural
context that determine their development. There is need for more integrated approaches
that explores different facets of clusters in their development. The cluster strategy toolkit
supports strategy development from a deeper understanding of principles and patterns in
cluster dynamics. The cluster strategy toolkit was developed as part of a larger research
project. This policy brief is an adaptation of the findings of the research and captures the
ingredients of the toolkit. The case of Karlstad in the Region Värmland, Sweden has been
included in this policy to illustrate how the toolkit works and what policy inputs can be
gained by such an approach.
Part 1: CLUSTER ANALYSIS - ELEMENTS OF THE TOOLKIT
The first part of the policy brief explains the Cluster Strategy Toolkit by describing the eleven
elements of the toolkit. Information gained from these eleven aspects would provide
insights relevant to mapping cluster (and regional) developments. Each element of the
toolkit has been explained and where possible questions have been identified that could be
raised during cluster analysis initiatives.
a. Recognizing complexity and ‘wicked problems’
Policy makers have since the global financial crisis recognized that they are increasingly
faced with challenges that are complex and systemic in nature. These challenges are often
multi-facetted and have different dimensions and can be found in different spaces and
places in the system. These problems are often connected to other problems and they are
‘wicked’. The term ‘wicked problems’ has been used to describe problems that are complex
and unpredictable and the following features characterize them:
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Problem definition: there is no agreement about the problem as multiple stakeholders with
conflicting values and interests are involved and they all have their own versions.
Solutions: No right or wrong answers, only better or worse solutions
•
No test of success: No obvious test of a solution is available for wicked problems
•
No end stop: the problems always continue and therefore is never resolved
•
No repetition possible: wicked problems are unique
•
‘One-shot’ operation: each solution alters the problem, not solve it. Solutions create
new problems.
•
Multiple pathways: There are many ways to ‘explain’ the problem, and each
explanation determines possible resolution
•
No clear-cut solutions palette: unclear directions for seeking solutions with
unpredictable outcomes of solutions
•
Wicked problems are often symptoms of other wicked problems (systems of
problems)
•
No turning back
Identifying complex and urgent issues in the cluster is necessary and often the presence of
wicked problems needs to be identified and understood. Information and perceptions of
stakeholders on these major challenges in the cluster is necessary. There would be a greater
need to seek solutions based on collective processes and judgements in order to deal with
such wicked problems. It is important to realize that for the class of challenges identified as
wicked problems, there are no expert answers, that each wicked problem is unique, and that
high levels of uncertainty of outcomes needs to be appreciated. Cluster developments often
encompass complexity that fringe on ‘wickedness’ as there are multiple stakeholders and
views on strategy development. Mapping the views of stakeholders and their definitions of
challenges and directions for the cluster is an important part of the analysis.
b. Understanding current economic landscape in the region
There economic landscape of the region and the cluster form an important part of the
context of the cluster. The way businesses, industry, university and municipalities are
connected to each other need to be mapped. Below are some questions that need to be
part of the mapping exercise.
How are value chains linked? Is this limited to the region, or is it connected to the
‘outside’ as part of global value chains?
•
What horizontal and vertical linkages are present? Are sectoral structures dominant?
•
Is there a dominance of large industries?
•
Are there specific sectors dominating the region?
•
How homogenous is the area?
•
How is research and innovation linked to businesses? How are the triple-helix
connected?
•
What public policy support and funding incentives exist for economic development?
This part of the analysis needs to map the current landscape of the cluster and its region.

•

c. Understanding factors affecting development of the region – drivers of change
The next aspect of the analysis is mapping the landscape of the region and the clusters to
understand how they are changing. Mapping the drivers of change, such as shifting geopolitical powers and markets, EU internal market and policy directives, national and EU laws
and regulations, digitalization of commercial and industrial processes, social network
developments, etc. need to be understood. Drivers of change that specifically affect local,
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regional and cluster developments need to be identified. Key stakeholders and experts are
good sources of information on the drivers of change.
d. Understanding past developments – history, geography and culture
Identifying key elements that shaped how the region to be what it is in the current situation
is important. Understanding the history, geography, demographics of the region and critical
events in the past would help understand issues about future developments. The local
context of the cluster needs to be mapped. Questions on critical historical and geographical
factors are asked. Cultural traits and other factors for the current situation are mapped in
this part of the analysis.
e. Understanding how regions expect to deal with the changes and where the gaps are –
changing competences for changing landscapes
Changes in the context of clusters and regions and how they perceive and react to these
changes need to be analysed; levels of alertness to external changes and its impact on the
region are important. Identifying the need for new competences and gaps in current
competences and knowledge in the region need to be mapped to help become ‘futureproof’. Questions aimed at identifying competences, research and resources for future
development need to be posed.
f. Identifying the reference framework of the region/cluster – scope, identity and rules
Definition and identity of the region and cluster are important reference frameworks that
need to be verified. There may be a policy definition of a cluster but stakeholders in the
cluster may have differing definitions and weightage given to the role and boundaries of the
cluster. The firms in a cluster may be operating from their company perspective rather than
a cluster perspective. There may be different and even conflicting expectations from the
different stakeholders on the role of cluster organization, policy guidelines and
interventions, etc.
Definitions and identities ascribed to a region/cluster are often unspoken and may have an
impact on the development, particularly, if they are divergent. Issues need to be mapped
from the different stakeholders’ perceptions:
- What is important to them and what are their priorities?
- Where are the boundaries of their ‘business’ and that of the cluster?
- How do individual stakeholders react to local changes?
- Is their focus international?
- Who is in the cluster and how is power distributed in the cluster?
- How does policy influence cluster development?
- What is expected of policy?

g. Understanding the players and how they perceive, connect and act – stakeholders
The way stakeholders interact and communicate in the region or cluster is relevant to
understanding how the cluster will develop. Types of collaborations, perceptions on
competition and collaboration, factual information on the interaction patterns can help map
where innovation is being sought and where potential new clusters can be found.
Consolidation of businesses (merges and acquisition) and equity flows in cross-sectoral
collaborations are often indicative of new cluster development (PwC, 2012). Questions on
linkages and collaborations amongst cluster members and other entities in the region are
important to map.
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h. Understanding competitive advantage of the clusters - differences that count
Recognizing the need for diversity in clusters in terms of thinking, knowledge, organizing, the
degree of openness to new ideas, etc. need to be mapped to understand where
complementarity and new innovation could be generated. Distinctive advantages and
differences in the region and in clusters are important opportunities for innovation and
growth. Information related to core competences and distinctive advantages and to
inherent differences need to be explored.
i.

Understanding changes the interactions are bringing to the region – collaborations and
interactions
Exploring patterns of interaction in the cluster/region by asking about how often
stakeholders meet, about who is taking part in collective strategy development, and if there
is an increase in the number of meetings, and whether there are changes in the quality of
such meetings, for example from informal networking to more focussed themes and
strategy related sessions, etc. The outcomes from the meetings could indicate the
transformations that are taking place between those involved and possibly the diffusion of
knowledge and ideas beyond the meetings. Interactions in collaboration projects where new
knowledge and businesses often result in innovation and these needed to be mapped.
Specific examples of the nature and types of interactions and collaborations would give
insights into changing interaction patterns. Outputs that reflect transformations need to be
mapped to see the shifts in the cluster developments.
j. Understanding new patterns that are emerging – emerging ideas and structures
Changes in how stakeholders are interacting and the way business is done, who new players
in the field are, new rules dominating economic participation and measures of success, new
routines being established in business and innovation, are all indicators of emergent cluster
development. Understanding these emergent patterns can help understand the direction
and opportunities arising in clusters and their regions.

k. Understanding where changes are coming, whether they are centrally steered, or,
bottom-up initiatives – self-organizing processes
Exploring and mapping emergent local initiatives and the role of centralized steering
through policy would help understand the dynamics of self-organization and the supporting
role policy may be playing in shaping current cluster developments. The space for local
initiatives in policy and the need for self-organization may be important to understand in
cluster developments as they are often neglected in strategy development where only
leading players participate in strategy and policy developments. The policy could fill gaps to
facilitate cluster interactions and collaborations, to create conducive business environments,
and to facilitate knowledge and skills development. Mapping current roles and impact of
policy could help understand what is needed in the next steps.
Below is an overview of the cluster strategy toolkit and the eleven aspects that have been
described in the first part of the policy brief.
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In order to understand how the toolkit can be applied in cluster analysis, the case of Karlstad
has been used to illustrate this in the next section.
Part 2: CLUSTER STRATEGY TOOLKIT APPLIED TO KARLSTAD REGION
Introduction to Karlstad and its changing context
The county of Värmland has a population of 273, 000 people covering 17, 586 square
kilometers. There are 16 municipalities and Karlstad is the biggest town with 85, 000
inhabitants. Värmland is situated in the Northern central part of Sweden bordering Norway.
The region is also characterized by water (10, 512 lakes) including Lake Vänern in the south
that is the largest inland lake in Western Europe. There were four clusters, The Paper
Province, The Packaging Arena, Steel and Engineering and Compare (IT). The Paper Province
is the oldest of these clusters and this dates back to the paper and pulp industry that was
established in the 17th Century in Karlstad, Värmland region.
Stakeholders described recent changes in the context of Karlstad and Region Värmland that
posed new challenges for the region. Highlights of these changes and challenges were:
•
Changes in global markets in the paper and pulp industry, leading position
threatened?
•
Caretaker role of paper and pulp industry in the region changing - patterns of
patronage in the past still lingering
•
Rural-urban migration and brain drain issues
•
Expanding urban hubs, Stockholm, Guttenberg and Oslo, with Karlstad in the middle threat of absorption or redundancy
•
Shortage of technical personnel due to urban pull and lack of interest in technical
careers
•
Sustainability agenda due to climate change and environmental pressures
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•

Consumer demands for ‘green’ products

Analysis based on Cluster Strategy Toolkit
The following description of developments in the Karlstad region and its clusters were based
on interviews with key stakeholders and experts related to The Paper Province cluster.
Although the case study was limited in its scope, different aspects of cluster and regional
developments were identified and have been analysed and implications for policy have been
identified. The purpose of the case description was to illustrate the use and value of the
Cluster Strategy Toolkit. A more extensive study could provide more details and insights into
changes in cluster developments regarding its definition, interaction and directions and that
of the Karlstad region.
a. Recognizing complexity and ‘wicked problems’
The town and the region needed to deal with challenges of changing economic conditions
and perspectives. There were many stakeholders: the paper and pulp industry, businesses in
general, cluster organizations, local municipality policy makers, Region Värmland policy
makers, local, regional and national politicians, university and research institutes,
businesses, citizens, and technology institutes.
Stakeholders had their own views, interests, perspectives, and ideas about what the core
issues were, how they needed to be solved, and what priorities were needed. To illustrate,
•
The national government and ministry of education focused on prominent (academic)
universities and allocated funds for fundamental research and development to
support innovation and to develop national competitive advantages. Industry had a
more urgent need for applied research but funds for applied research were limited
and had less priority in national policy.
•
The local Karlstad business sector were not happy with the education system and
opened their own ‘technology centre’ to train young people to meet the specific
labour needs of their industries.
•
Local city council was seeking answers by demanding more efficiency and
collaborations amongst the four cluster organizations.
•
The paper and pulp industry were concerned about global market changes but it was
‘business as usual’ according to local experts.
•
National and local governments did not seem to recognize the need to ‘save’ the
paper mills for their innovation value – a lot of spin-offs were generated from the
mills according to the cluster organization.
•
There were complaints about the mill from local residents even though they were
dependent on the paper and pulp industry but seemed not to appreciate its value to
the community and its history.
•
Spin-offs from the paper and pulp industry resulted in new clusters in the past,
namely, Steel and Engineering cluster, Compare, an IT and telecom cluster, and The
Packaging Arena cluster. These clusters were born out of the needs of the paper mills,
knowledge and opportunities created as a result of the mills’ activities.
b. Understanding current economic landscapes in the region
•
The tradition of the regions was one of small municipalities where one big plant
dominated and many Small and Medium-sized Enterprises arose to serve the main
plant.
•
Paper and Pulp Industry was dominant in the Region Värmland and having an
important position in the community. There were 3 other clusters besides The Paper
Province, namely Compare (IT and telecom cluster), Steel and Engineering cluster, and
Packaging Arena.
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•
•
•
•
•

Clusters were relatively independent and had a ‘comfortable position’. They had
achieved success in the past and seemed to be complacent in their success according
to the municipality.
Bigger companies tended to use their own R&D facilities but were slowly changing and
were collaborating more often with the local university.
Karlstad University’s Service research centre (CTF) was one of the leading research
centres in service innovation globally. Regional companies were not aware of the
potential value of the research centre for them.
Municipality and Regional development agencies funded and steered cluster
development.
There was no national and governmental level policy on clusters, only at the regional
level at the time of the research.

c. Understanding factors affecting development of the region – drivers of change
•
Internal drivers of change
o Businesses sought growth and innovation in products and areas adjacent to their
own core business.
o The demands of the local municipality of Karlstad for more collaboration amongst
cluster organizations to improve efficiency and reduce duplication.
o The need for SME to collaborate to vie for complex tenders and projects.
•
External drivers of change
o Pressure of the urban cities of Oslo, Gothenburg and Stockholm were expanding
around Karlstad and this created an urgency for Karlstad to survive and to be
independent rather than become a satellite town of one of the other cities.
o National funding and attention were also more focussed on the bigger cities.
o EU policy was providing funding and stimulating local regional developments and
clusters. The Paper Province was named a ‘world-class cluster’ by the European
Cluster Observatory.
o EU policy was pushing for ‘bigger, multi-sectoral, high-tech, excellent clusters’
that breaks down barriers between segments and sectors.
o Environmental regulations related to sustainable forest resources, and pollution
measures for both air and water contamination
o Competition from Brazil and other up-coming markets
o Technology innovations had led to spin-offs that became relevant for other
industries. The scope of the clusters, Compare and Steel and Engineering,
became larger serving not only the paper and pulp industry.
d. Understanding development of the region – history, geography and culture
Karlstad is a Swedish, provincial town, and the region had been dominated by its paper and
pulp industry for more than three centuries. Small communities in the region were usually
dominated with one main industrial player. For Region Värmland, it was the paper mills.
The presence of the river and the lake enabled logging and transport of timber to paper
mills, and they, in turn, had sufficient water to process the wood. Transportation of finished
products was also served by shipping. Water and forests were important natural resources
of the area. Skilled labour and technological innovation and service from ICT, engineering
and machinery companies were also important to the growth of the industries and the
region. However, the paper and pulp industry was huge, dominant, and in some ways, slow
to change as it was a big investment industry (similar to many traditional industries in the
world). The paper and pulp industry, and the steel and engineering clusters were heavy
industry that was male-dominated. The mills tended to ‘take care of the region’ and citizens
often responded to this by letting them dominate the region and to take care of them
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according to a cluster manager. Also, the communities in the region (as is in rural Sweden
elsewhere) were often small and had a history of ‘trust’ and collaborations. Another
historical and cultural value of Sweden was that of equality that affected policy and funding
decisions as well as local collaboration patterns.
e. Understanding how regions expect to deal with the changes and where the gaps are –
changing competences for changing landscapes
The region had grown by adapting to growing markets and offering specialized paper
products through the help of technology, specialized machinery and skilled labour. The mills
also consolidated over the years such that the 400 mills had been reduced to a few large
mills that dominated the landscape of Karlstad region. The town and regions surrounding
were dependent on the paper mills and their related industries. The wave of consolidation
allowed economies of scales, efficiency and specialization.
Environmental demands by EU and national policy and in recent times by consumers meant
that the industry had to meet these demands through new innovations. The industry had to
change to meet market and environmental pressures to be competitive and viable. The
region as a community served the industry and it grew with the industry. It was a locally
driven development that had to change to meet new demands from outside. More recent
developments in emerging economies had put pressure on the paper and pulp industry.
Mills in Brazil, for example, were becoming competitors for the Swedish mills, also in
Karlstad.
Some of the points raised by the interviewees related to the changes and the ability to
change are highlighted below. Mills had a high technical knowledge component and a lot of
innovation were generated by the mills although often in very specialized, narrow areas and
were not ‘spilling over’ to the outside nor were these expertise used to create new
businesses. Old industries, including the paper and pulp industry, suffer from inertia, which
meant that they do not want to change, they keep existing rules, use current business
models as a result of being traditionally self-sufficient and self-contained. The paper and
pulp industry was the whole value chain.
•
The self-contained culture was not helping them to think differently nor to use their
knowledge and competences beyond their own borders.
•
The demand to be clean and green required new competences and these needed to
be developed and they needed to come from outside.
•
New businesses and business models needed to come from the borders and through
cross-sector collaborations. Examples mentioned were bio-medicine and waste
deemed as a resource and with potential value.
•
By joining other sectors to search for new products and industry, they could broaden
existing knowledge to create new industry and businesses
•
Creative people were needed, as the region was strong in engineering and a new
cluster related to packaging offered opportunities to broaden existing competences.
The industry and the region needed to get new innovation, business models and new
competences and these needed to be sought at or across borders, or, from outside the
industry.
f. Identifying the reference frameworks of the region/cluster – scope, identity and rules
The cluster in Karlstad was an established cluster of more than 13 years. There cluster
organization served 90 organizations that were its members. The municipality of Karlstad
funded this and other clusters. The recent developments in Karlstad involved funding rules
aimed to increase efficiency of all clusters by reducing duplication of administrative and
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other aspects of cluster management by enforced collaborations. The cluster organizations
needed to collaborate closely and their scope of activities would be influenced through
these changes in funding structures. Cluster members were also demanding more value for
their money, and were expecting more accountability from the cluster organization. New
demands were being made of the cluster organizations.
Next level collaboration was demanded of the cluster organizations by the municipality but
there were no precedence of this. The demand was more inter-cluster collaborations and
sharing of resources, and efficiency through collective promotion. The municipality talked of
‘deeper’ collaborations but there were no clear insights about what this meant.
The role of cluster organizations, their degree of autonomy and performance in a more
demand-driven context could change their scope, role and identity. The degree of collective
and co-design possibility space and efforts would determine the new reference framework
for cluster organizations and clusters.
The clusters were being pushed to expand their scope to a higher level of collaboration at
the cluster level by local and regional government agencies but also due to EU policies
supporting competitive cluster development through programmes that support cluster
excellence initiatives, internationalization and inter-cluster collaborations, and
professionalization of clusters. There was a shift in demands of clusters to extend their
activities and scope to include intra-cluster and inter-cluster initiatives and collaborations.
g. Understanding the players and how they perceive, connect and act – stakeholders
Stakeholders in the Paper Province were the businesses in the cluster, the cluster
organization, the local municipality, the university, the regional government,
New stakeholders were spin-off companies from the main business, for example in
biomedicines from forests.
Different stakeholders had different interests: the big industry players focussed on keeping
the mills running and being competitive and were focussed on international developments
from competitors and needed global scale for their operations. The competitiveness drive
resulted in highly specialized engineering and machinery innovations, knowledge and spinoffs. A separate engineering and machinery cluster was the result. The automation of the
paper mills had also resulted in a highly innovative ICT service industry that was the second
spin-off organized in a cluster. The Mills had to comply with environmental regulations when
the lake was polluted and this created innovations and spin-offs that have added to the
quality of life of the region and strengthened the traditional ties between the industry and
the community.
The paper and pulp industry have had the role of ‘care taker’ for the local communities as
their lives and livelihood were woven with the mills. The mills and the communities seem to
live this role even though a lot was changing, and there were concerns about the local
communities being too ‘complacent’ and not taking ownership of their own future.
The trust level in this region, the clusters and the community was high as reflected in the
relations of ‘care taker’, interdependent and spin-off economic activities. This trust comes
from the close community and culture of the region. All stakeholders recognized this.
The dependence and dominance of the paper and pulp industry extended to business
communities, and clusters that emerged from the original paper and pulp industry.
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However, emerging developments of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises and the newer
clusters looking beyond their own regions increasingly.
Triple-helix stakeholders (policy, business and research) were essential to cluster
developments and were present in the cluster and collaborations strengthened linkages and
interactions in the clusters.
h. Understanding competitive advantage of the clusters - differences that count
The existence of new and old clusters in the region offered opportunities for new
collaborations. The city municipality intended to use funding rules to demand more crosscluster collaborations and to move such collaborations to the next level.
The cluster also had top-level research done at the local university. There were limited
collaborations between the university and local companies and between the university and
the cluster organizations at that time.
Industry and businesses in the area needed technically skilled personal that were aligned to
their needs. Schools were not producing students with these skills. Business needs pushed
joint collaboration to set-up a technical education centre where expertise from businesses
was brought into the classroom. Young students participated in the training programme
because of the job prospects after the training. Schools were benefitting by getting new
machinery and technology and improved education programmes.
Consumer demands for more sustainable and ecological sound products offered a new spinoff in forestry-based research and expertise to create a new business base, eco and bio
based health products. Paper mills had traditionally generated innovation in processes and
products that had value outside the paper and pulp industry. This potential is one of the
main pleas for maintaining the remaining mills.
i.

Understanding changes that interactions are bringing to the region – collaborations
and interactions
The high level of trust existing in the region and the collective history of the different
clusters coming from The Paper Province reflected close proximity and interactions. The
need to collaborate to compete in complex project bids was mentioned as indicators of the
flexible collaboration patterns and interactions in the region. Application of innovation spinoff from the paper and pulp industry to other sectors by the other supporting clusters was
changing the scope and identity of these clusters. Seeking new business opportunities
resulted in the creation of bio-medicines as a cross-sectoral initiative. There were also other
initiatives emerging that intended to preserve the forests through more sustainable
practices and this needed collaborations beyond the paper and pulp industry and the
existing clusters.

j. Understanding the new patterns that are emerging – emerging ideas and structures
Karlstad’s clusters are pushed to work together to create ‘excellence’ through collaborations
by EU cluster policy and that of the local municipality. No one knew what this would entail
but the willingness to explore new collaborations seemed to be present. Regional and local
policy and the Swedish Innovation agency were constantly offering incentives and directions
for further collaborations. A new programme to create new areas of excellence emerged
after mapping local research competences and local business expertise. The regional agency,
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Swedish innovation agency and the local municipality were involved in seeking opportunities
to create new future economic growth. The result was the creation of a long-term
commitment to support 10 new professorships in new knowledge and innovation
developments based on the competences mapping of the region. Policy interventions and
support push to new developments seemed to be a new pattern in this region.
k. Understanding where the changes are coming from centrally steered or are they
bottom-up initiatives – self-organizing processes
Karlstad’s funding rules of the city municipality was an example of policy driven change in
cluster development. The changing demands of firms for more ‘value for money’ from the
cluster organization and the green consumer demands were examples of bottom-up
developments that pushed cluster organizations to re-think their roles. The cluster
organizations needed to step up to challenges posed by businesses, local, regional and EU
policies and ambitions.
Conclusions
The paper and pulp industry’s history and economic developments that had dominated the
region would continue to impact future developments of the region. Strong local linkages,
interactions and collaboration patterns were part of the social and economic landscapes.
Although there were shifts in the way Karlstad and the region were developing, in order to
deal with the changes in its context and the new challenges, Karlstad may need to reconsider its strategy for its future. Below are some conclusions and recommendations to this
end.
1. New paradigms for the region
Karlstad’s need to shift policy away from salvaging the paper and pulp industry as the main
economic activity towards supporting more diverse regional development was
acknowledged, but there were feedback loops and processes in the current situation that
could hinder broader regional development focus:
a) Lock-in effect of existing economic, technological and social processes and
infrastructures – e.g. vested interests and complacency of dominant industry and
dependence role of citizens and policy
b) Lack of coherence and lack of consolidation of knowledge and market development
efforts needed to be addressed – e.g. fragmentation of clusters and businesses trapped
in own networks and value chains, fragmentation of university R&D and that of
business and industry,
c) Lack of alignment in local, regional, national and European developments – e.g. diverse
interests and focus of local, regional and national levels of policy contributing to
dispersed efforts, duplication and inefficiency,
d) Silo thinking – e.g. cluster organizations served own members rather than focussed on
larger regional development, universities focused on patents and publications instead
of needs of industry & businesses, businesses focused on own innovation and profits
instead of collaborative projects, etc.
2. New economic principles
Karlstad’s shift from a industrial to cluster landscape had been successful in many ways but
the dominance of the paper and pulp industry on the region meant that the sectoral
approach had its impact in how the region was developing. A more explicit focus on new
economic principles as organizing strategy could help break the lock-in effect of the paper
and pulp industry’s dominance.
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a) Innovation as a driver of economic growth through new technology, products and
services as reflected in the newly established professors.
b) Thinking in value chains beyond the paper and pulp industry. Creating new value chains
(see next point).
c) Interdisciplinary and inter-sectoral collaborations and thinking. Examples were the biomedicine and sustainable forestry initiatives.
d) Network and inter-cluster collaboration with more emphasis on triple-helix linkages.
New collaborations between clusters were initiated, but these could extend to beyond
the region and country as purported by the EU’s cluster policy.
e) Local-global strategies for the region, as opposed to individual businesses and clusters.
Karlstad had embraced new economic structures but could enhance such efforts to realize
the proposed diversified regional base. A different way of thinking about the region’s future
economic opportunities through its definition of its scope, borders and identity could offer
new directions when guided by new economic principles that seek to unify fragmentation
and mass where needed, and to break homogeneity where diversity is lacking.
3. New attitudes
Karlstad needed to cast off its dependence on the paper and pulp industries and its
provincial town status to avoid being subsumed by the metropolitan spread of the three
main cities surrounding it. The Karlstad region needed to join forces to create new value
chains and collaborations to rise to its challenge of re-defining itself to overcome
redundancy and economic malaise should the paper and pulp industry fail in a global
competitive market. The presence of business that served the paper and pulp industry
needed to take ownership of their future and to seek collective solutions through
collaborations.
a) Networks and collaborations as essential for new business
b) Regional scope needs to be replaced by local-global scopes
c) Ownership of the region by all stakeholders instead of reliance on the dominant
industry
4. Different roles and behaviours
Ownership and creation of new business and economic growth by the region’s stakeholders
meant that new and different roles and behaviours were needed. The need to collaborate
more than in the past and the need for policy to take leadership and provide incentives in
different ways needed to be established.
a) Facilitating and orchestrating role of policy that included raising awareness, offering
incentives and creating new opportunities for new and different types of collaborations
amongst stakeholders.
b) Collaboration instead of competition needs to be the main business mode instead of
incidentally as in the past for complex projects. The realization that collaboration to
create mass, to share risks and to create different and new opportunities to launch into
new markets globally needs to be shared.
c) Test beds, pilots and new initiatives that would allow for collaborative learning and
(open) innovation needed to be facilitated and become mainstream to accelerate new
value adding and value chains. The creation of ecosystems of innovation that builds on
latent trust in the region would enhance innovation capacities.
The Karlstad region has been described and the analysis offered insights into the interaction
and patterns of developments in the cluster and region. The insights reflected underlying
processes and systemic aspects of its developments. These, in turn, reflected the need for
changes in the underlying structure and processes in the region.
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PART 3: IMPLICATIONS AND APPLICATION OF CLUSTER STRATEGY TOOLKIT
The value of the Cluster Strategy Toolkit
1. Description of real complexity
The analysis does not only describe the wood and pulp industry or only the regional
development, but it includes the historical perspective, the forces at work from within and
without the system, the roles of stakeholders, the (missing) competencies in the cluster, the
opportunities that arise from thinking about inside and outside of clusters, visions, goals,
plans, actions, collaborations, etc.
2. Sense-making
The systems alignment mapping, that includes mapping processes and patterns such as
influence of history on current developments, dynamics between stakeholders, the way the
container is used (enlarging or contracting the container could lead to different connections
and strategies), the role of government and other stakeholders, etc. offer deeper insights of
the system interactions and developments.
3. Capturing cluster development
The analysis captures how clusters develop, how perceptions evolve and influence emerging
interactions and collaborations within and outside the cluster, how new stakeholders are
engaged, how new strategies are developed, how new competencies and networks are
created and how these lead to new actions and performance that in turn, influences thinking
about the future (strategies).
4. Successful ecosystems
The cluster as an ecosystem is implicit in the model that makes explicit the successful and
less successful developments in the system and thereby offering opportunities for learning
about ingredients in successful collaborations, stakeholder involvements and the impact of
such interactions, about competences and infrastructures contributing to new successes,
and about distinguishing fertile and less fertile ecosystems. The case study offered insights
into Karlstad as an ecosystem that encompassed The Paper Province as a cluster within a
larger regional system that included other clusters, local and regional policy agencies,
competences, knowledge developments, new opportunities and spin offs from within and
outside the cluster, etc. Potential growth opportunities in Karlstad need to be further
investigated by exploring the system’s patterns of development in more detail.
5. New insights leading to new research agenda
The model has been applied to a limited number of clusters to uncover cluster
developments and emergent patterns. Further investigation and application to new cluster
studies would support refinement and use of the model to map and create growth strategies
for context-specific developments.
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12.SILICON VALLEY CASE STUDY – ANALYSIS NOTES
The Silicon Valley case was based on the article of Etzkowitz (2012). The analysis notes
based on the CAS framework is provided below.

Silicon Valley – notes
Etzkowitz analysed origin and development of Silicon Valley based on a 5-phase model
of development: origin, aggregation, expansion, efflorescence and renewal. The
contention is that the design principles of Innovation Regions were known but not the
ingredients that made Silicon Valley successful.

The key factors were ‘indigenous academic entrepreneurship and government-supported
R&D, as well as importation and reinterpretation of ecosystem elements like the venture
capital firm’. (p. 2)

Comparison to MIT and other cluster developments were also part of the analysis. MIT
was an incubator of new firms originally focussed on bringing R&D to the then present
manufacturing industries and the triple-helix model (1930s, post-war periods), the
knowledge-based regional development model.
Stanford had a strategy of knowledge based economic and social development where
the university-industry; university-government linkages later become triple helix
linkages.
Stanford as entrepreneurial university focussed on firm formation based on academic
knowledge.

Paradigms
Innovative Region - cluster was part of the I.R.
Entrepreneurial university - spinning off industry and firms (electrical industry)
= Knowledge base (with spin-offs) as a source of regional development
University output of trained labour offers knowledge-based economic development
Triple-helix model

Insight:
Problems and opportunities of local industry offers source of research questions which
in turn could turn to fundamental research topics (e.g. local agriculture need to
developments in genetic research).
= Entrepreneurial university motor of research (niche, possibly, fundamental R); motor
of economic development
= Teaching university motor of economic development

Path dependency paradigms
Distance transcendence (water, power, etc.)
Gold rush mentality (19 C) - unclear of impact
Organizing pattern of small entrepreneurial firms (mid-19 C)
Inventor and technical entrepreneurship culture (inventor haven)
Efficacy for splintering and regeneration
= Networked Silicon Valley - organization culture of start-ups
Commitment; attractiveness of Region (for inventors, small scale enterprise, like-minded
techs)
Dense social capital - developed civil society
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= Dense web of ties and commitment to ‘collaborative pursuit of innovation’ = ‘spiral of
innovation’
Individual inspiration and transfer of practice - academic entrepreneur by Terman
Attractors
New corporations and older MNCs - Google, Siemens
- Draw ‘start-ups into their gravitational field’
- Identify relevant technologies - hire or offer start-up offer - angel investor/vc
role
= Locating in SV to draw start-ups or locating in SV to hope for acquisition by large
corporations

Role of Stanford has changed in the expansion phase
- High-tech firms and entrepreneurship independently accelerate firm and
innovation cluster formation
- University’s role as renewal of technology (knowledge) base
- Declined state support of university is an issue - hoping that industry will
support research developments

Silicon Valley as ‘entrepot-dok’ (Renewal - Phase 5, p.17)
- Shift from public expenditures of 20th C to public austerity and private excess
- Receiving point and market place for aspiring world-class entrepreneurs,
technologies and business ideas
- Public money drove research, transportation and business infrastructure
- Shifting landscapes - upscale neighbourhoods, public education systems with limited
resource due to conservative tax regime
= Threat of ability to regenerate itself
= Dependence on ‘an self-sustaining and self-organizing processes based on ‘innovation
ecosystem’ of law, accounting and head hunting firms, business angels and venture
capitalists focussed on generating start-ups, attracting neophyte entrepreneurs to SV to
gain access to their expertise’ (Munroe and Westerland, 2009).

Innovation eco-system - sustained by
- University human capital production
- Government and large firm-supported research
- lack of these means demise of growth trajectory.

Fitness to landscape (phase 2, p.8)
Encouraging spin-offs as ‘part of academic development strategy’ - electronics
technology industry (1911, 1930s)
- Linkage between science and technology
- Linkage academic department and local science-based firms
- Focus on key research areas with theoretical and practical potential
- Company visits by engineering students
- Student work that support understanding of commercial potential of electronic
products and value of multidisciplinary teams
- Student flows between industry and basic research
= Support to local industry through new inventions - raised level of industry
= Common technological platform
= Dynamic interactions of industry and academia = start-up dynamics

Research focussed strategy (later)
- Stanford Research Institute (1946) to support industry; build research
capacities by attracting government contracts
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-

Government contracts attracted firms - R&D and later production departments
(nascent semiconductor industry, aeronautics, space)
Federal government research funding (30% in 2010)

Significant differences:
- (p. 4) Distance between East and Mid-west and northern California. California
had to find solutions for long distance electricity and radio wave transmissions
- (P. 5) Emergence of small entrepreneurial firms and independent inventors and
Stanford University who provided a knowledge base for spinning off new
industries and firms (Double Helix)
- (p. 6) Scale of government R&D resources committed to northern California
- (p.8) Social capital in Silicon Valley was based on the collaborative pursuit of
innovation (not on dense social capital networks like in Italian clusters, not in
pecuniary considerations, not in an individualistic risk-taking culture)
- ( p.8) Encouraging spin-offs as a key part of Stanford’s strategy
- (p. 8) Interaction between firm and university created a common technological
platform
- (p 10) Science park as unanticipated result of Stanford’s effort to capitalize its
extensive land holdings
- (10) Government procurement induced a learning curve in…. … and…., attracted
firms to locate R&D and then production facilities in the region
(p. 11) The structure of work in the academic research group with its unlimited
hours… is echoed in the un-bounded hours of the start-up firm
- (p. 11) Behind innovations, there is typically an agglomeration of social,
intellectual and financial capital
- (p. 12, p 16) New technological paradigms emanating from academic research (=
emerging patterns), like biotechnology, networking technology, academic
support strategies, etc. (= significant differences) provided the base for a firmformation dynamic that attained critical mass
- (p. 12) Adult supervision for a new generation start-ups
- (p. 13) Collaboration between friends and colleagues
- (p. 14, 17) Formal organizational mechanisms, such as a Technology Transfer
Office and a Industrial Liaison Programme, to facilitate interchange, and later,
due to the recession of the 1990’s, the Joint Venture Silicon Valley
- P. 15) Expansion of Silicon Valley by the partial replacement of lateral
interactions by more hierarchical regimes
- (p. 18) The essential role of government, but, ‘in the last phase the centripetal
forces are weak’ (university human capital production and government- and
large firm-supported research

Transforming interactions
Firm-formation process resulted in transformations
- Technological innovations
- Triple-helix dynamics
- Start-up dynamics
- Organizational - science parks (also due to availability of land and emerging
science-based firms; recognizing the value of research for firms; p.10)

University Milieu of cooperative arrangements
- Pre-competitive research
- Start-up dynamic of academic research project and training programmes
(Hewlett/Variaan)
- Cadre of technical and managerial skills that organized successive waves of firms
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-

Tech innovations synthesized into new innovation (Apple - user-friendly
paradigm)
= Extension of innovation from industrial processes and government projects to endusers/consumers

‘Whatever it takes’ attitude
- Hybrid of academic research focus with un-bounded hours of start-ups
= Self-management organization with goal-driven work patterns and model (research
project model) - product to market goal as overriding objective - high intensity work
model
Agglomeration of ‘social, intellectual and financial capitals’
= Google as example (p.11)

Innovative cluster development
Start-ups (from academic or research) as interactive group, some succeeded and some
separate from cluster group, become integrated MNE, return to cluster and academic
base to improve product line/knowledge bases. Clusters arise, decline, revive and their
technologies and firms superseded/out-dated and are acquired for product line and
people (SUN).

Emerging patterns
Expansion from Innovation ecosystem to ‘planetary system’ (Phase 3, p.12)
- New technological paradigms - biotechnology, networking technology
- New wave and critical mass of start-ups
- Supervision by experienced entrepreneurs
- Matching activities as institutionalized activity
- Start-up culture forming ‘proto firms’ in existing structures and then breaking off in
new firm formation
- Support structures - from friends, colleagues, research project, mentor professors,
government procurement
= Facilitative eco-system and collaborative environment (Apple, Google)

Long-term perspective needed for ‘highly interactive’ triple helix in regional innovation
clusters development
Organizational mechanisms to counter lack of firm-formation incubators in labs (conflict
of interest concern)
- Technology transfer office
- Industrial liaison office

But, internal generated start-ups occur (Stanford medical school) without transfer
mechanisms.
- With maturity of Silicon Valley’s firms, lateral interactions were reduced.
- New collaborative formats to support culture of free exchange
= Hackathons, code camps, meet-ups
= New dynamic start-ups culture
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Efflorescent phase (phase 4, p.16)
- Innovative clusters are crosscutting and hybridizing different technological fields at
different growth stages and is unparalleled in scope elsewhere.
- Chemical fields, DNA re-engineering as new fields
- Multiple technological paradigms are in development feeding innovative clusters
and the region. (Semiconductor & electronic advances microwave, biotechnology)
- Parallel developments mean both emergence and decline of technological fields.
- Venture capitalists were growing due to success of technology platforms.
- Bio-tech industry - Teerman’s chemistry research advancement, PhD and faculty
members collaboration, VC funded new biotech industry, government supported
fundamental research/articles and firm formation, Stanford’s TTO’s marketing of
industrial potential. (p.17)
- Threat of losing semiconductor industry to Japan in 1990s: development of JVSJ,
triple helix regional organization - ‘highly individualistic entrepreneurial ideology
had to be overcome to pursue collective action’ (Saxion, 1990 in Etz.)
= Shift of entrepreneurial region from individualistic oriented to renew inter-firm
network and ties with government and academia; but ‘centrifugal forces that hold the
region together are still relatively weak, with little “top down” guidance, (exceptions are
targeted federal Agency initiatives) (Youtie, 2010).
Notes:
Role of government essential; VC alone is not sufficient - clean tech example;
Government funded R&D with VC industry offer potential for new technological
paradigms.

Silicon Valley as knowledge society
- Strong knowledge base crucial to (future) success
- Venture capital industry and triple helix governance part of economic development
model
- Capacity to renew itself evident in biotechnology complex
- Attractor of international ‘human, financial and intellectual capital’ has downside of
threat of loss of ability to regenerate itself; but there is a flow of exit and entrance of
newcomers
- National representation agencies located in silicon valley to support/link home
country universities and firms
- Venture capital as ‘pull’ factor
- Pool of managerial talent plus technical and business skills present but these are not
exclusive to SV
- Other contenders
o Bangalore but no ‘Stanford’ level research and training capabilities
o San Diego and Linkoping with entrepreneurial research oriented universities
contributing to knowledge based developments (sustainable high-tech
growth) but limited scale (short gestation period)
o Developing human capital focus is key element (sufficient resources is
important)
Silicon Valley risk
- Dependent on foreign human capital and technological innovation
- ‘Stickiness’ of other region is threat for existing foreign human capital
- New immigrant entrepreneurs of silicon valley
o Transnational entrepreneurs with offshoots in home country (cheap
labour)
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Possible return to country of origin if conditions improved (professional
opportunities)
o Incentives for return are emerging from countries; appeal to ‘give back’
to country (Taiwan)
Development of specialized immigration law firms to facilitate inflow of foreign
talent
Neglect of developing local human resources base - upgrading and supporting
local technical/high schools and graduates absent/limited
o

-

-

Knowledge-based economic and social development risks
- Supporting research as an end for itself
- Expensive buildings for high-tech firms as generative strategy
- Universities with high patents and publication records may remain as untapped
potential

Developing knowledge-based economic and social development
- Universities to be incentivized to become entrepreneurial; or, create new ones
Creating human capital and R&D development strategies that are institutionally
embedded in interacting and ‘permeable’ triple-helix
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13.VALIDATING RESEARCH FINDINGS: KARLSTAD AND SILICON
VALLEY CASE STUDIES
The case studies of Karlstad and Silicon Valley are described in the light of

propositions on cluster developments that had emerged from the investigation
on Energy Valley cluster. The propositions are presented in the table below.
P1

Cluster developments, connected to context and contextual changes, and driven by internal
and external drivers of change, are becoming increasingly complex.

P2

Cluster developments are connected to their initial conditions of container, stakeholders and
path dependent factors.

P3

Cluster dynamics are interconnected system responses to changes in its context; namely,
attractors to new movements and changing stakeholder perceptions, fitness to landscape
strategies to meet changing contextual challenges, using significant differences as a potential
for new path creations.

P4

Cluster performance is visible in transforming interactions and contributes to macro level
emergent systems patterns.

P5

Cluster developments are influenced by both top-down steering and self-organizing processes.

P6

Clusters are systems-in-systems connected to higher-level systems (national and EU) where
parallel emerging patterns as well as tensions are present due to differences in systems at
different levels.

P7

Clusters are embedded in related and overlapping systems interacting and influencing cluster
developments.

The pilot study of Paper Province of Karlstad was revisited and as with Silicon Valley,
the propositions were held to light. The two cases allowed more thorough exploration of
Propositions 1-5 and these are described in the two cases below. The limited scope of

these supplementary cases meant that Propositions 6 and 7 could only be discussed
more generally and this has been done in the Discussion of the three cases in Appendix
14. Propositions are referred to as P1, P2, etc. as indicated in the table above.

Karlstad re-visited

Paper Province, a cluster based on the paper and pulp industry in Karlstad and Region

Värmland, is the first of two supplementary case studies. The Karlstad case study
offered insights into cluster developments in a mature cluster, and of a different

industry. The findings of the analysis served to enhance insights into cluster

developments related to changing contexts, cluster conditions, cluster dynamics, cluster
transformations, and organizing processes of the cluster.
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In addition, the Karlstad study was also part of a European project that explored

strategy for cluster developments and the document Cluster Strategy Toolkit has been

included in Appendix 11. The ‘Toolkit’ policy brief and the original interviews were used

in the extended analysis of this research. The underlying framework for the ‘Toolkit’
analysis and this research overlapped.

The following sub-sections describe the case study in the light of Propositions 1 – 5, and
as such verify and, or qualify the propositions.
Proposition 1

Cluster developments, connected to context and contextual changes and driven by
internal and external drivers of change, are becoming increasingly complex.
Paper Province, the paper and pulp industry of Karlstad, was faced with globalization

whereby competition from Brazil and other emerging economies were changing the
context of the cluster. There were however different perceptions and behaviours

amongst stakeholders of these changing contexts. The dominant paper and pulp
industry in Karlstad and the region acknowledged the growing threat but seemed to
adopt a ‘business as usual’ attitude. There were other stakeholders, such as Karlstas

Municipality (Karlstas is Karlstad in Swedish), regional government, university and

businesses, who were concerned about these changes and were voicing the need to

invest in research and development and education. The national government focussed

on fundamental research and awarded large grants to prestigious academic universities

that were not meeting the industry’s needs. The education system was also inadequate

in responding to changing contexts and the changing needs of industry. In addition,

growing consumer demand for ‘green’ products and climate change meant new
sustainability agendas needed to be addressed. The paper and pulp industry and the
region needed to respond to the changing context.

Global competition and other factors saw closure of paper mills increasingly in the

region. Paper Province as a cluster was doing well but there were challenges to be

addressed. Different stakeholders were focussed on different needs that added to the
complexity of the cluster. For example, changes in budgets meant that city council and

regional government demanded efficiency by cluster organizations through closer

collaborations amongst clusters; the cluster organization felt that the paper mills should

be conserved for their valuable innovation spin-offs; citizens were focussed on
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aesthetics of their neighbourhoods even as they were dependent on the industry for

jobs, etc.; ‘green’ and sustainable movements were demanding environmental friendly

production processes; the cluster organization focussed on supporting its members but
also felt that conserving the mills was important as they contributed expertise,
innovations and spin-offs.

What was also evident in the Karlstad case was the presence of both internal and

external drivers of change. The need for collaboration due to changes in funding policy
was an example of an internal driver of change. As for external drivers of change, there

was increasing need for small and medium sized businesses to collaborate to tender for
complex projects, in part due to EU developments. There was also need to support
Karlstad to counter the urban draw of large centres of Stockholm, Gothenburg and Oslo.

There were environmental conservation pressures for more sustainable forestry
practices. Globalization and increasing competition, technology developments and EU

acknowledgment of Paper Province as a ‘world class cluster’ were all examples of

external drivers of change in this cluster.

Insights from the Karlstad case offered similar insights into the relationship of clusters

to their changing contexts and drivers of change. The differences in stakeholder

perceptions of context and contextual changes and the interrelatedness of cluster
developments to internal and external drivers of change reflected increasing complexity,

as was the case in Energy Valley. The limited scope of the Karlstad case did not include
explorations into differences of stakeholders due to regional differences, as was the case

in Energy Valley. Nevertheless, Proposition 1 reflects Karlstad’s cluster developments in
relation to its contextual changes.
Proposition 2

Cluster developments are connected to their initial conditions of container,
stakeholders and path dependent factors.
Paper Province, and the paper and pulp industry as a whole had a long history of a

traditional caretaker’s role of local communities since the 17th Century, providing jobs

in Karlstad and the region. The industry had its own research and development

capacities and had little need in the past for links with the local university. Past success
had led to ‘complacency’ and the ‘business as usual’ attitudes as described earlier. The
dominance of the paper mills in the local community and economy meant that existing
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structures were not challenged and fragmentation of knowledge and cluster
developments resulted. This meant that the risk of lock-in was present and that inertia
and resistance to change were important issues in Karlstad and Region Värmland.

Key stakeholders of clusters in Karlstad were closely connected due to the dominance

and the historical and economic interconnectedness of the paper and pulp industry in
the region. Initially, key stakeholders of Paper Province were the municipality, regional
government, industry and supporting businesses, and the cluster organization. The

municipality and the regional government were important to cluster developments in
Karlstad due to a lack of national cluster policies. Local and regional governments play a

significant role in cluster developments in Sweden. Lack of funding, absence of the

national government interventions and weak university linkages were also important
path dependent factors in cluster developments in Karlstad and region.

Paper Province’s development generated new spin-off clusters but it remained closely

connected to the paper and pulp industry and key stakeholders. The spin-off clusters
were Steel and Engineering, Compare, an IT cluster and The Packing Arena. There was a

tendency to be protective of human resource and knowledge assets between the

different clusters even as they closely collaborated.

Different stakeholders had different interests and needs as discussed in the first

proposition. The municipality, for example, was changing cluster containers by changing
its funding policy to clusters whilst cluster members of Paper Province were also

changing the container by demanding more services from its cluster organization. It was

clear that changing contexts were influencing the role and expectations of the cluster
organization.

Lock-in processes (‘business as usual’ attitudes, etc.) hampered change in the face of
increasing contextual complexity, whilst the same factors of path dependency also

contributed to cluster spin-offs both in the past and also at the time of the research; new

developments emerging in the cluster, namely, bio-medicines developments, and is

described in more detail below (P4).

The insights from the Karlstad case illustrated the significance of path dependency on
cluster developments and how it also influenced its container and stakeholders. Cluster

developments in Karlstad were therefore shaped by stakeholder behaviours and its
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impact on the container and vice versa, stakeholders were influenced by changes in the
container. Proposition 2 therefore holds for the Karlstad case.
Proposition 3

Cluster dynamics are interconnected system responses to changes in its context;
namely, attractors to new movements and changing stakeholder perceptions,
fitness to landscape strategies to meet changing contextual challenges, using
significant differences as a potential for new path creations.
There was a movement acknowledging that the closed value chain within the local paper
and pulp industry was not sufficient and that there was a need to connect to ‘outside’ of

their the own closed community. This need could be met through new collaborations to

re-establish its position, gain new knowledge and efficiency, and possibly new markets,
according to different stakeholders.

A movement towards sustainability was also present and this was to be achieved
through resource efficiency. There was also a new understanding and recognition of the
need to nurture the forest (key resource of the industry) to sustain both the

environment and business. Environmentally friendly and sustainable practices were
attractors in the cluster systems.

The municipality and regional governments were also seeking efficiency by coercing
cluster organizations in the region to collaborate in the face of complacency, duplication
of tasks, protective and isolated behaviours of individual clusters that were hampering

further collaborations, inclusion and attraction of new businesses and business

development. They were convinced that Karlstad needed to be competitive on existing
strengths that included complete project management and production in niche markets

that needed extensive collaborations. They too were concerned about optimizing scarce

local resources and human capacities and the need for branding their ‘specialized’
knowledge and competences in the globalizing market place.

The attractors in Karlstad’s cluster landscape were therefore related to the fitness to
landscape strategies to meet challenges of the changing globalized context. These

included competences for the future such as more technical skills and more creative
people, and the need for new business models and scope of businesses. There were
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significant differences present in the region and amongst the clusters of Karlstad
highlighted by stakeholders. Potential cross-cluster collaboration was one such strategy

to leverage specialized knowledge and competences for enhanced product offers.

Research at Karlstad University offered different types of knowledge and competences

compared to that of industry, and this was a significant difference that could be
leveraged to enhance Karlstad’s economic and cluster developments. The university had
a leading service innovation research group that could support development of total

business services concepts rather than individual production business models prevalent
in industry. Other research centres in the region were also potential partners for
businesses for new types of knowledge development.

The value of Karlstad University for local businesses and their cluster organizations, and
the need for increased linkages between stakeholder groups reflect interconnectedness
of fitness to landscape strategies and significant differences potential.

The interrelatedness of attractors, fitness to landscape and significant differences were

clearly seen in the Karlstad case study. Changing contexts were driving changes in
cluster systems responses evident in attractor movements, acknowledgements of the

need for new fitness to landscape strategies that explored new collaborations in existing
structures and significant differences as described in this sub-section.

The findings of Karlstad supported Proposition 3 related to cluster dynamics.
Proposition 4

Cluster transformation is visible in transforming interactions and contributes to
macro level emergent system patterns.
The changing contexts of Karlstad region, including that of Paper Province and other
clusters, showed shifting interaction and collaboration patterns. The Karlstas

Municipality changed its role as funder to exert more influence on cluster efficiency and
collaborations between the four clusters. Policy was an important driver of change and

the aim was to forge more collective strategies, deepen collaborations, broaden
competences, and promote more collective efforts to brand the region and its
competences.
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Region Värmland was involved in facilitating collaborations to boost innovation
between the clusters and Karlstad University, where all stakeholders shared ownership,

communication and development of the collaborations. This resulted in ten new

professorships that focussed on ten niche areas identified and committed to by
stakeholders from the university, clusters, Region Värmland and Karlstas Municipality.
This five-year collaborative project expected research co-operations and projects to be
developed that would result in a shift in collaboration patterns in Karlstad cluster and
the region.

Another example of transforming interactions was the creation of the Grants and
Innovation Office at Karlstad University that engaged an industry professional to foster
better linkages between industry and university with the aim to acquire new research

projects and funding. The university shifted to more outward looking interactions and
collaborations. New projects offered researchers incentives to engage with the industry.

In this way, the university intended to contribute more actively to regional innovation

systems and developments. Supporting new networks with local industry was a shift in

interactions and collaborations for Karlstad University and local businesses. Cluster
organizations were also important in facilitating interactions between stakeholder

groups.

Sustainability agendas, as a driver of change and a growing awareness of the need to
nurture the forests, led to new developments that resulted in the bio-medicines
business, a new emerging sector. Related to this, the ‘sustainable fibre flow’ concept was

introduced in the paper and pulp industry to ensure that both resource efficiency and

nurturing the forest, the ‘double loop of sustainability’, were prominent in future
strategies. The ‘giving back’ to the forest strategy was expected to result in new service

businesses to support Paper Province cluster. This new area of knowledge was not then
present in the cluster and therefore connections to ‘outside’ stakeholders and
businesses were expected to take place in the immediate future. The cluster when
focussed on the ‘sustainable fibre flow’ strategy would bring together and accelerate

existing initiatives in sustainable economies and ecologies. Spin-offs like this reinforce

the added value of the mills for innovation and new emerging businesses and sectors.
(Details of further developments in Paper Province are included in Appendix 11).

The industry in collaboration with Karlstas Municipality set-up a Karlstad Technology

Center to ensure that skilled labour needs were met where the education system had
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failed to do so in Karlstad. This was an important response to changes in the context
(see also Discussion of the cases, Appendix 14).

The paper and pulp industry was a traditional stronghold of men but the cluster
manager was a woman. Bringing in women and new competences into Paper Province

was slowly taking shape. Re-connecting the cluster to the local community and instilling
pride in the mills and the industry were important steps to retain the mills in the face of

external competition in the future.

Changing consumer behaviours, global competition and sustainability agendas had

influenced cluster and regional developments in various ways. These included expanded
scope and, or new collaborations, businesses, clusters and policy. The need to connect to

‘outside’ including new businesses, stakeholder groups, citizen groups, clusters and
sectors was evident at the macro systems level.

There were also stronger links in the cluster system between stakeholders, specifically

the triple-helix stakeholders. There were also more cross-sectoral and cross-cluster

collaborations and more ownership for innovation agendas and projects supporting
future developments for the region.

The urgency to attract, create and develop new businesses and business models,

products and services and to include different competences and types of professionals

and people were evident in its cluster transformations. These shifts in systems patterns

were responses and results of drivers of change and contextual changes that reflected
shifts in interactions and collaborations patterns, and emergent cluster transformations.
Proposition 4 therefore also holds true for Karlstad’s cluster transformations.
Proposition 5

Cluster developments are influenced by both top-down steering and self-organizing
processes.
The national government’s lack of cluster policy and its bias towards academic
universities, which supported academic goals rather than industry goals meant that

Sweden lacked a top-down steering policy for clusters. Instead, municipalities, regional
governments and the innovation agency of Vinnova played an important role in cluster
policy and practice, which promoted cluster focussed 'top-down' steering and initiatives
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(Examples in Appendix 11). The Karlstas Municipality’s changes in funding of cluster
organizations indicated policy driven top-down steering in Karlstad.

Within the local community, a well-established hierarchical role of ‘caretaker’ by the

paper and pulp industry had been established and was still prevalent in Karlstad. The

Karlstad Technology Center initiated by the paper and pulp industry and other
businesses was another example of the industry’s strong influence on cluster

developments. One could argue that industry initiated a ‘bottom-up’ project to meet its

needs where educational systems failed although the dominance of the paper and pulp

industry in the region could also be seen as a continued dominance of the industry

rather than a bottom-up initiative.

The increasing demands of cluster members for more services and insisting more ‘value
for money’ in Paper Province, as well as increasing green consumer demands were
examples of bottom-up developments that influenced cluster developments.

However, new developments of collective efforts such as initiating ten professorships to

meet future challenges meant that there was a shift in demarcations of clear top-down

and bottom-up processes even as both processes were present in Karlstad’s cluster
developments.

Proposition 5 holds true in Karlstad case study even as different, more collective
processes were emerging.
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Iconic Silicon Valley
The Silicon Valley case study was based on an extensive literature case by Etzkowitz
(2012) ‘Silicon Valley: The Sustainability of an Innovative Region’, which offered a

comprehensive overview of Silicon Valley’s development of clusters in its broader

context, meeting the needs of the research. The iconic status of Silicon Valley was an
important reason for choosing the cluster. The case description by Etzkowitz provided
thick descriptions that permitted a detailed exploration of Silicon Valley’s developments

in its contextual and historical context using the CAS framework. The analysis notes are
found in Appendix 12. All quotations in this sub-section are indicated by page numbers

only and are from the main article by Etzkowitz (2012), unless otherwise indicated. The

next paragraph offers a short introduction to Etzkowitz’s case study of Silicon Valley.

The case study of Silicon Valley by Etzkowitz spans a long history of the region that goes

back to the 19th Century, which helps understand deeper historical developments that

contributed to the ‘innovative region’ that it had become. The long historical perspective

meant that the case provided a more extensive understanding of clusters and cluster
development. Etzkowitz used a five-phase model to structure Silicon Valley’s

development, which included ‘origin’, ‘aggregation’, ‘expansion’, ‘efflorescence’ and

‘renewal’ phases. These terms are also used in the analysis to separate the different

developmental phases of Silicon Valley. The success of Silicon Valley as an innovation

hub was ascribed to its ‘history of indigenous academic entrepreneurship and

government-supported R&D, as well as importation and reinterpretation of ecosystem
elements like the venture capital firm’ (p. 2).

The rest of the sub-section describes the Silicon Valley case in the light of Propositions

1–5, which in turn, offers insights that support and, or qualify the propositions on
cluster developments. Similar to the Karlstad case, Propositions 6 and 7 are also not

discussed in this sub-section but are addressed in the discussion of all three cases in
Appendix 14, and propositions are also indicated as P1, P2, etc.
Proposition 1

Cluster developments, connected to context and contextual changes and driven by
internal and external drivers of change, are becoming increasingly complex.
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Silicon Valley’s context and development as described by Etzkowitz spanned five

different phases of development and this meant that different drivers of change and
changes in contexts prevailed.

Silicon Valley enjoyed a tradition of small firm networks, including inventor firms from
early 19th Century, driven by autonomy, high levels of innovation and collaborative

developments focussed on meeting challenges of the local industry in its need for long
distance power and communications triggering new technological developments.

One of the most important drivers of change in Silicon Valley was Stanford University
and its founders. The dominant role of the university and later other knowledge

institutions in Silicon Valley offers a different example of cluster developments when
compared to Karlstad with its dominant industry. Later in its development, other

stakeholders take on significant roles but the initial dominance of Stanford is a key
aspect of its cluster context.

The prevalence of government contracts as funder of academic research was an
important aspect of Silicon Valley’s expansion phase but austerity measures in its later
stages meant that Stanford needed to seek private resources for its academic knowledge
development and firm formation, which up to the 2000s was a driver of regional

economic development through its firm formation spin-off of research. The waves of

technology innovations meant that multiple firm and cluster formations profited from

these developments but there was a danger of decline for Silicon Valley as a whole when

technology innovations were not sustained. The introduction of venture capitalism into
the Valley in its efflorescence phase also saw the rise of a new group of stakeholders,
namely angel investors and venture capitalists, who played an important role in the

Valley. These investment agencies influenced the choice of technologies they supported,

thereby also influencing the container of Silicon Valley in later stages. Another group of
stakeholders was large corporations dominant in its efflorescence phase of development
(discussed in more detail in P3).

Silicon Valley also saw a large influx of talent, money, and innovation from all over the

globe in its renewal phase, which made its context more complex due to

interconnectedness to global developments (competition from other regions for talent
and resources, home country incentives of Silicon Valley migrants, etc.).
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The local educational developments were initially an internal driver of change for
Silicon Valley but in the renewal phase, an increased dependence on foreign talent and

innovation meant that external drivers were increasingly more important to the
cluster’s growth.

The Proposition on interrelatedness of contextual changes and cluster developments

and the role of drivers of change hold true for the Silicon Valley case whereby the
significance of internal and external drivers of change and the increasing complexity due
to contextual changes have been described.
Proposition 2

Cluster developments are connected to their initial conditions of container,
stakeholders and path dependent factors.
Silicon Valley had various path dependent factors that were relevant to the cluster going
back to its origin and initial developments. The gold rush of the 19th and other

developments at that time contributed to engineering capabilities that supported the

need to transcend distances and technologies for mining. The initial hydroelectric
industry that met the distance challenge contributed to long-distance power and radio
wave transmission developments, and later, electronic technology developments. The

‘transcending distance paradigm’ (p. 4) was therefore an important impetus for later
developments.

A lack of dominance of large corporations in the past meant that there was a need for
new industry and firm formation to support development of new technologies. New firm

formations continued the culture of small entrepreneurs organized in patterns of
collaboration dating back to the 19th century. The space for autonomous development of

their ‘crafts’ contributed to the inventor and technical entrepreneurship culture, as an
important path dependent factor in Silicon Valley.

The Engineering School of Stanford originally trained professionals to operate electrical
equipment imported from the East of US, but the founders of the university decided that

a local industry was necessary to distinguish itself and initiated a strategy of firm and

industry formation. The electronics technology cluster was the result of this strategy.
The knowledge-based economy as a motor for regional growth was part of the Silicon

Valley’s container that grew from Stanford’s ambition to excel.
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Another important path dependent factor was the brainchild of Terman, the Dean of

Engineering, whose academic development strategy, their container, created cross-

boundary interactions. His strategies included connecting departments of science and
technology, linking local science-based firms to academic departments, and focussing on
key research fields that had potential academic and industry values. His vision, an
adaptation of the triple-helix model from Boston, was also an important path dependent

factor for Silicon Valley’s container. Terman also brought with him not only the ‘lessons’

from the East but also committed personal resources to support initial industrial and
firm formation.

The antecedent of land ownership by Stanford University was in itself a path dependent

factor that allowed development of the science park that enabled closer industryacademic interactions and innovation developments.

Stanford University had chosen to expand its scope of activities from a teaching
university to one that generated firm formations based on academic knowledge. The

container included an entrepreneurial university that offered its knowledge base as a

source of regional development; this commitment was connected to firm and industry
formation. At a later stage, close connections to industry and a limited research focus led
to development of niche research strands that were industry relevant, and this in turn,

led to the development of fundamental research. The university expanded its container

from a developer of human capital to a generator of knowledge-based firms and

industry and a leading research institute securing government contracts.

The analysis shows how Silicon Valley’s path dependent factors, stakeholders and

container were all closely interconnected, with Stanford (and its key founders) being an
important driver of change. In its later phases of development, new containers and new
stakeholders added to Silicon Valley’s development. One of the new containers
dominant in the later stage was the ‘whatever it takes’ mentality stemming from an

older practice of ‘unlimited hours focused on research goals’ that was transferred to the
‘un-bounded hours of the start-up firm’ (p. 11). Changes in Silicon Valley’s developments

also meant shifts in cluster conditions and, therefore shifts in cluster dynamics and
transformations (see P3 and P4).

Developments in Silicon Valley reflected that Proposition 2 on cluster conditions held
true and that cluster conditions changes as the cluster develops. It was also clear that in
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Silicon Valley, the role of Stanford and federal funding played a significant role in cluster
developments.

Proposition 3

Cluster dynamics are interconnected system responses to changes in its context;
namely, attractors to new movements and changing stakeholder perceptions,
fitness to landscape strategies to meet changing contextual challenges, using
significant differences as a potential for new path creations.
‘Silicon Valley took a proactive stance in creating industry to support academic
development from its 1891 founding’ (p. 2). Stanford was the motor for the knowledge-

based economic development of the region. The university built linkages between the
academic departments and industry, and between the departments and government. It
also foresaw the need to create an industrial base to sustain its own academic

developments and ambition to excel. The fitness to landscape strategies adopted by
Stanford resulted in attractors of money, firms and talent, and later, new emergent

fields. The following paragraphs give more details on these interconnected
developments.

Early strategies at Stanford were based on the experience and insights of Terman and its

founders, looking towards the ‘East’ (MIT, Boston). They realized that they needed to

learn and compete with the developments of the East that was thriving on government
contracts, and how academic research supported industrial growth. The need to ‘fit’ to
changing contexts as represented by the East, and to ensure that government contracts

and funding for research was available, Stanford Research Institute was founded in
1946. The Stanford Research focussed on a limited number of key themes to ensure both

academic and practical value. These early developments resulted in formation of the

electronics industry in Silicon Valley. The focussed research strategy at Stanford, the

inclusion of student and faculty interactions with industry, research that supported

industrial innovation, exposure of students to multidisciplinary and commercialization
projects, linkages between science and technology departments in the university, and
securing government contracts to support academic and industry relevant research

were all part of Stanford’s fitness to landscape strategies in the early phases of its

developments (origin and aggregation phases).
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The fitness to landscape strategies included adoption of what was later to be known as

the triple-helix model of interactions from MIT, bringing together industry and
academia and emergence of the Science Park as well as nurturing small-scale

entrepreneurial network organization and its ‘inventor haven’ fame. These strategies

continued into later phases of Silicon Valley’s development. These strategies in turn,

contributed to attractor movements of increasing new innovative firms, new talent, and
resources, particularly in the form of venture capital. A precedent dynamic start-up
culture that embraced splintering and regeneration of businesses also supported high

numbers of firm formations (Etzkowitz, 2012; Jaruzelski et al, 2012). The attraction of
‘like-minded’ technology and innovation oriented professionals and start-ups willing to

pursue collaborative developments, accelerated innovation. This in turn, resulted in
multiple technology paradigms that eventually led to advances in new fields and
clusters in its expansion and efflorescence phases of development, for example,
semiconductor and electronic advances, microwave and biotechnology developments.

The description in the previous paragraphs of Silicon Valley’s fitness to landscape
strategies and attractors of new developments and stakeholder behaviour showed the
interconnectedness of these aspects, and also of interconnectedness to its path

dependent factors and key stakeholders. The descriptions above focussed mainly on the
first three phases Silicon Valley’s developments, namely, origin, aggregation and
expansion phases.

The next part of the description focusses on the efflorescence and renewal phases of
Silicon Valley’s development in relation to its cluster dynamics. Some overlap occurs

where connections to previous and continuing developments are included to capture
more completely interconnected cluster dynamics developments.

An attractor in this phase was the integration of start-ups into larger corporations, be it

home grown, like Google, or from older multinational corporations, like Siemens, who
were located in the area. These corporations drew start-ups into their ‘gravitational

field’ according to Etzkowitz (p. 15). There was a new wave of start-ups supported by a
culture rooted in entrepreneurship and collaborative spirit. This led to a critical mass of

start-ups that were supported and ‘supervised’ by the growing cadre of experienced

entrepreneurs in the area. A growing institutionalization of ‘matching activities’ in
Silicon Valley saw a movement that supported and invested in young start-ups.
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Another attractor present was large corporations’ buying-in of and investments in start-

ups that fed the trend of migration of innovative firms and start-ups to the Valley. In
addition, the history of in-house ‘proto firms’ within existing structures (university labs,
research and development projects) breaking off to begin new firms, a tradition rooted

in its origin and aggregation phases, also added to this process as did the supportive
culture of friends, family, colleagues, mentors, professors, and government procurement

contracts. The attractor of firm formation seemed to have accelerated in this phase of

Silicon Valley’s development.

The various parallel and supportive developments of firm formation contributed to an

innovative ecosystem, which in itself was an attractor with a global outreach. Silicon
Valley’s success ‘as an ecosystem’ led to a new phase (efflorescence) that made it a
global player attracting finance, talent, and innovation, but also, organizational

intermediaries of foreign universities and industries seeking innovation, collaborations,
and to be part of the success. It became, in Etzkowitz’s term the ‘entrepot-dok’ of the
world, attracting talent, resources and intellectual capacities that contributed to
transforming interactions and developments in Silicon Valley (details in P4).

The changing landscape of Silicon in these developmental phases meant a change in
Stanford’s role and (fitness to landscape) strategies. Firm and cluster formation and

acceleration were becoming independent; Stanford’s initial driving force of firm and
industry formation was overtaken by exogenous developments. Initial funding sources

of Stanford’s research-based firm formation declined due to declining state support and
government contracts. Stanford however was faced with a new opportunity to support

regional development due to developments in the semiconductor industry in the 1990s.

Japan became an important competitor that threatened Silicon Valley’s own successful
semiconductor industry. An urgent renewal of Silicon Valley’s technology knowledge

base was needed. This crisis brought together major stakeholders in Silicon Valley to

create a Joint Venture Silicon Valley (JVSV) platform. This innovative fitness to
landscape strategy to counter growing knowledge-based competition globally resulted
in an important attractor as becoming the home to venture capitalism. The attractor,

Silicon Valley drawing in innovative technology firms in search of investment resources
and business development support, was an important component of Silicon Valley’s

cluster dynamics and accelerated growth. Stanford’s role supporting new knowledge
developments to renew the industrial base of Silicon Valley was not only a shift in its

role but also reflected a need to develop new competences to support regional
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transformations. The fitness to landscape strategy that resulted in the JVSV collaborative

platform changed Stanford’s dominant role as driver of change and cluster development

to a broader joint ownership and participation of other stakeholders to drive change in
Silicon Valley.

The 1990s crisis in Silicon Valley showed how changes in cluster context affected cluster
dynamics through changes in fitness to landscape strategies, which in turn, influenced

cluster conditions of stakeholders and their roles, and subsequently, influenced
emergent cluster developments.

Another aspect of change in cluster dynamics was the change in the role of government
in its renewal phase. There were shifts in the national government’s role from being a

catalyst of economic development (funder of public research, offering large government
contracts and investor in public infrastructure) to a conservative spender of public

finances. The shift towards austerity and minimizing the caretaker role was in part due
to a change in political paradigms, namely, more conservative.

Silicon Valley also became an attractor, an ‘entrepot-dok’ where international ‘human,

financial and intellectual capital’ landed (pp. 17-18). The large inflow of resources and

new firms, however, also resulted in a reliance on imported talent and resources leading
to (fitness to landscape) strategies that accommodated and built on this attractor.
Venture capitalism, an innovation of Silicon Valley, attracted new talent and resources to

the Valley, contributing to an escalating pattern of success and potential risk (more

details in P5 and Appendix 12).

Silicon Valley’s success also saw a different movement whereby not only did it attract

novice entrepreneurs but also ‘world class entrepreneurs, technologies and business

ideas’ making the Valley more diffuse and more individualistic (p. 18). A surge of

upscale neighbourhoods and excessive private wealth contrasted to a backdrop of
diminished public education spending and risks related to lack of investment in longerterm development of local human capital.

Attractor movements in Silicon Valley in its renewal phase were success and
international allure drawing in the best resources to replenish and renew its growth but
also an underlying process of decreasing local capital development (more in P4 and in
Appendix 12).
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To summarize, throughout Silicon Valley’s development, its fitness to landscape

strategies were focussed on research development and knowledge-based firm

formations, availability of funding for research and for start-up formations and, later, for

attracting international firms, talent and intellectual capital. Development of human
capital was also an important part of Stanford’s fitness to landscape strategies to

support local industries and formation of new industries. Acquisition of government
contracts and research funding in the Valley were important strategies that led to the

formation of semiconductor, aeronautics and space industries. Even when public

funding was reduced, federal government contributed up to 30% of Stanford’s budget of

3.8 billion in 2010-11 (p. 10), which reflected the significance of public funding in Silicon

Valley’s developments throughout its history.

Attractors in Silicon Valley were visible in terms of success in firm and industry
formation throughout its development; the academic, technology-based start-up culture,

the interacting academic-business cultures and presence of like-minded inventor and

entrepreneurial networks; collaborative innovative cultures and the resulting presence
of collective and multiple technological paradigms; emergence of new industry and large

corporations investing in start-ups and innovation; venture capitalism and experienced

managers mentoring start-ups; ‘entrepot-dok’ role with global outreach; international
network of innovative firms and organizations; various interconnected attractors and

developments pushing Silicon Valley’s developments towards escalating processes of
success (with new risks and threats inherent).

In order to understand Silicon Valley’s cluster dynamics more completely,

understanding how significant differences were leveraged offered deeper insights into

its cluster developments. In its origin phase, huge distances between the East and West
and the different economic contexts of these parts of the US in the 19th century,

contributed to significant differences of imbalances in government support, industrial
development and innovation focussed on the West. These developments played a crucial
role in Silicon Valley’s need to develop and lead its own industrial innovations to meet
the need for long distance water, power and later, radio transmissions. Stanford’s role as

an important force of local development helped correct imbalances of government
funding and technology innovations between East and West (described in P1 and P2).

The next four paragraphs describe significant differences that were dominant in the
later developments.
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A recurrent significant difference leveraged throughout its developments was the

academic-industry linkages. The added value of Stanford’s connection to local industry
and firm formation through academically driven entrepreneurship were important to

Silicon Valley’s success. The potential value of research to solve industrial needs and

create new industries was recognized early by Stanford’s founders and this recognition
transformed into strategies and action. In addition, differences between industries and

knowledge fields were also significant differences contributing to creating new
knowledge fields and industries such as electronics, biotechnology and networking
technologies. The ‘double helix’ discovery of technology and chemistry developments

was another example of parallel developments and leveraging of significant differences,

as was development of common technology platforms leveraging multiple technology
developments and paradigms in the Valley. Accelerated innovations and firm formations

that generated critical mass supported further technological advances and new industry
developments. Stanford’s contribution to strong interactions between research and

businesses through development of its Science Park on its grounds was a decision to
capitalize its property and the need for proximity to research labs and knowledge

developments of innovative entrepreneurs. These examples illustrate how academic-

industry and inherent differences within these groups were leveraged resulting in new
cluster dynamics and developments.

Similarly, academia-government linkages also contributed to Silicon Valley’s success.
Imbalance of government funding between the West and East as described earlier was

an initial significant difference that resulted in Stanford Research Institute’s strategy to

accrue federal government contracts and funding by targeting government’s needs for

knowledge capacities. Even with decreased public expenditure, government contracts

contributed about 30% of Stanford’s research budgets in 2010. The presence of

government contracts in turn attracted innovative entrepreneurial firms to the Valley in
search of funding for their innovation and business developments. However, the reverse

was also evident. In its renewal phase, decreased role of government support in human
capital development and public funded research coupled with reduced large corporation

research, meant that Silicon Valley’s funding and human capital prospects were less

significant, which in turn meant Silicon Valley’s attraction for innovative entrepreneurs

was weakened.

Other examples of significant differences contributing to new developments in Silicon

Valley’s were presence of networks of small entrepreneurs collaborating for technology
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innovations

seeking

complementary

knowledge;

spin-off

of

academic-based

entrepreneurs leveraging both worlds; spin-offs and the university or large
corporations; convergence of different capital (financial, social, human capital

intellectual) that provided a dense web of social capital; this web spurred a ‘spiral of
innovations’ supported by friends and family endowed by knowledge and capital; and
managerial mentors/angel investors and venture capitalists and novice entrepreneurs.
Significant differences in resources, competences and interests, transfer of academic

practice of ‘un-bounded hours’ to become the ‘whatever it takes’ mentality amongst

start-ups and entrepreneurs in the Valley fed entrepreneurial and innovation successes

(p. 11).

A different example of how significant differences were leveraged in Silicon Valley was

related to organizational structures and processes. Both the Technology Transfer Office
and Industrial Liaison Programmes had been set-up to leverage potential differences of
capacities and needs of academia and industry. The Joint Venture Silicon Valley was a
similar strategy that rallied key stakeholders to initiate a local innovation fund to
stimulate and support innovations in the face of the 1990s crises.

The four types of significant differences supported innovations and new path creations
in the cluster’s system were described above: academia and entrepreneurship/industry,
government and academia, different types of collaborations and symbioses building on

differences in resources, needs, capabilities and work ethos and attitudes, and
organizational platforms and structures.

The analysis has shown how various significant differences contributed as leverage
points towards cluster dynamics of a successful Silicon Valley, also reflected in fitness to
landscape strategies and attractors. The interconnectedness of these different aspects of
cluster dynamics, and their interconnectedness to path dependent factors and initial

cluster conditions were also described. In addition, changes in cluster dynamics were
connected to contextual changes and ensuing shifts in stakeholder perceptions and
attractor developments. The study of Silicon Valley, in part due to the long history and

comprehensive coverage of the cluster’s developments, also clearly illustrated

interconnectedness of cluster dynamics, cluster conditions and context.

Silicon Valley’s developments therefore supported and strengthened the proposition

related to cluster dynamics.
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Proposition 4

Cluster transformation is visible in transforming interactions and contributes to
macro level emergent system patterns.
This part of the analysis provides an overview of key transforming interactions and
underlying processes, and description of emerging systems patterns in Silicon Valley.

Important visible results in Silicon Valley were successful technology advances and firm
formations starting with the Federal Telegraphic Corporation (1911), the subsequent

emergent industries of electronic technologies (1930s), the creation of the Science Park
(1950s), and later, the development of parallel and multiple technological paradigms

and knowledge fields that resulted in the emergence of biotechnology firms and
industry (2011). These visible examples were all results of transforming interactions. To

understand these developments, some of the related underlying processes and
mechanisms need to be described.

Related to Stanford’s research driven firm-formation strategy was the changing patterns

of interactions that were part of Stanford’s arrangements of collaborations with
industry and government stakeholders. These arrangements included the offer of

‘neutral ground’ at the university for pre-competitive research collaborations as part of

start-up dynamics (p. 10); the creation of ‘proto firm’ in research projects (p. 12); and
support by technical and managerial skilled supervisors that included training

programmes. However, there was also a different development that extended beyond
the university-firm interaction patterns. The spin-off start-ups from research labs

formed interactive clusters of start-ups that when highly successful broke off to become
integrated corporations like Intel but returned to their original clusters and academic

sources ‘to renew ties and acquire start-ups and advance academic knowledge to
improve their product lines and reinvigorate their knowledge bases’ (p. 12). There were

also examples of how successful firms, like Sun Microsystems with successful products

(workstations) became out-dated but were acquired for their staff and product lines.

This last example reflected the rise and fall of firms in the Valley that continued to build
on previous competences. It could be seen that expansion and renewal of firms were not

limited only to the original academia-industry linkage that produced most start-ups in

Silicon Valley’s expansion and aggregation phases but also extended to spin-offs from

interactive clusters to form integrated corporations, acquisition of less successful firms
for their products and production lines and staff. Large corporation buy-ins and angel
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investor linkages with start-ups were also examples of new developments in Silicon

Valley supporting business renewal and development.

Another example of the shift from the original university’s collaborative arrangement
was seen in the example of Apple computers. The presence of different technological
innovative components such as the mouse combined with new user-friendly paradigms

created Apple’s innovative products. This last example also captured the shift of

innovation from industrial processes and government projects to the realm of users and
consumers.

Another example of transforming interactions was Google’s search engine development

in which ‘agglomeration of social, intellectual and financial capital’ took place (p. 11);
Google originated from a government defence project collaborating with Stanford’s

Computer Science department with contributions from the computer science

department’s entrepreneurial ‘university angel’, and its Office of Technology Licensing
(p. 11).

Silicon Valley’s ‘collaborative pursuit of innovation… [had] created a web of ties over
time that became the source for collaborators in future projects in an escalating spiral of

innovation’ (p. 8) but changed as firms matured and more individualistic focusses

emerged. However, a resurgence of dynamic start-up culture ‘with its own collaborative

formats of Hackathons, code camps and meet-ups’ arose that supplemented an older

tradition of informal networking at coffee houses and bars characteristic of Silicon
Valley in earlier phases (p. 15). The strong start-up culture and informal sharing of new
innovation ideas and collaborations were still present albeit changing, reflecting the
changing contexts of Silicon Valley’s innovative milieu.

In addition, new mechanisms were created such as the Technology Transfer Office and

the Industrial Liaison Programmes, to counter a lack of firm-formation incubators in

research labs, and as part of the Joint Venture Silicon Valley platform in the 1990s.

Whilst the medical school at Stanford had internal start-ups without such external

mechanisms, the creation of such organizational structures seemed to indicate a more
formal culture of collaboration and firm-formation was emerging.

The development of Silicon Valley ‘from a local generator of new technologies and

industries into the key node of a global network, with multi-national firms, countries,
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regions and universities maintaining outposts to markets or source advanced
technologies’ (p. 2) helped understand the emergence of more formal structures of
collaborations, which in fact reflected contextual changes and system responses.

The new global scope of Silicon Valley’s interactions and collaborations, and subsequent
dependence on international resources, was visible in an emergent ’innovation eco-

system’ (p. 14) of specialized legal, financial and headhunting firms, business angels and

venture capitalists seeking to generate start-ups from international aspirant
entrepreneurs for their intellectual capitals. Potential risks of this new development are
addressed in the concluding paragraphs of the Silicon Valley case, and in Appendix 12.

The changing patterns of interactions and collaborations in Silicon Valley as described
above also reflected macro-level systems changes, the emerging systems patterns. The
following paragraphs describe changing systems patterns of Silicon Valley.

Accelerated growth of research-based firms, innovations and industry supported by
double and triple-helix collaborations were important emergent systems patterns in
Silicon Valley in all phases of its developments. Similarly, the dominance of parallel
technological paradigms interacting to produce new innovations and industry was also
an important emergent systems pattern throughout its history.

Supportive start-up culture, initially within Stanford and its Science Park was later
prevalent throughout Silicon Valley (entrepreneurial supervision; business angel and

venture capital resources; friends, family and university mentors and entrepreneurs;

government contracts and research funding; etc.). Free flow of information and ideas,

part of an entrepreneurial and innovative culture, later took on new forms and types of
supportive culture seen in Hackathons, code camps, etc. Emerging systems patterns

capturing this culture of collaboration and support can be described as the emergence
and prevalence of supportive innovation eco-systems.

Availability of funding, initially from government contracts and research funding, and
later through private, large corporation research projects and emergence of regional

venture capitalism funding, was an important emergent systems pattern in Silicon that

fed research and technology driven innovations and regional clusters. The systems

pattern of increasing financial capital, together with another emergent systems pattern,

splintering and regenerating of firms, contributed to rise and decline of new firms and
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clusters of firms, which, together with development of multiple technology paradigms,
saw the emergence of new industries (electronics, biotechnology industries, etc.).

Other emergent systems patterns included maturing firms, availability of experienced

managers, private finances and new institutionalized matching and mentoring activities
drawing in new international talent and aspiring entrepreneurs. Silicon Valley with a
global scope of interactions, collaborations and networks paralleled by its

unprecedented scope of ‘crosscutting and hybridizing various technological fields’ at
different growth stages (p. 16) showed emerging systems patterns of a global leader of
regional innovation and cutting-edge innovations.

Convergence of financial, intellectual, social and public capital, first on a regional and

national scale but later on a global scale, was an overarching emerging systems pattern

of interacting of various systems patterns throughout its developments that fed Silicon
Valley’s success.

As mentioned before, an important change in systems pattern was the role, engagement

and influence of key stakeholders in Silicon Valley’s development. The changes in Silicon
Valley’s stakeholders were as follows: initially, Stanford and government funding were

leading change, but later, large corporations were an emergent influence on
developments; and afterwards, the rise of venture capitalists and private wealth

(business angels) were a driving force; and within this last development and subsequent
developments, international players were increasingly shaping Silicon Valley’s global
and iconic success. Silicon Valley’s systems patterns related to stakeholder engagements
and influence emerged throughout its developments.

Silicon Valley had developed at an accelerated pace thriving on global resources and

interests in its renewal phase building on successes that had a long history of successive

and parallel developments, and a culture of entrepreneurial and knowledge-driven
systems.

This part of the analysis also offered insights into sensemaking processes leading to

changing behaviours of stakeholders and patterns of interactions and collaborations. In
addition, Silicon Valley’s developments could be traced back to dominant systems
patterns in different phases of its development that emerged as a result of (new)

transforming interactions responding to contextual changes. Therefore, Silicon Valley’s

cluster transformations supported the proposition and offered detailed insights into
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such processes. More discussion on this aspect is found in the discussion of the cases
(Appendix 14).
Proposition 5

Cluster developments are influenced by both top-down steering and self-organizing
processes.
One of the cornerstones of Silicon Valley’s core culture was the presence of small
entrepreneurial networks collaborating for innovation. There was a strong spirit of

autonomous craftsmanship where technical work was organized in specialized firms in
the 19th and early 20th centuries, illustrated by the telegraphy industry. The

autonomous culture and spirit of Silicon Valley remained an important part of its later
developments. The ‘inventor haven’ of the 19th century emerged due to the absence of
large corporations in Silicon Valley, and the ‘inventor haven’ lure continued to be a

dominant feature in Silicon Valley. This is illustrated by Shockley’s choice to establish

Shockley Semiconductor in Silicon Valley when he left Bell Labs, and later, the Varian

brothers also set-up Hewlett and Packard for the same reason: lack of large corporation
and room to develop work autonomously. The dominance of start-ups and networking

cultures in Silicon Valley continued the tradition of autonomous and collaborative
technology and entrepreneurial developments reflecting self-organizing processes
influencing cluster developments.

Nonetheless, Silicon Valley also had a strong top-down steering process in its history,

particularly in the aggregation and expansion phases due to dominance of Stanford and

flow of government research funding and contracts. This top-down influence of Stanford
was however countered by its firm and industry formation strategies. Stanford’s
strategy therefore contributed to both policy driven developments as well as a dynamic

start-up culture that was self-organized and contributing to accelerated innovation in
the Valley.

The presence of large corporations and development of the Joint Venture Silicon Valley
Corporation diffused Stanford’s dominance and influence on Silicon Valley’s
developments even as Stanford remained an important player in Silicon Valley.

In the expansion and efflorescence phases, self-organizing processes contributed to
accelerated technological advances through collaborations, financing, buy-ins, etc.
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rooted in the growth of multiple innovative clusters (of start-ups and new enterprise),

splintering of successful firms that developed into integrated multinational corporations

(Intel), and growth of successful multinationals (Hewlett Packard, SUN Microsystems,
Google, Apple, etc.) These processes were also dominant in Silicon Valley’s later phases.

The decreasing role of federal government in terms of public expenditure for

infrastructure, including education and research funding, and reduced government

contracts, meant that there was also a diminishing top-down support and orchestration
of innovation and economic developments. On the other hand, a growing share of
international resources, talent and networks meant that Silicon Valley’s developments

were increasingly dependent on exogenous drivers of change, plugging into global

developments, availability and competition of resources. The threat for Silicon Valley in
its renewal phase was the strong dependence on international inflows of resources and
a neglect of local human capital development.

The initial growth of Silicon Valley attributed to university human capital production
and research-based firm and industry formation backed by government and large

corporation research funding had shifted to increased private resources in its later
phases. The lack of top-down processes was a concern for its future as Silicon Valley also
faced successful global competitors, such as Linkoping, San Diego, Merced, Norrkoping,

and potentially, Taiwan and Bangalore. In addition, the nature of entrepreneurship in

the Valley had changed to become more individualistic and the growing dependence on
international talent and finances, and a neglect of local talent developments contributed
to concern about Silicon Valley’s future.

The analysis of Silicon Valley reflected strongly the need for both top-down and bottom-

up processes to strengthen regional and cluster developments in the face of increased

global competition and acknowledging the benefits of diverse, parallel developments in
technology, firm and industry formations.
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14.DISCUSSION OF CASE STUDIES
This analysis looks at the findings of the case studies in relation to cluster context,
condition, dynamics and transformations, and the broader systemic developments. The
analysis discusses the initial propositions in the light of all three cases and draws
conclusions on the different aspects of cluster developments.

The first aspect of cluster developments addressed was the interconnectedness of

clusters with respect to changes in their regional and larger contexts, which resulted in
complex and urgent challenges. The next three paragraphs discuss this aspect of cluster
development in each of the cases.

Karlstad’s developments were tied to the paper and pulp industry and the clusters that

had emerged from it. New competitors from emerging economies were an issue for the

paper and pulp industry but the urgency of this development for the local industry and
economy and the corresponding responses were varied. Local and regional
governments were seeking efficiency and new economic pathways. The paper and pulp

industry was aware of this but ‘business as usual’ seemed to be the dominant response.
The national government focussed on supporting academic universities and research

but the local clusters were not linked to university for their search of new knowledgebased catalysts. Local education system was lagging in meeting labour needs. Different

stakeholders seemed to be focussed on different needs, interests and time scales. Other
drivers of change contributing to changing contexts were both internal and external to
cluster development and the region. The external drivers included climate change and

sustainability agendas, resources depletion, urban sprawl (threat to engulf Karlstad)
and urban migration (brain drain), and need for keeping ahead of technological

advances. Internal drivers were changes in funding, dependence on paper and pulp
industry, forest depletion concerns, and need for competitive advantage. The
interconnectedness of context and developments of the region and clusters reflected the

increasing complexity of cluster developments in the Karlstad case study.

Similarly, Silicon Valley’s developments in the 1990s with the rise of Japanese
semiconductor industry reflected how external drivers of change were important to its

development. The reduction of government expenditure and contracts became an
important challenge for regional and cluster developments. Growing competition from
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other regions in the renewal phase posed a problem for the cluster. The most important
internal driver of change in Silicon Valley up to its efflorescent phase was Stanford’s

vision and commitment to leading research, which was driving local firm and industry
formation. The introduction of venture capitalism and growth of private wealth became
an important driver of change in Silicon Valley in the 2000s. In the efflorescent and

renewal phases, Silicon Valley’s success became its most important driver of change that
attracted global resources and interactions. The developments of Silicon Valley were

closely tied to those of its context, which were regional, national and global, but Silicon
Valley was also contributing to contextual changes when it became a national contender
for government contracts, and a hotspot for inventors and investors, and yet later, also

as a global player, replicating its historical ‘gold rush’ era that brought diverse new
players to the region. The complexity of keeping up its own success and keeping up with
global developments were part of the new challenges faced by Silicon Valley.

The complexity and interconnectedness of clusters and their regions to their context
were reflected in Energy Valley’s case study whereby energy transition developments,

EU internal market and energy market developments, climate change and sustainability
push, depletion of fossil fuels, geo-political shifts, changing business and social

landscapes and globalization were some of the factors contributing towards this. In
addition, diversity of stakeholder perceptions and responses to changing contexts due to
differences of interests, needs, resources and engagement also increased the complexity
in Energy Valley.

The three cases showed how cluster developments were intertwined with contextual
changes and interconnected issues fed by both internal and external drivers. In addition,

stakeholder perceptions, interests, engagement and influences were also important
aspects of the complexity of challenges facing clusters and regional developments. The
proposition on this aspect of cluster development was adapted to capture these insights:
Cluster developments are interconnected to developments in the region and the larger
context, and become increasingly complex due to internal and external drivers of change,
and different responses of stakeholders.
The three cases showed interconnectedness of cluster conditions that defined the
‘initial’ cluster. The following paragraphs highlight some of the key insights from the
cases.
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Karlstad and Region Värmland were dominated by the paper and pulp industry.

Although new spin-off clusters had emerged in the past, the risk of lock-in was present.
This was mainly due to limited links to external (university) knowledge developments,

limited national funding for research and efficiency demands of municipality. The

absence of a national cluster policy also contributed to an internally oriented container

by Karlstad’s stakeholders. In addition, being part of small communities also contributed
to closely-knit and interdependent cultures that strengthened the internal dynamics.

However, strong ties to the Karlstad University were absent in the container due to the
dominant and self-sufficient nature of the paper mills in the past whereby the mills were
important sources of innovation and new cluster formations.

Silicon Valley was also marked by the dominance of one stakeholder in the initial
phases, namely, Stanford, and indirectly the federal government through contracts and

funding obtained by Stanford. Silicon Valley’s container however included firm and

industry formation with research driven innovations due to Stanford’s dominant
position and ambitions, which in turn, resulted in new stakeholders in later phases of its

developments. However, the dynamic craftsmanship driven mentality stemming from

the 19th Century of networks of specialized entrepreneurs was part also part of Silicon

Valley’s container. Other elements of its container were collaborations focussed on
cross-disciplinary, academic-industry and academic-government linkages. Innovative

developments such as ‘proto firm’, practice of splintering and regeneration of firms,
triple-helix interactions, creation of the Science Park and mentoring and supportive

culture of start-ups were also important elements of Silicon Valley’s early cluster
conditions. In its later phases, its container included various technological innovations
and common technology platforms, venture capitalism and private funding, and the

‘entrepot-dok’ status for global innovation development. Silicon Valley’s long history

meant insights into different development stages and shifts in its initial cluster condition
for the next phase of its development.

Energy Valley was not only dominated by its gas sector but also by national government
due to the significance of gas revenues for the Treasury. The national container of ‘BV

NL’ of the Dutch government played an important role in Energy Valley’s cluster

developments. The risk of a lock-in in cluster developments was caused by gas and
national interests dominance in the cluster’s initial conditions. Key stakeholders
included energy corporations, national government and regional governments and to a

lesser extent the academic stakeholders. Energy Valley’s stakeholders had three
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dominant frames, namely, ‘economic’, ‘energy transition’ and ‘regional’ that influenced

their perceptions and strategies for cluster and regional developments. Diversity of
stakeholders reflected diffused container definitions related to Energy Valley in its

initial cluster condition. The cluster Energy Valley was initiated by stakeholders in the
region in the face of EU and energy market developments but differences remained.

The lessons learnt from the three cases on cluster conditions showed how factors

related to a cluster’s path dependency, stakeholders and container were interconnected
and that inherent risks were also present. The dominance of an industry, or as in the
case of Silicon Valley, one stakeholder, impacted the cluster’s stakeholders and

container and therefore its developments. The dominance of an industry with weak
links to university and external research developments as was the case in Karlstad and
Energy Valley combined with an absence of national cluster policies and adequate

national funding, increased the risk of lock-in path developments. There was a tendency

to focus inward, and to neglect, underestimate or respond inadequately to external

developments. A dominance of differences in cluster could also lead to ‘diffused’ cluster
container as seen in Energy Valley where three different ‘frames’ of references

(‘economic’, ‘energy transition’, ‘regional’) were present, representing stakeholder

interests, perceptions and behaviour. Silicon Valley had also a dominant player,

Stanford, which determined the cluster’s initial container, which in turn, became part of

the cluster’s path dependent factors shaping later developments. The strong technology-

based innovation and start-up culture with supportive and boundary-crossing

interactions in the cluster were initiated by Stanford’s vision of regional development,

Silicon Valley’s container. Government funding, and capital in general, were also part of

this container, which was an important stimulus of technology driven innovations, firm
and industry formation and renewal. The breakdown of borders continued in Silicon
Valley’s expansion of its regional and national scope to a global one.

The three cases showed how cluster developments were closely tied to their original
cluster conditions of path dependent factors, stakeholders and container, which were in
turn, closely connected to each other. Key stakeholders with their dominant ‘frames’

often defined and shaped cluster container, whilst a cluster’s container also determined
which stakeholders were engaged in the cluster. Both stakeholders and container were

closely linked to path dependent factors, which had a risk of inward and lock-in path
developments if external links were absent:
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Initial conditions of container, stakeholders and path dependent factors are important in
determining subsequent cluster developments whereby dominance of one or more
stakeholders or path dependent factor could increase risks of lock-in where limited
external linkages are present, or if there are too many differences, a risk of diffused cluster
developments exists.
Cluster developments in response to contextual changes were described in the three

cases to understand its cluster dynamics. The three cases showed different cluster
dynamics due to their unique cluster conditions and contextual changes. The next five
paragraphs highlight key insights of this aspect of cluster developments.

Karlstad’s paper and pulp industry and its related clusters needed to address

developments such as new global competitors, demands of sustainability and resource
efficiency, urbanization and lagging education. These developments showed

interconnectedness between drivers of change and attractors to these movements and

these in turn, were influential in Karlstad’s regional and cluster developments. The

deeply rooted industrial developments to its regional economy meant that fitness to

landscape strategies needed to break the ‘lock-in’ and closed value chain trends of the
paper and pulp industry that had dominated its past. Leveraging significant differences

such as Karlstad’s University’s knowledge base and industries’ needs, the knowledge
base and competences of the different clusters, building on whole project specializations

and services by combined offers of different clusters and businesses, forest regeneration
with new industry formation as part of cross-sectoral business developments, were all

part of Karlstad’s fitness to landscape strategies. Region Värmland and Karlstad’s city
municipality played an important role in supporting such developments, as did Karlstad

University with its own outreach to industry strategy. Cluster and regional interests
were closely tied and therefore responses were also intertwined; Karlstad’s systems

dynamics showed how new stakeholders were responding to drivers of change and
cluster dynamics. Attractors, fitness to landscape strategies and leveraging significant

differences, aspects of cluster dynamics were therefore closely related and overlapping
regional systems dynamics.

Silicon Valley’s significant fitness to landscape strategies were its research driven firm
and industry formation and regeneration, with supportive collaborative arrangements
and conditions, and availability of financial capital. These strategies, connected to path

dependent factors of ‘inventor haven’, autonomy due to large corporations (initially)
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contributed to its continued success, which in itself became an important attractor.
Attractor movements in Silicon Valley saw accelerated growth of innovations and

technological advances, availability of social, intellectual, financial and human capitals,

and growing size, scope and influence of its firms, industry and of Silicon Valley itself.
These interconnected and interacting attractor movements were important in their role

in transforming Silicon Valley from a cluster of regional and national significance to one
with a global status, building on new cluster dynamics that brought in new stakeholders,

financial, intellectual and human capital, and entwined in global networks and global

developments. Much of this success was attributed to successful leveraging of significant
differences in the cluster’s systems that stemmed from its early origins and continued to

be present throughout its developments. The most significant of these differences were
the ‘permeable boundaries’ between entrepreneurial, academic and governmental
realms connected by shared vision (container) of knowledge driven innovation. Silicon

Valley’s interconnected cluster dynamics were also connected to its path dependency,

stakeholders and containers. Like Karlstad, cluster and regional developments were
closely tied to each other in Silicon Valley, and spin-off cluster developments were also
dominant throughout its developments building on cross-boundary interactions.

Energy Valley’s cluster dynamics were characterized by increasing diversity and
complexity of the energy cluster. Shifts in energy landscapes due to external and

internal contextual changes saw attractor movements to major changes, from repositioning of gas and emergence of decentralized systems and new energy sources to

engagement and inclusion of grassroots movements and sustainability and resources
efficiency agendas. The increasing diversification, expansion of scope and levels of

energy systems meant that Energy Valley’s capacity to deal with these attractor

movements needed to be addressed. One attractor movement, connecting to ‘outside’
the cluster within and outside of the Netherlands, posed a risk of ‘cluster drain’ when
the region did not benefit from such connections. Similarly, enlargement of the energy

sector posed a risk of a lack of collective vision in the cluster and energy transition.
However, significant differences, differences in resources, competences, markets,
networks, socio-economic structures, developments and priorities present in Energy

Valley supported opportunities for new collaborations and path creations to deal with
the increasing complexity of regional and energy developments. These opportunities

were reflected in fitness to landscape strategies expressed by stakeholders that
indicated a need to expand existing strategies, scope of activities and collaborations.

This shift in stakeholder perceptions was an important attractor in Energy Valley’s
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cluster dynamics. Key strategies needed to support Energy Valley’s future developments

were identified as the need for new institutions and innovation spaces that supported
cross-sector, multidisciplinary business and value chain innovations; the need for focus

on systems and societal transitions; the need for varying scales and scope to support
diversity of challenges even as more collective vision and developments were needed;
growing trust issues due to conflicting roles of government and large corporations
versus public safety and local welfare; and the risk of energy transition challenges

becoming secondary to dominant national and regional growth agendas. The growing
complexity and interconnectedness of challenges and developments in Energy Valley
were reflected in its cluster dynamics. Key issues underlying cluster and regional

developments in Energy Valley were coherence, lack of close collaborations and

agreement of priorities, trust, and accountability for cluster and energy transition
challenges. However, these issues also offered diversity as potential for innovation and
new path creations for Energy Valley.

The three cases reflected how clusters and regions were closely connected and how

cluster dynamics were interconnected. The clusters had different cluster dynamics and
challenges given their different initial conditions and cluster dynamics. Karlstad and

Energy Valley were limited in their knowledge and financial resources as opposed to
Silicon Valley. On the other hand, Energy Valley and Silicon Valley were faced with

increasing number of new stakeholders and new developments in the sector whilst
Karlstad was less responsive due to the dominance of and its dependence on the paper
and pulp industries. Potential for changes in Karlstad lay in closer collaborations

between industry and university and supporting new inter-cluster and cross sectoral

collaborations, and creating specialized services and niche segments. In Silicon Valley,

cluster dynamics was closely connected to its cluster conditions that encouraged strong
triple-helix interactions and firm formations and availability of capital. In Energy Valley,

the changing cluster contexts of increasing complexity was an important driver of its

cluster dynamics together with its cluster conditions of a dominant gas sector, resulting
in energy transition and regional development competing with national interests.

To summarize, the findings of the cases helped understand cluster dynamics and the
interrelatedness of the different aspects of attractors, fitness to landscape and
significant differences, and how these were connected to other aspects of cluster

developments. Attractors in the cluster included shifts in stakeholder perceptions.

Examples of this in Energy Valley and Karlstad were acknowledgement of changing
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contexts, growing complexity and a need for new solutions, often ‘outside’ existing

practice. The potential of significant differences to deal with new challenges were often
reflected in fitness to landscape strategies identified. The cases also reiterated the

interconnected nature of different aspects of cluster developments, whereby cluster

dynamics was influenced by cluster conditions and new complexities due to contextual

changes (and their drivers of change), and these in turn, influenced cluster dynamics
and cluster transformations. Insights from the three cases on cluster dynamics is
formulated as follows:

Cluster dynamics, reflected in attractors, fitness to landscape strategies and significant
differences leveraged for new path creations, are responses to contextual changes,
which in turn, contribute to cluster transformations.
Cluster transformations are the next aspect of cluster developments to be discussed.

This aspect has two parts, namely, transforming interactions and emerging systems

patterns. The term ‘cluster transformations’ replaced the original concept of cluster
performance as the former captures more accurately the nature of changes in complex
cluster developments. Each of the cases is highlighted in the next paragraphs in terms of
their transforming interactions and emerging systems patterns.

Karlstad and Region Värmland were concerned about competitiveness of their current
and future clusters. Local governments used funding policies to support new types of

collaborations. Region Värmland initiated ten new professorships strengthening
university-industry linkages, whilst Karlstas Municipality used funding policy to
promote deeper inter-cluster collaborations. Local government policy was therefore

instrumental to new collaboration patterns. Establishing a new Grants and Innovation
Office at Karlstad University was another visible shift that facilitated university-business

linkages. In addition, new fields such as bio-medicines were emerging due to shifts

towards sustainable forest resources (attractor movements). These developments

meant that new knowledge and partners were needed and as such, new business and
research developments were expected in the future. The need for new labour pools

skilled in new technologies resulted in an industry driven technology skills centre.
Expansion of scope and activities of clusters and existing industry (connecting to

‘outside’), new business developments, and sustainability focus were visible macro level
shifts in Karlstad’s developments. The role of policy and stronger industry-government210

academia collaborations in Karlstad were important visible systems shifts of its cluster
and regional developments.

Silicon Valley’s cluster developments of transforming interactions were most visible

when Stanford’s strategy of firm and industry formation took off. However, early
developments in the mid-nineteenth century already showed how organizing patterns

of small entrepreneurial firms resulted in engineering innovations bridging long
distances for water, and later power and radio waves. Stanford’s success with the

Federal Telegraphic Corporation was the start of ‘waves’ and ‘spirals’ of innovation in
technology, and later, in financial and mentoring support for start-ups. New firms,

clusters of firms, new industries and combination of industries and sectors were all part
of visible transforming interactions and collaborations throughout Silicon Valley’s

developmental phases. The breaking down of boundaries between different ‘realms’
resulted in innovations such as double and triple helix arrangements, the Science Park,
‘proto firm’ and ‘pre-competitive’ cultures of free knowledge flows, venture capitalism

for regional growth and transformation (Technology Transfer Office, Industrial Liaison
Programmes), and later, in new forms of transformative collaborations such as

Hackathons, code camps, matching events, etc. Silicon Valley’s cumulative convergence
of social ties, networks, technological advances, technology and entrepreneurial

paradigms contributed to its spiralling success that transformed the cluster into a global
‘entrepot-dok’ that brought with it new international networks, financial, intellectual

and human capitals. The various transforming interactions and resulting patterns of

collaboration contributed to emerging systems patterns in Silicon Valley’s different
stages of development. Stanford, followed by other stakeholders, pursued a pattern of

connecting to, and often, committing to Silicon Valley’s regional growth. Strong social
and knowledge development ties were also important emergent patterns in the cluster’s

development. The commitment, belief and strategies in research and technology driven
innovation and dynamics of start-up as basis for firm and industrial developments were
examples of emergent systems patterns. Other examples were establishment of

innovative ecosystems with supporting processes of technology and financial
development; shifting entrepreneurial nature and culture; parallel developments of

fundamental knowledge and technology innovation coupled with bridging and crossborder developments; institutionalization of ‘matching’ activities and mentoring by

venture capitalists and business angels; and the shift from regional motors of innovation
and cluster developments to exogenous (global) motors of growth and development.

There were however concerns related to Silicon Valley’s emergent systems patterns of
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diminished focus on indigenous human capital development, over-reliance on
international assets, reduced government expenditure and growing individualistic

entrepreneurship cultures. These developments were contrary to Silicon Valley’s past

successes that had been built on regional developments drives. Silicon Valley’s future
path developments were not without risks due to its reliance on strongly interconnected

global ties and developments. The interconnectedness and complexity of cluster
developments related to internal dynamics and contextual changes were shown in
Silicon Valley’s developments.

Energy Valley’s visible results of its transforming interactions and emerging systems
patterns were seen in the formation of new institutions and innovation spaces for

energy transition challenges in the form of Energy Academy Europe and EnTranCe at
the cluster level, and at the regional level, examples are North Holland’s Energy Board

and Drents Energy and Climate Change Platform. These innovation spaces focussed on
energy, facilitated academic and industry linkages to resolve energy transition
challenges. New collaborations across disciplines and economic sectors were also

evident in the search for new energy sources and applications, examples being bio-fuels,

biomass for power plants and gas, blue energy and e-mobility. Other examples of

transforming interactions and new collaborations on energy were trans-regional
initiatives with Northern Germany and the North Sea region. There were also new

connections in energy that crossed boundaries, examples being between gas and
electricity, and between fossil and renewables, whereby new grid infrastructure

developments were central to these interactions. EnTranCe was specifically set-up to
help support industry prepare for future infrastructure demands in the sector. New
interactions and collaborations between new energy stakeholders, traditional energy
and regional development agencies were also visible, and formed part of Energy Valley’s

strategic developments. However, other developments arose outside these formal

developments and were embraced by Energy Valley Foundation. Digital theme based

communities were facilitated by the cluster organization to meet the growing diversity

and numbers of such communities. New initiatives, communities and stakeholders in
Energy Valley included local citizen and consumer movements, energy transition parks,

NGOs, farmers, etc. New interactions were also seen in changing relations between
citizens, businesses and energy corporations whereby the producer-consumer,

‘prosumer’, was an example. Growing local and regional energy initiatives and

grassroots movements were new interaction and collaboration patterns emerging
outside of traditional market developments. The liberalization of energy markets gave
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consumers more choice and resulted in competitive pricing and more sustainable
energy offers (demand-driven market developments). This last development supported

the rise of decentralized energy sources and infrastructure developments, partly fuelled
by growing concerns about energy security and affordability and related needs for

autonomy. A shift in perceptions of citizens of the government’s caretaker role was

evident due to earthquake damages, ensuing risks, and inadequate responses by the
energy corporations and the national government. The issue of trust was therefore
important in the cluster. Latent distrust of the national government prevailed, due to its
peripheral disadvantaged position in national priorities, fuelled by the earthquake affair.

Local and provincial governments were closer to citizens and were deemed to be
trustworthier than the national government. Another shift in interaction patterns was
that there were more intensive and joint efforts related to energy and energy transitions

within and between knowledge institutes, and between energy knowledge institutes and
industry. Similarly, joint and integrated policy vision and collaborations between the

four provinces were also results of transforming interactions to meet energy transition
and regional development challenges. Energy Valley therefore saw diverse initiatives of
both public and private initiatives that resulted in new interactions and collaborations,

which were reflected in its systems patterns. Emerging systems patterns of Energy

Valley reflected increasing complexity due to increased number of new interactions and
initiatives and growing interconnectedness of energy sources and infrastructure. In

addition, more consistent attempts to facilitate and develop ‘ecosystems’ for knowledge-

based innovations were also new systems patterns as a result of policy efforts to
develop joint and integrated vision on supporting innovations on energy transition and

improved quality of life for its citizens. Energy Academy Europe and EnTranCe were
such examples as mentioned earlier. Moreover, EnTranCe focussed on value chain and

whole systems developments to promote shared sustainable energy transition
strategies. These systemic and cumulative developments in Energy Valley were also
communicated and connected to national energy agendas. Broadening energy and
regional developments agendas to more issue-based, cross-sectoral themes, seen in ‘Bio-

based economy’ developments, were also emerging systems patterns in Energy Valley.

Another emerging pattern was shifts in the cluster’s scope and scales. The cluster saw a
shift from regional focussed scale to include enlarged scales (trans-border, EU) and local
scales (citizen initiatives, farm-scaled bio-gas developments). This acknowledgement

and room for small and local scales, and for large and more trans-regional and European
scales, were important shifts in its cluster systems developments. Energy Valley’s shift
from a regional initiative to maintain its energy expertise to a strategic partner of the
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Dutch government on energy transition developments and partner in North Sea Region
to develop the region into a EU Region of Excellence reflected enhanced scope, visibility
and ambitions of the cluster. Other emergent systems patterns included the rise of self-

organized initiatives, different policies of the Provinces, and emergence of new subclusters

and

energy

communities.

These

patterns

showed

Energy

Valley’s

transformation from a gas-dominated, centrally driven cluster to a complex,

interconnected system of diverse stakeholders and developments, seeking collective
answers in the face of urgent challenges by private and public stakeholders.

The three cases showed how cluster developments were intertwined with regional and
external developments, and interactions of key stakeholders were crucial to their

developments. In this, national and regional government’s role and degree of support

were also shown to be significant to clusters developments. Growing complexity in
cluster developments through expansion of cluster scope, scale and strategy, and

contextual changes, showed emerging developments of new systems patterns of subcluster formations and closer interactions between academia and industry, and linkages

beyond the cluster. In the case of Energy Valley, local self-organized citizen initiatives
were also becoming a part of the energy cluster where new ‘prosumer’ developments

and need for autonomy and self-sufficiency were present. Although cluster systems

developments are directly linked to transforming interactions, these developments were

also directly linked to cluster dynamics and contextual changes that preceded
transforming patterns of interactions. The original proposition based on Energy Valley’s
finding was therefore enhanced to include these insights based on the three cases:

Transforming interactions in cluster developments, as a result of changing cluster
dynamics often include shifting sensemaking processes of stakeholders, resulting in
emergent systems patterns of shifts in scope and scale of activities, and roles of
stakeholders, increased cross-over collaborations in knowledge and industry
developments, and emerging sub and new cluster formations, which cumulatively
reflect increased interconnectedness and complexity in macro level systems
patterns.
Insight into cluster transformations reinforces the proposition on related overlapping
and related systems developments in acknowledging the interconnected nature of
systems developments.
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Clusters are embedded in related and overlapping systems interacting and
influencing cluster developments.
The three cases showed how cluster developments were interconnected to
developments between/amongst sectors and region; region and nation; local, regional,

national, (European) and global levels, namely, interconnectedness of multi-level and

overlapping developments of sectors, technologies, regions, etc. In the light of previous

discussions and evidence, this ‘insight’ into related and overlapping systems is therefore
not discussed further and is taken as it stands.

Similarly, the next proposition on top-down and bottom-up processes has also been

mentioned in discussions of other aspects of cluster development and is therefore only

discussed briefly here. The role of policy and centralized steering as opposed to selforganizing processes in cluster developments was present in all three cases. Energy

Valley and Karlstad showed how policy interventions played an active part in cluster

developments through funding and joint policy initiatives, whilst in Silicon Valley, the
government’s role was indirect but significant due to the large public contracts and

funding of research projects driving Silicon Valley’s success up to its renewal phase.
Contextual changes and ensuing challenges triggered self-organized processes and

initiatives in both Silicon Valley and Energy Valley. In Karlstad, spin-off cluster
developments and developments in new fields of research seemed to also indicate self-

organized developments although more data would be needed to draw any conclusions.
In both Silicon Valley and Energy Valley, strong presence of both top-down and bottom-

up processes were present as a result of growing complexity and scope of their

developments even as these processes contributed to these developments. This insight
did not change the original proposition and is captured as follows:

Cluster developments are influenced by both top-down steering and self-organizing
processes.

The final Lesson from Energy Valley was the systems-in-systems parallels of cluster

developments. The cases of Karlstad and Silicon Valley did not provide specific insights
into such developments but the original proposition has been adopted with the proviso
that this needs further verification in future studies.
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Clusters reflect systems-in-systems developments such that parallel and differing
emerging patterns prevail due to similarities and differences in the different
systems levels.
Overview of the ‘insights into cluster systems developments’
(Also in main thesis)
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Anu Manickam explored the increasing
complexity of cluster developments through
the detailed case study of Energy Valley
and two supplementary cases of Paper
Province and Silicon Valley. The research
describes how clusters are interconnected
to broader contextual developments at local, regional, national, European and global levels. The research brings together insights from Regional
Innovation Systems, Evolutionary Economic Geography and
Complex Adaptive Systems scholarships to develop a whole
systems approach to understanding cluster dynamics and related systems. The doctoral thesis offers ‘lessons’ from Energy
Valley that includes understanding cluster and energy transition
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